OUR GUARANTEE

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
### Fiction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COME SUNDOWN.</td>
<td>Nora Roberts</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>Ecco Paperbound</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRONTIER DESTINY.</td>
<td>William W. Johnstone</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>Pinnacle Paperbound</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOBLE VAGABONDS.</td>
<td>Louis L'Amour</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>Bantam Paperbound</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A HIGHER CHRISTMAS.</td>
<td>William W. &amp; J.A. Johnstone</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>Bantam Paperbound</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUBLE DARKEN.</td>
<td>Louis L'Amour</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>Bantam Paperbound</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HANG HIM TWICE.</td>
<td>Louis L'Amour</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>Bantam Paperbound</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE KINGS OF WESTERN FORK.</td>
<td>Louis L'Amour</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>Bantam Paperbound</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:

- American History
- Animal Lore
- Art Books
- Arts & Crafts
- Atlas
- Audio Books
- Autobiography
- Automobile
- Biography
- Birds & Birding
- Blu-ray
- Books on Movies & TV
- Business
- Children's Books
- Civil War
- Classics & Literary Fiction
- Collecting
- Computer Books
- Cookbooks
- Crime & Criminals
- Dictionaries
- Do It Yourself
- Economics
- Fiction
- Fishing & Hunting
- Games
- Gardening
- Graphic Arts
- Graphic Novels & Comics
- History
- Humor & Cartoons
- Literature
- Mathematics
- Military History
- Movies
- Music Recordings
- Mysteries & Detective
- Native Americans
- Nature
- Needlecrafts
- Occult
- Personal Finance
- Pets
- Philosophy
- Photography
- Poetry
- Politics
- Psychology
- Railroads
- Reference
- Religion
- Romance & Women's Stories
- Royalty
- Science
- Science Fiction
- Self-Help
- Sexual Guides
- Short Stories
- Social Science
- Spies & Thrillers
- Sports
- Television & Radio
- Theater & Dance
- Travel
- Travel Guides
- Vietnam War
- Vinyl Records
- WW I & WW II
- West
- Wines & Spirits
- Your Health

Current titles are marked with a ★.
**Fiction**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3789832 BLOODY TRAIL OF THE MOUNTAIN MAN.</strong> By William W. &amp; J.A. Johnstone.</td>
<td>Novel. After a lifetime of robbing banks and holding up trains, Jimmy &quot;Sawdust&quot; Braddock and Melvin &quot;Pecos Kid&quot; Baker are ready to call it quits—though not necessarily by choice.</td>
<td>376 pages.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>371202 BEHIND THE IRON.</strong> By William W. &amp; J.A. Johnstone.</td>
<td>Novel. This time it's the Missouri State Penitentiary. Undercover agent Hank Fallon's mission: get inside the facility, look for a pregnant inmate named Jess Harper, and find out why her bank-robbing ex-boyfriend hid the stolen cash. An all-out savage riot is about to explode—and Fallon's head is on the chopping block!</td>
<td>380 pages.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>297882X SHADOW OF THE HANGMAN.</strong> By William W. &amp; J.A. Johnstone.</td>
<td>Novel. A beautiful woman, a powerfully built man, and an exotic breed of cattle come to John Slaughter's ranch, along with the prospect of making a small fortune. But an enemy is coming, and once the bodies begin to fall by vengeance, and deep into a killing spree that only John Slaughter can stop.</td>
<td>312 pages.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3785743 BLOODSTORM.</strong> By William W. &amp; J.A. Johnstone.</td>
<td>Novel. The sadistic Yankee general, Thomas &quot;Hannibal&quot; Andrews, rules Andersonville like a merciless jailor. The town of Wagon Tongue, keeping the locals cowering under his cruel heel. Joe Buckhorn is sent to overthrow the ex-general, who has cowering under his cruel heel. Joe Buckhorn has sworn vengeance on the judge. The judge needs help and John Henry Sixkiller will help the man himself arrested, busts out of jail and worms his way into an outlaw haven run by a beautiful amoral woman who is at the center of the plot for revenge.</td>
<td>341 pages.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2975923 THE GREAT TRAIN MASSACRE.</strong> By William W. &amp; J.A. Johnstone.</td>
<td>Novel. Mountain man Matt Jensen will earn every penny of his $5,000 fee when he is hired as a bodyguard to a wealthy Californian traveling to Chicago. The world's deadliest killers are along for the ride, from Provo to Cheyenne to Nebraska. An assortment of cutthroats turn an easy job into a one-way ticket to hell.</td>
<td>360 pages.</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>297443 KILLING GROUND.</strong> By William W. &amp; J.A. Johnstone.</td>
<td>Novel. The Lucky Lizard is bad luck. Not that the Nevada mine is empty; it's full of silver. But the man who thinks he owns it is in for a very unpleasant surprise—a ruthless, hard-driving Easterner named Dax Brighton shows up with a seemingly valid claim. But town marshal Frank Morgan has his suspicions.</td>
<td>331 pages.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2978230 LEGEND OF PERLEY GATES.</strong> By William W. &amp; J.A. Johnstone.</td>
<td>Novel. After his father's death, Perley Gates decides to track down the grandfather whose name he shares. When he crosses into Oklahoma Territory, young Perley discloses the trail is full of guns, danger, and a coward who stole $50,000 from the judge.</td>
<td>378 pages.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>297117 HATE THY NEIGHBOR.</strong> By William W. &amp; J.A. Johnstone.</td>
<td>Novel. After a two-year drought, the Kerrigan ranch is dry as a bone and dusty as a honky-tonk bible. On the brink of ruin, Kate Kerrigan hires the rainmaker, as dusty as a honky-tonk bible.</td>
<td>378 pages.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>297759 THE LEGEND OF PERLEY GATES.</strong> By William W. &amp; J.A. Johnstone.</td>
<td>Novel. After his father's death, Perley Gates decides to track down the grandfather whose name he shares. When he crosses into Oklahoma Territory, young Perley discloses the trail is full of guns, danger, and a coward who stole $50,000 from the judge.</td>
<td>378 pages.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2977606 CUTTHROATS.</strong> By William W. &amp; J.A. Johnstone.</td>
<td>Novel. After a lifetime of robbing banks and holding up trains, Jimmy &quot;Sawdust&quot; Braddock and Melvin &quot;Pecos Kid&quot; Baker are ready to call it quits—though not necessarily by choice.</td>
<td>412 pages.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>368832 BETWEEN THE EYES.</strong> By William W. &amp; J.A. Johnstone.</td>
<td>Novel. All hell breaks loose in the wild frontier town of Rattlesnake Wells. From vicious saloon fights to violent shootouts, town marshal Bob Hatfield knows there's more to the story than a little bad blood between townsfolk. Someone is gunning for him. And sometimes, there's only one way to deliver justice: right between the eyes.</td>
<td>424 pages.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2976766 REMINGTON 1894.</strong> By William W. &amp; J.A. Johnstone.</td>
<td>Novel. The Butcher gang has come to town and by the time John McMasters learns of their arrival, they've invaded his ranch and killed his land of no return. 380 pages.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2978384 BLOODY TRAIL OF THE MOUNTAIN MAN.</strong> By William W. &amp; J.A. Johnstone.</td>
<td>Novel. After a lifetime of robbing banks and holding up trains, Jimmy &quot;Sawdust&quot; Braddock and Melvin &quot;Pecos Kid&quot; Baker are ready to call it quits—though not necessarily by choice.</td>
<td>380 pages.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>378722 RIMFIRE.</strong> By William W. &amp; J.A. Johnstone.</td>
<td>Novel. Smoke Jensen was a towering hero of the Old West. Now, his two treescaping, long-lost nephews, Ace and Chance Jensen, are on their own—a guns-blazing tale of Mississippi River gambling, two-time women, and that ever-present prize: revenge.</td>
<td>376 pages.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2977443 KILLING GROUND.</strong> By William W. &amp; J.A. Johnstone.</td>
<td>Novel. The Lucky Lizard is bad luck. Not that the Nevada mine is empty; it's full of silver. But the man who thinks he owns it is in for a very unpleasant surprise—a ruthless, hard-driving Easterner named Dax Brighton shows up with a seemingly valid claim. But town marshal Frank Morgan has his suspicions.</td>
<td>331 pages.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>298524 MONAHAN'S MASSACRE.</strong> By William W. &amp; J.A. Johnstone.</td>
<td>Novel. After a two-year drought, the Kerrigan ranch is dry as a bone and dusty as a honky-tonk bible. On the brink of ruin, Kate Kerrigan hires the rainmaker, as dusty as a honky-tonk bible.</td>
<td>378 pages.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3776379 A JENSEN FAMILY CHRISTMAS.</strong> By William W. &amp; J.A. Johnstone.</td>
<td>Novel. Smoke Jensen looks forward to spending a quiet holiday with the family. But an unexpected arrival from the past threatens to change everything. John Henry Sixkiller is along for the ride, from Provo to Cheyenne to Nebraska. An assortment of cutthroats turn an easy job into a one-way ticket to hell.</td>
<td>360 pages.</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>387826 PREACHER'S KILL.</strong> By William W. &amp; J.A. Johnstone.</td>
<td>Novel. Preacher is ready to pass on his survival skills to a boy named Hawk, just who might be his son.</td>
<td>378 pages.</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3758184 RIDING SHOTGUN. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. If anyone knows the road to purgation, it’s Red Shan. As a stagecoach guard, he’s faced holdups, ambushes, and all-out attacks from every kind of outlaw, Indian, and prairie rat. But even a bad man wants to take this fun-hunting riding shotgun with his driver Buttons Muldoon on a stage bound from Fort Concho, Texas, to Fort Bliss—with the Apaches on the warpath. 345 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

378665X BLOOD AND BULLETS. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. In one-hour duels, a lot of people have gotten on Marshal Elwood “Firestick” McQueen’s bad side. And with rifle cocked, and vengeance burning, Firestick McQueen is going to prove just how unforgiving his side can be. 392 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3776503 TWELVE DEAD MEN. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. In a court of law it takes twelve men to convict a killer. Two of them are Jensens. It all started when those Jensen boys, Ace and Chance, got roped into jury duty. It should have ended when justice was served, but this is just the beginning. Jensens fight for justice as the other ten returned jurors. 359 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★ 6945317 THE LAST SONG. By Nicholas Sparks. Novel. When a loving family is upended during the holidays, turning their young children’s lives upside down. The McCray’s troubled son, Todd, moves back to town with his girlfriend Elle. He has to hustle, and his girlfriend, and start a new job at the animal shelter. A heartwarming Christmas story about the power of love and the strength our pets give. 280 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95


★ 6932274 DAMNATION VALLEY. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. A Rocky Mountain winter has left Breck reeling from the carnage unleashed by a tragic blizzard. When Camran lays siege to a trading post, he’s left the owner dead and takes a pretty hostage who can turn a profit for him. Breck arrives at the brothel with a raging fury that’s going to make this unhappy place Swing in Blood. 346 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3786664 BROTHERHOOD OF EVIL. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. When the Jensens decide to take a trip to Smoke Jensen’s ranch, looking for a gal alone at the Sugarloaf—the family homestead becomes an easy target for a hardened from Hell named Jonas Trask. But one thing is sure: the Jensens will face the rescue with surgical precision, blazing guns, and not a shred of mercy. 348 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95


3773248 DEAD FOR A DOLLAR. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. If one horse can’t outrun a Wyatt Earp, how fast could a good “Firestick” McQueen uses an old wanted paper to toss Rip Riley into the clink till he decides to leave town. But Rip is still up to his old tricks—and he and his new gang of cutthroats are going to rob the Mailman. And his buddies Beethoven Skinner and Moosejaw Hendricks become pawns in what might be the heist of the century. 347 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95


3778341 ONCE UPON A TIME IN TEXAS. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. After gunning down six in a single day, a young twin brother of two of the most vicious outlaws in town and low lay. But then the whole town comes under quarantine because of scarlet fever—which means Firestick and his pals are sitting ducks. 392 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3714522 THE LOST ISLAND. By D. Kristian & L. Child. Novel. Tasked by a wealthy benefactor to find the priceless Book of Kells, Gideon Crew makes a shocking discovery—beneath the gorgeously illuminated image is an ancient treasure map to a remote island in the Caribbean Sea, promising a payload that could perhaps save Gideon’s life. 355 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

2978830 BABY DOLL. By Hollie Overton. Novel. The girl who is stolen and physically abused every day since she was sixteen years old. Then one night you realize your captor has left the door to your cell unlocked. For the first time in eight years you’re free—but this is what happens next. 485 pages. Redhook. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3798259 SILENT NIGHT. By Daniellle Steel. Novel. A shocking accident, a nine year old girl suffering from a rare disease. Then one night you realize your captor has and physically abused every day since she was sixteen years old. Then one night you realize your captor has left the door to your cell unlocked. For the first time in eight years you’re free—but this is what happens next. 485 pages. Redhook. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3798256 SILENT NIGHT. By Daniellle Steel. Novel. A shocking accident, a nine year old girl suffering from a rare disease. Then one night you realize your captor has left the door to your cell unlocked. For the first time in eight years you’re free—but this is what happens next. 485 pages. Redhook. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95


★ 2878755 SILENT HONOR. By Danielle Steel. Novel. A man ahead of his time. Japanese college professor Masao Takashimaya sends his 18 year old son for an education in America and to make her father proud. It’s August 1941. After the bombing of Pearl Harbor, an executive order is signed giving the military the power to remove Japanese from their homes. 424 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

★ 2963612 A GOOD WOMAN. By Danielle Steel. Novel. The sinking of the Titanic changed Annabelle’s privileged life forever. In her grief, she pours herself into volunteer work, igniting a passion for medicine. After a failed marriage, Annabelle flies for war-ravaged France where she studies medicine. After her husband’s death, she begins a new life in Paris, until a fateful meeting opens her heart. 377 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

2977532 LOGAN’S OUTLAW. By Elaine Levine. Novel. Sarah Hawkins survived capture by the Sioux, but after her escape she faces one more trial: to start over, and the dusty town of Defiance promises the anonymity and security she needs. Without meaning to, Sarah has fallen under the protection of Logan Taggart. Though she refuses to trust him, Logan won’t leave her side, keeping her out of danger. 338 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

6824454 THE DOG WHO WAS THERE. By Patricia Reilly Giff. Novel. No one expected Barley to have an encounter with the Messiah. He was homeless, hungry, and struggling to survive in first century Jerusalem. Most surprising of all was the fact that Barley’s eyes, the story of a teacher from Galilee comes alive in a way we’ve never experienced before. 262 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

★ 3798443 ELEVATION. By Stephen King. Novel. As the town of Castle Rock prepares for its annual Thanksgiving 12K run, Scott Carey begins to understand the prejudices his next door neighbors, most notably the schoolteacher who lives with her husband,face, and tries to help. Unlike alliances will form, and Scott’s mysterious affliction will bring out the best in people. 146 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
**Fiction**

- **3782455** 1922. By Stephen King. Novel. A privileged elder son, Harry Care has followed Edwardian convention at every step, until an illicit affair forces him to abandon his wife and child. He signs up for emigration to the newly colonized Canadian prairies, and his survival in the harsh landscape. The fight for survival will reveal in Harry an inner strength he's never known before. 368 pages. Grand Central. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

- **3753131** DOCTOR SLEEP. By Stephen King. Novel. Dan Torrance, whose paranormal gift is known as "the shining" as a child, has lived a life of pain and struggle. He must fight for his soul with the master manipulator, with many weapons at his disposal. He comes to St. Petersburg to find his son, but when he discovers that no one approves of them, his son decided to try to find their own paths. He was sent from his war-torn London home to the small Irish town of Kilgarret. It was there that he met a mysterious man—except the man from St. Petersburg. 310 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

- **3787617** A BAD PLACE TO DIE. By Easy Jackson. Novel. There aren't many options for an eighteen-year-old girl from a wagon-load of women across Indian territory. She arrives in the God-forsaken town of Ring Bit, Texas, as a mail-order bride. When her husband drops dead on their wedding night, her young sons, she decides to raise their boys, and save their home—anyway she can. 346 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

- **577500X** LIGHT A PENDLE CANDLE. By Margaret Drabble. Elizabeth White was sent from her war-torn London home to the small Irish town of Kilgarret. It was there that she met a mysterious man—except the man from St. Petersburg. 308 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $5.95


- **6872891** NIGHT OVER WATER. By Ken Follett. September 1939. England is at war with Nazi Germany. In Southampton, the world's most luxurious liner, the Queen Elizabeth, is about to travel across the Atlantic. She will have to find a way to cross the English Channel. 459 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.99

- **2811782** THE MAN FROM ST. PETERSBURG. By Ken Follett. Novel. His name was Feliks. He came to London to commit a murder that would change history. He master manipulator, he had many weapons at his disposal. He comes to St. Petersburg to find his son, but when he discovers that no one approves of them, his son decided to try to find their own paths. He was sent from his war-torn London home to the small Irish town of Kilgarret. It was there that he met a mysterious man—except the man from St. Petersburg. 310 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $6.95

- **3875432** A DANGEROUS FORTUNE. By Ken Follett. Novel. In 1866, tragedy strikes the exclusive Winfield School, when one of its student drown in a mysterious accident. His death and its aftermath initiate a spiraling circle of treachery that will span three decades. The great-grandson of a New York grandfather, he finds himself the target of a deadly game of狭窄. For the next 20 years, the man from St. Petersburg will remain a mystery. 500 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

- **6816932** TORNADO WEATHER. By Deborah Heiligman. Novel. School bus driver Fikus Ward lowers little Daisy's wheelchair from his bus, and for the first time her father's not there. As the wind picks up and the sky turns dark, the children seek shelter on the bus. Distracted, Fikus lets go when she's told to get off on her own. Then Daisy disappears. 306 pages. Flatiron Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.99

---

**Non-Fiction**

- **6988801** THE STAND. By Stephen King. Novel. The master of horror, the apocalyptic tale of an accident that occurs at the Institute. 561 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

- **6988801** THE STAND. By Stephen King. Novel. The master of horror, the apocalyptic tale of an accident that occurs at the Institute. 561 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

- **6988801** THE STAND. By Stephen King. Novel. The master of horror, the apocalyptic tale of an accident that occurs at the Institute. 561 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

- **3739900** THE CELEBRATION: Amish Cooking Class. By Wanda E. Brunstetter. Novels. In 1866, tragedy strikes the exclusive Winfield School, when one of its student drown in a mysterious accident. His death and its aftermath initiate a spiraling circle of treachery that will span three decades. The great-grandson of a New York grandfather, he finds himself the target of a deadly game of狭窄. For the next 20 years, the man from St. Petersburg will remain a mystery. 500 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

---
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A DOG CALLED JACK. By ivy Pembroke. Novel. Every street should have a dog like Jack. And every abandoned dog should find a new family like the residents of Christmas Street–a group of people who just might need Jack as much as he needs them. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.50

THE APPEAL. By John Grisham. Novel. When a jury returns a shocking verdict against a company, Carl Trudeau is convinced the court is not friendly enough to his interests. He decides to try to purchase himself a seat on the court. Through a web of connections, a pro-deep-pocket lawyer recruits a young, unsuspecting candidate. They finance him, manipulate him, market him, and mold him into a potential Supreme Court justice. 484 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00

THE LAND OF PAINTED CAVES. By Jean M. Auel. Novel. In this extraordinary conclusion of the ice-age epic series Earth’s Children, Ayla, Jondarai, and their infant daughter, Jonayla, are living with the Zelandonii in the Ninth Cave. Ayla has been chosen as an acolyte to a spiritual leader and begins arduous training tasks. 828 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

THE SECRET DIARY OF HENDRICK GREEN, 83 1/4 YEARS OLD. Novel. Hendrik Groen, bored with life in his home in Amsterdam, decides to share his daily musings. He has fallen in love with a young, attractive woman, and he decides to start writing an expose secretly recording the antics of his fellow tenants. 320 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99


SOMETHING BAD. By Carl Haasen. Novel. Two housewives wake up early and brace themselves for a spectacle they won’t be watching from the sidelines. A shotgun-toxing mobile home salesman is about to close a deal with disaster, and tourists by the thousands are drawn into the final battle between good and evil. 314 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

A DOG CALLED JACK. By ivy Pembroke. Novel. Every street should have a dog like Jack. And every abandoned dog should find a new family like the residents of Christmas Street–a group of people who just might need Jack as much as he needs them. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.50

FEBRUARY 1995

THE APPEAL. By John Grisham. Novel. When a jury returns a shocking verdict against a company, Carl Trudeau is convinced the court is not friendly enough to his interests. He decides to try to purchase himself a seat on the court. Through a web of connections, a pro-deep-pocket lawyer recruits a young, unsuspecting candidate. They finance him, manipulate him, market him, and mold him into a potential Supreme Court justice. 484 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00

SOMETHING BAD. By Carl Haasen. Novel. Two housewives wake up early and brace themselves for a spectacle they won’t be watching from the sidelines. A shotgun-toxing mobile home salesman is about to close a deal with disaster, and tourists by the thousands are drawn into the final battle between good and evil. 314 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

Corrections: In the listing for THE APPEAL, John Grisham, a page count of 484 pages was mistakenly listed as 484 pages. Dell Paperbound. Published at $8.00. The correct information should be: THE APPEAL. By John Grisham. Novel. When a jury returns a shocking verdict against a company, Carl Trudeau is convinced the court is not friendly enough to his interests. He decides to try to purchase himself a seat on the court. Through a web of connections, a pro-deep-pocket lawyer recruits a young, unsuspecting candidate. They finance him, manipulate him, market him, and mold him into a potential Supreme Court justice. 484 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00.

360940 THE HIGHLYNDBERS. By Matt Braun. Novel. Ash Tallman knew how to fight when he had to, and even how to make love when he wanted the right kind of woman on his side. But as he entered the lush San Joaquin Valley in the company of one risk-taking beauty, he found a fight with no clear battle lines, and only one way out—hunt the killers who were hunting him. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95


3785787 SLEEPING BEAUTIES. By Stephen & Owen King. Novel. A mysterious pandemic is causing women everywhere to suddenly stop sleeping, shrouded in a cocoon like sleep, while the men are immune to the sleeping disease. The men, abandoned, are divided into warring factions, some want Eve dead, some want to save her in this world, all male world. 702 pages. Gollancz. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $19.95

3746259 THE TESTAMENTS. By Margaret Atwood. Novel. The sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale. Fifteen years later, the theocratic regime of the Republic of Gilead maintains its grip on the leading candidate has made powerful enemies. But Hill House is gathering its residents, and one will choose one of them to make its own. 215 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3705943 STAGECOACH TO PURGATORY. By Peter Brandvold. Novels. In Last Stage to Hell, what does it mean when one stagecoach, add thousands of bullets, and two headless corpses? To Lou Prophet, you get raucous, ruthless revenge. In Devil by the Tail, the mountain men are after the heads–of Cab Callisto must look to a woman from his past for help. Together they connect the Oregon’s missing fortune to a rogue hacker, but they don’t realize that the bank job just being the beginning of much more brutal crimes. 438 pages. Pulnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3767744 MILDRED PIERCE. By James M. Cain. Novel. After being abandoned by her husband, a depressed Mildred builds a successful business to ensure the future of her pampered and selfish daughter. But Mildred is completely unprepared for the challenges of running a business without the influence of the men in her life. 298 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

2969068 THE ROAD TO GRANTCHESTER. By James Runcie. Novel. After his service in the Second World War, Sidney Chambers’ carefree youth has been blown apart, just like the rest of the world. But Sidney has heard God’s call, constant, though quiet, and ever growing more pressing. But despite the guidance he’s been given, his path to God, the course of much, which little true love, never runs smooth. 327 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

29718 THE SEVENTH PLACE. By James Rollins. Novel. Professor Harold McCabe, who vanished on a search for proof of life after man, was found by a dramatically different creature in the Sepulchral Crypt of Christ. The long days have prompted its denizens to engage in flights of fancy. Some, like the Duke of Josephine and belated to a new level. The Peppermill in Phoenix, a name and defunct eyes of gold. No Sunshine is the last of all the stories that have been read. They must not be in the church. The Church has lost its way. She must convert her enemies to her cause before she loses her faith and her life. 396 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3738108 GHOST FIRE. By Wilbur Smith with T. Harper. Novel. 1754. Insiplur must save India. Theo and Connie Courtenay are torn apart by the tragic death of their parents. As the siblings find their destinies converging once again, both seek vengeance and redemption. The things they least deserve are the things they least expect. Zaffe. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

3654375 THE TIGER’S PREY. By Wilbur Smith with T. Harper. Novel. Wilbur’s stepfather’s gambling debt leaves him a marked man. Francis Courtney flees the comfort of his grand country estate. Penniless, he travels to Ceylon with nothing but his wits and his mind. However, upon his arrival in Cape Town, he finds his whole world upturned. 550 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2945350 MISS JULIA TAKES THE WHEEL. By Ann B. Ross. Novel. Miss Julia is determined to miss an opportunity to size up a newcomer, Miss Julia invites the new Doctor and his wife to dinner. While Miss Julia and Sam discus about Miss Julia just can’t place the Crawfords, and she won’t rest until she gets to the bottom of it. 310 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $9.95

146 pages. Dover. Paperback. $5.95

****3746259 THE TESTAMENTS. By Margaret Atwood. Novel. The sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale. Fifteen years later, the theocratic regime of the Republic of Gilead maintains its grip on the leading candidate has made powerful enemies. But Hill House is gathering its residents, and one will choose one of them to make its own. 215 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

2856263 THIS SCORCHED EARTH. By William Gear. Novel. To truly understand the madness and despair of the Civil War, we look at war through one family’s eyes. In rural Arkansas, such was the Hankocks. Devastated by a cruel war, they faced down their personal hells and in spite of it all survived. Their survival is a testament to the power of love, and the American spirit. E P Press. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

3690539 THE MACEDONIAN. By Nicholas Guild. Novel. A breathtaking work of historical fiction, this is the story of Philip, prince and king, the forgotten boy who rose to save his crumbling kingdom. A queen and a traitor made him her target of all those who fear the Church has lost its way. She must convert her enemies to her cause before she loses her faith and her life. 396 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

6821585 WOMAN OF GOD. By James Patterson & M. Paetro. Novel. Is it possible that the new Pope is a woman? Some are ecstatic, but the leading candidate has made powerful enemies. The cardinals are calling to her, as are those in power, and the target of all those who fear the Church has lost its way. She must convert her enemies to her cause before she loses her faith and her life. 396 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


2939121 WAR OF THE WOLF. By Bernard Cornwell. Novel. For decades, the interaction between pagan and Christian, between Saxon and Viking, between the old world he was born into and the new world being formed by the winds of change gather pace, the pressure on Uhtred as father, politician, and warrior grows as intense as ever before. 333 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95
Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00

422 pages.

Rachel Wells. Novel. It's just a matter of time before that one carefree moment could lead to disaster. 222 pages.

LCHENFIELD


467 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $28.99

404 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00

420 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00

418 pages. Grand

By David Baldacci. Novel.  FBI Agent Atlee Pine's life was never the same after her twin sister, Mercy, was kidnapped thirty years ago. After a lifetime of torturous uncertainty, Atlee's unresolved anger finally gets the better of her. Even with Decker's ever-infallible memory may not be so trustworthy and the police continue to look for clues. 373 pages.

By M.C. Beaton. Novel. When Agatha Raisin learns of his death two weeks later, it's no surprise that some villagers blame the death on her. The judge, Mr. Cummings Brown, not only snubs her entry but also falls over dead! After her quiche's secret ingredient turns out to be something more...unsavoury truth.

By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Pushing Up Daisies. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. When the village of Braikie turns in a tip on the new free-range fishers, it looks like she is about to become involved in a gruesome murder. Look, however, can be deceiving, as Agatha discovers when she is employed to investigate a case of industrial espionage. 236 pages.

By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Long Road to Mercy. By David Baldacci. Novel. Just as FBI agent Atlee Pine begins to investigate the disappearance of a rider from the bottom of the Great Canyon, she is pushed off the case. If she disobeys orders by continuing to search for the truth, she may be forced to commit murder. 528 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00

By David Baldacci. Novel. After witnessing a murder outside FBI headquarters, Amos Decker is focused on solving the case before it's too late. 420 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00

By David Baldacci. Novel. Just as FBI agent Atlee Pine begins to investigate the disappearance of a rider from the bottom of the Great Canyon, she is pushed off the case. If she disobeys orders by continuing to search for the truth, she may be forced to commit murder. 528 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00

By David Baldacci. Novel. One of the most twisted? 125 pages. Little,

By M.C. Beaton. Novels. When the village of Braikie turns in a tip on the new free-range fishers, it looks like she is about to become involved in a gruesome murder. Look, however, can be deceiving, as Agatha discovers when she is employed to investigate a case of industrial espionage. 236 pages.

By M.C. Beaton. Novel. The Fix. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Bored and lonely, Agatha Raisin enters a local baking contest. But her recipe for social advancement goes unappreciated by the judge, Mr. Cummings Brown, not only snubs her entry but also falls over dead! After her quiche’s secret ingredient turns out to be something more...unsavoury truth.

By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Death of an Outsider. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. The most hated man in the most dour town in Scotland is dumped into a tank filled with crustaceans. All that remain of the murdered victim are his bones. But after the lobsters are shipped off to Britain’s best establishments, nobody remembers the poor old man. The judge, Mr. Cummings Brown, not only snubs her entry but also falls over dead! After her quiche’s secret ingredient turns out to be something more...unsavoury truth.

By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Bored and lonely, Agatha Raisin enters a local baking contest. But her recipe for social advancement goes unappreciated by the judge, Mr. Cummings Brown, not only snubs her entry but also falls over dead! After her quiche’s secret ingredient turns out to be something more...unsavoury truth.

By M.C. Beaton. Novel. As the bell-ringers get ready for their annual constabulary dinner, Constable Hamish Macbeth is stumped. Amos Decker with his singular talents forced to commit murder. 528 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00

By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Lord Bellington, a wealthy landowner, wants to turn his community garden into a housing estate. So when Agatha Raisin learns of his death two weeks later, it’s no surprise that some villagers blame the death on her. The judge, Mr. Cummings Brown, not only snubs her entry but also falls over dead! After her quiche’s secret ingredient turns out to be something more...unsavoury truth.

By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Lord Bellington, a wealthy landowner, wants to turn his community garden into a housing estate. So when Agatha Raisin learns of his death two weeks later, it’s no surprise that some villagers blame the death on her. The judge, Mr. Cummings Brown, not only snubs her entry but also falls over dead! After her quiche’s secret ingredient turns out to be something more...unsavoury truth.

By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Lord Bellington, a wealthy landowner, wants to turn his community garden into a housing estate. So when Agatha Raisin learns of his death two weeks later, it’s no surprise that some villagers blame the death on her. The judge, Mr. Cummings Brown, not only snubs her entry but also falls over dead! After her quiche’s secret ingredient turns out to be something more...unsavoury truth.

By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Lord Bellington, a wealthy landowner, wants to turn his community garden into a housing estate. So when Agatha Raisin learns of his death two weeks later, it’s no surprise that some villagers blame the death on her. The judge, Mr. Cummings Brown, not only snubs her entry but also falls over dead! After her quiche’s secret ingredient turns out to be something more...unsavoury truth.

By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Lord Bellington, a wealthy landowner, wants to turn his community garden into a housing estate. So when Agatha Raisin learns of his death two weeks later, it’s no surprise that some villagers blame the death on her. The judge, Mr. Cummings Brown, not only snubs her entry but also falls over dead! After her quiche’s secret ingredient turns out to be something more...unsavoury truth.

By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Lord Bellington, a wealthy landowner, wants to turn his community garden into a housing estate. So when Agatha Raisin learns of his death two weeks later, it’s no surprise that some villagers blame the death on her. The judge, Mr. Cummings Brown, not only snubs her entry but also falls over dead! After her quiche’s secret ingredient turns out to be something more...unsavoury truth.

By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Lord Bellington, a wealthy landowner, wants to turn his community garden into a housing estate. So when Agatha Raisin learns of his death two weeks later, it’s no surprise that some villagers blame the death on her. The judge, Mr. Cummings Brown, not only snubs her entry but also falls over dead! After her quiche’s secret ingredient turns out to be something more...unsavoury truth.

By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Lord Bellington, a wealthy landowner, wants to turn his community garden into a housing estate. So when Agatha Raisin learns of his death two weeks later, it’s no surprise that some villagers blame the death on her. The judge, Mr. Cummings Brown, not only snubs her entry but also falls over dead! After her quiche’s secret ingredient turns out to be something more...unsavoury truth.

By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Lord Bellington, a wealthy landowner, wants to turn his community garden into a housing estate. So when Agatha Raisin learns of his death two weeks later, it’s no surprise that some villagers blame the death on her. The judge, Mr. Cummings Brown, not only snubs her entry but also falls over dead! After her quiche’s secret ingredient turns out to be something more...unsavoury truth.
DEATH OF A DENTIST. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Constable Hamish Macbeth, a bad toothache, and Dr. Frederick Dentist. The case comes together after the dentist is poisoned and poor Macbeth not only finds him, but has to unravel the tangled mess. 228 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95


THE WITCHES’ TREE. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. An elderly spinster has been murdered and the villagers of Sumpfthurt have no idea of the mystery. 268 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95

DEATH OF A NURSE. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. When Police Sergeant Hamish Macbeth is stood up on a dinner date, he doesn’t think his life’s work will be up to the task of piling up a body and standing by. 305 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

BEATEN TO DEATH. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Agatha Raisin is on the case when a series of house fires brings her to the scene of a body discovered in a fireplace and a dead body stuffed inside the chimney. 277 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95

DEATH OF A GENTLE LADY. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. The machinations of the sly, elderly Mrs. Gentle, who is trying to close his village, Macbeth proposes to her maid, Ayesha. He knows that his superiors won’t terminate the marriage of a man. But when Mrs. Gentle turns up dead, Hamish must quickly uncover the shocking truth behind her murder. 285 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95

DON’T LET GO. By Harlan Coben. Novel. The death of her ex-girlfriend’s fingerprints turn up in the rental car of a suspicious murderer, he embarks on a quest for answers that only lead to more questions—about the childhood friends he thought he knew, and mostly about the death of his twin brother. 351 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00 $16.95

TELL NO ONE. By Harlan Coben. Novel. Everyone tells Harlan that his book has been haunted his wife’s kidnapping. Everyone tells him it’s time to move on, but how can he when closure never comes? Then, a message appears on his computer, a phrase that seems to imply that his book has a secret. 370 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

SIX CATS A SLAYIN’. By Miranda James. Novel. M.C. Beaton. Novel. Scotland’s most laconic but intuitive policewoman, Hamish Macbeth, investigates the murder of the town’s bullying d...
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**2949151 CLAWS FOR CONCERN.** By Miranda James. Novel. Charlie Harris is busy enjoying his new grandson when a mysterious man with a connection to Charlie’s family turns up at the library, bringing with him troubling questions about an unsolved murder. As this cold case heats up, Charlie and several friends set out to solve the case and discover a killer’s identity. 292 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**2958066 OUT OF CIRCULATION.** By Miranda James. Novel. Everyone in Athena, Mississippi, knows Charlie the librarian with a rescued cat named Diesel. When he returns to his hometown to rest, but when a feud erupts between the town’s richest ladies, the writing on the wall spells murder. 289 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**6707114 CHERRY CHEESECAKE MURDER.** By Joanne Fluke. Novel. Hannah Swensen’s bakery is serving as snack central while Main Street is shut down, rented for the week by a movie crew. When the demanding director is killed, Hannah starts to sift through the clues, reading the killer’s legal script with the kind of ending that only happens in Lake Eden. 382 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**2883791 RASPBERRY DANISH MURDER.** By Joanne Fluke. Novel. As a vintage ruby necklace disappears and a precious apple is killed, the frostiest hearts in Lake Eden, Minnesota. But that won’t be happening for newlywed Hannah Swensen Barton—nor her husband, Roarke. Hannah will have to quickly sift through a cornucopia of clues and suspects to stop a killer from bringing another murder to the table. 422 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3754376 CHRISTMAS CAKE MURDER.** By Joanne Fluke. Novel. With her dream of opening The Cookie Jar taking shape, Hannah Swensen’s life matches the hectic December holiday bustle and hustle in Lake Eden—especially when a Yuletide murder happens! As she prepares to run a bakery, it’ll be a true miracle if she can prevent another Yuletide disaster by catching a mysterious man as a Christmas fruitcake. 270 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00

**2866242 CAVE OF BONES.** By Anne Hillerman. Novel. When Tribal Police Officer Bernadette Manuelito arrives to speak at an Oxford character-building program, she discovers a killer. Annie has returned from a solo experience traumatized. Annie stumbled upon something unspeakable while she was lost, and her instructor who hiked in a mysterious area is still missing. 403 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99


**3792078 CAVE OF BONES.** By Anne Hillerman. Novel. While at a program at a risk-teen resort, Officer Bernadette Manuelito is transported from one world to another. A killing experience hours late and traumatized. Annie learns the girl stumbled upon something unspeakable while she was lost and is her instructor still is missing. The legendary Joe Leaphorn has a lead suspect helped by his mysterious connections. 310 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99

**4533771 ROCK WITH WINGS.** By Anne Hillerman. Novel. Sergeant Jim Chee and his wife are investigating two cases that may be intertwined. One involves a young woman, a cold-blooded thug, and a mound of dirt and rocks that could be a gravestone. Under the guidance of the legendary Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn, his wife will continue her greatest challenge yet. 372 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**2914182 QUEEN ANNE’S LACE.** By Susan Wittig Albert. Novel. While helping Ruby Wilcox clean up the loft above their shops, China Byles comes upon a box of antique handcrafted lace and old photographs. Following the discovery, she hears a woman humming an old Scottish ballad. With a scientist from the FBI looking for the woman in one of the old photographs unfolds, and she delves into the century-old mystery. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**2993070 CRIMINAL SUPREMACY.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. Lieutenant Eve Dallas springs into action. A harrowing ordeal has left her, there’s no telling how much blood may be spilled. 356 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3734841 VENDetta in Death.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. Eve Dallas and her husband, Roarke, are combine the evidence the he gets a tip from an author of police thrillers who recognizes the crime, from the pages of her own book. For Eve time is running out before the next victim plays a role in a murderer’s deranged drama, ripped from the pages of a crime thriller. 406 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**6950399 APPRENTICE in DEath.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. The shots came quickly, silently, and with deadly accuracy. Within seconds, two people were dead at Central Park’s ice skating rink. The victims: a talented young skater, a doctor, and a teacher. Eve Dallas has seen a lot of killers during her time with the NYPD, but never one like this. 343 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**4572131 OBSESSION IN DEATH.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. When a woman—dazed, naked, and bloody—wanders in front of their car, Roarke slams on the brakes just in time, and homicide cop Eve Dallas springs into action. A harrowing ordeal has left her, there’s no telling how much blood may be spilled. 356 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**6653839 ECHOES IN DEATH.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. Eve Dallas and her husband, Roarke, are combine the evidence the he gets a tip from an author of police thrillers who recognizes the crime, from the pages of her own book. For Eve time is running out before the next victim plays a role in a murderer’s deranged drama, ripped from the pages of a crime thriller. 406 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**3711145 CONNECTIONS in DEATH.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. Eve Dallas and her billionaire husband Roarke, must venture into gang territory where the victim, Lyle, used to run: the ugly underground world of tattoo parlors and strip joints where everyone has a wad of cash and a second chance, but whoever gave the order on Lyle’s murder, has run out of chances. 406 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**2937016 CHOCOLATE SUNSET.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. Eve Dallas and her husband, Roarke, are combine the evidence the he gets a tip from an author of police thrillers who recognizes the crime, from the pages of her own book. For Eve time is running out before the next victim plays a role in a murderer’s deranged drama, ripped from the pages of a crime thriller. 406 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**9762283 MAY DAY MURDER.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. Eve Dallas and her husband, Roarke, are combine the evidence the he gets a tip from an author of police thrillers who recognizes the crime, from the pages of her own book. For Eve time is running out before the next victim plays a role in a murderer’s deranged drama, ripped from the pages of a crime thriller. 406 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**957358 IMMORTAL in DEATH.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. A top model is the victim of a brutal murder. As she takes the case, Lieutenant Eve Dallas discovers that the world of high fashion thrives on an all-consuming obsession for youth and fame. Searching for clues, Eve is led from the runway to the dark underworld of New York City where drugs can be found to fulfill any desire. 316 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**95734X HOLIDAY in DEath.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. Eve Dallas, retired, naked and bloody—wanders in front of their car, Roarke slams on the brakes just in time, and homicide cop Eve Dallas springs into action. A harrowing ordeal has left her, there’s no telling how much blood may be spilled. 356 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99


**2932775 NO ESCAPE CLAWS.** By Sofie Ryan. Novel. It’s fall in North Harbor, Maine, where Sarah owns a charming secondhand shop that sells lovingly refurbished items of all kinds, and where a quirky line of senior citizen detectives solves crimes. But when young Mallory appears at the shop and asks the in-house detectives to take her father’s case, and prove he didn’t murder her step-mother. 296 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/303
| **295849X** THE 18TH ABDUCTION. By James Patterson & M. Pastro. Novel. Detective Lindsay Boxer finally gets married. But a missing newborn and a series of violent attacks push the Women's Murder Club back to full throttle before the wedding gift. A teenage girl is既要 injured and left for dead, and her newborn baby is nowhere to be found. 375 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 |
| **299464X** 10TH ANNIVERSARY. By James Patterson & M. Pastro. Novel. Detective Lindsay Boxer finally gets married. But a missing newborn and a series of violent attacks push the Women's Murder Club back to full throttle before the wedding gift. A teenage girl is既要 injured and left for dead, and her newborn baby is nowhere to be found. 375 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 |
| **3760393** THE 19TH CHRISTMAS. By James Patterson & M. Pastro. Novel. As the holidays approach, Detective Lindsay Boxer and her friends in the Women's Murder Club have much to celebrate. But then a fearsome criminal known only as "Looman" seizes control of the headlines and has planned a deadly surprise for Christmas morning. The month of December is升温 for the Women's Murder Club, and avoiding tragedy is the only holiday miracle they seek. 346 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.99 |
| **6547785** 14TH DEADLY SIN. By James Patterson & M. Pastro. Novel. The Women's Murder Club's birthday party for medical examiner Claire Washburn is cut short when Detective Lindsay Boxer is called to a gruesome crime scene. As she investigates the murder, shocking video footage of another crime surfaces—video that shakes the city to its core. 304 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 |
| **654519X** 15TH SEDUCTION. By James Patterson & M. Pastro. Novel. As detective Lindsay Boxer's investigation into a city-wide threat is scrutinized and undermined by a criminal as brilliant as any high-powered defense lawyer, and motives are called into question by someone she thought had her back, not even the truth may be enough to save her. 351 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 |
| **659574X** 15TH AFFAIR. By James Patterson & M. Pastro. Novel. Detective Lindsay Boxer lives an elusive, possibly very dangerous existence. A woman disappears, the disappearance of a gorgeous blonde from the scene prompts Lindsay to seek help from the Women's Murder Club when disturbing clues hit close to home. 361 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 |
| **3584652** UNLUCKY 13. By James Patterson & M. Pastro. Novel. When the FBI sends detective Lindsay Boxer a photo of a killer from her past, her happy life as a new mother is shattered. The picture captures Mackie Morales, the most deranged and dangerous criminal the city has ever encountered. Mackie is back, and she's hungry for revenge. 366 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 |
| **3930099** THE 17TH SUSPECT. By James Patterson & M. Pastro. Novel. A series of sightings exposes San Francisco to a methodical and unpredictable killer. And a reluctant woman decides to put her trust in Sergeant Lindsay Boxer. The suspects' leads end up going nowhere, leading Lindsay to a dark and disturbing conclusion, including that something has gone wrong inside the police department. 327 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 |
| **375558A** DACHSHUND THROUGH THE SNOW. By David Rosenfelt. Novel. On a Christmas day trip to the mountains, lawyer Andy Carpenter discovers a poignant plea from the "wish" cards attached, by a child named Danny. He is even at one point in a sweater for his dachshund, Murphy, and the safe return of his missing father, Andy and his wife Laurie dash to try to reunite this family in time for Christmas. 342 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $24.99 |
| **3689433** NEW TRICKS. By David Rosenfelt. Novel. This time, it is about to represent an adorable Bernese mountain dog puppy, whose owner was brutally murdered, in a custody fight. But this playful pup possesses a valuable secret that some people will risk everything to obtain, and Andy soon discovers that everyone around him is in danger. 370 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 |
| **3689441** OPEN AND SHUT. By David Rosenfelt. Novel. After his father, the legendary ex-D.A. dead dog, defense attorney Andy Carpenter struggles to serve justice and bring honor to his father. But to do so, he must dig up some explosive political skeletons—and an astonishing family secret. 303 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 |
| **2999698** RESCUED. By David Rosenfelt. Novel. Andy Carpenter is reluctant to take on any more cases. He'd much rather spend his time working for his dog rescue organization than find himself in a courtroom. But when a court-appointed lawyer, carrying seventy dogs from the South to the Northeast turns up with a murdered driver, Andy can't help but get involved. 346 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 |
| **1790927** A MURDEROUS TANGLE. By Sally Goldenbaum. Novel. Birdie, Nell, Cass and Izzy are preparing their cozy weekend for a holiday gathering in Sea Harbor, Massachusetts. But as murder makes waves in that Quaint village, two Seaside Knitters will attempt to prevent a deadly trend from catching on. 306 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 |
| **6855399** A ROVER AT LAMBSWOOL FARM. By Sally Goldenbaum. Novel. Late summer is blooming in Sea Harbor, Massachusetts, but Izzy Chambers Perry and the other Seaside Knitters only see death around their beach and in their small town. To save a local farm—because finding a killer can be like looking for a needle in a haystack. 304 pages. Obsidian. Pub. at $25.00 |
| **3750606** HOW TO KILL A MURDERER. By Sally Goldenbaum. Novel. As autumn washes over coastal Sea Harbor, Massachusetts, Cass Halloran and the Seaside Knitters are ready for another busy off-season. But when murder shatters the peace, the craftiest bunch in town must unravel a killer’s deadly scheme. 341 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 |
| **2938561** MURDER WEARS MITTENS. By Sally Goldenbaum. Novel. As autumn washes over coastal Sea Harbor, Massachusetts, Cass Halloran and the Seaside Knitters are ready for another busy off-season. But when murder shatters the peace, the craftiest bunch in town must unravel a killer’s deadly scheme. 341 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 |
| **698813X** NEW TRICKS. By Sofie Kelly. Novel. Against his better judgment, young lawyer Daniel Pitt must defend a British diplomat, Philip Sidney, who may be involved in a murder. When Daniel grows suspicious about Sidney’s alleged crimes, he puts on his detective hat to search for evidence in what has blown up into a fully international affair. 301 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 |
| **3719235** THE CATS CAME BACK. By Sofie Kelly. Novel. Small town librarian Kathleen Paulson and her two cats, Owen and Hercules, are stalking a dead body by the river. The victim is a close friend of a well known cabaret singer, and the two happen to look incredibly alike. Was this a case of mistaken identity? Now Kathleen, Owen and Hercules will put their abilities to the test and lay down the paw. 307 pages. Berkeley. Pub. at $9.95 |
| **3689433** BOOKING THE CROOK. By Sofie Kelly. Novel. Kathleen Paulson and her two cats, Owen and Hercules, stumble across a dead body by the river. The victim is a close friend of a well known cabaret singer, and the two happen to look incredibly alike. Was this a case of mistaken identity? Now Kathleen, Owen and Hercules will put their abilities to the test and lay down the paw. 307 pages. Obsidian. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 |
| **3749065** A TALE OF TWO KITTIES. By Sofie Kelly. Novel. With a well-placed paw on a keyboard or a pointed stare, Kathleen’s two cats, Hercules and Owen, have helped her to solve cases in the past—so she has learned to trust their instincts. But she will have to rely on them when a twenty year old scandal leads to murder! 326 pages. Berkeley. Pub. at $23.00 |
| **2957930** CURIOSITY THRILLED THE CAT. By Sofie Kelly. Novel. Kathleen is surprising in her move to Minnesota comes with not just a new home, but two new cats. But when Kathleen finds herself the prime suspect in a murder, she quickly learns that her new furry friends are not just her best allies, but also the magical. Now, she must employ their help to solve the crime and clear her name for good. 324 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 |
| **6965228** A TALE OF TWO KITTIES. By Sofie Kelly. Novel. With a well-placed paw on a keyboard or a pointed stare, Kathleen’s two cats, Hercules and Owen, have helped her to solve cases in the past—so she has learned to trust their instincts. But she will have to rely on them when a twenty year old scandal leads to murder. 326 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $7.99 |
| **3740506** A TALE OF TWO KITTIES. By Sofie Kelly. Novel. With a well-placed paw on a keyboard or a pointed stare, Kathleen’s two cats, Hercules and Owen, have helped her to solve cases in the past—so she has learned to trust their instincts. But she will have to rely on them when a twenty year old scandal leads to murder! 326 pages. Berkeley. Pub. at $23.00 |
| **3740056** A TALE OF TWO KITTIES. By Sofie Kelly. Novel. With a well-placed paw on a keyboard or a pointed stare, Kathleen’s two cats, Hercules and Owen, have helped her to solve cases in the past—so she has learned to trust their instincts. But she will have to rely on them when a twenty year old scandal leads to murder! 326 pages. Berkeley. Pub. at $23.00 |
| **3740056** A TALE OF TWO KITTIES. By Sofie Kelly. Novel. With a well-placed paw on a keyboard or a pointed stare, Kathleen’s two cats, Hercules and Owen, have helped her to solve cases in the past—so she has learned to trust their instincts. But she will have to rely on them when a twenty year old scandal leads to murder! 326 pages. Berkeley. Pub. at $23.00 |
| **3740056** A TALE OF TWO KITTIES. By Sofie Kelly. Novel. With a well-placed paw on a keyboard or a pointed stare, Kathleen’s two cats, Hercules and Owen, have helped her to solve cases in the past—so she has learned to trust their instincts. But she will have to rely on them when a twenty year old scandal leads to murder! 326 pages. Berkeley. Pub. at $23.00 |
| **3740056** A TALE OF TWO KITTIES. By Sofie Kelly. Novel. With a well-placed paw on a keyboard or a pointed stare, Kathleen’s two cats, Hercules and Owen, have helped her to solve cases in the past—so she has learned to trust their instincts. But she will have to rely on them when a twenty year old scandal leads to murder! 326 pages. Berkeley. Pub. at $23.00 |
**THE OVERLOOK.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. A body has been found on the roof. The victim, identified as David Malone, has two bullet holes in the back of his head. His death was not the suicide it appeared to be. Now the attending officer is forced to come face-to-face with the truth.
- **Pub. at $10.00**
- **Paperbound.**

**BLOOD WORK.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. When Graciela Rivers steps onto her car pool's loading zone, she's surprised to see a B-movie producer. Harry soon unravels Aliso's life, times, and newfound obsession with crime.
- **Pub. at $10.00**
- **Paperbound.**

**THE NARROWS.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. After a fire at the hospital, the patient's hospital bed is found in a warehouse.
- **Pub. at $10.00**
- **Paperbound.**

**TRUNK MUSIC.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. Detective Harry Bosch is on the case of the murder of Tony Aliso, a B-movie producer. Harry soon unravels Aliso's life, times, and newfound obsession with crime.
- **Pub. at $10.00**
- **Paperbound.**

**AN ECHO OF MURDER.** By Anne Perry. Novel. Commander Monk has yet to see a man who only Scarlett ever saw—a woman who was the victim of a hate crime.
- **Pub. at $8.00**
- **Paperbound.**

**THE REVERSAL.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. The two murder accusations led by Henry Pierce are connected to the case of the murder of Tony Aliso, a B-movie producer. Harry soon unravels Aliso's life, times, and newfound obsession with crime.
- **Pub. at $10.00**
- **Paperbound.**

**THE WRONG SIDE OF GOODBYE.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. Harry Bosch's California connections are shallow. His chops from thirty years with the LAPD speak for themselves. Desperate to know where he has an heir, he's driving towards his mother in law. Without a badge to open doors or strike fear into the guilty, he's on his own. But Bosch is not backing down. 371 pages.
- **Pub. at $10.00**
- **Paperbound.**

**THE CONCRETE BLONDE.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. When Harry Bosch's California connections are shallow. His chops from thirty years with the LAPD speak for themselves. Desperate to know where he has an heir, he's driving towards his mother in law. Without a badge to open doors or strike fear into the guilty, he's on his own. But Bosch is not backing down. 371 pages.
- **Pub. at $10.00**
- **Paperbound.**

**THE DARK SACRED NIGHT.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. Detective Renee Ballard and detective Harry Bosch team up to solve an unsolved murder of fifteen year old Devon Clayton, a runaway who was brutally murdered by a still unidentified man who left him in a barrel.
- **Pub. at $10.00**
- **Paperbound.**

**THE BLACK ICE.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. Working the case of narcotics officer Cal Moore's supposed suicide, LAPD detective Harry Bosch is reminded of the primal police rule he learned long ago: don't look back. They've left him in the cold.
- **Pub. at $10.00**
- **Paperbound.**

**BROKEN BONE CHINA.** By Laura Childs. Novel. When the first day of Christmas and the first snow fall.
- **Pub. at $10.00**
- **Paperbound.**

**MUMBO GUMBO MURDER.** By Laura Childs. Novel. The victim's murder is linked to the case of the murder of Tony Aliso, a B-movie producer. Harry soon unravels Aliso's life, times, and newfound obsession with crime.
- **Pub. at $10.00**
- **Paperbound.**

**DEVIL'S SALT.** By Jonathan Kellerman. Novel. A celebrated pathologist, Dr. Alex Delaware, is the most difficult cases of his career. Dr. Alex Delaware must confront a strange medical mystery.
- **Pub. at $10.00**
- **Paperbound.**

**THE WEDDING GUEST.** By Jon Land. Novel. When LAPD Lieutenant Milo Sturgis gets the murder of a killer, he finds that the man he is hunting for is his own childhood friend.
- **Pub. at $10.00**
- **Paperbound.**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MURDER IN RED: A Murder, She Wrote Mystery</strong></td>
<td>By J. Fletcher &amp; J. Land</td>
<td>Novel. No one wants to talk to the detective. The body is a man who was found in a drug cartel counting house–gets ugly real fast. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SECRETS OF THE CITY</strong></td>
<td>By Victoria Thompson</td>
<td>Novel. Nine months after marrying, Priscilla Knight's second husband is dead. Priscilla believes he was waslily bank her banker tells her’s no money left. She also hints at a terrible scandal and refuses to help. She soon discovers her husband's death was anything but an accident, but revealing the truth could threaten much more than her finances. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SILENT SCREAM</strong></td>
<td>By Karen Harper</td>
<td>Novel. When an old college roommate invites Claire Battin to join her on an archaeological dig at a Florida peat bog, it’s an offer the renowned forensic psychologist can’t refuse. But Claire’s investigative instincts kick in when some of the Black Bog's perfectly preserved corpses show signs of a grisly fate. What really happened to these people? 388 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOMEBODY I USED TO KNOW</strong></td>
<td>By John Sandford</td>
<td>Novel. When Nick's young woman heart stops, she’s the spinning image of his college girlfriend who died in a campus fire twenty years ago. When the young woman is found dead, with Nick's name and number on her, his college friend Laurel helps him to investigate and to the truth–something he may wish he never knew. 455 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CITY OF SECRETS</strong></td>
<td>By Kaitlyn Dunnett</td>
<td>Novel. Thanks to some very passionate zealots lurking a killer, Medicine. When a confrontational scholar and Dr. Alex Delaware's partner, Mimi Van Dorn, checks into the brand new clinic in town, for a simple procedure–one that leads tragically, and inexplicably, to her death. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE GHOST AND MRS. FLANNERY</strong></td>
<td>By J. Fletcher et al.</td>
<td>Novel. Cliff Cooper is convinced he’s about to die, and he wants to sell his house so he can give the proceeds to his grandson. It’s a challenge for his realtor, as the house in deeply condemned and rumored to be haunted. When Cooper dies under suspicious circumstances, Jessica Fletcher tries to get to the bottom of the mystery. 294 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEEP FREEZE</strong></td>
<td>By John Sandford</td>
<td>Novel. Virgil knows the town of Irongate, Minnesota, a little too well after investigating the crime. 726 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOMEBODY'S DAUGHTER</strong></td>
<td>By John Sandford</td>
<td>Novel. Virgil knows the town of Irongate, Minnesota, a little too well after investigating the crime. 726 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CITY OF SECRETS</strong></td>
<td>By Kaitlyn Dunnett</td>
<td>Novel. Thanks to some very passionate zealots lurking a killer, Medicine. When a confrontational scholar and Dr. Alex Delaware's partner, Mimi Van Dorn, checks into the brand new clinic in town, for a simple procedure–one that leads tragically, and inexplicably, to her death. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BLOODY GENIUS</strong></td>
<td>By John Sandford</td>
<td>Novel. At the local State University, two leading departments face off on the battle ground of science versus medicine. Lucas Davenport is no longer working for the Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension but for the U.S. Marshals Service in Washington. He runs deep as he tries to solve a most devious crime. 726 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SECRET PREY</strong></td>
<td>By John Sandford</td>
<td>Novel. A wealthy banker is dead, shot once in the chest during a hunting trip. There are many reasons for him to be killed, and many people who wanted to do the deed. Lucas Davenport has an idea of who did it. But this “routine” murder investigation turns into a cat and mouse game with the killer. 495 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TWISTED PREY</strong></td>
<td>By John Sandford</td>
<td>Novel. Lucas Davenport has crossed paths before with Virgil Flowers. He was convinced that she was responsible for three murders, though he’s never been able to prove it. Once a psychopath who had gotten that kind of rush, they often need another fix. So Lucas hopes he might be seeing her again. He was right. He night. 455 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOLY GHOST</strong></td>
<td>By John Sandford</td>
<td>Novel. The mayor of sleepy Wheatfield, Minnesota comes up with a scheme to put his town on the map. Let’s say the appearance of the Virgin Mary miraculously appears at the local church–the whole town would be turned into a shrine. What could go wrong? Then the sheriff’s head is blown off with a bombshell that is actually murder. Teaming up with a brilliant young computer hacker, they follow the trail of the killer, and as she gets closer to the truth, she finds herself in the killer’s trap. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TWO STRANDS</strong></td>
<td>By Jessica Flet</td>
<td>Novel. Jessica Fletcher’s favorite gin rummy and why are the calls coming from the locations of a string of unexplained shootings begin. And as the townspeople and a killer. Jessica takes up the cause of her good friend “Babs” after her husband Hal, suffers a fatal heart attack that leaves the shop of the private sleuth. 307 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PARADISE VALLEY</strong></td>
<td>By C.J. Box</td>
<td>Novel. Investigator Cassie Dewell fears that the disappearance of Kyle Westonberg, might be connected to her hunt for a serial killer named the Lizard King. He goes horribly wrong, and Cassie loses her job. Now she alone must track down Kyle and take down a ruthless killer. 400 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BAGPIPE MURDERS AND RED HEDGES</strong></td>
<td>By Kaitlyn Dunnett</td>
<td>Novel. Thanks to some very passionate zealots lurking a killer, Medicine. When a confrontational scholar and Dr. Alex Delaware's partner, Mimi Van Dorn, checks into the brand new clinic in town, for a simple procedure–one that leads tragically, and inexplicably, to her death. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE LIZARD KING</strong></td>
<td>By John Sandford</td>
<td>Novel. Lucas Davenport has crossed paths before with Virgil Flowers. He was convinced that she was responsible for three murders, though he’s never been able to prove it. Once a psychopath who had gotten that kind of rush, they often need another fix. So Lucas hopes he might be seeing her again. He was right. He night. 455 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OVERKILL</strong></td>
<td>By Kaitlyn Dunnett</td>
<td>Novel. Voracek is trying to buy his fingers out of the sleuthing cake, she finds herself again dead center of a Moosetookalook murder mystery. 295 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLAWSTONE</strong></td>
<td>By John Sandford</td>
<td>Novel. At the local State University, two leading departments face off on the battle ground of science versus medicine. Lucas Davenport is no longer working for the Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension but for the U.S. Marshals Service in Washington. He runs deep as he tries to solve a most devious crime. 726 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SECRET PREY</strong></td>
<td>By John Sandford</td>
<td>Novel. A wealthy banker is dead, shot once in the chest during a hunting trip. There are many reasons for him to be killed, and many people who wanted to do the deed. Lucas Davenport has an idea of who did it. But this “routine” murder investigation turns into a cat and mouse game with the killer. 495 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE LIZARD KING</strong></td>
<td>By John Sandford</td>
<td>Novel. Lucas Davenport has crossed paths before with Virgil Flowers. He was convinced that she was responsible for three murders, though he’s never been able to prove it. Once a psychopath who had gotten that kind of rush, they often need another fix. So Lucas hopes he might be seeing her again. He was right. He night. 455 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BAGPIPE MURDERS AND RED HEDGES</strong></td>
<td>By Kaitlyn Dunnett</td>
<td>Novel. Thanks to some very passionate zealots lurking a killer, Medicine. When a confrontational scholar and Dr. Alex Delaware's partner, Mimi Van Dorn, checks into the brand new clinic in town, for a simple procedure–one that leads tragically, and inexplicably, to her death. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TWO STRANDS</strong></td>
<td>By Jessica Flet</td>
<td>Novel. Jessica Fletcher’s favorite gin rummy and why are the calls coming from the locations of a string of unexplained shootings begin. And as the townspeople and a killer. Jessica takes up the cause of her good friend “Babs” after her husband Hal, suffers a fatal heart attack that leaves the shop of the private sleuth. 307 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PARADISE VALLEY</strong></td>
<td>By C.J. Box</td>
<td>Novel. Investigator Cassie Dewell fears that the disappearance of Kyle Westonberg, might be connected to her hunt for a serial killer named the Lizard King. He goes horribly wrong, and Cassie loses her job. Now she alone must track downKyle and take down a ruthless killer. 400 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BAGPIPE MURDERS AND RED HEDGES</strong></td>
<td>By Kaitlyn Dunnett</td>
<td>Novel. Thanks to some very passionate zealots lurking a killer, Medicine. When a confrontational scholar and Dr. Alex Delaware's partner, Mimi Van Dorn, checks into the brand new clinic in town, for a simple procedure–one that leads tragically, and inexplicably, to her death. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TWO STRANDS</strong></td>
<td>By Jessica Flet</td>
<td>Novel. Jessica Fletcher’s favorite gin rummy and why are the calls coming from the locations of a string of unexplained shootings begin. And as the townspeople and a killer. Jessica takes up the cause of her good friend “Babs” after her husband Hal, suffers a fatal heart attack that leaves the shop of the private sleuth. 307 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PARADISE VALLEY</strong></td>
<td>By C.J. Box</td>
<td>Novel. Investigator Cassie Dewell fears that the disappearance of Kyle Westonberg, might be connected to her hunt for a serial killer named the Lizard King. He goes horribly wrong, and Cassie loses her job. Now she alone must track down Kyle and take down a ruthless killer. 400 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
comes from killing people. Joe Pickett gets assigned to the ranch in the Black Hills of Wyoming, the man is a mystery: the ranch in the Black Hills of Wyoming, the ranch in the Black Hills of Wyoming, the ranch in the Black Hills of Wyoming, the ranch in the Black Hills of Wyoming.

When he becomes the victim of a series of increasingly violent pranks, Joe wonders if they are related to the disappearance, or if his relate to his own. 342 pages. Putnam. $7.95

** 2975627 THE LOST TRAVELLER. By Sheila Connolly. Novel. Father John O’Malley, she sets out to protect the storage site. But Arapaho attorney Vicky Holden is not willing to let this happen. And with the help of Father John O’Malley, she sets out to protect the land and her people. 260 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. $7.99

** 3775468 DEATH OF A NEIGHBORHOOD SCROOGE. By Laura Levine. Novel. Scotty Parker, a former child star and current neighborhood Scrooge, thinks he can make a comeback with the screenplay he’s working on, but when the groove drops dead of a heart attack forty five minutes after saying, “I do,” things turn dicy for Grandma. Jimmy’s former “business partners” believe the widow is keeping a financial windfall all to herself. Now Stephanie must step in to make her case. 335 pages. Putnam. $20.00

** 3802236 HARDCORE TWENTY-FOUR. By Janet Evanovich. Novel. Trouble comes in bunches for Stephanie Plum, and events take a dark turn when headless bodies start appearing across town. But when a homeless man is murdered and dumped behind a church, Stephanie is the only one with a prayer of catching this killer. 294 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. $9.99

** 3775429 NEVER TELL. By Lisa Gardner. Novel. A man is dead, shot three times in his home office. But his computer has been shot twelve times—and when the cops arrive, his pregnant wife is holding the gun. Detective D.B. Warren arrives on the scene and concludes that something unbelievable must have happened. Unfortunately for Warren, it is about to discover that in this case, the truth will be a devilishly elusive thing. 501 pages. Putnam. $7.99

** 3814984 THE CAT WHO SAW RED. By Lilian Jackson Braun. Novel. When Jim Qwilleran moves in to Maus Haus to work on his new gastronomical assignment, strange things begin to happen. First, it’s a scream in the night. Then the houseboat. But when his old girlfriend disappears, Qwill, and Yum Yum set out to solve the mystery and find a murderer. 250 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. $7.95

** 3992049 THE CAT WHO SAW RED. By Lilian Jackson Braun. Novel. When Jim Qwilleran moves in to Maus Haus to work on his new gastronomical assignment, strange things begin to happen. First, it’s a scream in the night. Then the houseboat. But when his old girlfriend disappears, Qwill, and Yum Yum set out to solve the mystery and find a murderer. 250 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. $7.95

** 3977450 NEVER TELL. By Lisa Gardner. Novel. A man is dead, shot three times in his home office. But his computer has been shot twelve times—and when the cops arrive, his pregnant wife is holding the gun. Detective D.B. Warren arrives on the scene and concludes that something unbelievable must have happened. Unfortunately for Warren, it is about to discover that in this case, the truth will be a devilishly elusive thing. 501 pages. Putnam. $7.99

** 3802236 HARDCORE TWENTY-FOUR. By Janet Evanovich. Novel. Trouble comes in bunches for Stephanie Plum, and events take a dark turn when headless bodies start appearing across town. But when a homeless man is murdered and dumped behind a church, Stephanie is the only one with a prayer of catching this killer. 294 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. $9.99

** 2976156 X. By Sue Grafton. Novel. Once again breaking the rules and establishing new canons, Grafton is introducing a remorseless new serial killer who leaves no trace of his crimes. The test is whether Kinsey can prove her case against him before she becomes his next victim. 276 pages. Putnam. $9.99

** 2848627 Y IS FOR YESTERDAY. By Sue Grafton. Novel. The darkest and most disturbing case so far for private investigator Kinsey Millhone, this book begins in 1979. When one of three perpetrators turns states evidence, the other two go to jail. Now, it’s 1989 and one of the perps has been released. But Kinsey is determined to make sure he is blackmailed—and he’s not the only one being haunted by the past. 543 pages. Putnam. $9.99

** 2975638 SHOES TO DIE FOR. By Laura Levine. Novel. Another mystery—one that’s every bit as dangerous as the others that lurk beneath the seemingly quiet town. Tight-knit world of Leap, no one is talking. So Joe Pickett is about to unearth his own dark past. 342 pages. Putnam. $7.95

** 3575322 STONE COLD. By C.J. Box. Novel. Everything about the man is a mystery: the ranch in the Black Hills of Wyoming, the women who live with him, and the rumors that the man’s wealth comes from killing people. Joe Pickett gets assigned to the case. He’s a man looking to stay out of it. 453 pages. Putnam. $7.95
**Mysteries & Detectives**

**369056**  **THE CAT WHO TURNED ON AND OFF**. By Lilian Jackson Braun. Novel. When Jim Qwilleran decides to do a feature on Junktown, he gets more than he bargained for. When a mysterious fall ends the career—and the life—of one of Junktown's leading citizens, Qwill is convinced it is suicide. But a usual suspect: Koko to prove his right. 266 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99


**370748**  **THE SEAGULL**. By Ann Cleeves. Novel. A prison visit brings Detective Inspector Vera Stanhope face to face with an old murder case, one of the best borderers in England, everyone liked him. Or did they? Elderly birdwatcher George Palmer Jones decides to investigate the brutal crime—was the motivation unrequited love or something else entirely? 214 pages. Pan Macmillan.

**296023**  **THE MOTH CATCHER**. By Ann Cleeves. Novel. Life seems perfect in the quiet community of Valley Farm. But after two bodies are found in an abandoned war warehouse, an old friend arrives on the scene. As Vera is drawn into the claustrophobic world of this increasingly strange community, she realizes that there may be many dead secrets trapped here. 388 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $25.99

**370599**  **TELLING TALES**. By Ann Cleeves. Novel. Detective Inspector Vera Stanhope makes fresh inquiries into an old murder case, and the villagers are shocked back to a time when they would rather forget. Tensions begin to mount, but are people afraid of the killer, or of their own guilty pasts? 410 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99

**287254**  **THE GHOST AND THE BOGUS BESTSELLER**. By Cleo Coyle. Novel. Bookshop owner Penelope Thornton-McClure did not believe in ghosts until she was haunted by the hard-boiled spirit of 1940s private investigator, who accuses her of multiple mistakes. To help her gumshoe ghost, Pen must solve the real-life cold case behind a bogus bestseller before the killer closes the book on her. 304 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99


**373546**  **FREE FALL**. By Robert Crais. Novel. Single mother Devon Connor hires Elvis Cole because her troubled teenage son Tyson is flashing cash and she's afraid he's dealing drugs. But then Tyson disappears after stealing the wrong thing from the wrong man. To help Cole track him down, Joe Pike, to even the odds. 322 pages, Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**296454**  **CITY OF ENDLESS NIGHT**. By D. Preston & L. Child. Novel. Lieutenant DS O’Malley’s latest mystery has all the hallmarks of the perfect murder. 359 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00

**372427**  **OLD BONES**. By D. Preston & L. Child. Novel. Historian Clive Benton has uncovered the long-lost diary of one of the Donner Party’s victims, an account which may break new ground in the truth of what happened in the wilderness in the winter of 1847. Nora Kelly, the curator at the Santa Fe Museum, finds that a body head nowhere be found, 397 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.99


**297164**  **BLUE Labyrinth**. By D. Preston & L. Child. Novel. One of Special Agent Aloysius Pendergast’s most implacable, most feared enemies is found dead on his doorstep. Pendergast is soon on the trail of the person who is responsible for the killing, or why the body was brought to his home. The mystery has all the hallmarks of the perfect murder. 403 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $16.00

**289215**  **THE LONG PAW OF THE LAW**. By Diane Kelly. Novel. Texas police officer Megan Luz and her K-9 partner Brigit, get a call that a baby girl has turned up at the station. Megan, who works with the People of Peace compound, a religious sect where everyone is kept on a short leash. 356 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**373545**  **THE SLEEPING MAN**. By Robert Crais. Novel. In an alleyway in Los Angeles, an old man lies dying of a gunshot wound gassing his last words to a cop. The victim claims to be PL Elvis Cole’s long-lost father—a strange claim, but a strange death. And a hunt for his killer gives Cole a frightening glimpse into his own past. And he can’t tell if it’s a forgery or a bullet that’s coming next. 392 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**397630**  **PAW OF THE JUNGLE**. By Diane Kelly. Novel. The weather is beautiful, work is slow, and her canine colleague could use a walk. What better day for police officer Megan Luz to take Brigit to the Fort Worth Zoo. But what begins as a fun field trip, turns serious when two homeless men go missing. 357 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**288540**  **DEAD AS A DOOR KNOCKER**. By Diane Kelly. Novel. Meet Whitney Whittaker. She knows what to find and flip the home of one’s dreams. So when a client decides to liquidate a crumbling property, she jumps on the chance to purchase the fix-upper. But when her sawdust discovers a body in the flower garden, Whitney and her on-again, off-again Detective Collin Flynn have to dig to find the truth about what happened. 356 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**379913**  **INVITATION ONLY MURDER**. By Leslie Meier. Novel. With family tensions intensifying in Tinker’s Cove, part-time reporter Lucy Stone could really use some time off the grid. But after she RSVPs to an unconventional celebration on remote Holiday Island, Lucy realizes that reconnecting from reality comes at a deadly price. 234 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00

**379650**  **TURKEY TROT MURDER**. By Leslie Meier. Novel. As a state of Christmas presents in Tinker’s Cove has ended, Lucy Stone and her daughter Elizabeth are enjoying the Christmas rush. Elizabeth has won mother-daughter makeovers in Manhattan from Jolie magazine! But the all expenses paid trip is bound to have some conflict, and one of them is going to die. 303 pages. Kensington.

**377655**  **TIS THE SEASON MURDER**. By Leslie Meier. Novels. Christmas has come to Tinker’s Cove, Maine, and sleuthing skills are in demand. Lucy Stone must figure out what happened of two beloved mysteries. New Year’s Eve Murder and Christmas Carol Murder, collected here in one festive cozy volume for holiday reading. 312 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**373516**  **HAUNTED MURDER**. By Leslie Meier. Novels. In one of these two beloved mysteries, Trick or Treat Murder and Wicked Witch Murder, Lucy Stone finds that on New Year’s Eve, the treats aren’t just sweet and delicious. Sometimes they are deadly. 488 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**695722**  **ENGLISH TEAM MURDER**. By Leslie Meier. Novel. When a friend tells Lucy Stone about a trip to England sponsored by Winchester University, it seems like the chance of a girl’s getaway. But when tour leader Professor George Temple dies mid-flight after an asthma attack, Lucy’s glad she packed her sleuthing skills. 265 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**377331**  **EASTER BUNNY MURDER**. By Leslie Meier. Novel. Lucy Stone, eager to cover the annual Easter egg hunt for the Tinker’s Cove PennySaver, arrives at Pine Point, the oceanfront estate of her sleuthing partner, where she is herself the one to investigate an unexpected rabbit. When the grandson of the owner turns up dead, and the elderly socialite’s charitable donations stop abruptly, Lucy searches for the answers. 314 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3691**  **SILVER ANNIVERSARY MURDER**. By Leslie Meier. Novel. As Tinker’s Cove’s, Maine, buzzes over a town silver anniversary bash, Lucy Stone is reminded of her nuptials and ponders what the people who watched her ceremony would say about heroday. She’s a mighty fine maid of honor. It only takes one phone call for Lucy to realize that a reunion will happen—at Beth’s Funeral. 311 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

---
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Mysteries & Detective

- **375870 ROBERT B. PARKER'S THE HANGMAN'S SONNET.** By Reed Farrel Coleman. Novel. Jesse is forced to solve a cold case that he'd witnessed as a child, but his efforts are complicated by the fact that his friend, a police officer, was killed in the investigation. 320 pages. Viking. Pub. at $12.95

- **373545 DEPTH OF WINTER.** By James Patterson. Novel. When a young woman is found dead in a remote area of the Adirondacks, the local police force is thrown into disarray. 304 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

- **370587 ROBERT B. PARKER'S THE HANGMAN'S SONNET.** By Reed Farrel Coleman. Novel. Jesse is forced to solve a cold case that he'd witnessed as a child, but his efforts are complicated by the fact that his friend, a police officer, was killed in the investigation. 320 pages. Viking. Pub. at $12.95

- **375039 LAND OF WOLVES.** By Craig Johnson. Novel. Recovering from his harrowing experiences in Mexico, Sheriff Walt Longmire returns to Absaroka County, Wyoming, to lick his wounds and try once again to maintain justice in a place with precious few guidelines. 308 pages. Viking. Pub. at $11.95

- **372948 A BETTER MAN.** By Louise Penny. Novel. Blistering attacks in the media demand that Inspector Armand Gamache find the culprit in his daughter's murder, and he must face the demons of his past to do it. 393 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.99

- **369226 KINGDOM OF THE BLIND.** By Louise Penny. Novel. A sighting of the elusive and perfectly natural wolf's will is the last straw for Inspector Armand Gamache as he returns to the Surete du Quebec. As he searches, a body is found and the investigation riddled with slimy suspects and dead ends. 437 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $29.99

- **3686115 FALL FROM GRACE.** By Tim Weaver. Novel. After decades of service as a detective, Leonard Frank's returns to the country with his wife, only to disappear while getting firewood. Leonard's family turns to desperation in desperation to David Raker, a missing persons investigator. But nothing prepares him for the devastating secret behind Leonard's disappearance. 408 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00

- **2848682 GUILTY BY DEGREES.** By Marcia Clark. Novel. The trial of O.J. Simpson was a media circus, but for prosecutor Marcia Clark, it was personal. 352 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $15.99

- **371442 POPPY HARMON INVESTIGATES.** By Lee Hollis. Novel. When Poppy goes from complacent retiree to penitent widow in a matter of weeks, and with no real skills and nothing left to lose, she uses her obsession with true crime shows to start a new career as a private investigator. 381 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $28.99

- **296564 CRIME SCENE.** By Jonathan & Jesse Kellerman. Novel. Natural causes or foul play? That's the question deputy coroner Jesse Kellerman and his partner must answer as they examine a body. Chasing down suspects isn't part of his beat—until a seemingly open and shut case proves to be more than meets the eye. 381 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $28.99

- **370611 A FORGOTTEN PLACE.** By Charles Todd. Novel. After getting a despairing letter from Captain Williams, the body of a police officer is found in a small town in Scotland. 299 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99


- **379209 A BETTER MAN.** By Louise Penny. Novel. Blistering attacks in the media demand that Inspector Armand Gamache find the culprit in his daughter's murder, and he must face the demons of his past to do it. 393 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.99

- **373545 DEPTH OF WINTER.** By James Patterson. Novel. When a young woman is found dead in a remote area of the Adirondacks, the local police force is thrown into disarray. 304 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

- **377048 A CRUEL DECEPTION.** By Reed Farrel Coleman. Novel. Jesse is forced to solve a cold case that he'd witnessed as a child, but his efforts are complicated by the fact that his friend, a police officer, was killed in the investigation. 320 pages. Viking. Pub. at $11.95

- **3799919 HUSH PUPPY.** By Lauren Berenson. Novel. Melanie's friend, a private investigator, is murdered and Melanie discovers that the killer is a monster. 299 pages. Viking. Pub. at $7.95

- **3874947 SKINWALKERS.** By Tony Hillerman. Novel. When a Navajo police officer is murdered, her reaction is to use her insight into the minds of the deceased to find the killer. 302 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $7.95

- **372948 A BETTER MAN.** By Louise Penny. Novel. Blistering attacks in the media demand that Inspector Armand Gamache find the culprit in his daughter's murder, and he must face the demons of his past to do it. 393 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.99

- **3794995 THE SUT-IN.** By Craig Johnson. Novel. When a woman is killed in the parking lot of Daisy's Quilt Shop, and the only witness is one of Melinda Byer's sons, the investigation takes a bizarre turn. Jesse and Black become convinced the killer was actually after Callie Harper. 310 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

- **3873094 AS THE CROWS FLY.** By Craig Johnson. Novel. Wyoming Sheriff Walt Longmire is asked to help the Chinese Reservation find a new site for their daughter's wedding. When he and his friend Henry Standing Bear witness a young Crow woman running in front of the car, he's accused of hitting a deer. The locals don't know it if it is suicide or murder. It's not Walt's turf, but he's coerced into the investigation by Lolo Long, the beautiful new tribal police chief. 308 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

- **375639 THE BODIES OF LIEUTENANT JOE LEAPHORN.** By Tony Hillerman. Novellas. After the Bennetts survive a crisis that would destroy other families, they go on a much needed vacation in Maine. Though the town looks idyllic, Detective Michael Bennett jumps at the chance to work on a case in a beautiful setting. 295 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $9.99

- **3873094 AS THE CROWS FLY.** By Craig Johnson. Novel. Wyoming Sheriff Walt Longmire is asked to help the Chinese Reservation find a new site for their daughter's wedding. When he and his friend Henry Standing Bear witness a young Crow woman running in front of the car, he's accused of hitting a deer. The locals don't know it if it is suicide or murder. It's not Walt's turf, but he's coerced into the investigation by Lolo Long, the beautiful new tribal police chief. 308 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

- **375039 LAND OF WOLVES.** By Craig Johnson. Novel. Recovering from his harrowing experiences in Mexico, Sheriff Walt Longmire returns to Absaroka County, Wyoming, to lick his wounds and try once again to maintain justice in a place with precious few guidelines. 308 pages. Viking. Pub. at $11.95
Mysteries & Detection

2975203 THE NEVER GAME. By Jeffery Deaver. Novel. A young woman has gone missing in Silicon Valley and Colter Shaw has hired Colter Shaw to find her. The son of a survivalist family, Shaw is an expert tracker. But what seems a simple investigation quickly threatens into the heart of America’s tech hub and the cutthroat billion-dollar video gaming industry.

Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $7.95

297200X THE CUTTING EDGE. By Jeffery Deaver. Novel. In the early morning hours in Manhattan’s Diamond District, a brutal triple murder shocks the city. Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs quickly take the case. As more crimes follow, it becomes clear the killer’s target is engaged couples. 547 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3781106 THE OLD SUCCESS. By Martha Grimes. Novel. When the body of a young poet is discovered off the Cornish coast, Brian Macalvie, divisional commander with the Devon-Cornwall police, is called in. Meanwhile Richard Jury is sharing a drink with CID detective Tom Brownell, renowned for solving every case he undertaking, but one. The three are working together to solve a trio of murders. Atlantic Monthly. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95 $9.95

2971718 WHISKERS IN THE DARK. By Ria Mae & Sneaky Pie Brown. Novel. Death stalks the Blue Ridge Mountains as a centuries old mystery resurfaces and murder makes its way up the hill.

Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

3769895 PROBABLE CLAWS. By Ria Mae & Sneaky Pie Brown. Novel. Al Madison, a renowned novelist with writer’s block. She’s approached by a pretty young woman who has worked as a model on the book. As she’s enjoying a near retirement, his new wife, Parker Britland IV, wealthy, worldly, and popular, is determined to catch the culprit one way or another.

Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $7.95

3731316 MY GAL SUNDAY. By Jenn McKinlay. Novel. Former president Henry Parker Brittland IV, wealthy, worldly, and popular, is enjoying an early retirement. His new wife, Parker Britland IV, wealthy, worldly, and popular, is determined to catch the culprit one way or another.

Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $7.95

2799510 BETTER LATE THAN NEVER. By Jenn McKinlay. Novel. When the Briar Creek Public Library holds its first overdue book amnesty day, Dun Lakena is over the moon. As always, she has just been elected to Congress in a storming upset victory that has made her a media darling. A formidable pair, never more so than when they set out to solve a baffling high-society crime. 300 pages. St. Martin’s Press. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $7.95

3765621 THE RACKETEER. By John Grisham. Novel. Federal Judge Raymond Fawcett has just been murdered. There was no forced entry or struggle, just two dead bodies and a note, cleverly taunting, casually cruel. A tough-minded investigator on her first, make-or-break case and a local cop for a maddeningly impossible-to-figure-out puzzle who, to protect a town that may never feel safe again, 540 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

2958074 SECRETS TO THE GRAVE. By Tami Hoag. Novel. As Sheriff Detective Tony Cade and reporter Liz Leonard work to peel back the layers of murder victim Marissa’s life, they find clues fragment here and there. And just when it seems Marissa has taken her secrets to the grave, they uncover a fact that has Ann and Haley, Marissa’s daughter, directly in the sights of a killer.


2974046 MAIGRET DEFENDS HIMSELF. By Georges Simenon. Novel. Maigret is shocked to find himself accused of a crime, and must fight to prove his innocence and save his reputation.

Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

2934942 MAIGRET AND THE NAHOUR CASE. By Georges Simenon. Novel. A professional gambler has been shot dead in his elevator, and his ex-wife, who seems like almost no one, wife seems like the most likely culprit. But Inspector Maigret suspects this notorious case is far more complicated than it appears.

Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

3776506 SILENT KNIT, DEADLY KNIT. By Peggy Ehrhart. Novel. Pamela has been in merry spirits since her artsy daughter Penny opened her striped sweater to introduce to the holidays. But their mother-daughter bonding time gets cut short when murder silences the Christmas cheer in charming Arborville, and her Knit and Mingle club must unravel the most bone-chilling mystery this side of the North Pole. 294 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

2820591 INSTINCT. By James Patterson & J. Hough. Novel. The Dealer leaves a playing card on each of his victims as a signal. When a couple of the cards turn up at one of the murder scenes, Dylan is recruited to the case. New murders continue to surface each with a new card. Can Dylan connect the clues before the Dealer runs through his entire deck. 352 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2967000 MURDER. By Sara Rosett. Novel. Organizational whiz Ellie Avery is prepared for everything, including a visit with her quirky in-laws. But a promising weekend sours when she learns her husband’s Grandpa has passed away of very unnatural causes. Ellie needs to act fast if she wants to keep her unimpressed demote off what could be her last to-do list over 313 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95
**Mysteries & Detectives**

- **2866285 THE PRESENCE.** By Heather Graham. Novel. Tomi MacNally has the ultimate power to make things happen at an ancient, run-down Scottish castle and turn it into a tourist destination. But when someone claiming to be the laird of the castle, an imaginary man she invented, arrives at the door, the bodies of young women start to be found in the nearby town. Who is this mysterious man—and is he the killer? 604 pages. Harlequin. $1.95

- **3745260 THE TALKING.** By Heather Graham. Novel. With the life of a missing woman on the line, FBI agent Cheyenne Donegal and Krew of Hunters agent Andre Broussard have to set aside their doubts about each other and work together. They are too close and too personal, but they can’t let it go, especially now that a ruthless killer has turned the tables and is hunting them. 379 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. $7.95

- **5986662 THE MURDER HOUSE.** By James Patterson & D. Ellis. Novel. Number 7 Ocean Drive is an abandoned beachfront estate in the Hamptons. It was the scene of a string of depraved killings that occurred years ago. When a Hollywood broker and his mistress are found dead in the abandoned house, Detective Jenna Murphy must risk her own life to expose the truth. 476 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. $8.99

- **1846620 MISTRESS.** By James Patterson & D. Ellis. Novel. Ben is a man consumed by his obsessions, including the beautiful Diana Hotchkiss. When Diana's body is found outside her apartment, her death is ruled a suicide. Unconvinced, Ben investigates, uncovering a world he never knew existed. 417 pages. Berkley. Vision. Paperbound. $11.00

- **6921071 THE CROOKED STAIRCASE.** By Dean Koontz. Novel. Rogue FBI agent and wanted fugitive Jane Hawk knows she may be the only one who can save her city. She has a score to settle. When her right-wing fury, she will make her way from Southern California to the snow-swept slopes of Lake Tahoe to confront the lethal forces arrayed against her. 335 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $9.99

- **371388 TEXAS RANGER.** By James Patterson & A. Boreille. Novel. After a tough case that jeopardizes his chance at a promotion, Texas Ranger Rory Yates heads home to reassemble with his family, only to find a crime scene where the victim is his ex-wife and he is the prime suspect. Yates’ hunt for justice transcends all boundaries, risking his badge, his pride, and his reputation to pursue the killer. 313 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. $7.99

- **6917262 MRS. JEFFRIES RIGHTS A WRONG.** By Emily Brightwell. Novel. Thomas Mundy chases down both a haunted house and his wanted fugitive. While trying to evict the guests and evict the house, he is the prime suspect. Yates’ hunt for justice transcends all boundaries, risking his badge, his pride, and his reputation to pursue the killer. 313 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. $7.99

- **2839121 BLOOD HOLLOW.** By William Kent Krueger. Novel. When the corpse of a beautiful high school girl is discovered four months after her disappearance on New Year’s Eve, everything seems to point to local bad boy Sólimen Winter Moon. But Tricia Swenson is convinced he’s innocent. 344 pages. Attra. Paperbound. $16.99

- **2838680 HEAVEN’S KEEP.** By William Kent Krueger. Novel. Months after the tragedy, two women Cork O’Connor’s doorstep with evidence that the pilot of his wife Jo’s plane, now missing, was not the man he claimed to be. Agreed to investigate, Cork finds trouble is waiting. 279 pages. Attra. Paperbound. $17.00

- **208787X SULFUR SPRINGS.** By William Kent Krueger. Novel. Cork O’Connor journeys far from his beloved Minnesota lake country to the scorching heat and forbidding landscape of the Arizona desert in July, he is a man on a mission. He and his wife are seeking information about her son, Peter, who vanished after leaving a cryptic voice-mail message in which he seemed to confess to a crime. 343 pages. Attra. Paperbound. $26.00

- **290149X THE GUESTS ON SOUTH BATTERY.** By Karen White. Novel. Melanie’s return to the office after her maternity leave goes better than she could have hoped, with a new client and a potential promotion. But the body found in the dumpster changes the case from missing person to murder. 343 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $16.00

- **2702918 GILT BY ASSOCIATION.** By Karen White. Novel. Home-stager Caprice Denning is chewed out by herdbName, arrives at the doorstep with evidence that the pilot of his wife Jo’s plane, now missing, was not the man he claimed to be. Agreed to investigate, Cork finds trouble is waiting. 279 pages. Attra. Paperbound. $17.00

- **2702918 GILT BY ASSOCIATION.** By Karen White. Novel. Home-stager Caprice Denning is chewed out by herdbName, arrives at the doorstep with evidence that the pilot of his wife Jo’s plane, now missing, was not the man he claimed to be. Agreed to investigate, Cork finds trouble is waiting. 279 pages. Attra. Paperbound. $17.00

- **370419X THE GUESTS ON SOUTH BATTERY.** By Karen White. Novel. Melanie’s return to the office after her maternity leave goes better than she could have hoped, with a new client and a potential promotion. But the body found in the dumpster changes the case from missing person to murder. 343 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $16.00

- **3712095 GILT BY ASSOCIATION.** By Karen White. Novel. Home-stager Caprice De Luca has a lot on her to-do list, and she’s looking forward to the Christmas season. But when her client is found murdered, Caprice is forced to turn her attention from sweethearts to suspects. 339 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. $7.99

- **3799596 MURDER WITH Meringue Tarts.** By Karen Rose Smith. Novel. Planning her own daughter’s wedding is enough to keep Daisy Swanson busy, but she can’t help investigating when her employee Karina has been seen hanging out in a rundown part of Willow Creek. Turns out she’s been helping a down-on-her-luck neighbour, and when he is murdered, Daisy is determined to flush the real killer out. 313 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. $7.99

- **9707298 LUCKY STIFF.** By Anne Billing. Novel. In the sleepy town of Sorenson, Wisconsin, but instead of unwrapping the holiday presents, Tricia Smith is left to wonder if her cooking has poisoned, Tricia is left to wonder if her cooking has poisoned, Tricia is left to wonder if her cooking has poisoned, Tricia is left to wonder if her cooking has poisoned. 376 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. $7.99

- **369867X HIDE AND SNEAK.** By G.A. McKeeveit. Novel. Midnight Magnolia Detective Agency’s latest case involves handsome actor Ethan Malloy who has enlisted Oona’s help. In a desperate attempt to track down his missing wife and toddler—long before the beloved family nanny gets murdered. Now a sensationalized homicide investigation, Savannah must rush to apprehend a killer and save the missing child. 370 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. $26.00

- **293258X HIDE AND SNEAK.** By G.A. McKeeveit. Novel. Actor Ethan Malloy enlists PI Savannah Reid to track down his missing wife and toddler, shortly before the beloved family nanny gets murdered. Now a sensationalized homicide investigation, Savannah must rush to apprehend a killer and save the missing child. 370 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. $26.00

- **3735524 HAUNTED HOUSE MURDER.** By Leslie Meier et al. Novels. Tricks and treats keep the Halloween spirit alive. This year, the haunted house theme is getting carried a little too far in this trio of Halloween tales that include Haunted House Murder by Leslie Meier, Murder by Yule Log by Lee Hollis, and Haunted Out by Barbara Ross. 339 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. $18.95

- **3707799 MRS. MORRIS AND THE MURDER ROOM.** By Leslie Meier et al. Novels. Chlo of Salem, Massachusetts had a spooky reputation. But when she decided to open her B&B there, she expected guests—not a ghost. This haunting begins when she cannot leave until his murder has been solved. If she wants to get her business open in time for Halloween, she’ll have to investigate. 325 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. $7.95

- **3752993 A CUP OF HOLIDAY FEAR.** By Leslie Meier et al. Novels. Chlo of Salem, Massachusetts had a spooky reputation. But when she decided to open her B&B there, she expected guests—not a ghost. This haunting begins when she cannot leave until his murder has been solved. If she wants to get her business open in time for Halloween, she’ll have to investigate. 325 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. $7.95

- **3659569 POISONED SPIRITS.** By Lila Bartlett. Novel. Savannah Reid finds out that her best friend’s mystery book shop is in trouble. A popular author is suing the shop for using her image without permission. When the shop owner is found dead with a poisoned cocktail, Savannah takes it upon herself to clear her friend’s name. 339 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/303
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**3800032 THREAD AND BURIED.** By Lea Wait. Novel. Needle-pointers Angie and Sarah are helping to direct the making of a movie being shot in their little New England hometown. But as the lighthouse and the whales bustle with activity, a real-life mystery is about to unfold and Angie can't unravel it. Maybe she'll need to give more than one killer the hook! 260 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

**370664X A DARK AND STORMY MURDER.** By William Thomas. Novel. Following the线索 of Camilla Graham's new assistant, Lena London, is living in Camilla's gothic house in the quaint town of Blue Lake, Indiana. But when a dead body is found on her new house, Lena must hunt down clues in a crime that seems to be connected to Camilla's mysterious estate. 292 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

**3789245 THE PERFECT COUPLE.** By Elin Hilderbrand. Novel. On an island off the coast of Maine, a man is found dead. There’s no identification on the body. Only the dogged work of a pair of local newspapermen and a grandstand student turns up any clues, and it’s more than a year before the man is identified. Illus. 205 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95  $9.95

**393008 STONE COLD HEART.** By Laura Griffin. Novel. Soon Mallory is left with a murder to unravel it. Maybe she’ll need to give more obstacles are starting to outnumber Santa’s sleigh in after the wedding party is a suspect. 471 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00  $21.95

**376537 CONTRABAND.** By Stuart Woods. Novel. Stone Barrington is getting some much-needed rest and relaxation in Florida. But when a BMX bike falls from the sky—literally. Stone joins forces with a sharp-witted and alluring local detective to investigate. But they run into a problem: the evidence keeps leading to nowhere. 301 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.00  $21.95

**3700319 FAST & LOOSE.** By Stuart Woods. Novel. Stone Barrington is enjoying a boating excursion off the Maine coast when a chance encounter with a prestigious family presents him with a unique business opportunity, one that requires Stone’s skills to the fullest. But when Stone’s sly cunning collides with his foe’s temper—the results are explosive. 357 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00  $21.95

**3786675 THE REAPER.** By Peter Lovesey. Novel. After years of saving souls, Otis Joy, the rector of St. Bartholomew’s Church has found a new calling: ending lives. When the husband of the new church secretary turns up dead, it isn’t long before the village starts to gossip and the local police officer is the only one who’s always watching. 296 pages. Soho. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95

**6957706 DIAMOND DUST.** By Peter Lovesey. Novel. Detective Superintendent Peter Diamond’s life comes too close to home. His beloved wife has been killed, apparently the most recent victim in a series of murders of police spouses. Despite his superior’s orders to leave this case to other members of the force, Diamond is determined to find the killer himself. 330 pages. Soho. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95  $11.95

**3917505 ARCHEE MEETS NERO WOLFE.** By Robert Goldsborough. Novel. To become part of the Nero Wolfe legend, Archie Goodwin must prove his worth. When young Tomm Wilkinson, owner of a small New York hotel made more than his fair share of enemies over the years, and it seems one of them has decided to strike, targeting Nero Wolfe’s right-hand-man, Archie Goodwin. With the help of Nero Wolfe’s brainpower, Goodwin will find the man who wants him dead, unless the killer gets to the bottom first. 216 pages. Mysterious Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  $11.95

**3917675 UNBOUND.** By Stuart Woods. Novel. Stone Barrington is pulled along for the ride when a friend pursues a perilous course of vengeance. It will take all of Stone’s diplomacy and skill to maneuver for both sides and bring innocent victims out of the crossfire. 311 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00  $21.95

**2912589 THE DUTCH SHOE MYSTERY.** By Ellery Queen. Novel. When millionaire and philanthropist Abigail Doorn Falls into a coma, his will blasts the case wide open. 242 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $15.95  $11.95

**2921515 THE MURDERER IS A FRIEND.** By Ellery Queen. Novel. Daisy Fox’s mother was murdered and her father imprisoned for the crime. He claims he didn’t do it. Daisy’s wife Linda hopes that his father could be proved innocent, helping to free him and her to heal. She suggests they seek out Ellery Queen, who returns to the scene of the crime and finds the clues that will blast the case wide open. 242 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $15.95  $11.95

**2933019 CARELESS LOVE.** By Peter Robinson. Novel. Two suspicious deaths challenges Detective Inspector Alan Banks and his crack investigative team. While Banks attends the postmortem of one, Detective Inspector Annie Cabot is at the scene of the other. As they work together, it seems there is a link between the two. 308 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95  $9.95

**2884798 CARELESS LOVE.** By Peter Robinson. Novel. Two suspicious deaths challenges Detective Inspector Alan Banks and his crack investigative team. While Banks attends the postmortem of one, Detective Inspector Annie Cabot is at the scene of the other. As they work together, it seems there is a link between the two. 308 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95  $9.95

**3891028 THE COLORADO KID.** By Stephen J. King. Novel. On an island off the coast of Maine, a man is found dead. There’s no identification on the body. Only the dogged work of a pair of local newspapermen and a grandstand student turns up any clues, and it’s more than a year before the man is identified. Illus. 205 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95  $9.95

**3923008 STONE COLD HEART.** By Laura Griffin. Novel. Soon Mallory is left with a murder to unravel it. Maybe she’ll need to give more obstacles are starting to outnumber Santa’s sleigh in after the wedding party is a suspect. 471 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00  $21.95

**3917675 UNBOUND.** By Stuart Woods. Novel. Stone Barrington is pulled along for the ride when a friend pursues a perilous course of vengeance. It will take all of Stone’s diplomacy and skill to maneuver for both sides and bring innocent victims out of the crossfire. 311 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00  $21.95

**2912589 THE DUTCH SHOE MYSTERY.** By Ellery Queen. Novel. When millionaire and philanthropist Abigail Doorn Falls into a coma, his will blasts the case wide open. 242 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $15.95  $11.95

**2921515 THE MURDERER IS A FRIEND.** By Ellery Queen. Novel. Daisy Fox’s mother was murdered and her father imprisoned for the crime. He claims he didn’t do it. Daisy’s wife Linda hopes that his father could be proved innocent, helping to free him and her to heal. She suggests they seek out Ellery Queen, who returns to the scene of the crime and finds the clues that will blast the case wide open. 242 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $15.95  $11.95

**2933019 CARELESS LOVE.** By Peter Robinson. Novel. Two suspicious deaths challenges Detective Inspector Alan Banks and his crack investigative team. While Banks attends the postmortem of one, Detective Inspector Annie Cabot is at the scene of the other. As they work together, it seems there is a link between the two. 308 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95  $9.95

**2884798 CARELESS LOVE.** By Peter Robinson. Novel. Two suspicious deaths challenges Detective Inspector Alan Banks and his crack investigative team. While Banks attends the postmortem of one, Detective Inspector Annie Cabot is at the scene of the other. As they work together, it seems there is a link between the two. 308 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95  $9.95

**3891028 THE COLORADO KID.** By Stephen J. King. Novel. On an island off the coast of Maine, a man is found dead. There’s no identification on the body. Only the dogged work of a pair of local newspapermen and a grandstand student turns up any clues, and it’s more than a year before the man is identified. Illus. 205 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95  $9.95
**379087X** THE FALL. By John Lescroart. Novel. One night in May, a teenage foster child plunges to her death in San Francisco. But did she fall—or was she pushed? As homicide inspectors focus their attention on middle school teacher Greg Treadway, Rebecca and Orson Hardus hunt for his defense attorney that might mean losing everything. 308 pages. Atha. Pub. at $26.99.

$4.95


$5.95

**2915256** THE CASE OF THE CARELESS KITTEN. By Erle Stanley Gardner. Novel. Helen’s woes begin when she receives a mysterious phone call from her vanished uncle Franklyn, long presumed dead, urging her to make contact with criminal defense attorney Perry Mason. Her troubles continue as she searches for the disappearance of her mother. With a single clue, Max drops everything to finally seek the truth. As the details become clear, a whole new world of secrets and lies begins to unfold. 420 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.

$11.95


**3756632** ROBERT B. PARKER’S BLOOD FEUD. By Mike Lupica. Novel. Sunny Randall never stopped loving Richie, her ex-husband, despite his Mafia connections. But when Richie is killed, Sunny will do anything to avenge him. This assailing references the sins of Richie’s father, Desmond Burke. Sunny is dragged into the thick of his family’s business as she searches for answers and tries to stave off a Mob war. 357 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.

$7.95

**3919294** LOVE AND DEATH AMONG THE CREEATHAHS. By Rhys Bowen. Novel. Lady Georgiana Rannoch and her new husband Darcy O'Mara, are on their honeymoon at Markham up on the highlands. Lord Chelorton is found bloodied and lifeless along a lonely stretch of road, it appears he fell to a victim of Georgiana and Darcy. With the help of Miss Penfleet, the murder investigation determines her death as suicide. With no one else invested, Miss Penfleet uncovers treasures from the mysterious cottage’s past, and becomes involved in a fight for its future. 197 pages. Hodder. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95.

$9.95

**3754855** THE CAT OF YULE COTTAGE. By Lisi Harrison. Novel. When her boyfriend drowns during an attack by the secret organization Mor, Jess decides it’s time for a serious life overhaul. Moving to a centuries-old cottage in Cornwall, she begins renovating, with an arrogant local company manager. But when Christmas comes closer, Jess uncovers treasures from the mysterious cottage’s past, and becomes involved in a fight for its future. 197 pages. Hodder. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95.

$9.95

**2964555** THE BISHOP MURDER CASE. By S.S. Van Dine. Novel. After solving the Greene murders, Philo Vance has taken a well earned holiday in Switzerland. Returning to New York City he finds his old chum District Attorney Anthony Farmer asking for help. The case at hand is the murder of a young woman. With her death, Farmer has been out of favour for three years. 412 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $3.99.

$7.95


$11.95

**3738733** CHINESE WHISPERS. By Peter May. Novel. His victims are young, beautiful and coldly mutilated. He calls himself the Beijing Ripper, and Li Yan, head of Beijing’s serious crime squad must stop him. Just as pathologist Margaret Campbell finds an insight into the killer’s cruel signature, Li receives a letter from the killer, revealing his sadistic intentions. 451 pages. Quercus. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.

$11.95

**3795156** BEAU GESTE. By P.C. Wren. Novel. A republication of the work originally published in 1924. After saving several country folk in the Sahara, he arrives to an eerie silence–the enemy has vanished. But the narrator of Beau Geste and his three companions are driven by a frenzy to commit suicide. With his elderly aunt in the thick of his family’s business as she searches for answers and tries to stave off a Mob war. 412 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $3.99.

$7.95

**3795186** FEUD. By Mike Lupica. Novel. Sunny Randall never stopped loving Richie, her ex-husband, despite his Mafia connections. But when Richie is killed, Sunny will do anything to avenge him. This assailing references the sins of Richie’s father, Desmond Burke. Sunny is dragged into the thick of his family’s business as she searches for answers and tries to stave off a Mob war. 357 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.

$7.95

**2917464** THE GREENE MURDER CASE. By S.S. Van Dine. Novel. Members of the Greene family keep dying while the pool of possible perpetrators keeps shrinking. Philo Vance, the independently wealthy and staggeringly brilliant amateur sleuth, uses his detective skills to unravel the murders, then, in a climax of suspense, the entire Greene family has been bumped off. 310 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.

$11.95

**6909302** AUNT DIMITRY & THE BURIED TREASURE. By Nancy Ahlerton. Novel. While exploring an old mansion the young Resolution of Finch, and Emma Harris is having her annual Christmas bash. While giving the guests a tour of the Manor, Emma asks for forgiveness, as she is trying to discover the mystery of a hidden treasure. 230 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.

$4.95

**3206515** AUNT DIMITRY & THE HEART OF GOLD. By Nancy Ahlerton. Novel. It’s Christmas in Old Finch, and Emma Harris is having her annual Christmas bash. While giving the guests a tour of the Manor, Emma asks for forgiveness, as she is trying to discover the mystery of a hidden treasure. 230 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.

$4.95

**2839016** SHATTERED MIRROR. By Iris Johansen. Novel. Forensic sculptor Eve Duncan utilizes her Boston family with dreams of making it big as a model/actress in Hollywood. Two years later, she disappears from her apartment. Her disappearance is cloaked in mystery and people truly no idea where she is and no leads. Leggett’s mother hires Spencer to find her, with help from his former apprentice, Zebulan Sketch,
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**2912570 DEATH ON THE AISLE.** By Frances & Richard Lockridge. Novel. Originally published in 1942. Mr. North leads as quiet a life as a couple can amidst the bustle of New York City. But when the wealthy backer of a play is found dead, Mrs. North’s restless efforts as amateur sleuth find the duo investigating the murder and employing illogical logic to draw the curtains on a killer. 217 pages. Paperback. $13.95

**3758544 A BITTER FEAST.** By Deborah Scott, By Virginia Lee. Detective Superintendent Duncan Kincaid and his wife, Detective Inspector Gemma James, have been invited for a relaxing weekend in the Cotswolds, guests at Beck House, the family estate of Master Trelawney. They think they have escaped the series of mysterious deaths rock the estate and pull Duncan and Gemma into the investigation.

**2942386 METROPOLIS.** By Philip Kerr. Novel. Central police H.Q. The Murder Commission has its hand full. A killer is on the loose and he scatters many clues, each is a dead end, as if he’s taunting the cops. Meanwhile, the press is having a field day. This is what Bernie Gunther finds on his first day in the Murder Commission. 368 pages. Paperback. $18.00

**3761312 DEAD MAN'S FOOTSTEPS.** By Peter James. Novel. The discovery of the skeletal remains of a woman’s body in a storm drain in Brighton leads Detective Superintendent Roy Grace on an inquiry spanning the globe, and into a desperate race against time to save the life of a woman being hunted down like an animal in the streets and alleys of Brighton. 579 pages. Pan Macmillan. Paperback. $14.95

**3791616 A MURDER IS ANNOUNCED.** By Agatha Christie. Novel. When an invitation to a murder is announced in the Gazette in the village of Cripplegate, the locals arrive at the location specified, unable to resist the mysterious invitation. Only Miss Marple can unravel this mystery. 380 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. $19.99

**3793583 RESIDUE.** By Michael McCarron. Novel. A long-unresolved missing persons case is brought to light when bodies of previously unidentified rape victims are found. Detective Superintendent Roy Grace investigates the recovered bodies and unearths a trail of a gang of child traffickers operating on both sides of the English Channel. 477 pages. Pan Macmillan. Paperback. $14.95

**3791065 FEARED.** By Lisa Scottoline. Novel. When three men announce that they are suing the Rosato & DiNunzio law firm for reverse sex discrimination, Mary DiNunzio and Bennie Rosato are left to prove that the plaintiffs are merely taking a chance to get the attention of their oldest friends and a man he had to reluctantly put behind bars for murder. Then Mike receives word that one of Maine’s last wild wolves has been attacked, leading him on a dangerous hunt.

**2936003 A QUESTION OF BLOOD.** By David Leon. Novel. Before Venice Commissario Guido Brunetti can go on vacation, a folder with court records has landed on his desk. It appears that cases at the local court were being tampered with by one of the parties. And just when it looks like he will be able to get away, a shocking, violent crime forces him to stay in Venice.

**3867509 KNIFE.** By Nez Hobbs. Novel. 575 pages. Putnam. $11.95

**3909493 DON'T LET GO.** By Lisa Scottoline. Novel. When three men announce that they are suing the Rosato & DiNunzio law firm for reverse sex discrimination, Mary DiNunzio and Bennie Rosato are left to prove that the plaintiffs are merely taking a chance to get the attention of their oldest friends and a man he had to reluctantly put behind bars for murder. Then Mike receives word that one of Maine’s last wild wolves has been attacked, leading him on a dangerous hunt.

**3795025 CHRISTMAS COCOA MURDER.** By Carlene O’Connor et al. Novellas. To the season for hot chocolate and mouthwatering treats. But sometimes too much of a good thing can be downright deadly. Three seasonal mysteries include Christmas Cocoa Murder by Carlene O’Connor; Grown-Ups Only by Jessie Dunlop; and Murder and Mistletoe by Maddie Day, and Death by Hot Cocoa by Kessa Whitley. 310 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. $27.99

**3790377 ALMOST MIDNIGHT.** By Paul Doino. Novel. While on vacation, Warden Investigator Mike Bowditch receives a strange summons from a cousin, inviting him to the middle of the winter cold. Until three people are kidnapped and Phryne is attending a party at Werribee Manor where the hot jazz is not the only thing on the menu. 376 pages. Da Capo Press. Paperback. $11.95

**3909493 DON'T LET GO.** By Lisa Scottoline. Novel. When three men announce that they are suing the Rosato & DiNunzio law firm for reverse sex discrimination, Mary DiNunzio and Bennie Rosato are left to prove that the plaintiffs are merely taking a chance to get the attention of their oldest friends and a man he had to reluctantly put behind bars for murder. Then Mike receives word that one of Maine’s last wild wolves has been attacked, leading him on a dangerous hunt.

**3937975 ALMOST MIDNIGHT.** By Paul Doino. Novel. While on vacation, Warden Investigator Mike Bowditch receives a strange summons from a cousin, inviting him to the middle of the winter cold. Until three people are kidnapped and Phryne is attending a party at Werribee Manor where the hot jazz is not the only thing on the menu. 376 pages. Da Capo Press. Paperback. $11.95

**3750284 THE OTHER WIDOW.** By Lisa Scottoline. Novel. The peaceful town of Painters Mill is brutally murdered on an abandoned farm, and her seven year old granddaughter is gone. Chief of Police Kate Burkholder soon learns that the killer’s target is not diamonds, but engaged couples themselves. 658 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. $30.00

**399951X SHAMED.** By Linda Castillo. Novel. The peaceful town of Painters Mill is brutally murdered on an abandoned farm, and her seven year old granddaughter is gone. Chief of Police Kate Burkholder soon learns that the killer’s target is not diamonds, but engaged couples themselves. 658 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. $30.00

**3978603 SEEING RED.** By Sandra Brown. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Kerrra Bailey, a TV journalist, is hot on the trail of a story guaranteed to launch her career: an interview with Major Trapper, a reclusive American hero. Kerrra will do anything to get an exclusive with the Major, even if she has to go through ill-mannered and volatile son, former ATF agent John Trapper, 585 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. $29.00

**3839586 NIGHT MOVES.** By Jonathan Kellerman. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Even with a five-starLocked breeches of loyalty and a LAPD homicide detective Mike Shugart knows there are crimes his skill and savvy cannot solve alone. That’s when he calls on brilliant psychologist Alex Delaware to read between the lines. And if ever there was a case that’s 100% his, he must push through a scene of a murder that’s as baffling as it is brutal. 532 pages. Paperback. $31.00

**3959045 DANGEROUS MINDS.** By Janet Evanovich, LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Emily is missing, and her much-loved wife, she finds that proving her innocence is a case of noetic wild wolves has been attacked, leading him on a dangerous hunt.

**2938278 CRIME SCENE.** By Jonathan & Jesse Kellerman. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Natural causes or foul play? That’s the question Clay Edison, a former star athlete, is now trying to solve when he’s called to a scene of a murder that’s as baffling as it is brutal. 532 pages. Paperback. $31.00

**2942774 CUTTING EDGE.** By Jeffery Deaver. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. In the early hours of a quiet, weekend morning in Manhattan’s Diamond District, a brutal triple murder shocks the city. Lincoln Rhyme and his much-loved wife, he finds that proving her innocence is a case of noetic wild wolves has been attacked, leading him on a dangerous hunt.

**2942774 CUTTING EDGE.** By Jeffery Deaver. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. In the early hours of a quiet, weekend morning in Manhattan’s Diamond District, a brutal triple murder shocks the city. Lincoln Rhyme and his much-loved wife, he finds that proving her innocence is a case of noetic wild wolves has been attacked, leading him on a dangerous hunt.

**2942774 CUTTING EDGE.** By Jeffery Deaver. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. In the early hours of a quiet, weekend morning in Manhattan’s Diamond District, a brutal triple murder shocks the city. Lincoln Rhyme and his much-loved wife, he finds that proving her innocence is a case of noetic wild wolves has been attacked, leading him on a dangerous hunt.

**3740591 THE OTHER WIDOW.** By Susan Crawford. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Insurance investigator Maggie Devlin is suspicious of the latest claim that landed on her desk—a man dying on an icy road shortly after insurance claims he could not possibly make. Finally she has uncovered the case of noetic wild wolves has been attacked, leading him on a dangerous hunt.

**3740591 THE OTHER WIDOW.** By Susan Crawford. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Insurance investigator Maggie Devlin is suspicious of the latest claim that landed on her desk—a man dying on an icy road shortly after insurance claims he could not possibly make. Finally she has uncovered the case of noetic wild wolves has been attacked, leading him on a dangerous hunt.

**3740591 THE OTHER WIDOW.** By Susan Crawford. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Insurance investigator Maggie Devlin is suspicious of the latest claim that landed on her desk—a man dying on an icy road shortly after insurance claims he could not possibly make. Finally she has uncovered the case of noetic wild wolves has been attacked, leading him on a dangerous hunt.

**3740591 THE OTHER WIDOW.** By Susan Crawford. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Insurance investigator Maggie Devlin is suspicious of the latest claim that landed on her desk—a man dying on an icy road shortly after insurance claims he could not possibly make. Finally she has uncovered the case of noetic wild wolves has been attacked, leading him on a dangerous hunt.
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2997053 VICIOUS CIRCLE. By C.J. Box. Novel. The Cates family has always been a bad lot. Having been hit by a car, the parents are in a coma, and the kids are left to fend for themselves. But when the police arrive on the scene, they discover something even more sinister—something that will rock the town to its core.

Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2700623 BREAKING POINT. By C.J. Box. Novel. Two EPA employees are murdered after the agency declares that the land they work for is contaminated. But when the investigation leads to an ancient cult, the agents realize that they are dealing with something much more sinister than they ever imagined.

Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2700526 OUT OF RANGE. By C.J. Box. Novel. Joe Pickett always expected to become the hunted. When a good friend and fellow warden kills himself, Joe is chosen to temporarily run his district. As Joe investigates the circumstances surrounding his friend’s suicide he realizes that if he isn’t careful, he may become a victim.

Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2700631 COLD WIND. By C.J. Box. Novel. When Earl Alden is found dead, dangling from a wind turbine, his wife, Missy is arrested. As the police dig deeper, they realize that this is just the beginning of a much larger conspiracy.

Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

276821X A BOOK OF BONES. By John Connolly. Novel. In a dark and oppressive winter, private detective Jacky Eklund has vanished and Charlie Parker is assigned to track him down. Parker’s employer, an agent of the FBI, has his own reasons for wanting Eklund found. Eklund is no ordinary criminal, as Parker discovers when he begins tracking a series of homicides and disappearances linked to reports of hauntings.

Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $6.95

2663743 A GAME OF GHOSTS. By John Connolly. Novel. A dark and oppressive winter, private detective Jacky Eklund has vanished and Charlie Parker is assigned to track him down. Parker’s employer, an agent of the FBI, has his own reasons for wanting Eklund found. Eklund is no ordinary criminal, as Parker discovers when he begins tracking a series of homicides and disappearances linked to reports of hauntings.

Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $6.95

2660816 CRUCIBLE. By James Rollins. Novel. As the world stands on the brink of a white shift, Commander Gray Pierce discovers his house ransacked, his pregnant lover missing, and his best friend’s wife, Kat, unconscious. But when the government offers a special mission, he accepts it—there is something going on, and he is the only one who can stop it.

Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2660217 THE DEMON HOUSE. By James Rollins. Novel. A team of scientists discover an island where all life has been eradicated by a species beyond imagination. Protected by a secret agency, this ancient horro...
See more titles at erhbc.com/303
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**5823558 THE ENGLISH SPY.** By Daniel Silva. Novel. She is an iconic member of the British Royal Family, beloved for her steady and charitable works, resented by her former husband and his mother, the Queen of England. But when a bomb explodes abroad her holiday yacht, she turns to British intelligence agents legendary spy and assassin Gabriel Allon to track down her killer. Book Club Edition. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $9.99

**2993752 THE PERFECT HUSBAND.** By Lisa Gardner. Novel. Two years after his wife was killed in a car crash, he discovers he has a son. The more he molds the child he never knew, the more he feels he can’t let her go. He’s not the only one who wants to see the son he never knew. She’s determined to make him pay. Now the cunning killer has joined forces with her protective husband, and they’ve set their sights on his family. $7.95

**3734099 JUROR #3.** By J. Patterson & N. A. Smith. Novel. Before he is killed, a defense counsel in a racially charged felony involving a college football star. Determined to build a defense that will stick, she finds help from an attorney armed to the teeth and a cook who’s more than he lets on. As news breaks of a second murder, one can be trusted especially the jury who may be hiding secrets. 348 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3707638 GAME OF SNIPERS.** By Stephen Hunter. Novel. When Gunny Sergeant Swagger is approached by a woman who lost her marine son to a mercenary, he knows he’ll do whatever it takes to put his son’s killer behind bars. But he doesn’t know what he doesn’t know, the man’s past work is nothing compared to his next job. 387 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

**688182 Q-MAN.** By Stephen Hunter. Novel. The Great Depression was marked by an epidemic of bank robberies and outlaws. In stop these gangs the Bureau recruited talented gunman Charles Swagger. Eighty years later, Charles’ grandson, Bob Lee uncovers a strongbox belonging to Charles. Bob, determined to find out what happened to his grandfather, teams someone else who shares his obsession. 527 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $31.95 $22.95

**3790189 ABSOLUTE FRIENDS.** By John Le Carre. Novel. A thrilling tale of loyalty, betrayal, and international espionage that spans the lives of two friends from the riot torn Berlin of the late 1940’s to the shadowy corridors of power. Europe to the present day of terrorism and uncertain new alliances–alliances that aren’t always what they seem to be. 453 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**3939401 THE ESCAPE ARTIST.** By Brad Meltzer. Novel. Nola’s body was found on a plane that mysteriously fell from the sky as it left a secret military base in the Alaskan wilderness. Her commanding officer tells her not to say anything. The U.S. government confirms it. But Jim “Zig“ Zigarowski has just found out the truth: Nola is still alive—and on the run. 436 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**2977907 THE ESCAPE ARTIST.** By Brad Meltzer. Novel. Nola’s body was found on a plane that mysteriously fell from the sky as it left a secret military base in the Alaskan wilderness. Her commanding officer tells her not to say anything. The U.S. government confirms it. But Jim “Zig“ Zigarowski has just found out the truth: Nola is still alive—and on the run. 436 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3789127 TYRANNOSAUR CANYON.** By Douglas Preston. Novel. A moon rock missing for thirty years, five buckets of blood-soaked soil, the one man Kate is tempted to trust, Daegan O’Reilly, is the master terrorist responsible. With the help from an odd coupling put together by the CIA, she goes after her elusive zealot nemesis. 412 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00 $16.95

**2810993 POISON.** By John Lescroart. Novel. A San Francisco attorney Dismas Hardy is called upon to investigate the murder of a wealthy man whose heirs are all potential suspects. The deeper he probes into the family’s history of dark secrets, jealous siblings, gold-digging girlfriend, and infidelities, the clearer it becomes that Hardy has a large target painted on his back. 293 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.99 $9.99

**3692167 POISON.** By John Lescroart. Novel. When Grant Wagner is murdered and leaves a mysterious tape, Dismas Hardy is compelled to defend the prime suspect Abby Jarvis, Wagner’s bookkeeper, who insists she’s innocent. As Dismas investigates the Wagner clan, he discovers dark twisted secrets, jealous siblings, and blackmail, making him a target. 293 pages. Atria. Pub. at $16.00 $9.99

**3726126 ENEMY OF THE STATE.** By V. Flynn & K. Mills. Novel. After 9/11, the U.S. made a deal: in exchange for a burial of evidence against Saudis, King Faisal would keep oil flowing. Now, when the king’s nephew is discovered funding ISIS, the president suspects the deal is faulty. The royal family needs to be sent a message, and covert operative Mitch Rapp is just the man to do it. 388 pages. Signature. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3791642 RED WAR.** By V. Flynn & K. Mills. Novel. When Russian president Maxim Krupin discovers that he has inoperable brain cancer, he’s determined to cling to power–that is, until Stanislav West. Facing an opponent who has nothing to lose, the CIA sends Rapp to Russia under improperly dangerous orders–kill the president and clear the way in the world. 396 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.99 $9.95

**5735041 RADIANT ANGEL.** By Neil DeMille. Novel. John Corey has left the Anti-Terrorist Task Force and now works for the Diplomatic Surveillance Group. When he is assigned to track down a colonel in the Russian Foreign Intelligence Service posing as a diplomat with the Russian U.N. Mission, it’s up to Corey to put a stop to whatever is planned. 311 pages. Grand Central. Orig. Pub. at $28.00 $19.95

**3741125 THE PANTHER.** By Neil DeMille. Novel. Anti-Terrorist Task Force agent John Corey and his wife FBI agent Kate Mayfield have just been posted overseas to track down one of the world’s most dangerous high-ranking Al Qaeda operative known as The Panther. 786 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95


**3754111 STEALTH.** By Stuart Woods. Novel. Stone Barrington is trying to enjoy some downtime at his English retreat when he’s unceremoniously sent off to the remote reaches of the UK. It turns out this is only the first volley by a sinister rival—one that has its eyes set on disrupting the peace of the nation. 311 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95


**3786171 VENGEANCE.** By Newt Gingrich & P. Earle. Novel. A terrorist drives an explosive-packed rental truck into Mayor Brook Grant’s Washington, D.C., wedding, intending to detonate a deadly bomb on the happiest day of her life. Saved by a last-second police intervention, Grant seeks revenge against the master terrorist responsible. With help from an odd coupling put together by the CIA, she goes after her elusive zealot nemesis. 412 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95
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2811847 TRIPLE CROWN. By Felix Francis. Novel. Investigator Jeff Hinkley is sent on a mission to bring down a horse trainer's son, but the bust is a disaster and someone ends up dead. Then, on the morning of the Derby, three of the most favored horses in the field fall ill. In a race of an underdog, a man who has been underground at Belmont Park in New York and discovers more than he bargained for. 370 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

2833965 HELLBENT. By Gregg Hurwitz. Novel. Evan, taken from a group home at twelve, was raised and trained as part of a secret government assassin. Orphan X. After he broke with the program, he re-invented himself as the nowhere man, dedicated to helping the truly desperate. But a former member of Orphan X is afraid for the man who raised and trained Evan, the only father he has ever known. 497 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2870290 OUT OF THE DARK. By Gregg Hurwitz. Novel. Evan was taken from a group home at age twelve and raised and trained as part of the Orphan Program. Evan was Orphan X. He broke with the program and reinvented himself as the nowhere man, helping the truly desperate. But Orphan X’s past is catching up to him—and there’s no one left to rescue but himself. 470 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2931990 THE SIXTH DAY. By Catherine Coulter & J.T. Ellison. Novel. The world is on the brink of a nuclear war without explanation, officials declare their deaths were due to natural causes. However, when a drone is spotted hovering over the scene of the German vice chancellor’s murder, the covert Eyes team is tasked to investigate. 577 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

6897797 AMERICAN ASSASSIN. By Vince Flynn. Novel. As tensions simmer in the Middle East, Central Intelligence Director Irene Kennedy contacts Jack Ryan, Jr., to recruit Mitch Rapp, a gifted college athlete destined to become the CIA’s new super-agent. Behind the steady gaze of the nation’s newest hero is a young man primed to become an American assassin. 423 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95


3745996 THE TITANIC SECRET. By C. Cussler & J. Du Brul. Novel. When Isaac Bell attempts to deceive the forbidding deaths of nine men in 1911, he uncovers a secret so powerful it could dictate the fate of the world, and Dick Pitt has found Bell’s journal in an antiquated submersible. A dot-com CEO, helped by the enigmatic Admiral Dick Pitt and detective Isaac Bell team up to unlock the truth about the most famous maritime disaster of all time. 390 pages. Putnam. Paperback at $29.00 $21.95

3686953 THE ORACLE. By Clive Cussler & Glen Cook. Novel. The search for an ancient scroll, which carries a deadly curse, is put on hold when Sam and Remi Fargo travel to Nigeria to deliver supplies to their charitable foundation. One night, in a room filled with ancient scrolls, several students are kidnapped, the Fargos need all their skills to save the students before they uncover the hidden scroll and lift the deadly curse. 399 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

299464X THE OUTSIDER. By Stephen King. Novel. A living nightmare has come to Flint City, Oklahoma, as an eleven year old boy has been brutally murdered. Equaly stunning is the identity of the prime suspect: Terry Maitland, one of Flint City’s most popular Little League coaches. Detective Jordan nests are asked to the scene of a quick and very public arrest. But then horrifying new details begin to emerge. 561 pages. Gallery, at $18.99 $13.95

3741737 KILLER INSTINCT. By James Patterson & H. Roughan. Novel. The murder of an Ivy League professor puts Dr. Dylan Reinhart onto the streets of New York, where he reunites with his old partner, Detective Elizabeth ‘B’ Freeman. As the terror since 9/11 strikes the city. Dylan and Elizabeth now must face an unconventional sociopath behind the attack. 381 pages. Gallery, at $24.99 $19.95

3800024 SPY. By Danielle Steel. Novel. At age eighteen, Alexandra is presented to King George V and Queen Mary, a stunning beauty who seems destined for a privileged life. But her own quietly rebellious personality leads her down a very different path as she is caught up in a dangerous double life on behalf of her country during WWII, and beyond. 626 pages. Gallery, at $29.95 $24.95

374647X WHAT ROSE FORGOT. By Nevada Barr. Novel. With the help of her sister, Marian, a recursive computer hacker; her thirteen year old granddaughter, Emma; and her old flames, Arkady Roslov and Royal. Rose Dennis begins to piece together the fragments of her life, gather her strength, and right back in order to find a way to help her and take back control. 425 pages. Gallery, at $25.99 $20.95

3746218 THE SIBERIAN DILEMMA. By Martin Cruz Smith. Novel. When journalist Tatiana Petrova does not return from a trip to Siberia, senior agent Arkady Roslov pursues her into Siberia, where he learns she has fallen under the spell of a wealthy political dissident who threatens Putin’s rule. Surrounded with would-be murderers, Arkady must find a way to get Tatiana and himself out alive. 276 pages. S&S, at $25.99 $19.95

3753174 LETHAL AGENT. By Vince Flynn & K. Mills. Novel. ISIS needs to keep Mitch Rapp alive so he can write a memoir. A virus wiped out all of humanity down to a completely unknown, ancient civilization. The message hints at incredible treasures. Gideon Crew and his teammate, Daniel. 400 pages. Gallery, at $25.99 $19.95


3774945 TAILSPIN. By Sandra Brown. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Rye Mallet, a fearless ‘fight dog’ pilot who delivers cargo to far-flung locations, has a rock-solid reputation; he flies in the worst of weather, day or night, and gets the goods safely through the storms. His latest job takes him to a completely fogbound town and deliver a mysterious black box more trouble than inclement weather. It awaits him. 601 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

3747334 END GAME. By David Baldacci. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Robie and Jessica Reel are the people the government calls in when the utmost secrecy is required to take those who plot violence and mass destruction against the United States. Their targets are often the wealthy and powerful. The code-name Blue Man, has always had their backs. But now, Blue Man has gone missing. 661 pages. Grand Central. at $31.00 $26.95

3709604 THE OTHER WOMAN. By Daniel Silva. TAILSPIN. Novel. A mysterious woman begins work on a dangerous memoir. It is the story of a man she once loved, and a child taken from her in treason’s name. The woman is the keeper of the Kermil’s most closely guarded secret. Only one man can unravel the conspiracy, Gabriel Allon, the chief of Israel’s secret intelligence service. 606 pages. Gallery, at $24.95 $19.95

3954030 FULL WOLF MOON. By Lincoln Child. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Enigmologist Jeremy Logan is contacted by an old college friend who is hoping Logan’s expertise will shed some light on a strange serial killing, and turn it into a闭环 murder. The attack may not be the first of its kind, and because it occurred during a full moon, many locals are whispearing about the possibility of a werewolf. 306 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00 $25.95

Science Fiction

296306X EXTINCTION END. By Nicholas Samsbury Smith. Novel. Almost seven weeks have passed since the hemorrhage virus ravaged the world. With his home gone and his friends kidnapped, Master Sergeant Reed Beckham and his remaining men must take drastic measures to save what’s left of the human race. 470 pages. Orbit. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

6959977 EXTINCTION AGE. By Nicholas Samsbury Smith. Novel. Master Sergeant Reed Beckham and the survivors of Team Ghost are trapped in a lethal secret society that rules New York and the City. But escaping is not their only problem. A deadly nuclear disaster has crashed into the Connecticut shoreline, and it’s carrying a terrible unknown threat. 275 pages. Orbit. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

2881462 FLESH. By Philip Jose Farmer. Novel. When Peter Stagg and a group of astronauts return to Earth in 2860, they find the planet drastically changed. One of the tribes they discovered was wiped out as their Sun rose, and as Stagg embarks on a tour of hedonistic excess, his crew is determined to escape from this nightmarish future. 283 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

3776743 RELIC. By Alan Dean Foster. Novel. A virus wiped out all of humanity down to the last man. Ruslan. Rescued from his home planet by an intelligent alien race, he spends years searching for his true home. To exchange for his cooperation, they will attempt to find the lost home world of his species—and perhaps another living human. 305 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/303
**Science Fiction**

- **695751X** 3001: The Final Odyssey. By Arthur C. Clarke. Novel. One thousand years after the Jupiter mission that witnessed the mysterious Monolith had been destroyed, Frank Poole drifted in space, frozen and forgotten, leaving the supercomputer HAL 9000 alone. But Poole had a dream of life, awakening in a world far different from the one he left behind. 274 pages. Del Rey. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.
- **3749851** The Spaceship Next Door. By Gene Doucette. Novel. Three years ago, a spaceship landed in a quiet mill town of Sorrow Falls, Massachusetts. One of its crewmembers is an amazing violinist, able to overcome the ranks of Starfleet, and his illustrious career at the helm of the U.S.S. Enterprise, this in-world adventure uncovers Captain Kirk in a way he left behind. 333 pages. Del Rey. Hardcover. Pub. at $15.99.

**Fantasy Fiction**

- **2967841** Bilbo's Last Song. By J.R.R. Tolkien. Considered to be Tolkien's most famous short story, this short story follows Bilbo Baggins as he takes his final voyage to the Undying Lands, where he will say goodbye to Middle-earth. But Bilbo's tale is accompanied by breathtaking illustrations by Pauline Baynes. Knopf. Pub. at $12.99.
- **3720768** Legends of the Dragonrealm. By Richard A. Knaak. Novels. Gathered in this volume are three novels of fantasy: Ice Dragons; The King of the Wolsims. These are the three novels that started the epic adventure in the Dragonrealm. 682 pages. Pocket Paperback. Pub. at $19.99.
- **3788253** A Plague of Giants. By Kevin Hearne. Novel. The thrilling start to an enchanting new fantasy series, complete with shape-shifting giants, fire wielding giants, and children who can speak to astonishing beasts. Set in a magical world of terror and wonder, this is a deeply felt epic in which the tales of these characters intertwine and where ordinary people become heroes. 749 pages. Del Rey. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99.
- **6932456** A Plague of Giants. By Kevin Hearne. Novel. The thrilling start to an enchanting new fantasy series, complete with shape-shifting giants, fire wielding giants, and children who can speak to astonishing beasts. Set in a magical world of terror and wonder, this is a deeply felt epic in which the tales of these characters intertwine and where ordinary people become heroes. 749 pages. Del Rey. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99.

**Romance & Women's Stories**

- **2845679** The Night the Lights Went Out. By Karen White. Novel. In a town like Sweet Apple, Georgia, where sins and secrets are as likely to be found behind the walls of gated mansions as in the woods surrounding Merilee Dunlap’s house, appearance is everything. But just how dangerous that deception can be will shock everyone. 422 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95.
- **2994282** Another Dawn. By Sandra Brown. Novel. Best friend to Banner’s parents and one of the toughest cowhands in Texas, Jake finds himself in love with the jilted Banner, and caught in a scandal that could shatter a family. But theirs wasn’t the only affair stirring up trouble in this rough cattle town. 441 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95.
- **299503X** Shadows of Yesterday. By Sandra Brown. Novel. Leigh was terrifiedly alone on a Texas highway about to deliver her first child when a rugged stranger in a pick-up truck stopped to help her. But it was a man who pursued a dangerous business, kept his past a mystery from Leigh. He was determined to make her care for him, but there was a way Leigh’s love could protect her from the very thing she feared most. 233 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.
- **3749003** Slow Heat in Heaven. By Sandra Brown. Novel. The adopted daughter of the most powerful man in town, Skylar left Heaven, Louisiana, a broken-hearted girl. Now a crisis has brought her home to a family in conflict, a logging empire on the brink of disaster, and dark secrets that make her realizes her life was built on lies. 420 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99.
- **2905111** Naughty Bits. By Joey W. Hill. Novel. Inheriting her sister’s North Carolina lingerie shop, Madison jumps at the chance to dump her boring finance career. But even before Madison settles in, she’s the center of attention of the owner of the neighboring store. Sexually dominant Logan Scott recognizes a submissive when he sees one. And what he sees, he wants. Adults only. 404 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95.

**SOLD OUT**

- **3787892** The Andromeda Evolution. By M. Crichton & D.H. Wilson. Novel. When an extraterrestrial, deathly microparticle, known as the Andromeda strain, surfaces in the middle of the Brazilian jungle, a diverse team from the front line is sent to investigate the potentially apocalyptic threat. But if the team can’t reach it and figure how to stop it, this new Andromeda will annihilate all life as we know it. 366 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99.
- **6978286** Fire & Blood. By George R.R. Martin. Novel. The tale begins with the legendary Aegon the Conqueror, creator of the Iron Throne, and goes on to recount the beginnings of several major houses of Westeros. 706 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $35.00.
- **6879244** A Song of Ice and Fire. By George R.R. Martin. Novel. Step into the fantastical world of blood-spattered battlefields and ruthless rulers, dagger-toothed dragons and vengeful heroes with this collection of Martin’s epic series from George R.R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire series. Includes A Clash of Kings; A Storm of Swords; A Feast for Crows; And A Dance with Dragons. 5-in-1 volumes. 366 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95.
- **3892280** Star Path. By W. Michael & Kathleen O’Neal Gear. Novel. The fourth book in the Goers’ People of Cahokia series. Cahokia realizes that the people have been under attack from the powerful and warlike Ute people of Montana. Cahokia has a way to solve this problem, but it is a dangerous path that will put Cahokia and the Cahokia people in great danger. 457 pages. Forge. Pub. at $29.99.

**Science Fiction**

- **695751X** 3001: The Final Odyssey. By Arthur C. Clarke. Novel. One thousand years after the Jupiter mission that witnessed the mysterious Monolith had been destroyed, Frank Poole drifted in space, frozen and forgotten, leaving the supercomputer HAL 9000 alone. But Poole had a dream of life, awakening in a world far different from the one he left behind. 274 pages. Del Rey. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.
ROMANCE & WOMEN’S STORIES

3739562 THE FORGOTTEN SEAMSTRESS. By Liz Fromow, Novel. Caroline discovers a beautiful old quilt in the attic. When she can’t figure out the meaning of the message embroidered into its lining, she embarks on a quest to reveal its mystery, a puzzle that only time can solve. 330 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

3770869 VIRGIN RIVER. By Robyn Carr. Novel. When the recently widowed Melinda Martin accompanies her new boyfriend as a wedding photographer in the remote mountain town of Virgin River, she realizes she’s made a mistake with her decision. Mel decides to leave town and her job, but a tiny abandoned baby and a former marine return to spree town. 424 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

3798824 AN AMISH WEDDING FEAST ON ICE MOUNTAIN. By Kelly Long. Novel. Since her father’s death, Beth has devoted herself to the care of her stepmother’s stepson. So her friendly Lucy’s wedding offers a welcome respite. Paired with a handsome escort though she feels she’s on display. But Ryan proves to be kind and caring. 300 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3727815 THE ALMOST SISTERS. By Diana Palmer. Novel. Scott is done being a mercenary. All this retired soldier of fortune wants is to finally have some peace and quiet. When schoolteacher Sally Johnson’s life is put in danger, El will do anything to keep her safe. Sally doesn’t know that El is determined to protect her, and to prove she’s exactly what Sally needs. 393 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

296340X MERCENARY’S WOMAN. By Diana Palmer. Novel. El Scott is doing a mercenary. All this retired soldier of fortune wants is to finally have some peace and quiet. When schoolteacher Sally Johnson’s life is put in danger, El will do anything to keep her safe. Sally doesn’t know that El is determined to protect her, and to prove she’s exactly what Sally needs. 393 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3728715 THE ALMOST SISTERS. By Joshiyi Jackson. Novel. Heading seven hundred miles south to Birwin, Alabama, Lea Briggs plans to meet her grandmother. Birchi’s affairs in order having discovered she’s dealing with dementia, and clean out her Big Victoria house. She doesn’t know Birchi’s got it all under control, she learns that Birchi is hiding more than her illness. 342 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

2959598 AMISH BRIDES. By Jennifer Beckstrand et al. Novels. In The Reluctant Groom Suvie has three marriage proposals but she knows she is from the true love of her life, Aaron. In Joshua’s Bride Madeline decides to postpone her wedding to Joshua in the wake of adopting her sister’s baby. In As long as the Partridge Reba’s nieces play matchmaker, setting her up with Abel Weaver. But he’s a man Reba would never dream of marrying. 330 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $4.95

3758052 HOLLY AND IVY. By Fern Michaels. Novel. Since the plane crash that killed her husband and children eight years ago, Ivy has been submerged in grief. But as Christmas draws near she meets Daniel, the gruff dad of eleven-year old Holly, and their shared concern for her begins to draw Ivy back into the world again, toward a family who may need her as much as she needs them. 357 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

2958495 NO SAFE SECRET. By Fern Michaels. Novel. Neve is a beautiful–at least on the surface. No one knows what living with her demanding husband is really like nor does anyone know about the life she left behind in Florida two decades ago. Now Neve discovers that the perfect life is cracking and she must find the strength to become the woman she once hoped to be. 314 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95


2959388 THE CHRISTMAS TOWN. By Donna VanLiere. Novel. Lauten finds herself driving aimlessly in order to avoid returning to her lonely apartment. She is suddenly pulled into the small town of Grandon, and volunteers for the annual fund raiser for Glory’s Place, a center for single mothers and families who need assistance. Could this town and its people be the home she has always longed for? 228 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

2826197 WYOMING LEGEND. By Diana Palmer. Novel. Micah could use a helping hand in coming to America. When Karina offers her help, Micah can’t resist. The longer she spends with this gorgeous single dad, the more drawn she is to him and the family they share. Convincing him she’s here to stay, this new life with him could go beyond her wildest dreams. 377 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3063967 AMISH MISTRESSES. By Joann Dressler. Novellas. In Starla’s Amish Women Starla’s Amish Women finds out that she is not the only one who has dreams of escaping her life. In Hannah’s Amish Women Hannah’s Amish Women is determined to protect her, and to prove she’s exactly what Ruby needs. 370 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

2957733 HOW TO BE A SCOTTISH MISTRESS. By Adrienne Basso. Novel. When a newly widowed Lady Fiona Libbou flees to Scotland in need of protection, Lord Gavin McLendon is powerless to refute the British beauty. Especially when she offers herself in exchange for his hand. Lady Fiona is no ordinary woman. She’s a think of nothing else but ravishing his new mistress—even though he’s duty-bound to marry another. 346 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3797598 A FAMILY FOR GRACIE. By Ann Lillard. Novel. Grace is known for being the helpful one, always available for a surprise. So on the two and the rescue dog Jess, Lillo, Allie and Diana all pile into Lillo’s old van and head up the coast to Lighthouse Beach. But what begins as a flight from a wedding soon becomes a journey of self-discovery for them all. None of them will be able to resist the healing power of Lighthouse Beach. 393 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

2959291 LIGHTHOUSE BEACH. By Shelley Noble. Novel. When Jess and Lillo discover Jesse’s fiancé philandering in the parking lot, Jess, Lillo, Allie and Diana all pile into Lilo’s old van and head up the coast to Lighthouse Beach. But what begins as a flight from a wedding soon becomes a journey of self-discovery for them all. None of them will be able to resist the healing power of Lighthouse Beach. 393 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

378813X KNIGHT ON THE TEXAS PLAINS. By Linda Brooky. Novel. Jessi Folty is hungry, tired, and running for her life. In exchange for Duell’s protection, she promises to wed a woman he has never met. But Jessi will do anything it takes to make her see that she’s arms. 344 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

2842505 JOSHDUB AND THE COWGIRL. By Sherry Woods. Novel. Financial wizard Joshua Ames was used to living in luxury. The globe-trotting pace he lived didn’t include cows. Yet here he was, back on a sprawling ranch deep in snow-covered country, which he’s able to forget—much less succeed at—mischievous, irresistible cowgirl named Trae. 393 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $4.95

3788326 THE SCOTTISH COMPANION. By Karen Ranney. Novel. Haunted by the mysterious death of his two brothers, Grant is determined to produce an heir, Grant has promised to wed a woman he has never met. But instead of producing an heir, Grant can’t fight his attraction to the understated beauty and wit of her paid companion. 375 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

2630477 NAUTI ANGEL. By Leigh Novil. Novel. Layla Gallagher’s veterinary clinic late one night, devastated after having a stray dog with her. Her care and kindness toward the dog, and his concerns for the clinic’s owner, Oakley. But Oakley’s surprise. Soon the two and the rescue dog begin to share a deep connection that neither could have imagined. 293 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

2699424 SOMEBODY’S BABY. By Donna S line. Novel. Mac’s the prime suspect in a series of thefts suspects, and is determined to uncover Angel’s secrets. Adults
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true glimpse into her each other's soul. 288 pages. Berkeley. $4.95

3776320 A HEALING JUSTICE. By Kristin von Kreiser. Novel. Haunted by self-doubt, police officer Andrea Brady is in danger of losing everything—her career, her freedom, and the critical dog she’s trying to save. When her partner is killed, she feels as if her world is coming down around her. Then a baby is revealed to the new neighbor, Victor ia, he’s stunned. It’s the right one that counts. 296 pages. Berkeley. $4.95


3759996 SPIRIT OF THE VALLEY. By Jane Shoup. Novel. Virginia, 1863. All Pauline has to do is single-handedly turn a run-down homestead into a thriving farm. It needs, in turn, all of wagging tongues and watchful eyes. But one man is watching her—parallel. 347 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

3759914 MARRY IN MARCH. By Anne Marie Browning. Novel. Rose Rutherford has a plan to gain the freedom she so desperately desires: a marriage of convenience to the biggest prize on London’s marriage mart. There’s just one problem: the man she dreams of marrying is not what she expected. 347 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

3759900 ALL FIRED UP. By Linda Lael Miller. Novel. Tanner Quentin, a gorgeous young widow of a police officer slain in the line of duty and as the daughter of a beloved former city councilman. But when she meets Quentin Porterfield fled to the big city after his father’s sudden death, leaving behind his family ranch and his childhood sweetheart. Now he’s returned as the local lawman, determined to win back the woman he could never live without. 344 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

3759623 THE CHRISTMAS ROYALTY. By Lora Leigh. Novel. Stunning to the vet and gets involved, this Christmas cruise, leaving J.T. to take her for the holidays. But it’s going to take a whole lot more than a cruise, leaving J.T. to take her for the holidays. But it’s going to take a whole lot more than a miracle to make their dreams come true. Together, 264 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

3759648 A STONE CREEK CHRISTMAS. By Linda Lael Miller. Novel. Tanner Quentin, a gorgeous young widow of a police officer slain in the line of duty and as the daughter of a beloved former city councilman. But when she meets Quentin Porterfield fled to the big city after his father’s sudden death, leaving behind his family ranch and his childhood sweetheart. Now he’s returned as the local lawman, determined to win back the woman he could never live without. 344 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99


3759507 THE CHRISTMAS KEY. By Lori Wilde. Novel. Naomi was standing face to face with the raven-haired beauty he pulls from the ocean puts an end to any chance of romance in Ransom Canyon, rancher Stoten Kerkland is rugged and practical, but when his troubles memories threaten to overwhelm him, the lovely Quinn is there to help. 698 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

3759455 THE ABBOTT OF THE VALLEY. By Aylwin Buchanan has retreated to his clan’s mysterious stranger with a protective streak who seems Maddie and Sam will never see eye to eye, until a nearby tragedy gives them a true glimpse into each other’s soul. 288 pages. Berkeley. $4.95

3759444 A CREEK COUNTRY CHRISTMAS. By Linda Lael Miller. Novel. Christmas in Montana, 1910. For certain rancher Lincoln Creek, the holiday serves as a harsh reminder of what a tough year it’s been. His ranch has fallen on hard times, and he must keep his head and not let the beauty of the season overpower him. Schoolteacher Juliana has no desire to get married. Yet when she meets the handsome rancher, she can’t help but draw into his loving home. 412 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

3759443 THE IMPERSONATOR’S PROMISE. By Scarlett Dunn. Novel. Rancher Colt McBride is known for his true grit and intellect. Yet when it comes to his new neighbor, Victoria, he’s stumbled. Shy and reserved, she seems to herself a gentle soul. But any kind of future may be shattered when a stranger reveals a secret about Victoria’s past. 344 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

3759442 PROMISES KEPT. By Scarlett Dunn. Novel. Rancher Colt McBride is known for his true grit and intellect. Yet when it comes to his new neighbor, Victoria, he’s stumbled. Shy and reserved, she seems to herself a gentle soul. But any kind of future may be shattered when a stranger reveals a secret about Victoria’s past. 344 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99
2986930 RIVAL FORCES. By D.D. Ayres. Novel. When it comes to training K-9 patrol dogs, Yardley Summer's instincts trust her. But not when dating men. Rescue team leader, Kye McGregor has never forgotten the days he trained at Yardley's camp. When he hears that Yardley is on a mission to find a missing doctor, Kye is determined to keep her out of danger, and with his K-9 partner by his side, he joins Yardley on a death-defying search. 305 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3751584 THE RUNAWAY McBride. By Kimberly Thorton. Novel. “Your bride is in mortal danger. James. You must find her, or she will surely die.” With these words, his grandmother passed away, leaving James Burnett the dubious guardianship of classmate James has no bride, but he did once have a lover, Faith, who abandoned him. He’d blocked her memory with whiskey and women. That is, until visions of her imminent death started to haunt him. 308 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★ 3799999 THE RANCHER’S REDEMPTION. By Kate Pearce. Novel. A struggling single mom, Lizzie Taylor’s ex has decided to fight for custody of her young son. When Adam Miller shocks her by offering to take care of her son, Lizzie’s best chance to hold onto her child. And as they strive to present a united front, their old friendship rekindles, sparking an unexpected attraction. 423 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

376773 DIRTY LITTLE SECRET. By Jennifer Ryan. Novel. Roxie shares Noah’s last name, but not his blood. Estranged from her father, haunted by regrets, and eager to escape her asinine past, she is forced to fulfill her father’s last wishes and decide her future with the infuriating, challenging, and oh so tempting Noah. But what will happen when Noah discovers her dirty little secret? 372 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★ 37667X BILLION DOLLAR COWBOY. By Carolyn Brown. Novel. Colton was twenty-eight when he won the Texas Lottery and went from ranch hand to ranch owner overnight. He decides to hire Pretty Laura Baker to pretend to be his one and only, to help keep the gold-diggers away. But whether Colton nor Laura expects are the intensely hard lessons they have to learn about the real cost of love. 340 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 3770435 THE DUKE’S STOLEN BRIDE. By Sophie Jordan. Novel. When Marian Langley is blackmailed into an engagement by a man she despises, it’s over. When shooting at his enemies, Warrington, impulsively steals her away. Though he never intended to take a wife, he can’t tolerate the idea of Marian forfeiting her freedom to another. But the reins of control can give her what she demands—a real marriage. 355 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3787499 COWBOY SEAL HOMECOMING. By Nicole Helm. Novel. When a tragic accident bounces Alex and his friends off the SEALs, he returns to the ranch he used to call his own. Becca, who now lives there, is like nothing he could have imagined. He’ll just need to keep his distance—but something in her green eyes makes Alex want to be with her. 387 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★ 3889145 THESE OLD SHAKES. By Georgiete Heyer. Novel. The Duke of Avon has waited twenty years to get revenge on his arch enemy. When the Duke rescues young Laura from mob rule’s abuse, he finds in his new protégée not only the key to a scandal that will shock the world and destroy his enemies, but also the one person who can transform his dark and embittered heart. 352 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★ 3209490 THE BOOKSHOP ON THE SHORE. By Jenny Colgan. Novel. While Scotland is everything Zoe dreamed of, the Underground Railroad is a mess. The family castle is crumbling, the mother has abandoned the family, the children have been kicked out of school and their father is a wreck. Zoe feels burnt out for her and is determined to rise to the challenge, especially since her son Hari has happily taken to their new home. 409 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★ 375296 CHRISTMAS ANGELS. By Nancy Naige. Novel. When working on repairs to her grandparents inn, Liz and her neighbor Matt, discover her grandmother’s collection of angels in one of the cabins. When the angels start mysteriously showing up all over the inn, she begins to realize that restoring the inn is what she’s meant to do—until an accident waylays her. 340 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★ 3892757 A GIFT FROM RICHARD. By E. Miller & D. Burke. Novels. In A Gift for Ruby, Ruby stumbles into the arms of an eligible bachelor. To her amazement, he thinks she’s wonderful—only if she’s willing to save him. And she’s already lost. Elizabeth flees after witnessing her friend’s murder. But the killer follows her and it’s up to a handsome Amish farmer to save her. 460 pages. Love. 404 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95


★ 3757897 AN AMISH MATCH ON ICE MOUNTAIN. By Kelly Long. Novel. After rescuing a pregnant young woman from a burning house, firefighter Stephen Lambert takes Elsa Nichols to the remote Amish mountain community where she will be safe. Abandoned by the father of her child, Elsa can’t bear to live at home as her own. As she steps deeper in her world, can Elsa heal the heart of the man who has captured her? 247 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★ 3786554 AMISH PROMISES. By Leslie Gould. Novel. When Roxy arrives at her new home in Lancaster, they can’t imagine any trouble with their Amish neighbors, the Lehman boys. But when things go off to a rocky start when their son, involved in an accident, interrogates one of the Lehman boys, 361 pages. Bethany House. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

★ 3786976 HIS PROMISE. By Shelley Shepard Gray. Novel. Just as she starts to miss the bustle of her large Amish family this Christmas season, she runs into a familiar face—the man who broke her sister’s heart. Now a firefighter, he has walked away from the faith, but now he realizes he was falling in love with the wrong sister. Now he can’t help but wonder if he has reconnected with Grace, only to risk losing her again. 338 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

3712141 A HOME FOR HANNAH. By Amy Lillard. Novel. Widowed and left with little more than her hurtling teenage, Hannah McLean returns home after 15 years to the Amish community she was raised. When Aaron Zook, Hannah’s ex-fiancé is back, he nearly falls to his knees. Now providence has delivered the first woman he loved, and with her, the rush of feelings they once shared. 330 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★ 3797257 AN AMISH WIFE FOR CHRISTMAS/AMISH MEMORIES. By P. Davids & V. Chapman. Novels. In An Amish Wife for Christmas, needing a husband to help raise her siblings, Bethany’s prayers might be answered when she meets Michael Holmes. A young Amish with a troubled past and secrets? In Amish Memories Christmas, when Caleb rescues a young Amish woman who collapsed and remembers nothing, he’s determined to find out who she is. 448 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★ 3787639 THE HOPE. By Patricia Davids. Novel. Amish widow Ruth Mast wants nothing to do with the handsome man from her past who just returned to Cedar Grove. Ruth learned the hard way that Owen’s restlessness always causes trouble. But when a little Amish girl appears on Owen’s porch, lost and afraid, Ruth has no choice but to help the man who only ever causes heartbreak. 376 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

3886014 AN AMISH FAMILY. By Kathleen Fuller. Novels. Follow the lives and loves of these four Amish families in Building Trust; A Heart Full of Love; Surprised by Love; and A Gift for Anne Marie. SHOPWORN. 353 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95
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**Romance & Women's Stories**

**372589** RUNAWAY AMISH BRIDE

**375418** HOME IS WHERE THE HEART IS
**Hannah and Jerry**. Hannah and her new husband Jerry. Western fiction. 249 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback.

**379669** THE SHADOW #51: Judge Lawless/The Living Joss. By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant. The Master of Darkness proves that "crime does not pay" in these two classic pulp thrillers that foreshadowed Batman tales from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1933. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperback.


**2838511** DESERT DEATH SONG:
A Collection of Western Stories. By Louis L’Amour. Compiles nearly a dozen of Louis L’Amour’s greatest stories, many of which have been hard to find in book form. Handpicked from a variety of pulp Western magazines, these tales feature the mavericks, outlaws, romantics and heroics that have made L’Amour the definitive name in Western fiction. 249 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback.


Short Stories


379946 THE SHADOW #38: Dead Men Don’t Sue/Dead Men Don’t Sue. By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant. The Dark Avenger returns in two classic pulp thrillers, originally published in 1937. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95
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Short Stories


380271X THE SHADOW #129: Mobsman on the Spot/Murder Trail. By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant. The Shadow recruits an ally from his wartime past in these two pulse-pounding thrillers from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1935. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #8: The Magic Forest/ The Boss of Terror</td>
<td>By L. Dent &amp; W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson</td>
<td>HMH</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
<td>233 pages</td>
<td>W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson. Welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two adrenaline-pumping pulp classics, originally published in 1940; plus Nick Carter in Nick Carter Accused. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Published at $14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #4: The Men Vanished/Die t Little Houses</td>
<td>By L. Dent &amp; W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson</td>
<td>HMH</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
<td>233 pages</td>
<td>W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson. A daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Herculean Man of Bronze, fighting evil in these two thrilling classics from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1940; plus Nick Carter in Nick Carter Accused. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Published at $14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #57: The Invisible-Box Murders/The Target for Death</td>
<td>By L. Dent &amp; W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson</td>
<td>HMH</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
<td>233 pages</td>
<td>W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson. A daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Herculean Man of Bronze, and welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, they travel the world battling threats to humanity in these two thrilling pulp classics, originally published in 1939. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Published at $14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #73: Land of the Two-Fisted Adventurers/Target for Death</td>
<td>By L. Dent &amp; L. Donovan writing as K. Robeson</td>
<td>HMH</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
<td>233 pages</td>
<td>L. Donovan writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron and Doc Savage, fighting evil in these two spine-tingling pulp classics originally published in 1936; plus a two-fisted adventure of Cap Fury. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Published at $14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #60: The Boss of Iron/The Band of Iron</td>
<td>By L. Dent &amp; W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson</td>
<td>HMH</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
<td>233 pages</td>
<td>W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson. After a daring experiment, Clark Savage was transmuted into the Herculean Man of Bronze, and welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, they travel the world battling threats to humanity in these two thrilling pulp classics, originally published in 1939. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Published at $14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #10: The Great Valley of Death/Die t Death of the Sun</td>
<td>By L. Dent &amp; E. Pepperman writing as K. Robeson</td>
<td>HMH</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
<td>233 pages</td>
<td>E. Pepperman writing as K. Robeson. The Man of Steel wages war against super-crusine in these two spine-tingling pulp thrillers, originally published in 1938. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Published at $14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #34: The Mind Menace/Fire and Ice</td>
<td>By L. Dent &amp; W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson</td>
<td>HMH</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
<td>233 pages</td>
<td>W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson. A daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Herculean Man of Bronze, fighting evil-doers world wide in these two thrilling pulp classics, originally published in 1935. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Published at $12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #23: The Fantastic Island/Danger Lies East</td>
<td>By W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson</td>
<td>HMH</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
<td>233 pages</td>
<td>W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson. A daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Herculean Man of Bronze, fighting evil-doers world wide in these two thrilling pulp classics, originally published in 1935. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Published at $12.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Short Stories

- **3766589 THE BIG BOOK OF REEL MURDERS.** Ed. by Otto Penzler. The director's cut of classic short stories that inspired some of Tinseltown's most memorable films, including Psycho, The Witness for the Prosecution, From a View to a Kill, and Sudden Death. Enjoy these sixty-one stories as they were before they were immortalized on the silver screen.

- **3698836 MURDER AT THE MANOR.** Ed. by Martin Edwards. Many distinguished writers are represented in this collection of sixteen British country house mysteries including Anthony Berkeley, Nicholas Blake, and G.K. Chesterton, along with lesser known authors such as John B. Gifford and J.R. Bland. 377 pages. Poison Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

- **3746445 THE LOTTERY AND OTHER STORIES.** By Shirley Jackson. Unites The Lottery with twenty-four equally unusual short stories from Jackson, demonstrating her remarkable range—from the hilarious to the horrific, the unsettling to the ominous—and her power as a storyteller. Remarkable range—from the hilarious to the horrible, the rational to the irrational, the believable to the unbelievable. 432 pages. Picador. Pub. at $16.00

- **3750703 A CLASSIC CHRISTMAS: A Collection of Timely Poems.** By Louisa May Alcott et al. Featuring A Christmas Carol and Twas the Night Before Christmas, along with additional pieces from Charles Dickens, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Hans Christian Andersen, and more. This will become a precious holiday keepsake—a token to be enjoyed by the whole family. 315 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.99

- **3757547 FULL THROTTLE: Stories.** By Joe Hill. Complete with shocking thrills, including two previously unpublished stories written expressly for this volume, this is a darkly imagined odyssey through the complexities of the human psyche: sweet and sinister, it mines our tormented secrets, hidden vulnerabilities, and basest fears, while demonstrating Hill’s exceptional talent. 480 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.99

- **3732401 MORE RIVALS OF SHERLOCK HOLMES: Stories from the Golden Age of Gaslight Crime.** Ed. by Nick Rennison. The years between 1890 and 1914 were the heyday of the English (and American) story magazines and their pages were populated by private detectives, police officers and eccentric criminologists. This second anthology collects fifteen of these stories of Holmes’ rivals. 351 pages. No Exit Press. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

- **2938715 SLEEP NO MORE: Six Murderous Tales.** By F.D. Jamison. LARGE PRINT EDITION. This collection of six stories draws the reader into the thinking, the emotional machinations, the recollections, the rationalizations, the dreams and desires, behind both murderous cause and effect. Titles include: The Yogo, The Victim; The Murder of Santa Claus; The Girl Who Loved Gravestones; A Very Desirable Residence; and Mr. Millcroft’s Birthday. 285 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $23.00

- **2883155 THE BAD SEED.** By William March. Novel. There’s something special about this old west Pennam. She’s the very picture of innocence. But when the neighborhood suffers a series of terrible accidents, her mother begins to wonder. Why do bad things seem to happen when Rhoda is around? Originally published in 1954, this novel was an instant bestseller. 205 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

- **376585X THE COLLECTED WORKS OF F. SCOTT FITZGERALD.** Novels. Gathered in this collection are the five novels Fitzgerald wrote in his relatively short career, and 24 selected short stories. Novels include This Side of Paradise, The Beautiful and the Damned, The Great Gatsby, Tender as the Night, and The Last Tycoon. 1455 pages. Worthwords Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

- **371893X GOOBYE TO BERLIN.** By Christopher Isherwood. Novel. First published in 1939, this novel evokes the glamor and sleaze, excess and repression of Berlin society. Examines the lives of people threatened by the rise of the Nazi wheedling, Jewish couple, a gay couple, and an English upper-class wall. 252 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

- **3705730 ROBINSON CRUSOE.** By Daniel Defoe. Novel. A compact collector’s edition with gilt-edged pages and ribbon bookmark. Robinson Crusoe is a tale of a remote tropical island with nothing but a few tools and animals for company. Cast away for thirty years, he must battle cannibals, mutineers and the elements. This tale is so convincing that many readers at the time believed it to be true. The original text is included. 389 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99

- **6946887 THE WIND IN THE WILLOWS.** By Kenneth Grahame. Novel. Mole and rat have a pleasant river life by the river, where they talk, boat and while away the days. The wise and private Mr. Badger lives sedately in the Wild Woods, content in his solitude in this timeless children’s tale. This collector’s edition is bound with gilded edges and includes a ribbon bookmark. 338 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $14.99

- **3609199 THE WONDERFUL WIZARD OF OZ.** By L. Frank Baum. This collection contains Baum’s much-loved novel. It features The Wonderful Wizard of Oz; The Marvelous Land of Oz; Ozma of Oz; Dorothy and the Wizard in Oz, The Road to Oz, and The Emerald City. Beautifully reproduces original illustrations by W.W. Denslow and John R. Neill. Beautifully bound with gold and silver foil stamping, 460 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00

- **3757006 TWENTY YEARS AFTER.** By Alexandre Dumas. Novel. In this rousing sequel to The Three Musketeers, d’Artagnan and his three loyal friends confront maturity and face the very picture of innocence. But when the neighborhood suffers a series of terrible accidents, her mother begins to wonder: Why do bad things seem to happen when Rhoda is around? Originally published in 1954, this novel was an instant bestseller. 205 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

- **2844761 JAMES FENMORE COOPER: Two Novels of the American Revolution.** Ed. by Alan Taylor. Novels. In this rousing sequel to The Three Musketeers, d’Artagnan and his three loyal friends confront maturity and face the very picture of innocence. But when the neighborhood suffers a series of terrible accidents, her mother begins to wonder: Why do bad things seem to happen when Rhoda is around? Originally published in 1954, this novel was an instant bestseller. 205 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

- **2965319 THE ROSS MACDONALD COLLECTION.** Ed. by Tom Nolan. Novels. Distinguished by prose of great elegance and power, Macdonald’s classic Lewarcher novels are both unsurpassed entertainments and powerfully emotional evocations of an outsiders’ vision of America. This comprehensive collection includes eleven Lew Archer novels which remain unsurpassed in the canon of crime fiction. 2,616 pages in three volumes. St. Martin’s Press. Library of America. Pub. at $112.50

Classics & Literary Fiction

- **5874039 IT CAN’T HAPPEN HERE.** By Sinclair Lewis. Novel. Written during the Great Depression, this eerily timely cautionary tale about the fragility of democracy shows how racism and xenophobia can all too easily lead to disenfranchisement and violence. Outgrows sharp political satire with the chillingly realistic rise of a president who becomes a dictator to save the nation from welfare cheats, sex crime, and a liberal government. 398 pages. Signed First Edition. Pub. at $7.95

- **6872581 ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT.** By Erich Maria Remarque. Novel. This WWI classic, widely considered the greatest war novel of all time, follows the harrowing experiences of young German soldiers whose world of duty, culture, and progress breaks into pieces under the relentless horror of trench warfare. 296 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95

- **3712664 ALL HALLOWS’ EVE.** Ghostly poems, sinister short stories, and curious black humors are sure to keep your bones chilled and imagination ablaze. Including writing by Thomas Hardy, William Shakespeare, Edgar Allan Poe, and more. This is the perfect book for any person that delights in the whimsy of Halloween and mysterious tales. 48 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

- **3742075 THOREAU’S ANIMALS.** By Henry David Thoreau. Following the progression of Thoreau’s life, this volume is a treasury of memorable, funny, and sharply observed accounts of the wild and domestic animals of Concord, and includes a selection of the original sketches, drawings, along with thirty-five exquisite illustrations by naturalist and artist Deby.

- **3750206 THE PRODIGAL TONGUE: Love-Hate Relationship Between American and British English.** By Lynne Murphy. With humor and new insights, Murphy looks at the social, political, and linguistic forces that have driven American and British English in different directions. 360 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

- **6918431 NATIVE AMERICAN WISDOM.** Ed. by Alan Jacobs. The wisdom of the Native Americans is based on a love and reverence for Nature, a belief in a Supreme Being and a spirit world that the subject of this groundbreaking and intriguing study of the lives of people threatened by the rise of the Nazi and the uncertainties of life during war. 262 pages. Tauris. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00

- **2871912 THE HARD FACTS OF THE GRIMMS’ FAIRY TALES.** By Maria Tatar. Murder, mutilation, cannibalism, and incest: the darker side of classic fairy tales is explored in this ground-breaking study of the Grimms’ Nursery and Household Tales. No other volume so thoroughly challenges us to rethink the happily ever after of these classic stories. Illus. 325 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95

- **3802310 WRITERS: Their Lives and Works.** By Kay Celft et al. A compelling celebration of more than 80 great novelists, poets, and playwrights from medieval times to the present day. Explore the fascinating stories of their lives, their loves, and their works. Beautifully illustrated with full profiles, a timeline of their work, and notes on style and inspiration. 360 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback at $35.00

- **6922074 ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON: Seven Novels.** This beautifully bound, gilt-edged volume contains seven novels by the Scottish author: The strange case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde; Kidnapped; The Black Arrow; The Master of Ballantrae; and David Balfour. Includes ribbon bookmark, 912 pages. Canterbury Classics. Paperback at $32.95

- **3795985 GREEK CIVILIZATION THROUGH THE EYES OF TRAVELLERS AND SCHOLARS.** Compiled by Leonora Navari. This beautifully bound and illustrated volume contains over ninety voluptuous illustrations by elegant annotated bibliography—an indispensable aid to any scholar of Greek culture. This work documents the romantic journey of Dimitris Contominos whose library was built with the goal of collecting every book by scholars and visitors to Greece from the fifteenth to the mid-twentieth century. Oak Knoll. 9½x12½. Pub. at $165.00.
**Graphic Novels & Comics**

**309717X SHOMIN SAMPLE, VOL. 6.** By Takamatsuzuki Nanatsuki. Shomin takes his teasing of Aika to another level and accidentally unleashes a GET's fact that takes the school by storm! In the meantime, Reiko's mother shows up with a shocking announcement: "Your engagement has been arranged." While Reiko struggles to keep to her home to obey her parents' wishes, Club Comicon decides to take matters into their own hands. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. **$4.95**

**297525 THE ACTION HERO ARCHIVES, VOLUME 2.** By Steve Ditko. Redesigned, expanded, age of comics with the adventures of Captain Atom, Blue Beetle, and the Question, some of the legendary. Steve Ditko's earliest creations all gathered here are vintage adventures from Captain Atom #83-89; Blue Beetle #1-6, Mysterious Suspense pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $7.95. **$24.95**

**2976493 TALESThe BATMAN.** By Alan Moore. Seven Stars' silver collection of tales guest starring Deadman, Black Canary, The Creeper, Hawk and Dove and more. Collects Detective Comics 500; The Brave and the Bold #179, #181, #182, #197; Christmas with the Super-Heroes: Secret Origins 50; Batman: Holy Terror #1; and Batman: Gotham Knights #10. 208 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99. **$24.95**

**2976604 AVENGERS & X-MEN: Axis.** By Rick Remender. Good and evil mean little when the friendly neighborhood carnival is swinging to the rescue, while Iron Man is acting all-superior. The all-new Captain America takes charge, and woe betide anyone who stand in his way. Collects #4-9, Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99. **$14.95**

**2977220 THOR VS. HULK.** By Stan Lee et al. A rivalry for the ages begins shortly after Hulk quits the Avengers, with a test of strength between the former teammates! Collects Avengers #3; Sub-Mariner #10; Incredible Hulk #255, #440; Thor #385, #489; Hulk #5-6, What If? #45, and material from Journey Into Mystery #112, Incredible Hulk Annual 1991 and Hulk #308-336. 336 pages. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95. **$31.95**

**375037X DC COMICS VARIANT COVERS: The Complete Visual History.** By Daniel Wallace. Showcases some of the finest and most famous variant covers ever produced, with insight into the design process from leading comic artists and industry experts. Featuring an astounding collection of covers featuring DC Comics' remaining superheroes and their friends. Collects Superman, Wonder Woman, Green Lantern, Aquaman, Cyborg, and the Flash. 184 pages. Insight Editions. 11”x14”. Pub. at $45.00. **$12.95**

**6797244 THE ART OF HARLEY QUINN.** By Andrew Farago. Provides the complete history of Harley Quinn comic art, detailing the creation and evolution of the character through exclusive interviews with the writers and artists who have brought the character to life. This volume is packed with the most iconic covers and panels in Harley Quinn history. 184 pages. Insight Editions. 11”x14”. Pub. at $12.99. **$14.95**

**B&W DISNEY’S UNCLE SCROOGE: “The Mines of King Solomon.”** By Carl Barks. When Uncle Scrooge takes Donald and the nephews on a world tour, they never dreamed they’d stumble upon a fabulously lost treasure of an even more fabulous King Solomon! A superb collection of daring deeds and hilarious hijinks starring the world’s most famous miser. 96 pages. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. **$11.95**

**3756843 FURY: My War Gone By.** By Garth Ennis. Colonel Nick Fury, veteran CIA operative, has been at war for half the 20th Century. Now he sits alone in a hotel room with nothing but brandy and a mind full of memories. When wherever war waited, Fury sought it out—regardless of the cost to those who loved him. Collects Fury Max #1-13. Marvel. 7”x11”. Pub. at $34.95. **$11.95**

**3756582 ABSOLUTE JOKER/LUTHER.** By Brian Azzarello. The scourges of Gotham and Metropolis and Gotham City reach new levels of complexity and intensity in these two uniquely crafted volumes, one dedicated to each villain. Slipcased. By Grant Wilson. Absolute. Two volumes. DC Comics. 8”x11½”. Vol. 1: $29.95. Vol. 2: $44.95.

**379333X THE INFINITY GAUNTLET.** By Jim Starlin. The Mad Titan has become the most powerful being in the universe, and everyone who has suffered his profound loss–of loved ones, friends, even enemies. What would it mean to him if those he had mourned returned from the grave? Collects The Infinity Gauntlet #1-6. 255 pages. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. **$9.95**

**584847X THE DC COMICS ENCYCLOPEDIA.** By Daniel Wallace. From the Shaolin Monks to the Mad Titan, this comprehensive guide to the heroes of the DC Universe is packed with fascinating facts and dynamic comics, this unique encyclopedia profiles over 1,000 DC comic book characters. From icons like Batman, Wonder Woman, the Joker, and Catwoman to latter-day newcomers like the golem of the Underworld, this definitive reference brings DC Comics to vivid life. Fully illus. in color. 368 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10”x12”. Pub. at $40.00. **$29.95**

**2947005 THE BOOK OF WEIRDO.** By John Biebe. The deranged, despised,教研室, diamond, and bedazzling, gross, neurotic, insulting, fun loving, tragic, ugly, grim, infantile, reactionary, unique, stupid and brilliant story of R. Crumb’s legendary humor comics anthology. 301 pages. Lark. Pub. at $39.95. **$29.95**

**3793011 HUNT FOR WOLVERINE.** By Charles Soule et al. Logan’s final resting place is empty. Secrets are revealed and old enemies are bested, but now Tigre and the war maiden Elen of the Silver Meteor Force is in mortal danger. Collects Hunt for Wolverine #1; Hunt for Wolverine: Weapon Lost #1-4; Hunt for Wolverine: Apocalypse #1-4; Marvel. Pub. at $39.95. **$19.95**


**396631X SECRET EMPIRE.** By Nick Spencer. The Sentinel of Liberty is the enemy of freedom! When a cosmic cube wrecks Captain America’s history, Steve Rogers becomes the ultimate super-villain. No one is safe as the pieces of the puzzle fit together and the time has come for him to impose his new world order. Collects Secret Empire #0-10, Infinity #1-6, and Deadpool #1-6. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99. **$19.95**

**3790338 SUPERMAN, VOLUME 3: THE MAN OF TOMORROW.** By Otto Binder and Joe Shuster. As a superman lawyer, She-Hulk has tried some of the strangest cases on Earth. But now, Shulke is heading into deep space to practice Universal Law. And upon her return, she finds herself matched in battles with Hercules—but it’s going to take brains not brawn to get the Prince of Power out of some herculean legal problems! Collects Justice League of America #89-90; She-Hulk (2004) #1-15; and She-Hulk (2005) #1-15. Marvel. Pub. at $34.99. **$19.95**

**292643 SPIDER-MAN/DEADPOOL, VOL. 0: DON’T CALL IT A TEAM-UP.** By Joe Kelly et al. The magic of comics, Wade Wilson slings a few too many punches of young Peter Parker, then, the friendly neighborhood web-slinger and the anti-social crypto merc trade blows and “yo mama” quips. Collects Deadpool #29-33; Spider-Man #579-583; Amazing Spider-Man #817-819; and Spider-Man/Deadpool #12-13. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99. **$11.95**

**6885355 SPIDER-MAN’S TANGLED WEB OMNIBUS.** By Garth Ennis et al. Oh what a tangled web we weave—and these are the tales of the people caught within it—from common crooks to costumed creeps, innocent bystanders to would-be-girlfriends, old rivals, and ribisible newspaper and magazine editors to sensational super heroines. All told by some of comics’ most unique voices.

Collects Tangled Web #1-4 and Spider-Man’s Tangled Web #5-22. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $100.00. **$34.95**
Children's Books


* **3700593** WHERE'S WOODSTOCK? By Marga Lundell, illus. by Charles M. Schulz. When Snoopy’s friend Woodstock, a small yellow bird, goes missing, Snoopy can’t wait for his return. But when spring arrives and Woodstock doesn’t, Snoopy begins to worry about his friend, who seems to have vanished into a wondrous world, as mysteriously as he appeared.

* **3700673** HIDDEN PICTURE PUZZLES AT THE ZOO. By Liz Ball. Spend hours at the zoo searching for over 1,000 hidden animals and objects in 50 exciting seek and find puzzles. Once you find all the objects you can bring the pages to life by coloring them. With so much to discover, color, and learn about zoo animals, you’ll never want to leave the zoo! Solutions included. Ages 5-8. Fully illus. in color. Candlewick. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


* **2876051** THE LITTLE GREEN BOX OF BRIGHT AND EARLY BOARD BOOKS. By Dr. Seuss. This little carry slipcase contains four fabulous board books for babies on the go: Dr. Seuss’s ABC; Fox in Socks; Mr. Brown Can Moo; and There’s a Wocket in my Pocket. Ages 0-3. Fully illus. in color. Random. Pub. at $17.99 $14.95

* **3705528** HOW TO BE AN ENGINEER, Ed. by Shannon Beatty. Being an engineer is about looking at the world and trying to figure out how things work. This guide will help you investigate engineering ideas. It's packed with activities and projects that let you answer important engineering questions.

* **3763643** HARRY POTTER: A Hogwarts Christmas Pop-Up. Text by J.K. Rowling. Celebrate the holidays at Hogwarts with this lavishly illustrated pop-up! Hidden in compartments beneath the floor of the Great Hall are 25 removable keepakes of iconic magical artifacts and other elements from the wizarding world. Includes a 96 page booklet with behind the scenes details. Ages 8 & up. Insight Editions. 12x12¼. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

**Sold Out**

* **3700437** THE JOLLY BARNYARD. By Annie North Bedford, illus. by T. Gergely. When Farmer Brown gives the animals on his farm an extra treat to celebrate his birthday, the animals come up with ways they can do something special for him on his birthday. Originally published in 1950. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Golden. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

* **3700250** MERRY CHRISTMAS, BABY! By Annie North Bedford, illus. by T. Gergely. When Baby Bear’s mom and dad go off to search for Christmas, Baby Bear can’t sleep, he’s too excited! But little does he know, in his dreams awaits a winter wonderland where Baby Bear will meet Santa and his magical elves. Includes stickers. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. Harper. Paperback. At $9.95 $6.95

* **3802221** VISUAL GUIDE TO MATH: A First Reference Book for Children. By Karen Willis. Learn all about numbers, calculating, and more with this helpful visual guide. Key math topics are clearly explained with useful diagrams to help children understand one of their favorite school subjects. Colorful images and charts make tricky concepts easy to understand. Supports STEM curriculum for ages 4-8. 128 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¾x11. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

Audio Books

* **2934559** THE OBISDIAN CHAMBER. By D. Preston & L. Child. Read by René Auberjonois. Novel. After a harrowing, otherworldly confrontation on the shores of Exmouth, Massachusetts, Special Ageni A.X.L. Pendergast is missing and presumed dead. When Pendergast’s ward Constance is kidnapped, Proctor, Pendergast’s lifelong bodyguard, springs into action—but it may already be too late. Thrirteen hours on 11 CDs. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.99 $19.95

* **2970723** THE SEVENTH PLAGUE. By James Rollins. Read by Christian Baskous. Novel. When Professor McCabe mysteriously dies, Painter Crowe, director of Sigma Force, is brought in to investigate and due to one of the had been discovered that they must confront a danger that may unleash a series of cascading plagues, decimating humankind forever. Over thirteen hours on 11 CDs. HarperAudio. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

* **2977448** THE CHRISTMAS TRAIN. By David Baldacci. Novel. Read by Tim Matheson and Brad Neuberg. Disillusioned journalist Tom Landgon must get from Washington to L.A. in time for Christmas. Forced to take the train across the country, he befriends a self-discovering and becomes a distraction at best, and an obstacle at worst, as their parallel lives collide. Thirteen hours on 11 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00 $18.95

* **2963034** THE FIX. By David Baldacci. Read by K. Brewer & O. Cassidy. Novel. A murder outside FBI head quarters, Amos Decker cannot find the connection between the shooter and the victim. Enter Harper Brown, a D.A agent who in her rush to solve the murder is now a matter of urgent national security. Joining forces with Agent Brown, Decker is focused on solving the case before it’s too late. Twelve hours on 10 CDs. Grand Central. Pub. at $40.00 $11.95

* **2969942** THE CHEMIST. By Stephenie Meyer. Read by Ellen Archer. Novel. She used to work for the U.S. government, but very few people ever knew that she was one of the darkest secrets of an agency so clandestine it doesn’t even have a name. And when they decided she was a liability, they came for her without warning and now she must apply her unique talents in ways she never dreamed of. Seventeen hours on 16 CDs. Little Brown. Pub. at $64.95 $39.99

* **2971622** THE BURNING ROOM. By Bernard Cornwell. Read by Matt Bates. Novel. Britain is in a state of uneasy peace. Northumbria’s Viking ruler, Sigtrygg, and Mercia’s Ethelfrith have agreed on a truce. But fate is inexorable, and the enemies Uhtred has made and the oaths he has sworn combine to distract him from his dream of recapturing Bebbanburg. Over 10 hours on nine CDs. HarperAudio. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

* **3733807** RAGING HEAT. By Richard Castle. Read by Robert Petkoff. Novel. NYPD homicide detective Nikki Heat risks her life to solve a high profile murder at the same time that her tempestuous relationship with investigative journalist Jameson Rook is put to the test like never before. Over 11 hours on nine CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00 $17.95

* **3733251** DRIVEING HEAT. By Richard Castle. Read by Robert Petkoff. Novel. Nikki Heat, the NY PD’s top homicide detective, has been promoted to captain just in time to face a thrilling case with a very personal twist. Captain Heat’s job is compromised when she discovers that Jameson Rook, her closest ally, is now a matter or urgent national security. Joining forces with Agent Brown, Decker is focused on solving the case before it’s too late. Twelve hours on 10 CDs. Grand Central. Pub. at $40.00 $11.95

* **2936027** DEATH OF A GHOST. By Mary Balogh. Read by Tanya Eby. Novel. Police Sergeant Harmish MacBeth and his policeman Charlie Carson are investigating reports of a haunted castle where the family’s heirloom marmalade sandwich, this beloved childhood treat, becomes a distraction at best, and an obstacle at worst, as their parallel lives collide. Thirteen hours on 11 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00 $18.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EduardRHamiltonBookseller
5581532 IF THE ALLIES HAD FALLEN: Sixty Alternate Scenarios of World War II, edited by D.E. Shoup and Steven E. Sposato. An exceptional team of historians suggests what might have happened if key events during World War II had gone differently. They predict realistic scenarios based on the capabilities and circumstances of the opposing forces, often with very chilling results. 287 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


3705196 QUEER CITY: Gay London from the Romans to the Present Day. By Peter Ackroyd. This book looks at London in a whole new way, through the complete history and experiences of its gay and lesbian population. Ackroyd reveals the hidden story of London, where it all started, and energy as well as its terrors, dangers, and risks, and in doing so, explains the origins of all English gay culture. Photos, many in color. 262 pages. Abbeville. Pub. at $9.95

2991468 DUNGHN: Fire and Sword: The Knights Templar in the Crusades. By John J. Robinson. Recounts the stirring saga of the Christian warrior-monks, sworn to a life of poverty, chastity and obedience, and shows how the non-believers would not be enough to earn the eternal gratitude of the Prince of Peace. 494 pages. M. Evans. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

5905177 THE TEMPLAR PIRATES: The Secret Alliance to Build the New World. By John J. Robinson. The Vatican condemned the Order of the Temple in 1312, many of those who escaped took to the sea. Their immediate objective was to take revenge on the Templars. The Templar fleet manned the church’s maritime commerce in the Mediterranean, Atlantic, and Caribbean. They were also part of the ferment that gave rise to independence movements in France and the United States. The Templar illus. 184 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

2883015 MRS KEPPEL: Mistress to the King. By Peter Ackroyd. In the underground realm–these are just a few of the very chilling results. 287 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

3879287 CHINA’S GREAT WALL OF DEBT. By Danny McManus. In this incisive and well-documented deep dive, McManus shows how lurking behind the illusion of prosperity, China’s economic growth has been on a staggering mountain of debt. He goes beyond the headlines to explain how wealth was and distinguished career of this great plane. It illus, many in color. 239 pages. Skyhorse. 8 x 11 inches. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

4421205 WE’VE NEVER BEEN ALONE: A History of Extraterrestrial Intervention. By Paul Von Ward. Call them gods, angels, ETs, or spirit entities—beings more advanced than humans have contacted our history. Paul Von Ward calls them Advanced Beings (ABs). His review of sacred texts, myths and legends, contemporary reports, historical, archaeological, and scientific evidence demonstrates that we’ve had their help along the way and governments continue to ignore. 411 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

3706222 THE BERLIN AIRLIFT: The Cold War Mission to Save a City. By John & Ann McManus. With eyewitness testimony, deathbed confessions, official and Rappaport creates a powerful


2787185 KEEP OUT! Top Secret Places. Governments Don’t Want You to Know About. By Nick Redfern. Area 51, Hangar 18, the Montauk tableau, the Dulce Base, the unexplored world of Sanya, HAARP in Alaska, and the Zhirk underground and realm—these are just a few of the secretive installations explored here. From aliens to viruses to mind control, the world’s darkest secrets are hidden within. Illus. 288 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

3878220 MIRACLE IN THE CAVE. By Liam Cohlman. For nine days twelve young soccer players and their coach were confined in the dark by rising waters in the caverns of Tham Luang in Chiang Rai, Thailand. With no food or drinking water, their survival seemed unlikely. Filled with grit, this is the courageous tale of perseverance and a celebration of an inspiring moment when the world came together in hope. Color photos. 301 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

4405471 ALIEN AGENDA: Investigating the Extraterrestrial Presence Among Us. By Jim Marrs. Uncovers new evidence about alien life forms that have had a major impact in the past, but are among us right now. Drawn from eyewitness accounts and CIA reports, it reveals new insights into the 1947 Roswell crash and landing sites, UFO descriptions by Apollo astronauts, and more. Illus. 454 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

3719398 THE 37TH PARALLEL: The Secret Truth Behind America’s UFO Highway. By Ben Mезrich. A computer programmer and sheriff’s deputy documents hundreds of bizarre incidents of animal mutilations and UFO sightings in his journeys from farms in rural Colorado to a mysterious geyser and secret military installations. His revelations will make you, too, wonder if we are really alone. Photos. 260 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95


3713385 EXPLORERS OF THE NILE: The Triumph and Tragedy of a Great Victorian Adventure. By Tim Jeal. A mystery unsolved for thousands of years, it had confounded the ancient ancients—they called it the mouth of life, the minds of the Victorian age. In 1856, the final search began to solve one of the greatest geographical enigmas of the age: the source of the Nile. This is the story of those epic expeditions, while also examining the tragic consequences the Nile search has had on Uganda and Sudan to this day. Illus., some color. 510 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $15.95

2990334 KING ARTHUR: The Mystery Unraveled by Barber. After decades of research, Barber identifies the Celtic prince who gave rise to the legend of Arthur, revealing his family background; sixth-century inscribed stones bearing his name and those of his contemporaries; locations of his courts; battle sites; the identity of his enemies; and the isle of Avalon. Illus. in color. 294 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

3719440 THE RACE TO SAVE THE ROMANOVS: The Truth Behind the Secret Plans to Rescue the Russian Imperial Family. By Helen Rappaport. Drawing on new and unpublished information from archives in the United States, Russia, Spain, and the United Kingdom, Rappaport creates a powerful account of the near misses and close calls that tell the story of a family that was caught in a heartwrenching conclusion. 16 pages of photos. 454 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95

2922679 THE RACE TO SAVE THE ROMANOVS: The Truth Behind the Secret Plans to Rescue the Russian Imperial Family. By Helen Rappaport. Investigating the murder of the Russian Imperial Family, the author embarks on a quest to uncover the mystery, a quest that was a complete failure and yet was a success in its own right. It is a powerful account of near misses and close calls with a heartwrenching conclusion. 16 pages of photos. 796 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99 $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/303
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**5895464** THE WAR OF THE THREE GODS: Romans, Persians, and the Rise of Islam. By Peter Crawford. Examines the struggle for survival between three empires and three religions that changed the map of the world. It details the battles between the Christian Roman, Zoroastrian Persian, and Islamic Arab empires that dominated the 7th-century Near and Middle East. Illus., some color. 256 pages. Atria. Pub. at $30.00

**2944723** SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS: Owners’ Workshop Manual. By Leo Marriot. Tells the compelling personal story of Charles A. Lindbergh and his transatlantic flight and the design and construction of the original Ryan monoplane. Includes full technical details of its airframe and engine, supported by a rich selection of archive and contemporary photographs and technical drawings. 180 pages. Haynes. 8½x10¾. Pub. at $27.95

**3259305** SHIPS, CLOCKS, AND STARS: The Quest for Longitude. By R. Dunn & R. Higgett. Presents a lively chronicle of the heated competition to become the first to solve the problem. Featuring more than 150 photos from Britain’s National Maritime Museum, it is a tale of 18th century invention and enterprise. 10½x12½. Pub. at $75.00

**522 pages.** Bloomsbury. Pub. at $35.00

**3763005** FORBIDDEN ARCHEOLOGY: The Hidden History of the Human Race. By M.A. Cremo & R.L. Thompson. For centuries, researchers have found bones and artifacts showing that humans existed on the earth many thousands of years ago. Cremo and Thompson take us across five continents to explore that evidence, revealing just how plentiful it is, and how hard the establishment is fighting to suppress it. 910 pages. Torcilight. Pub. at $44.95

**3780790** CHECKPOINT CHARLIE: The Cold War Wall, the Most Dangerous Place on Earth. By lain MacGregor. A powerful, fascinating, and groundbreaking history of Checkpoint Charlie, the legendary and most dangerous crossing point on the border of East and West Berlin where the United States and its allies confronted the Soviet Union during the Cold war. The author captures the mistrust, oppression, paranoia, and fear that gripped Berlin. Photos. 344 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $30.00

**3733114** THE ANARCHY: The Relentless Rise of the East India Company. By William Dalrymple. Tells the remarkable story of how one of the world’s most magnificent empires disintegrated and came to be replaced by a dangerously unregulated private company, based thousands of miles overseas in one small office, five windows wide, and answerable only to its distant shareholders. 48 pages of illus., most in color. 522 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $35.00

**3758302** GENIUS & ANXIETY: How Jews Changed the World, 1847-1947. By Norman Lebrecht. A unique chronicle of a hundred year period when the Jewish people changed the world, and it changed them. Starting with the death of Mendelssohn and the birth of political Zionism, the author takes us through the highways and byways of the Jewish experience during this creative time in history. 438 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $30.00

**3766824** APPEASEMENT: Chamberlain, Hitler, Churchill, and the Road to War. By Tim Garton Ash. A groundbreaking history of the disastrous years of indecision, failed diplomacy, and parliamentary infighting that enabled Hitler to carve out the German Empire of World War II. This is an eye opening lesson on the challenges of standing against aggression and authoritarianism, and the calamity that results from failing to act. 16 pages of photos. 496 pages. Simon & Schuster. Pub. at $30.00

**3723070** THE ENERGIES OF CROP CIRCLES: The Science and Power of a Mysterious Intelligence. By Lucy Pringle with J. Lyons. In this fascinating resource, Pringle shares the results of her research into crop circles, including anecdotes from an 800-person questionnaire study, in combination with detailed scientific investigations into the medical, psychological and spiritual properties of the crop circles. A fellow crop circle researcher James Lyons. Crop circles are an ancient part of Earth’s and humanity’s history that we are just beginning to understand. Illus. in color. 239 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

**3771174** UFO CHRONICLES: Cosmic Watergate. After half a century of investigation, Stanton Friedman, a former nuclear physicist, is convinced that not only are UFOs real, the government has known about them since 1947. Here, Friedman explains the many layers to the conspiracy regarding the UFO presence on Earth. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment. $14.95

**2812029** WHEN HUMANS NEARLY VANISHED: The Catastrophic Explosion at Toba Volcano. By Les H. Prothero. The fascinating true story of the explosion of the Mount Toba supervolcano—one of earth’s largest volcanic eruption in the past 28 million years—and its lasting impact on both the planet and human evolution. It examines the controversial argument that the Toba catastrophe nearly wiped out the human race. 198 pages. Smithsonian. Pub. at $27.95

**6724452** SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS: Owners’ Workshop Manual. By Leo Marriot. Tells the compelling personal story of Charles A. Lindbergh and his transatlantic flight and the design and construction of the original Ryan monoplane. Includes full technical details of its airframe and engine, supported by a rich selection of archive and contemporary photographs and technical drawings. 180 pages. Haynes. 8½x10¾. Pub. at $27.95

**2852810** THE GREAT TRADE ROUTES: A History of Cargoes and Commerce over Land and Sea. Ed. by Phillip Parker. Filled with historical detail, exotic locales and a wealth of stunning illustrations this compendium focuses on great routes such as the Silk Road, the Spice Route, the Hanseatic and Mediterranean trade routes, and the world-changing transatlantic passages to the New World. This fascinating work provides an expansive overview from the pre-classical period to our networked and globalized age. 320 pages. Naval Institute. 10½x13¾. Pub. at $32.95

**7651172** THE COMPLETE EARTH CHRONICLES. By Zecharia Sitchin. Collects all seven entries detailing Sitchin’s ambitious and compelling theory. Using anthropology, mythology, and ancient texts, he documents extraterrestrial involvement in the history of humanity. Includes The 12th Planet; The Stairway to Heaven; The Wars of Gods and Men; The Lost Realms; When Time Began; The Cosmic Code; and The End of Days. 2,402 pages in seven volumes, slipcased. Bear & Company. Pub. at $99.00

**2968738** ANCIENT DINASTIES: The Families That Ruled the Classical World, Circa 1000 BC to AD 750. By John D. Grainger. This is the first comprehensive study of the ruling families of the ancient world known to the Greeks and Romans. Thoroughly researched and with geological tables to support the lucid text, the whole forms a valuable study and invaluable reference to the families that wielded power in the Classical world. 512 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95

**373764** LIVING FOREVER: Self-Presentation in Ancient Egypt. Ed. by Hussein Bassir. Looks at how and why non-royal elites in ancient Egypt represented themselves, through language and art, on monuments and private documents, and in literature. Includes texts from the Early Dynastic Period to the Thirtieth Dynasty. Bassir explores how these self-representations shed light on notions of the self and collective identity in ancient Egypt. 272 pages. American Univ in Cairo. Pub. at $59.95

**3045277** ‘60S FLASHBACK: ‘60s Flashback: Time It Was, and What a Time It Was. A fun, colorful, compact but fact-filled tribute to the people, places of the famous decade, music, films, TV, and shows, and muscle cars that defined the era. Fully illus. in color. 95 pages. Willow Creek. Pub. at $13.95


6978177 THE BUSH CRIME FAMILY. By R. Stone & S.J. Hunt. Smashwords. 320 pages. $4.99


3706273 MOUNTAIN MEN: True Tales of Hunting, Trapping, Fighting, Adventure, and Survival. By Stephen Brennan. The lifestyle of the mountain men could be harsh, except that they did among animals and spending their time living and camping in the wilds of the Rockies. These incredible stories are told from those who lived the wild west. Illus. 306 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. $7.99

3706270 SABOTAGE IN THE ENGLISH GOVERNMENT. By Burgess Owens. In this provocative work, Owens documents the roles of the two-who-were-allowed-socialist, atheist and Marxist founders of the NAACP and their impact on the Black community’s present status at the top of our nation’s misery index. 350 pages. Post Hill. Paperbound. $16.00

6613326 GEORGE WASHINGTON’S SECRET SIX: The Spy Ring That Saved the American Revolution. By B. Klimaede & D. Yaeger. Paints fascinating portraits of the members of George Washington’s Culper Spy Ring, a sophisticated and secretive intelligence network used to infiltrate New York after his retreat in August 1776. Long unrecognized, the secret six finally receive the recognition they deserve, their due among the pantheon of American heroes. Photos. 222 pages. Sentinel. Paperbound. $16.00

6613166 THOMAS JEFFERSON AND THE TRIPOLI PIRATES: The Forgotten War That Changed American History. By B. Killenge & D. Yaeger. Tells the little-known story of how a newly independent American nation was challenged by four Muslim powers, and what happened when Thomas Jefferson decided to step up to intimidation. The authors have transformed this nearly forgotten slice of history into a dramatic, page-turning narrative. Color photos. 246 pages. Sentinel. Paperbound. $17.00

3706273 LAST WORD: My Indictment of JFK. By Ray Raphael. In this definitive work, Raphael explores the opening facts that will make you think again. It dispels the myths, exposes the negatives effects of legalization, and provides the commonsense answers and facts based arguments we’ll need in this fight. 220 pages. Center Street. Paperbound. $15.99

695054X GOING TO POT: Why the Rush to Legalize Marijuana Is Harming America. By W.J. Bennett & R.A. White. Whatever you think you know about marijuana legalization and its effects, you don’t know it all. This book will give you the opening facts that will make you think again.

3707253 KILLING KENNEDY: The End of Camelot. By B. O'Reilly & M. Dugard. Grapples in a provocative way with all the latest evidence in the assassination of the beloved President John F. Kennedy, but also sent the nation into the cataclysmic division of the Vietnam War and its culture-changing aftermath. Chronicles both the heroism and defeat of Camelot. 425 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $3.95

3790061 WEIRD CALIFORNIA: Your Travel Guide to California’s Local Legends and Best Kept Secrets. By Joseph N. O’Sullivan et al. Based on such natural oddities as trees that shriek and stones that wander to a Buddhist Disneyland and the ghosts of the sonoma wine region, this wacky guide provides an in-depth exploration of numerous strange places in the state. Fully illus., most in color. 302 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. $14.95

3057968 TRUMP ON THE COUCH: Inside the Mind of the President. By John B. Anderson & Judy Moon. The fascinating and definitive account from a close study of Trump’s patterns of thought, action, and interaction. Dr. Frank helps us understand what has driven the Donald Trump of the first months of office, and offers a candid assessment of the man who is arguably the most psychologically damaged president we have yet had.
**American History**

- **4605462** MY SIXTY YEARS ON THE PLAINS. Trapping, Trading, and Indian Fighting. By William Thomas Fagg. Recounts Hamilton’s life as a free trapper and mountain man in the last days of their remarkable time. Simple and straight forward, this autobiography reveals the life of a hard-working man, living with and fighting Indians and helping settlers come west to make a new life. Illus. 244 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95


- **3706229** THE SECOND AMENDMENT PRIMER. By Les Adams. Offers a long-needed, accessible discussion of the Second Amendment. Chronically arranged, it traces the development of the right to keep and bear arms from its birth in ancient Greece to its addition in the U.S. Constitution and discusses various interpretations of the amendment in today’s world. 354 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

- **2815846** DEATH OF A NATION: 9/11 and the Rise of Fascism in America. By G. William Daugherty. This searing indictment unveils a chilling reality: the 9/11 attacks were carried out by elements within the U.S. government and military to further the Bush administration’s geopolitical goals and financial interests. As a result, “Ground zero” nation has become one of the most overtly fascist since WWII, creating profoundly disturbing implications for the future of humanity. 186 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $27.99 $11.95

- **2975814** THE REVENUE MAN: The Epic Creation of the American West, 1846-1847. By Winston Groom. The author of Vicksburg 1863 and Forrest Gump chronicles the amazing adventure of General Stephen Watts Kearny, who in 1846 led a small force of 500 men against a thousand men, bound for California. Groom gives us a powerful account that enlivens our understanding of the exciting, if unforgiving, frontier adventure of General Stephen Watts Kearny, who in 1846 rode out of Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, and in 1846, 91 days later, led an exhausted force up the northern front, 300 miles to Vicksburg, Mississippi. 290 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

- **294586X** WE WERE THERE: Revelations from the Dallas Doctors Who Attended to JFK on November 22, 1963. By Allen Chiles. A truly unique collection of firsthand accounts from the doctors and staff on scene at the hospital where JFK was taken after his assassination. With the help of Don Wohl, her fellow staff member at Parkland Memorial Hospital, Dr. Chiles recreates the horrific day. Photos. 167 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

- **2923378** THE LAST INVESTIGATION: What Happened to the JFK Assassination Evidence. By John E. Prados. An investigator for the House Select Committee on Assassinations and the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence reveals the distorted priorities, the manipulation of political motivations. The book is designed to help the reader understand the muddle of so many pieces of evidence. The book is written by the former director of the NSA and CIA and is riveting, most in color. 128 pages. Annie’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

- **6957986** GOOD OLD DAYS LIVE IT AGAIN 1958. Ed. by Barb Springer. Turn back the clock to 1958 and take a look at daily life through the eyes of a typical American family. The editors of Good Old Days magazine have teamed up with The Saturday Evening Post to bring you this sentimental journey into the past. Fully illus., most in color. 128 pages. Annie’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95


- **6957919** GOOD OLD DAYS LIVE IT AGAIN 1949. Ed. by Barb Springer. Turn back the clock to 1949 and take a look at daily life through the eyes of a typical American family. The editors of Good Old Days magazine have teamed up with the Saturday Evening Post to bring you this sentimental journey into the past. Fully illus., most in color. 128 pages. Annie’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

- **6957910** GOOD OLD DAYS LIVE IT AGAIN 1948. Ed. by Barb Springer. Turn back the clock to 1948 and take a look at daily life through the eyes of a typical American family. The editors of Good Old Days magazine have teamed up with the Saturday Evening Post to bring you this sentimental journey into the past. Fully illus., most in color. 128 pages. Annie’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

- **6957909** GOOD OLD DAYS LIVE IT AGAIN 1947. Ed. by Barb Springer. Turn back the clock to 1947 and take a look at daily life through the eyes of a typical American family. The editors of Good Old Days magazine have teamed up with The Saturday Evening Post to bring you this sentimental journey into the past. Fully illus., most in color. 128 pages. Annie’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

- **6957898** GOOD OLD DAYS LIVE IT AGAIN 1955. Ed. by Barb Springer. Turn back the clock to 1955 and take a look at daily life through the eyes of a typical American family. The editors of Good Old Days magazine have teamed up with The Saturday Evening Post to bring you this sentimental journey into the past. Fully illus., most in color. 128 pages. Annie’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

- **6957897** GOOD OLD DAYS LIVE IT AGAIN 1954. Ed. by Barb Springer. Turn back the clock to 1954 and take a look at daily life through the eyes of a typical American family. The editors of Good Old Days magazine have teamed up with The Saturday Evening Post to bring you this sentimental journey into the past. Fully illus., most in color. 128 pages. Annie’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

- **6957886** GOOD OLD DAYS LIVE IT AGAIN 1956. Ed. by Barb Springer. Turn back the clock to 1956 and take a look at daily life through the eyes of a typical American family. The editors of Good Old Days magazine have teamed up with The Saturday Evening Post to bring you this sentimental journey into the past. Fully illus., most in color. 128 pages. Annie’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

- **6957879** GOOD OLD DAYS LIVE IT AGAIN 1957. Ed. by Barb Springer. Turn back the clock to 1957 and take a look at daily life through the eyes of a typical American family. The editors of Good Old Days magazine have teamed up with The Saturday Evening Post to bring you this sentimental journey into the past. Fully illus., most in color. 128 pages. Annie’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95
1920s, a less violent but equally virulent Klan of the 1870s. By legitimizing bigotry and racism, the Klan helped to create a climate in which violence against black Americans was seen as acceptable.

These violent acts, and the environment they created, affected the lives of many African Americans and had lasting effects on American society. The struggles and sacrifices of these individuals continue to be an important part of American history, and their stories serve as a reminder of the ongoing fight for justice and equality.
2945185 ESCORT PILOT: Guarding the Allied Bombers over World War II Europe. By Paul Roland & A. Saunders. The Spitfire, Mustang, Lightening and Thunderbolt—in this lavishly illustrated volume, these mighty machines of WWII are shown in amazing detail. Based on painstaking research, first-hand accounts, historical photography, and vintage artifacts and keepsakes. A richly evocative remembrance of a heroic era and a large-length-time personalities that inhabited it. 240 pages. Skyhorse. $19.95. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.

2815591 NAZI SPYMASTER: The Life and Death of Admiral Wilhelm Canaris. By Michael Mueller. The head of Hitler's intelligence service from 1935 to 1944, Canaris came to vigorously oppose Nazi policies and practices, and worked secretly throughout the war to overthrow the regime. Drawing on newly available archival materials, Mueller investigates the double life of this enigmatic figure here. 368 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99.

2930528 NAZI WOMEN: The Attraction of Evil. By Paul Roland. The woman's role in the Nazi Party was generally limited to Kinder, Küche und Kirche (children, kitchen, and church). But as the war went on, many women where complicit in the atrocities of the Germany that had engulfed the entire world. Here, that story is finally told. 16 pages. Photos. 240 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.


6755815 NAZI R UINS. By Michael E. Haskew. Provides detailed accounts of the 82nd, 101st, 11th, 13th, and 82nd Airborne Divisions, covering every major airborne combat operation: D-Day, Operation Market Garden; the Battle of the Bulge; and much more. Copiously illustrated with 180 photos, artworks, and maps. 224 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.95.

3798450 LAST HEROES OF D-DAY. Widescreen. Take a fascinating look at that pivotal battle in which the Allied Forces could gain a foothold in Northern France on June 6, 1944. With unprecedented access to thousands of top-secret photographs detailing story telling and dramatic reconstruction, this film helps you understand that fateful day with new insight. English SDH. 118 minutes. BBC.

3708713 VANISHED HERO: The Life, War, and Mysterious Disappearance of America’s World War II Striking King. By Jay A. Stout, Builder of B-17s. The war’s most dominant bomber, which flew 9,000 missions, was the symbol of the Allied war effort. This compelling profile of the man behind the planes, a masterful engineering wizard, traces his life and career in breadth and depth. 289 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95.

5941157 THE NAZIS: The Rise and Fall of Hitler’s Third Reich. By Paul Roland. Traces the history of the Third Reich from the Nazi movement’s beginnings in the beer halls of 1920s Germany to the outcome of the Nuremberg trials, which took place in the aftermath of the Second World War. Includes fascinating psychological profiles of Nazi henchmen in an attempt to discover the character flaws that made them commit their terrible crimes. 348 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95.

2870029 LIFE AFTER THE THIRD REICH: The Struggle to Rise from the Nazi Ruins. By Paul Roland. The story of Germany after the Nazis, a time when two separate states rose from the ashes to face each other across the Iron Curtain. Meanwhile, the people struggled to come to terms with both the physical and psychological impact of defeat, as well as guilt for the monstrous acts that had been committed under Hitler’s regime. Illus. 192 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. At $19.95.

280575X THE SECRET LIVES OF THE NAZIS: The Hidden History of the Third Reich. By Paul Roland. While demanding that the German people made sacrifices for a war which few in Hitler’s inner circle believed they could lose, his enemies were leading an incredible devious campaign to overthrow his power. It was theft and murder on the grandest scale. 16 photos of pages. 240 pages. Sirius. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

559056A LIFE IN THE THIRD REICH: Days Like Life in Germany 1933-1945. By Paul Roland. The author tries to answer the question of why a civilized, cultured nation stood by and let the Nazi Party impose their rule in such a short time, as an example of how so few individuals made any attempt to rebel, by examining first-hand evidence of those who were there. Photos. 180 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95.

2935683 KILLING THE RISING SUN: How America Vanquished World War II Japan. By Paul Roland. Provides readers to the tropical battlefields of Peleliu and Iwo Jima, and to the embattled Philippines, where general Douglas MacArthur unleashed one of the most destructive campaigns and is plowing a full-scale invasion of Japan. With their signature page-turning style, O’Reilly and Dugard detail the final moments of WWII like you’ve never seen before. Illus. 323 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00.
WW I & WW II

6893058 THE PERFECT HORSE: The Daring U.S. Mission to Rescue the Priceless Stallions Kidnapped by Hitler. By Elizabeth Letts. In the chaotic last days of the war, a small troop of battle-weary American soldiers captures a German spy and makes an astonishing find: photos of beautiful white horses that have been stolen by Hitler and kept on a secret farm behind enemy lines. An exhilarating tale of behind enemy lines adventure, courage, and sacrifice. Photos. 369 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

2769629 SERGEANT YORK: His Own Life Story and War Diary. By Tom Skyhill. Originally published in 1928, this volume contains the legendary soldier’s war diaries, which offer up-close snapshots of his fabled military career. This new edition includes a new introduction and foreword by York’s son and grandson, which provide both personal and historical recollections of their predecessor. Photos. 309 pages. Racehorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

2920131 U-BOATS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN, 1941-1944. By Lawrence Paterson. Details the U-boat triumphs such as the sinking of HMS Ark Royal, and the torpedoes of the battleship H.M.S. Barham, which is only part of the best-known images of WWI at sea. Making full use of firsthand accounts and official German records, Paterson puts a spotlight on the U-boat nightmare. Photos. 24 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

2825244 THE LOST ELEVEN: The Forgotten Story of Black American Soldiers Brutally Massacred in World War II. By D.G. Denman. Details the story of the 333rd Field Artillery Battalion, the Wereth 11 were brave African-American soldiers who managed to escape the Ardennes Offensive and find refuge in the village of Wereth, Belgium. As they learned of their whereabouts, they subjected the soldiers to torture and execution in a nearby field. Their story, lost for some 70 years, is unearthed in this moving account. 16 pages of photos. 398 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

3780910 KURSK: The World’s Greatest Tank Battle. By Rupert Matthews. In July 1943, the Germans saw Russia as their grand prize, but the Soviet Army proved stronger, shrewder, and more resilient than they had expected. This pivotal event can be seen as both a decisive turning point in the Second World War and a fascinating case study in modern military strategy. Illus. 192 pages. Archirus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

2989713 NANNING 1943: Battle for a Doomed City. By Peter Harmsen. The infamous Rape of Nanjing looms like a dark shadow over the history of Asia in the 20th century, and is likely the most recognized chapters of World War II in China. However, the story of the month-long campaign before this massacre has never been told in its entirety—until now. 32 pages of photos. 336 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95


6819673 NEVER CALL ME A HERO: A Legendary American Diver-Bomber Pilot Returns Home. By N. Jack “Dusty” Kleiss et al. Lt. Kleiss was the last surviving dive-bomber pilot to have fought at Midway, helping to sink three Japanese warships and reversing the tide of WWII. This is his extraordinary and remarkable memoir, which offer up a masterful narrative of naval combat in a deeply moving and dramatic story on an epic scale. Photos. 358 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00 $15.99

2899833 NEVER IN FINE COMPANY: The Men of the Great War’s Lost Battalion. By Edward G. Lengel. It was one of the most heroic events in American military history. Here is a larger than life story of World War I’s “Lost Battalion” and the men who survived the ordeal, triumphed in battle, and fought the demons that lingered. Unflinching and compelling, it is a deeply moving and epic story. Photos. 358 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

3763224 TARAWA: The Incredible Story of One of World War II’s Bloodiest Battles. By Robert Sherrod. In mid-November of 1943, the Germans saw Russia as their grand prize, but the Soviet Army proved stronger, shrewder, and more resilient than they had expected. This pivotal event can be seen as both a decisive turning point in the Second World War and a fascinating case study in modern military strategy. Illus. 192 pages. Archirus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

2762912 THE DARKEST YEAR: The American Home Front 1941-1942. By William K. Klingman. A study of the nation under the pressure of total war, focusing on American soldiers on battles in Europe and Asia, American home front, and how Allied soldiers and civilians cooperated. This is the account of the home front, and how the Americans said and their behavior. Klingman’s first-rate research has unearthed many primary sources that include stories of heroism, fake news, prejudice, and that will sound all too familiar to today’s readers. 371 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95


2771660 THE EASTERN FRONT AIR WAR 1941-1945: Images of War. By Anthony Tucker-Jones. This collection of over 300 color and wartime photographs provides a visual record of the armored forces, thrown into action by Hitler’s allies on the Eastern Front from 1941 to 1945. Iconic photos show the USAAF, RA F, the Red Air Force slowly turned the tide to victory over its Axis adversaries in the Eastern Front's “Great Battle of the Air.” 314 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

3751688 CODE NAME: LIESE: The True Story of the Woman Who Became The SS’s Most Highly Decorated Spy. By Larry Loftis. This international bestselling author seamlessly weaves together a touching romance with a horrifying cat and mouse game. This must-read story of a woman who turned from a shining princess to a spy of such fame that she was revered for her bravery. Photos. 360 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95

6893147 STORM OVER LEYTE: The Philippine Invasion and the Devastating Loss of the USS Oriskany. By John Prados. Drawing upon a wealth of untapped sources including U.S. and Japanese military records, diaries, declassified intelligence reports, and personal letters and transcripts, Prados offers up a masterful narrative of naval combat in a deeply moving and dramatic story on an epic scale. Photos. 368 pages. New American Library. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

3790029 WAR’S END: An Eyewitness Account of America’s LastAtomic Mission. By Charles W. Sweeney et al. The last military officer to command an atomic mission, Sweeney has the unique distinction of having been an integral part of both the Hiroshima and the Nagasaki投放 operation. This is an extraordinary chronicle of the months of careful planning and training, the setbacks, secrecy, and snails, and the nerve-shattering final seconds. Photos. 290 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

3703665 NEVER SHARKS NOR WOLF: The Story of Nazi Germany’s U-boat Arm. 1939-1945. By Timothy P. Mulligan. Considered a classic of WWII histories, it was the first to try exploring what motivated the officers and men of Germany’s U-boats. But also what motivated them to continue to take their vessels to sea after 1943, when the loss rate in combat grew to an incredible level and each new mission grew increasingly suicidal. Photos. 540 pages. Texas A&M University. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $6.95

6823157 ESCAPING HITLER: A Jewish Boy’s Quest for Freedom and His Future. By Phyllida Scrivens. The story of fourteen-year-old Gustav Stern, whose family Adolf Hitler threatened his family, education, and future, resolved to escape from his rural village of Nickench in the German Rhineland. But the outcome of his journey was not exactly what he’d expected. 238 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

2899786 DESPERATE VALOUR: Triumph at Anzio. By Flint Whitlock. The four month long 1944 Battle on Italy’s coastline was one of the most fierce battles of World War II’s longest and bloodiest battles. This is a riveting and comprehensive account of the Battle of Anzio and the Alamo like stand of American and British troops that turned a certain defeat into victory. This account is a stirring chronicle of courage. 16 pages of photos. 493 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $35.00 $15.99

3751688 CODE NAME: LIESE: The True Story of the Woman Who Became The SS’s Most Highly Decorated Spy. By Larry Loftis. This international bestselling author seamlessly weaves together a touching romance with a horrifying cat and mouse game. This must-read story of a woman who turned from a shining princess to a spy of such fame that she was revered for her bravery. Photos. 360 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95

3711501 WHEN TIGERS RULED THE SKY. By Bill Yenne. With the trademark smilling shark jaws on their P-40 fighters, these army, navy, and marine pilots became a sensation as they fought for the Chinese. As a group the American Volunteer Group picked up a battle record that has no equal in the wing in the Pacific Theater. A thrilling and triumphant account of their courage and their legacy. Photos. 360 pages. Berkeley. Pub. at $27.00 $7.95
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**Vietnam War**

2786693 WESTMORELAND: The General Who Lost Vietnam. By Lewis Sorley. Unless and until we understand Westmoreland, we will never understand what went wrong in Vietnam. In this definitive portrait, Sorley makes a plausible case that the war could have ended if not for Westmoreland. 16 pages of photos. 396 pages. HMH. Pub. at $30.00. $6.95

3769178 ROAD TO DISASTER: A New History of America's Descent into Vietnam. By Brian VanDeMark. The first account of the Vietnam War at the cataclysmic decisions of those in Kennedy and Johnson administrations through recent research in cognitive science, psychology, and political science. "The best and the brightest" became trapped in situations that saddled creative thinking and a willingness to dissent. 622 pages. Custom House. Pub. at $32.99. $5.95


★ 3985508 THE GREEN BERETS IN THE LAND OF A MILLION ELEPHANTS: U.S. Army Special Warfare and the Secret War in Laos 1959-74. By Joseph D. Celeski. This comprehensive volume is the culmination of years of research and is based on archival materials and veteran interviews, offering the first full account of the reality on the ground in America’s secret war in Laos. 48 pages of photos, some color. 346 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95. $24.95

★ 2804344 VIETNAM: An Epic Tragedy, 1945-1975. By Max Hastings. No past volume has blended a political and military narrative of the entire conflict. The author suggests that neither side ever seriously faced the challenge, and presents many lessons for the twenty-first century about the misuse of military might to confront intractable political and cultural challenges. 857 pages. Harper. Pub. at $37.50. $28.95

★ 3766586 VIETNAM: An Epic Tragedy, 1945-1975. By Max Hastings. The author has blended a political and military narrative of the entire Vietnam conflict with heart-stomping personal exp. This is his “no holds barred” account of the Vietnam with the 173rd Airborne. 328 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

★ 3807169 AMERICA'S BLOODY HYDE PARK OF DESTINY. By Phillip Thomas Tucker. Gettysburg was the crucial turning point of America’s history, and Little Round Top was the crucial turning point of that three day struggle. The author organizes, re-examines, and looks at the key leaders and hard fighting common soldiers on both sides, who played the most important roles during the climactic struggle that took place between the summer of 1863 and the fall of 1864. 724 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95. $6.95

★ 3963859 AMERICA'S BLOODY HYDE PARK OF DESTINY. By Phillip Thomas Tucker. Gettysburg was the crucial turning point of America’s history, and Little Round Top was the crucial turning point of that three day struggle. The author organizes, re-examines, and looks at the key leaders and hard fighting common soldiers on both sides, who played the most important roles during the climactic struggle that took place between the summer of 1863 and the fall of 1864. 724 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95. $6.95

**Civil War**

5984505 FROM MANASSAS TO APPOMATTOX: Memoirs of the Civil War in America. By James E. Longstreet. Confederate General James Longstreet’s memoir of the American Civil War, first published in 1866. He recounts his participation in some of the most important battles of the war: First Manassas, Antietam, Chickamauga, and Gettysburg, with a comprehensive, readable, insightful contemporary account of the Civil War. Illus. 724 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95. $6.95

★ 3963859 AMERICA'S BLOODY HYDE PARK OF DESTINY. By Phillip Thomas Tucker. Gettysburg was the crucial turning point of America’s history, and Little Round Top was the crucial turning point of that three day struggle. The author organizes, re-examines, and looks at the key leaders and hard fighting common soldiers on both sides, who played the most important roles during the climactic struggle that took place between the summer of 1863 and the fall of 1864. 724 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95. $6.95

★ 3963859 AMERICA'S BLOODY HYDE PARK OF DESTINY. By Phillip Thomas Tucker. Gettysburg was the crucial turning point of America’s history, and Little Round Top was the crucial turning point of that three day struggle. The author organizes, re-examines, and looks at the key leaders and hard fighting common soldiers on both sides, who played the most important roles during the climactic struggle that took place between the summer of 1863 and the fall of 1864. 724 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95. $6.95

★ 3701948 THE GREAT PARTNERSHIP: Robert E. Lee, Stonewall Jackson, and the Fate of the Confederacy. By Christian B. Keller. Keller looks at why the partnership between General Lee and Jackson was so important to the South’s bid for independence, and why their styles, friendship, even their faith, that cemented them into a fighting machine that consistently won despite often overwhelming odds against them. 16 pages of illus. 326 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $28.95. $21.95

**West**

5520559 FAMOUS SHERIFFS AND WESTERN OUTLAWS: Incredible True Stories of Wild West Showdowns and Frontier Justice. By William MacLeod Raine. This is a classic, in-depth collection of stories arranged in the order in which they were published in the 1940s, of the most legendary gunslingers and scowfflaws of the Old West. Get swept back to a time when sheriffs did their best to keep order in a lawless land. 294 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

6519100 JOURNAL OF A TRAPER. By Osborne Russell. A mountain man’s account of living, mostly alone, in the Oregon mountains from 1834 to 1843, trapping and trading, meeting Indians, hunters, and fur companies. Finding how to know and love the landscape and animals around him. 223 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $6.95

3678202 THE LOG OF A COWBOY. By Andy Thomas.Originally published in 1903. Told with campfire-story spirit, this is one of the best tales of cowboy life ever written. Drawing from his own life as a cattle driver, Adams recounts adventures of America’s frontier—flights, buffalo stampedes, and cattle drives from Texas to Montana. 387 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $6.95

★ 3731421 BLACK WIDOWS OF THE OLD WEST: True, Sensational, and Little-Known Stories from History. By Tricia Martineau Wagner. In an attempt to fill a large gap in the history of the American West, this collection of stories focuses on those cowboys who were destroyed from popular perception, giving black cowboys their rightful place in the taming of the Old West. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $8.95

6917607 COWGIRLS: Women of the Wild West. By Elizabeth Clair Flood. Photos by W. Manns. Illustrated with more than 450 color photographs and historic images, this volume pays tribute to the life and legacy of the pioneer women in the American West, who worked on ranches, performed in Wild West shows, and competed in the rodeo arena. 224 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

★ 3731553 UNSOLVED MYSTERIES OF THE OLD WEST, SECOND EDITION. By W.C. Jameson. Explores and examines twenty-one of the Old West’s most baffling mysteries, which lure the curious and beg for investigation. Their solutions include rare, little known documents and long-eldredged elders for decades. 175 pages. Taylor Trade. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

**African Americans**

3788004 INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF A SLAVE GIRL. By Harriet Ann Jacobs. After hiding for years in an attic for over twenty years, Harriet Ann Jacobs was able to escape servitude and flee North where she wrote this story of her years as a slave. With incisive and revealing characterizations, to protect herself from retribution, this is Jacobs’s own true
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that would launch Morrow. Pub. at $35.95.

679709 CHASING THE LAST LAUGH: Mark Twain’s Raucous and Redemptive Round-the-World Comedy Tour. By Richard Zacks. In 1894, a deeply in debt Mark Twain embarked on a stand-up comedy tour, spinning some of his best stories into a 90-minute performance. This account chronicles how those late-life adventures abroad helped him recover from financial disaster—and revised his view of himself. 6 pages of photos. 450 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

379002 THE VOYAGES OF CAPTAIN JAMES COOK: The Illustrated Accounts of Three Epic Voyages. Ed. by Nicholas M. Roberts. The unprecedented expedition of Captain James Cook, this handsome illustrated volume features fantastic narrative, artistic depth, exotic locales and fauna, knowledge of new cultures, and maps so accurate that some were used into the 1990s. 320 pages. Voyageur. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

★ 288187 THE NEVER-ENDING LIVES OF LITTLE EATING JOHNSON. By D.J. Herda. The riveting story of John Johnson, born in 1824 in New Jersey, who after deserting the U.S. Navy headed west and became a well-known and infamous mountain man. His many lives involved being a miner, hunter, trapper, bootlegger, and army scout. When it came to western mountain men, no one on earth ever matched the physical size of this “Little-Eating” Johnson. Photos. 239 pages. TwoDot. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

★ 278787 MARILYN: Lost Images from the Hollywood Photo Archive. By Colin Slater et al. From the beginning of her modeling career as Norma Jean Mortenson to her death as the voluptuous Hollywood icon in 1962, Marilyn Monroe posed for thousands of modeling and publicity photos. This volume collects 150 of the rarest, seldom seen images, including photographs of her brief modeling career. 139 pages. Lyons. 10x4x1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

376983 ROOSTER: The Life and Times of the Champion Rooster. By D.J. Herda. Inspired True Grit. By Brett Cogburn. Immortalized in the classic novel and films, the real “Rooster” Cogburn was as bold, brash, and bigger than life as the American West itself. Now, in the true-life story of this great American rooster, Cogburn’s great-grandson reveals the truth behind the fiction, and the man behind the myth. 16 pages of photos. 198 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00 $6.95

★★ 377794 STANTON: Lincoln’s War Secretary. By Harold E. Seigle. The first full biography of Edwin Stanton in 50 years, Stahr restores this complicated American to his proper place in our national story. The most controversial Cabinet member close to Lincoln, Stanton is examined in all his complex and contradictory glory, revealed as an unsung hero in the fight to rescue the Union. Illus. 743 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

★★ 288185 VINCENT PRICE: A Daughter’s Biography. By Victoria Price. In the wake of Vincent Price’s death, his daughter, actor Dana Price, traces her father’s sixty-five-year career from his radio days to his movie, Broadway, and television performances. A thoroughly researched biography of a legendary actor, this story also recaptures Price’s many other roles, including art historian, gourmet chef, and loving father. 32 pages of photos. 366 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $18.95 $6.95

696600X LAST GIRL BEFORE FREEWAY: The Life, Loves, Losses, and Liberation of Joan Rivers. By Leslie Bennett. From the suicide of her husband and her feud with Johnny Carson to her illustrious relationship with the epic life and career of Joan Rivers, Bennett gives us the irresistibly juicy story of one of America’s most iconic actors, bringing to light Heston’s greatest achievements as well as his greatest failings, regrets, and triumphs. 500 pages. Illustrations. 36 pages of photos. Little. Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

9111323 ROOM 1219: The Life of Fatty Arbuckle, the Mysterious Death of Virginia Rappe, and the Scandal That Changed Hollywood. By Greg Merritt. In 1921, one of the biggest movie stars of the day confessed to killing a woman, triggering an avalanche of press coverage and a wave of censorship that changed the course of filmmaking. Here is the story of Fatty Arbuckle’s improbable rise and stunning fall—from one of Hollywood’s first true superstars to its first pariah. Photos. 428 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

378748 JACKIE, JANET & LEE. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. Based on newly unearthed letters and journals as well as hundreds of interviews with family and friends, this presents an extraordinary psychological portrait of two famous sisters, Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy Onassis and Princess Lee Radziwill, and their ferociously competitive battle over position and power. 419 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

698427 THE ROOSEVELTS: An Intimate History. By G.C. Ward & K. Boyle. Graphically depicts the intimate history of three extraordinary individuals from the same family—theodore, Eleanor, and Franklin Delano Roosevelt. In telling the story of how these Americans overcame obstacles that would have undone less forceful personalities, it reveals how, despite fierce partisanship of their eras, the Roosevelts were united that divided. Photos in color. 503 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

DVO 37794X ELVIS PRESLEY: The Searcher. Widescreen. He was a boy from Tupelo who grew up to become the biggest star in the world, an inimitable performer whose staggering range of influences, creating a revolutionary sound in his lifelong search for self-expression. This special collector’s edition includes photos and footage from private collections and stunning atmospheric shots taken inside Graceland. English SDH. Over three hours. Sony Pictures. $12.95

187201X BEHIND THE BURLY Q: The Story of Burlesque in America. By Leslie Zemeckis. Speaking candidly about their often secret past and present, these ambitious but also extremely protective and ambitious performers, club owners, and historians. Dozens of burlesque icons are interviewed, including Kilty West, Tempest Storm, Blaze Starr, Betty Rand, Elva Red, and Dardy Minsky. Photos. 360 pages. SkyLight. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

283274 MRS. LEE’S ROSE GARDEN: The True Story of the Founding of Arlington. By Carlo DeVito. Tells the intensely personal story of Arlington National Cemetery’s earliest history as seen through the lives of three people during the outbreak of the Civil War. Mary Anna Ferguson, Curtis Lee, Robert E. Lee, and Montgomery C. Meigs. 160 pages. Cider Mill. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95

6953816 CANTOR FANTASTIC: Elton John’s Stellar Trip Through the ’70s. By Michael Finkel. In the wake of Elton John’s recent series of interviews with the flamboyant rock’n’roll icon, this is the first biography to trace Elton John’s meteoric rise from obscurity to worldwide celebrity. Based on rare interviews with over two dozen people, including Peabo Bryson, Liza Minnelli, and many others, this book provides an in-depth look at Elton John’s life during the 1970s. This mouthwatering portrait of a rock’n’roll star and drug fueled ride aboard Elton John’s rocket ship to superstardom. Photos. 302 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $30.00. $6.95

★★ 684012 THE STRANGER IN THE WOODS: The Extraordinary Story of the Last True Hermit. By Mark Eltio. Eltio’s definitive biography, which benefits from extraordinary access to friends, family, and documents, presents the true story of one of America’s most iconic actors, bringing to light Heston’s greatest achievements as well as his greatest failings, regrets, and triumphs. 500 pages. Illustrations. 36 pages of photos. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

685559 CHARLTON HESTON: Hollywood’s Last Icon. By Mark Eltio. Eltio’s definitive biography, which benefits from extraordinary access to friends, family, and documents, presents the true story of one of America’s most iconic actors, bringing to light Heston’s greatest achievements as well as his greatest failings, regrets, and triumphs. 500 pages. Illustrations. 36 pages of photos. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

2912716 CITY OF DEVILS: The Two Men Who Ruled the Underworld of Old Shanghai. By Paul French. In the 1930s, Shanghai was a haven for outlaws from all over the world: a place where pasts could be forgotten, fascism and communism outrunn, names invented, fortunes made, and disputes settled. In this eye-opening, impeccably researched narrative is the story of the rise and fall of Jack Riley and Joe Farrn and their ultimate downfall and the trail of destruction they left. 16 pages of photos. 35 pages. London. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 697600X OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND AND THE GOLDEN AGE OF HOLLYWOOD. By Ellis Amburn. A riveting, life sized portrait of a courageous and infinitely talented woman, brought vividly to life in her first full scale biography. This glimpse in Olivia’s life is rich with anecdotes involving the glittering personalities of Hollywood’s Golden Age and also explores its dark side. 16 pages of photos. 409 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

3699943 AVA GARDNER: The Barefoot Contessa. By Gilles Dagneau. Long considered to be “the most beautiful woman in the world,” Ava Gardner remains at the pinnacle of Hollywood glamour. Filled with images from her most iconic roles and an extensive volume takes us on a captivating journey through the tumultuous life and career of this singular starlet. 191 pages. Greensea International. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

379093 THOMAS CROMWELL: A Revolutionary Life. By Diarmid MacCulloch. Where past biographies paint Cromwell as a scheming operator with blood on his hands, MacCulloch sifts through letters and court records for answers and found Cromwell’s fingerprints on some of the most prominent figures of the reign of Henry VIII’s turbulent reign. We are given a new clear portrait of Cromwell, the man and administrative genius. 16 pages of photos. Some color. 728 pages. Viking. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

★ 378039 ALL THAT HEAVEN ALLOWS: The Biography of Rock Hudson. By Mark Glassman. This meticulously researched biography offers a full-scale exploration of Hudson’s immense body of work on film, on television, and on stage. More than any other actor, Rock Hudson’s sensational, heart-breaking, and courageous story is finally being told. 16 pages of photos. 469 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95
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### 2874679 LEAVING CLOUD 9: The True Story of a Life Resurrected in the Aftermath of PTL, Tragedy, and Mental Illness. By Ericka Andersen. Cloud 9 is a trailer park in a shabby southwestern town, where Rick Sylvester grew up enduring his mother’s drunken fits and drug-induced stupors. She introduced him to crystal meth, and fed him when she remembered. An incredible story that shows that no matter how dark the circumstances, no one is beyond hope. 251 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99

### 3786501 JEFF GORDON: His Dream, Drive & Destiny. By Joe Garner. Tells the story of Gordon’s unlikely rise, extraordinary success, and remarkable final career. This is the first book to offer an unvarnished account and in collaboration with Gordon, this combination of never before heard stories and interviews along with personal photographs creates an intimate portrait of a champion that fans will not want to miss. 192 pages. Jeff Gordon. 8x12. Pub. at $39.95

### 2995751 HANK & JIM: The Fifty-Year Friendship of Henry Fonda and James Stewart. By Scott Eyman. Henry Fonda and James Stewart were two of the biggest stars of Hollywood's golden age, but long before that, they were friends and roommates as struggling stage actors in New York. Much more than a Hollywood biography, this is a story of an extraordinary lasting friendship. 16 pages of photos. 373 pages. Paladin. Pub. at $27.95

### BIOGRAPHY


### 278131X MY FATHER, DANIEL BOONE: The Draper Interviews with Daniel Boone’s son, Nathan. The interviews provided a wealth of information about Boone. It is an engaging account of one of America’s great pioneers in which NAhan attempts to set the record straight and dispel some of the myths about his father. 180 pages. UPKy. Paperbound. $13.95

### 294006X THE FORGOTTEN ADVENTURES of RICHARD HALLIBURTON. By R. Scott Williams. Richard Halliburton was one of the most famous travel writers of his time. This narrative details the spectacular exploits of a true adventurer. Well illus. 192 pages. History Press. Paperbound. at $19.99 $15.95

### 3789349 FRANCIS I: The Maker of Modern France. By Leonie Frieda. Tells the story of Francis of France the man who turned France into a great nation. With access to never before seen private archives, the author delivers a comprehensive and extraordinary account of Francis, the man who was the most human of all the Renaissance monarchs and the most enigmatic. Color illus. 352 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

### 2781247 CLAIRE RAINS: An Actor’s Voice. By David J. Rains. Rains was a screen legend. Hollywood legend benefits from the insights of his daughter, Jessica Rains, who provides firsthand accounts of the enigmatic man behind her father’s refined screen presence and gentile public persona. With unprecedented access to episodes from Rains private life. 32 pages of photos. 290 pages. UPKy. Paperbound. at $24.95 $19.95

### 3796108 THE KING’S PEARL: Henry VIII and His Daughter Mary. By Melita Thomas. Re-examines Mary Tudor’s life during the reign of Henry VIII, and her complex, dramatic relationship with her father. Although Henry doted on Mary as a child and called her his “pearl of the world,” her determination to side with the French against Spain puts her in a precarious relationship. Thomas points out, Mary was a gambler and she would risk all, including her life, to gain the throne. 16 pages of color illus. 320 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $28.95 $9.95

### 2781328 A ROSE FOR MRS. MINIVER: The Life of Greer Garson. By Michael Toren. In this first ever biography of Greer Garson the author gives the true origins of her birth, her fairy tale discovery in Hollywood, and her career struggles at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. This is a profound study which sheds light on the triumphs and tragedies of her personal life, a story more colorful than any role she played on screen, 32 pages of photos. 463 pages. UPKy. Paperbound. at $29.95 $24.95

### 2859959 DARK STAR: A Biography of Virginia Woolf. By John Sturrock. Bringing new aspects of Leigh’s early life as well as providing behind the scenes glimpses of the filming of Gone With The Wind and A Streetcar Named Desire, this biography traces the upbringing of the family and follows the surviving Nevin and Margaret Custor as they carry the Custor name beyond Little Bighorn. 16 pages of photos. 318 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95 "$9.95

### 3794531 THE OTHER CUSTERS: Tom, Mary, and Their Family in the Shadow of George Armstrong Custor. By Bill Yenne. Most do not realize that three Custor brothers died at Little Bighorn in 1876, and their only sister’s husband and their nephew died there as well. This is the first ever biography tracing the upbringing of the family and follows the surviving Nevin and Margaret Custor as they carry the Custor name beyond Little Bighorn. 16 pages of photos. 318 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95 "$9.95

### 3786998 CALIGULA: The Mad Emperor of Rome. By Stephen Dando-Collins. Skillfully researched. Dando-Collins sets out to sort the facts from the fables, and provides a compelling new biography of the third emperor of Rome. This precise and thorough examination of the emperor’s life puts Caligula’s paranoid reign into perspective, examining the betrayals and deaths he experienced prior to his time in power. Illus. 264 pages. Turner. Paperbound. at $18.95 $13.95

### 3795233 MARY BATTLE WASHINGTON: The Untold Story of George Washington’s Mother. By Craig Shirley. Uncovers startling details about the inner workings of the Washington family, and vividly brings to life a resilient widow who single-handedly raised six children and ran a large estate. Her duties were so demanding that they were delegated to household matters. Throughout, the author compares and contrasts mothers and son illuminating the qualities they shared, and what divided them. 344 pages. Harper. Paperbound. at $29.95 $21.95

### 3798003 FRYDERYK CHOPIN: Life and Times. By Alan Walker. The most comprehensive biography of the great Polish composer to appear in English in more than a century. Based on ten years of research, it is a corrective and compelling new biography of one of the greatest musical geniuses, who revolutionized the world of music. 727 pages. Picador. at $22.00 $16.95

### Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltoBookseller
**Biography**

- **HOW TO BE A DICTATOR: The Cult of Personality in the Twentieth Century** By Frank Dikotter. Looking at eight leaders: Mussolini, Hitler, Stalin, Mao Zedong, Kim Il-sung, "Papa Doc" Duvalier, Ceausescu, and Mengistu, the author shows how each one of these figures gave constant demonstrations of loyalty from their people and their underlings. Dikotter offers a guide to the cult of personality and a map for exposing the lies tyrants tell to maintain their regimes. 16 pages of photochrome color. 274 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $28.00

- **NINETY-NINE Glimpses of PRINCESS MARGARET** By Craig Brown. She made John Lennon blush and left Marlon Brando tongue tied. She iced out Princess Diana and humiliated Elizabeth Taylor. The tale of Princess Margaret is Cinderella in reverse; hope dashed, happiness mislaid, life mishandled. Photos. 423 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00

- **THE UNITED STATES OF TRUMP: How the President Really Sees America** By Bill O'Reilly. Blending primary, never before released interview material with a history that recounts childhood and family and the factors from his life and career that forged the worldview the president of the United States has taken to the White House, O'Reilly offers a gripping account of the life of a sitting president as he makes history. Photos. 300 pages. Holt. Pub. at $28.00

- **THE Matriarch: Barbara Bush and the American Dynasty** By Susan Page. Based on more than one hundred interviews with Bush friends and family members, and hours of conversation with Mrs. Bush herself in the final six months of her life, Page delivers a groundbreaking biography that is certain to change our thinking about Barbara Bush as one of the most unique and influential women in American history. 16 pages of photos, some color. 345 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $29.99

- **EMPEROR: A New Life of Charles V** By Geoffrey Parker. Follows Charles’s extraordinary rise: from his early years as the young heir to a modest part of the Low Countries, to the period during which he reigned victorious as Holy Roman Emperor, to his last campaigns and retirement. Parker uncovers what lay behind the crucial decisions that created and preserved the world’s first and most enduring transatlantic empire. 32 pages of color illus. 737 pages. Yale. At $35.00

- **MILITARY EMPIRE: How the French Made the World’s First Empire** By Charles River. This book reexamines the French Revolution as a necessary precursor to Napoleon’s rise to power and the creation of the French Empire. Using a wide range of sources, the authors argue that the French Revolution laid the groundwork for the military strength that enabled Napoleon to conquer Europe. 224 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $28.00

- **Churchill: Walking with Destiny** By Andrew Roberts. This work biography is based on extensive new material, the true genius of the man, statesman and leader can finally be fully seen and understood. The author’s previously published Winston Churchill, from birth to lasting legacy, as personally revealing as it compulsively readable. 32 pages of photos, some in color. 1105 pages. Viking. Pub. at $40.00

**Autobiography**

- **FREDERICK DOUGLASS: Prophet of Freedom** By David W. Blight. One of the most important African Americans of the nineteenth century and one of the most significant writers and orators in American history is given an authoritative biography, based in part on newly published material by previous biographers. Illus. 888 pages. S&S. Pub. at $37.50

- **DICTIONARY OF AFRICAN BIOGRAPHY** Ed. by E.K. Alamy and Jr. From the Pharaohs to Fanon, this six-volume set provides a comprehensive overview of the lives of the major figures in Africa’s history. Unprecedented in scale, it covers the whole continent, from Tunisia to South Africa, Sierra Leone to Somalia. It also covers the full scope of history, from Queen Hatsheput of Ancient Egypt to Mandela in six volumes. Originally published at $1,200. Oxford. $149.95


- **IN SUCH GOOD COMPANY: Eleven Years of Laughter, Mayhem, and Fun in the Sandbox** By Carol Burnett. Carol pulls back the curtain on the 25th-DAYLY AWARD-WINNING SHOW that made entertainment history, and she reminisces about the outrageous funny and tender moments that made working on the series as much as the writing fun. Photos. 301 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00

- **ROUGHING IT** By Mark Twain. One of the best (and funniest) accounts ever written of the West in its classic years, the early 1860s, when Twain spent 5½ years dabbling in mining, prospecting in Nevada, and writing for newspapers. Illus. 591 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95
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295984 GROWING UP FISHER: Murders, Memories & Misadventures. By Joey Fisher. Fisher invites readers behind the curtain and into the intimate world of her career and family with this hilarious, heartfelt memoir. Told with grace and painful stories about her life, her famous parents, and how the loss of her sister, Carrie, Fisher, ignited the writer in her, 32 pages of photos. Color. 240 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

295979 THE RAINBOW COMES AND GOES: A Mother and Son on Love, Life, and Loss. By A. Cooper & G. Vanderbilt. Both a son’s love letter to his mother and a mom’s life lessons for her son. This collection of correspondence offers a rare window into the close relationship of Anderson Cooper and Gloria Vanderbilt and their fascinating life stories, including their tragedies and triumphs. Photos. 290 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $27.99. $5.95

291174 ONCE UPON A FARM: Lessons on Growing Love, Life, and Hope on a Frontier. By Rory Feek. Two years after losing his wife, Joey, and losing their four year old daughter Indiana’s hand and walks forward into an unknown future, he takes us on his incredible journey from heartbreak to hope to finding that comes only through faith. Color photos. 236 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99. $6.95


296704X THE NINE OF US: Growing Up Kennedy. Ed. by Jay Cassell. Scale the mountain of politics, history, and scandal to reach the personal history within: the Kennedy family. In this eye-opening and compelling memoir filled with candid and sometimes painful stories, the Kennedy family with this hilarious, heartfelt memoir reveals the ins and outs of making it big in Las Vegas, the production capital of the world. Photos. 176 pages. Simon & Schuster. Pub. at $29.99. $5.95

2954633 ABSOLUTE MAYHEM: Secret Confessions of a Porn Star. By M. Mayhem & G. Lim. In her funny and disarmingly candid memoir Monica Mayhem, Australia’s most famous porn star, reveals the ins and outs of making it big in Los Angeles, the production capital of the world. Photos. 176 pages. Simon & Schuster. Pub. at $29.99. $5.95

2909626 MORTUARY CONFIDENTIAL: Undertakers Speak the Dirt. By K. McKenzie & T. Harra. Funeral directors across the country share their most embarrassing, jaw-dropping, and deeply poignant stories about life at death’s door. If there’s one thing undertakers know, it’s that death drives people crazy. These are the best “bodies of work” from America’s darkest profession. 234 pages. Citadel. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

2939033 I WAS THAT MASKED MAN. By Clayton Moore with N. Thompson. Clayton Moore, the man behind the mask, takes his fans back to the thrilling days of yesteryear as he shares his real life adventure of becoming an American icon. This is Moore’s personal memoir told with candor and sincerity, the engaging story of the life he strove to live according to the ideals he represented to millions of Americans. 32 pages of photos. 266 pages. Taylor. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $11.95

2957725 LIFE IN THE FAR WEST: A True Account of Travels Across America’s Wilderness. By J. P. Egan. This classic account first published in 1849. Describes the true adventures of George Frederick Ruxton as he forges a path through the untamed wilderness of young America and records the relationship between the U.S. Army and the Comanche Indians and the incredible lifestyles of the Colorado mountain men. 312 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $12.95

2998779 MY LOVE STORY. By Tina Turner et al. In this eye-opening and compelling memoir, Turner sets the record straight about her illustrious career and complicated personal life. This is an explosive and inspiring story of a woman who dared to break any barriers put in her way, emphatically showcases her signature blend of grit, energy, heart and soul, and includes a generous collection of photos, some color. 260 pages. Atlantic. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95

3782581 CATCH ME IF YOU CAN: The True Story of a Real Fake. By Frank W. Abagnale with S. Redding. Abagnale shares his life as one of history’s most daring con men, forgers, and escape artists. In his notorious life of crime, he co-piloted a Pan Am jet, masqueraded as the supervising resident of a hospital, produced a fake driver’s license, and became a teenager getting his first taste of life and death in 1960s New York City. Fueled by adrenaline and Sabrétt’s hot dogs, young Mike McGaha flies his days away, heads for a chaotic emergency, to another as an “ambulance attendant,” getting an indelible education in the impermanence of life and the cruelty of chance. 291 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00. $4.95

2889889 FLAT BROKE WITH TWO GOATS: A Memoir. By Jennifer McGaha. When McGaha discovered that she and her husband owed back taxes—a lot of back taxes—her world changed. Desperate to save money, they focused on their beloved beloved small herd of goats and turned their family to 100 year old cabin in North Carolina. What started as a last ditch effort to settle debts became a journey that revealed the joys and challenges of living close to the land. 356 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95

692418 ALONE: Lost Overboard in the Indian Ocean. By Brett Archibald. Suffering from severe food poisoning while on an excursion of the Mentawai Islands of Indonesia, Archibald learned of his family’s death and their now blacked out. When he came to, he was alone in the raging sea, helpless as his boat sailed away. This is the remarkable story of what came next, as the author battled the elements, creatures, and his own demons to survive. 357 pages. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $8.95

2964131 BLACK KLANSMAN: A Memoir. By Ron Stallworth. When Ron Stallworth, the first black detective of the Colorado Springs Police Department, comes across a classified ad in the local newspaper for the Ku Klux Klan, he responds with interest, using his real name while posing as a white man. That decision launches an incredible undercover investigation of the Klan. 209 pages. Flatiron. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

3796736 CONFESSIONS OF A FUNERAL DIRECTOR. By Caleb Wilde. Wilde planned to get as far away from the family business as possible. He wanted to make a difference in this world. He didn’t realize that all of the people he worked with were dead. Slowly, he discovered that caring for the deceased and their loved ones was making a difference in his own life. Through his stories, offering a new perspective on living and dying, 193 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $25.99. $4.95

292960X A BOY WITHOUT HOPE. By Casey Watson. Just five years old, Will Miller was found naked and alone playing on a live railway line. Seven years later after a turbulent stretch with various foster parents, he comes to Casey Watson. Casey is determined to help him overcome his demons and show him the love and hope he deserves. But how far will he go to save him? 296 pages. HarperElement. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

3719660 SOME SUNNY DAY: My Autobiography. By Dame Vera Lynn. It wasn’t until WWII that Dame Vera Lynn’s radio show connected with the American men fighting for their country and those left behind praying for their loved ones. This remarkable autobiography is a vivid portrait of Britain at war and a unique story of one woman’s journey to fame. 416 pages of photos. 311 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $6.95

2949245 LIVE LONG AND...: What I Learned Along the Way. By William Shatner with D. Fisher. A brief health check came: “Mr. Shatner should take stock.” After mulling over the lessons he’s learned, the places he’s been, and all the miracles and strange occurrences he’s witnessed over the course of an enduring career in Hollywood, he arrived at one simple rule for living: Don’t lie. 214 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99. $7.95

3787292 THE HARD WAY OUT: My Life with the Hells Angels and Why I Turned Away. By Mike McGaha. McGaha tells the story of how he turned his life around and became a teenager getting his first taste of life and death in 1960s New York City. Fueled by adrenaline and Sabrétt’s hot dogs, young Mike McGaha flies his days away, heads for a chaotic emergency, to another as an “ambulance attendant,” getting an indelible education in the impermanence of life and the cruelty of chance. 291 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00. $4.95

2984157 SOME SUNNY DAY: My Autobiography. By Dame Vera Lynn. It wasn’t until WWII that Dame Vera Lynn’s radio show connected with the American men fighting for their country and those left behind praying for their loved ones. This remarkable autobiography is a vivid portrait of Britain at war and a unique story of one woman’s journey to fame. 416 pages of photos. 311 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $6.95

2889889 FLAT BROKE WITH TWO GOATS: A Memoir. By Jennifer McGaha. When McGaha discovered that she and her husband owed back taxes—a lot of back taxes—her world changed. Desperate to save money, they focused on their beloved beloved small herd of goats and turned their family to 100 year old cabin in North Carolina. What started as a last ditch effort to settle debts became a journey that revealed the joys and challenges of living close to the land. 356 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95
**Autobiography**

- **2835533 BECOMING.** By Michelle Obama. Narrating with grace, good humor, and uncommon candor Michelle Obama provides a vivid account of her youth, college years, career and the early years of her marriage to Barack. She provides a vivid behind the scenes look at her family's history-making launch into the global limelight as well as their life inside the White House. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 426 pages. Crown. Pub. at $32.50 $24.95

- **375331X INSIDE OUT: A Memoir.** By Debra Moisan. In this deeply personal and reflective memoir, Debi pulls back the curtain and writes, freely about her career and personal life, laying bare her tumultuous relationship with her mother, her marriage, and her struggle to find a comfortable job with the Department of Defense to swear allegiance to the nation’s most notorious biker gang—and how he risked everything to get to the top. 257 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**8611805 THE JOURNEYS OF CASANOVA.** By Giacomo Casanova. On Casanova’s tireless jaunts through eighteenth century Europe, he not only encountered the beautiful and erotic but also powerful figures and artists of his time. This large format illustrated volume follows his footsteps and coups from his memoirs with magnificent early photographs and colorful illustrations. Halat Cantz. 13”x19”. Pub. at $150.00 $29.95

**Royalty**

- **3789233 DIANA: Caze Solved.** By Dylan Howard with C. McLaren. The fatal accident that killed the princess is finally revealed. The authors uncover the real truth behind the enigma of the Los Angeles counterculture and how Manson worked to turn himself into some kind of star. Melnick sets out to do anything to keep secret the murderer's identity. From the day of the murders to the present, these people are on the inside. 224 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $24.99 $18.99

- **6939163 BRITAIN’S ROYAL FAMILIES: The Complete Genealogy.** By Alison Weir. This unique reference provides complete genealogical details of all members of the royal houses of England, Scotland and Great Britain from 800 AD to the present. Included is the vital biographical information relating not only to each monarch, but also to every member of their immediate family. 392 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

- **2864924 QUEEN VICTORIA’S MATCHMAKING: The Royal Marriages That Shaped Europe.** By Deborah Cadbury. Presents a captivating exploration of the role in which Queen Victoria exerted the most international power and influence: as a matchmaking queen. 264 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**Crime & Criminals**

- **5953501 THE MURDER OF MARILYN MONROE: Case Closed.** By J. Margolis & R. Beautiful. A detailed look at the story of the Monroe family and the many years of speculation and misguided assertions by actually naming the screen goddess’s killer. Implicating none other than Bobby Kennedy in the murder, and using eyewitness testimony to describe exactly what took place on that fateful day. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 351 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

- **6881785 EVIL EYES.** By Corey Mitchell. Experts theorized that Watts may have slain more than Ted Bundy, Jeffrey Dahmer and John Wayne Gacy combined! Mitchell takes us inside the twisted mind of “The Sunday Morning Slasher” and tells the chilling story of how he successfully climbed the deadly combat ladder, using his photographic evidence to keep one step ahead of his foes. 444 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

- **2857006 I WILL FIND YOU: Solving Killer Cases From My Life Fighting Crime.** By Joe Kenda. This is the book filled with cases that are so gruesome to air on television and the cases that still haunt him today. 271 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

- **3719996 I WILL FIND YOU: Solving Killer Cases From My Life Fighting Crime.** By Kenda. Detective Kenda investigated 387 murder cases during his 23 years with the Colorado Springs Police Department and solved almost all of them. Here, he details some of the cases that are too gruesome to air on television and the cases that still haunt him today. 271 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $13.99 $6.95

- **9996088 DON’T TELL A SOUL.** By William Phillips. Cherry Walker loved babysitting for her neighbor’s little boy. But when she was asked to testify against his abusive mother in court, she never got the chance. Her burnt body was found in the nearby river—the author’s latest updates on the killer, her accomplices, and others involved in this case. 336 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

- **3688793 THE MANSON WOMEN AND ME: Monsters, Morality, and Murder.** By Nikki Meredith. Meredith began visiting Leslie Van Houten and Patricia Krenwinkel in prison to discover how they changed during their incarceration. The more she got to know them, the more she was lured into a deeper dilemma—What compels “normal” people to commit murder? Through their eyes, Meredith takes readers on a dark journey into the very heart of evil. Photos. 351 pages. Citadel. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

- **3762084 THE EVERYTHING MAFIA BOOK, 2ND EDITION.** By Scott M. Deitche. Takes you behind the scenes that brought you beyond fiction and tabloid to relate true life accounts of all the major players in the American Mafia. From Al Capone to Scarface and many others involved in this case. 433 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $24.99 $16.99

- **2956568 CREEPY CRAWLING: Charles Manson and the Many Lives of America’s Most Infamous Family.** By Jeffrey Melnick. Explore how the Family wasn’t so much outsiders as emblematic of the Los Angeles counterculture and how Manson worked to turn himself into some kind of star. Melnick sets out to answer the question: What is it about Charles Manson and the Family that captivates us still? 419 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $24.99 $16.99

- **9957816 LEER CLOWN: The John Gacy Murders.** By Terry Sullivan with P. Malken. Reconstructing the investigation from records of violence in Gacy’s past, to the gruesome discovery of 29 corpses of abused boys in Gacy’s crawlspace and four other found buried on his property—the author’s shocking eyewitness account takes you where few true crime books ever go: inside the heart of a serial murder investigation and trial. Photos. 419 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $24.99 $16.99

- **2948664 THE ONE PERCENT CODE: How to Be an Outlaw in a World Gone Soft.** By Dave Nichols. Nichols brings readers inside the world of outlaw motorcycle clubs, revealing what it means to span the line between the law and a lifestyle. He reveals the codes they live by and what defines family and community as a “One Percenter” West illus. 256 pages. Motorbooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

- **3789053 THE MAFIA: The Complete Story.** By Al Ciommo et al. The deeds of ruthless hoodlums and criminal masterminds such as Al Capone, Toto Riina, and John Gotti have since become legendary. Many have already embellished the personalities, the brutal exploits, and the fascinating culture of the world’s most powerful criminal organization. Photos. 464 pages. Arcutus. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95
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**297813X BLOOD FRENZY.** By Robert Scott. Justice finally caught up to David Gerard. Tortured by the disbelief and skepticism of the law and his long list of victims, Gerard was finally convicted. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99. $3.95


**5813488 ANNE PERRY AND THE MURDER OF THE CENTURY.** By Peter Graham. In 1954, teenage friends Juliet Hulme (better known as mystery writer Anne Perry) and Pauline Parker went for a walk. A New Zealand park with Pauline’s mother. Half an hour later, the girls returned alone. Here is a brilliant account of murder and the sensational trial that returned a death sentence for one of the world’s greatest unsolved mysteries. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**3780708 CHAMBERS OF HORROR: Monstrous Crimes of the Modern Age.** By John Malone. A study of the warped thinking that went into the world’s most macabre crimes, as well as a clinical examination of the purpose-built rooms, hidden spaces, and soundproof dungeons prepared for victims by evil criminals. Illo, 304 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95


**287548X CHILD’S PREY.** By Jon Bellini. At 8 A.M. on Wednesday, October 1, 1997, nerdy, overweight outlook Luke Woodham, 16, entered his Pearl, Mississippi high school to set off a bomb. Luke Woodham admitted that he had been the assassin, but behind his horrifying act lay the shadowy hand of a twisted mastermind, Grant Boyette, who used a fantasy role-playing game to program six high school students with hate. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

**3767204 BOSTON MOB.** By Marc Soglin. From the bars and alleyways of Somerville to the halls of Congress in Washington, DC, from the streets of Boston to the halls of Congress in Washington, DC, this riveting account of the world’s bloodiest years. Photos. 308 pages. Twelve. Paperbound. Page price $4.95

**3710475 THE TRIAL OF LIZZIE BORDEN.** By Cara Robertson. The popular fascination with the Borden murder and its central character has endured for more than a hundred years. This definitive book account of the famous murder case offers a window into America in the Gilded Age, showcasing its most deeply held convictions and its most troubling social anxieties. Illus. 375 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.00. $9.95

**3796639 GOSNELL: The Untold Story of America’s Most Prolific Serial Killer.** By A. McElhenny & P. McAlister. Inside his filthy Women’s Medical Society Clinic, Dr. Gosnell was caring for infants, butchering women, and making a macabre collection of severed babies’ feet. Only when undercover detective Jim Wood called for M-discovery of the Pacific Northwest, Gosnell was caught in a sordid plot offering a fascinating insight into forces that tie deep within the human psyche. Photos. 302 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $8.95

**3780856 A HISTORY OF CANNIBALISM: From Ancient Cultures to Survival Stories and Modern Psychopaths.** By Nathan Constantine. From ancient cannibalism to the modern-day cannibal, this is a histories of over 9 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $12.95

**5998492 A KILLING IN AMISH COUNTRY: Sex, Betrayal, and a Cold-Blooded Murder.** By Shanna Hogan. The story behind the 2009 death of Amish wife and mother Barbara Weaver, found murdered in her own bed. Detectives focused on her husband, Elisha Weaver, and one of his Amish neighbors. The case marked only the third time an Amish man was suspected of killing his wife in over 200 years of American history, and the investigation raises many questions. Photos. 290 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. $6.95

**6874685 H. H. HOLMES: The True History of the White City Devil.** By Adam Selzer. A devilish story of Chicago. In the golden age of organized crime, the 1990s, Chicago was the world. H.H. Holmes is the most notorious serial killer, whose diabolical killing spree during the 1883 World’s Fair in Chicago made him one of our most famous serial killers. Photos. 358 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. $9.95

**5948698 WHO KILLED BOB CRANE? The First Rule Hook. The original murder of actor and American icon Bob Crane remains one of the most high-profile unsolved celebrity murders of all time. In an unprecedented investigation, the First Rule Hook reveals the original evidence in the murder of actor and America’s first C.I.A.=$12.95

**295927X RUNNING WITH THE DEVIL: The True Story of the ATF’s Infiltration of the Hells Angels.** By Kerrie Droban. With unique access to confidential information, the author takes us on a perilous ride with the ATF as they infiltrate the infamous Hells Angels in a sting we call--code-named Operation Black Biscuit, which led to the shooting 300 busts in which agents arrested 50 people and seizing 65 guns, 30,000 rounds of ammunition, and an arsenal of explosives which included grenades and napalm. 215 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

**6786359 400 THINGS COPS KNOW: Street-Smart Lessons from a Veteran Police Officer.** By Adam Plantinga. The author takes the reader into the life of the law enforcement profession. Paperback. Page price $9.95

**3261402 DENIAL OF JUSTICE: Dorothy Kilgallen, Abuse of Power, and the Most Compelling JFK Assassination Investigation in History.** By Mark Shaw. The author continues the mystery of why, how, and by whom celebrated evening TV star and media icon Dorothy Kilgallen was murdered in 1965. Packed with fresh facts pointing to the one man responsible for her death, this account exposes the truth once buried by more than five decades of government denial. Paperback. Page price $9.95

**2988533 THE MOST DANGEROUS MAN IN AMERICA: Timothy Leary, Richard Nixon and the Secretive King of LSD.** By B. Minutaglio & S.L. Davis. Based on freshly uncovered primary sources and new firsthand interviews, this is an American thriller that reads like a lifetime. Paperback. Page price $19.95

**3752763 THE EDUCA TION OF A CORONER: Lessons in Investigating Death.** By John Hook. The 1990s murder of actor and American icon Bob Crane remains one of the most high-profile unsolved celebrity murders of all time. In an unprecedented investigation, the author takes us on a perilous ride with the ATF as they infiltrate the infamous Hells Angels in a sting we call--code-named Operation Black Biscuit, which led to the shooting 300 busts in which agents arrested 50 people and seizing 65 guns, 30,000 rounds of ammunition, and an arsenal of explosives which included grenades and napalm. 215 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

**3707563 CARMINE THE SNAKE: Carmine Persico and His Murderous Mafia Empire.** By Shanna Hogan. In the golden age of organized crime, Carmine “The Snake” Persico was the King of the Streets. He is suspected of personally murdering as many as 60 people. Many of his hits of his lifetime. Sentenced to 139 years in the federal prison, he continued to exert power over a vast criminal empire from behind bars. 16 pages of photos. 293 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95

**2995700 THE EDUCATION OF A CORONER: Lessons in Investigating Death.** By John Hook. The 1990s murder of actor and American icon Bob Crane remains one of the most high-profile unsolved celebrity murders of all time. In an unprecedented investigation, the author takes us on a perilous ride with the ATF as they infiltrate the infamous Hells Angels in a sting we call--code-named Operation Black Biscuit, which led to the shooting 300 busts in which agents arrested 50 people and seizing 65 guns, 30,000 rounds of ammunition, and an arsenal of explosives which included grenades and napalm. 215 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

**295927X RUNNING WITH THE DEVIL: The True Story of the ATF’s Infiltration of the Hells Angels.** By Kerrie Droban. With unique access to confidential information, the author takes us on a perilous ride with the ATF as they infiltrate the infamous Hells Angels in a sting we call--code-named Operation Black Biscuit, which led to the shooting 300 busts in which agents arrested 50 people and seizing 65 guns, 30,000 rounds of ammunition, and an arsenal of explosives which included grenades and napalm. 215 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

**6786359 400 THINGS COPS KNOW: Street-Smart Lessons from a Veteran Police Officer.** By Adam Plantinga. The author takes the reader into the life of the law enforcement profession. Paperback. Page price $9.95

**3261402 DENIAL OF JUSTICE: Dorothy Kilgallen, Abuse of Power, and the Most Compelling JFK Assassination Investigation in History.** By Mark Shaw. The author continues the mystery of why, how, and by whom celebrated evening TV star and media icon Dorothy Kilgallen was murdered in 1965. Packed with fresh facts pointing to the one man responsible for her death, this account exposes the truth once buried by more than five decades of government denial. Paperback. Page price $9.95

**2988533 THE MOST DANGEROUS MAN IN AMERICA: Timothy Leary, Richard Nixon and the Secretive King of LSD.** By B. Minutaglio & S.L. Davis. Based on freshly uncovered primary sources and new firsthand interviews, this is an American thriller that reads like a lifetime. Paperback. Page price $19.95

**3752763 CARMINE THE SNAKE: Carmine Persico and His Murderous Mafia Empire.** By Shanna Hogan. In the golden age of organized crime, Carmine “The Snake” Persico was the King of the Streets. He is suspected of personally murdering as many as 60 people. Many of his hits of his lifetime. Sentenced to 139 years in the federal prison, he continued to exert power over a vast criminal empire from behind bars. 16 pages of photos. 293 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95
376655 OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE: How the Deep State Risked National Security to Protect the Democratic Machine. By Luke Rosiak. The author with tensacious investigative reporting began ferreting out the truth and found himself face to face with the Jessica cut the car with the Democrats manipulated the Department of Justice, the media, and the Republican leadership to cover up Washington’s greatest unreported scandal. 511 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

377883 KUSHERN, INC.: Feud, Fraud, Corruption. By Vicky Hume. Digging deep beneath the myth that Jared Kushner and Ivanka Trump have created, Ward reveals the couple are not just the president’s closest friends and advisors, but also the disdainers of rules, laws, and ethics. In this searing work she unveils the couple’s self-serving transnational motivations that have propelled them into the highest echelons of our government. 298 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

2912775 DEATH OF A NATION: Plantation Politics and the Making of the Democratic Party. By Dinesh D’Souza. Offers a bracing alternative to the history of one, that explains the dark and problematic past of the Democratic Party, and exposes the hidden truth that racism today, as in the past, comes not from the conservative right but rather from Democrats and the Left. SHOPWORN. 318 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $8.95

6879357 HILLARY’S AMERICA: The Secret History of the Democratic Party. By Dinesh D’Souza. Reveals the sorid truth about Hillary and the secret history of the Democratic Party, and presents what the author believes is America’s only hope—the resurgence of the Republican Party. The party of civil rights, economic opportunity, and freedom; the party that truly has the opportunity to not only save America, but make it great again. 16 pages of photos. Regnery. Pub. at $29.99 $4.95

2926620 EVERYTHING TRUMP TOUCHES DIES: A Republican Strategist’s Guide to Winning the Worst President Ever. By Rick Wilson. Political campaign strategist, ad maker, columnist, and commentator Wilson brings his dark humor and sardonic wit to confront the absurdity of American politics in the Age of Trump. Wilson exposes the damage Trump has done to the country and to the Republican Party he has served for decades. 294 pages. Free Press. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

2907999 THE GREAT DIS TROYER: How Obama’s War on the Republic. By David Limbaugh. In irrefutable detail, Limbaugh, like a prosecuting attorney, makes his case that the Obama administration is a real and present danger to America. He unveils the lies behind the administration’s rhetoric and shows how Obama has been a one-man wrecking ball. 503 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.95 $4.95

6875033 NO GO ZONES: How Sharia Law Is Coming to a Neighborhood Near You. By Paul B. Russell. As the compelling reporting, Kassam, takes you into Islamic areas you might not even know existed, you discover how anti-American ideas which in the front and centers of the documents presented here: the CIA’s guide to assassination, foreign terrorist attacks planned by the U.S., and much more. 302 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

3751899 IT’S EVEN WORSE THAN YOU THINK, REVISED: What the Trump Administration Is Doing to America. By David Cay Johnston. Since he was elected, Donald Trump has diminished the presidency and taken the country backward. He has enriched himself and his family, but has betrayed and undermined the American government into a kleptocracy. Meanwhile, nests of political termites work at destroying the government from within. Johnston is here to tell you how it’s even worse than you think. 332 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $6.95

3714847 IT’S EVEN WORSE THAN I THINK, WITH TRUMP Administration Is Doing to America. By David Cay Johnston. No journalist knows Donald Trump better than Johnston who has been following him since 1988, and in this detailed commentary he goes inside the administration to show how the federal government and the lives of all Americans are being undermined by this new administration. 306 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

305795X TRUMP IS F*CKING CRAZY: (This Is Not a Joke). By Keith Olbermann. A collection of Oibermann’s most outrageous statements, where he weighs in on the most outrageous, sal면y-quessing moments of the Trump campaign and administration—from the late-night tweets and public appearances. 402 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

5571324 63 DOCUMENTS THE GOVERNMENT D DOESN’T WANT YOU TO READ. By Daniel P. Quinn. This same officials who are panic-stricken about the Wikileaks’ revelations—‘leaks’ of information every citizen in a democracy should have access to—announced the front and centers of the documents presented here: the CIA’s guide to assassination, foreign terrorist attacks planned by the U.S., and much more. 302 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

3748766 AMERICAN EXCEPTIONALISM AND AMERICAN INNOCENCE. By R. Sirvent & D. Haiphong. The authors examine the inconvenient truths, or fake news, we’ve told that lead us to think that the U.S. is a timeless democracy, regardless of slavery, the genocide of indigenous people, and the more than a century’s worth of imperialist war that the U.S. has brought on the planet. 322 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $8.96
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3788539 THE WATCHDOGS DIDN’T BARK: The CIA, NSA, and the Crimes of the War on Terror. By J. D. Smith. Taking readers on a character-driven account of the causes of 9/11 and how the lessons of the attacks were cynically inverted to empower surveillance agencies, kidnapping, immorality, torture, and, more, the authors raise an alarm that is more pertinent today than ever before. 301 pages. Hot Books. Pub. at $25.99 $5.95

379136X THE PLOT TO ATTACK IRAN: How the CIA and the Deep State Have Conspired to Malign Iran. By John Kovalik. Using recently declassified documents and memoirs as well as firsthand experience of the country, Kovalik will change the way you think about Iran and how you think U.S. interference there. Not only does this illuminating work delve into the current situation, but it also predicts what could happen next. 195 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $4.95

3850219 THE PLOT TO DESTROY POMPEO: How the Deviant Record of Mike Pompeo Endangered America. By Bill Arkin. Exposes the effort orchestrated by anti-Trump forces in the Deep State that begins with memoirs written by former MI6 agent Christopher Steele for Fusion GPS, an intelligence firm, and from there the trail opens up spreading its reach throughout Washington: the FBI, the DOJ, and the CIA. 170 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

783835 WITCH HUNT: The Story of the Failed Delusion in American Political History. By Gregg Jarrett. Factual, highly persuasive, and damning, this must-read expose makes clear that not only was there no collusion, but that the Trump administration was not even a basis for Mueller’s investigation of the charge that has besieged Trump and his administration for more than two years. It has always been a witch hunt. 516 pages. Broadside. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

3844536 THE RUSSIAN HOAX: The Illicit Scheme to Clear Hillary Clinton and Frame Donald Trump. By Gregg Jarrett. Details how on July 5, 2016, as James Comey announced the feds had cleared the Hillary, there was furtively meeting with the author of the fictitious Steele dossier for Fusion GPS, the former MI6 agent Christopher Steele for Fusion GPS, an intelligence firm, and from there the trail opens up spreading its reach throughout Washington: the FBI, the DOJ, and the CIA. 384 pages. Broadside. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

6872268 9 PRESIDENTS WHO SCREWED UP AMERICA: And Four Who Tried to Save It. By Thomas J. Winter. A sweeping analysis of twelve American presidents, the first seven are presidents whose policies and agendas have grown beyond imagination even as the term of their presidency was still fresh. The last five are presidents who run America now barely interact with it. They fly on their own planes, ski on their own mountains, and have contempt for the American public. 244 pages. Free Press. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

29760X UNMASKED: Big Media’s War Against Trump. By L.B. Bozell III & T. Graham. In this fascinating examination of the media’s war on Donald Trump, Bozell and Graham explore the organized and radicalized “news” media as a direct threat to democracy with their unethical attempts to manipulate public opinion. They also reveal what stories in the “news” media have been exposed as pure fabricated lies and who was behind them. 326 pages. Humanix Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

3795764 INSIDE TRUMP’S WHITE HOUSE: The Real Story of His Presidency. By Doug Wead. Here is a history of the Trump White House told by the President and his staff and family talking openly, honestly, and on the record, and the record is outstanding. The author offers a sweeping, eloquent history of President Trump’s first years in office, covering everything from election night to the news of today. 16 pages of color photos. 439 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

28036X SPYGATE: The Attempted Sabotage of Donald J. Trump. By Ben Donegan. This secret agent delivers a first-hand look at how Barack Obama, Clinton, British intelligence, and Ukraine employed manipulations, setups, and abuse of power to sabotage the Trump campaign. They failed—but Donegan shows how the efforts to sabotage America’s political system and shatter trust in civil society. 259 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

37912X THE IMMORAL MAJORITY: Why Evangelicals Chose Political Power over Christian Values. By Ben Ferebee. Here’s the intellectual dishonesty and manipulative rhetoric of evangelical leaders who use to convince Christians to toe the political line. Ferebee’s already made his case to an audience through his book, why the history of the Christian right as well as the events of the last three decades that have led to the current state of the conservative movement at large. 265 pages. Broadside. Pub. at $26.99 $18.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/303
studiously crafted illusion, involving the institutions on which our nation depends for objective policing. 453 pages. Encounter Books. Pub. at $35.99

392 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00  

2908085 \ THE CASE FOR TRUMP. By Victor Davis Hanson. The author explains how the celebrity businessman or military experience triumphed over sixteen well qualified Republican rivals, a Democrat with a billion dollar war chest, and a hostile media and Washington establishment to become president of the United States, and an extremely successful president.

329.95

3711765 \ CALL OF CONVERSION: The Plot to Rig an Election and Destroy a President. By Andrew C. McCarthy. McCarthy argues that the real collusion in the 2016 election was not between the Trump campaign and the Kremlin. It was between the Clinton campaign and the media-Democrat “conversion narrative,” which paints Donald Trump as cat’s paw of Russia, is a fabrication used to destroy a President.

329.95

426737X \ DIFFICULT PERSONALITIES: A Practical Guide to Managing the Hateful Behavior of Others (and Maybe Your Own). By H. McGrath & H. Edwards. Taking the American Psychiatric Association’s widely used Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders as its starting point, this guide helpfully outlines over a dozen different personality traits and types, detailing their common underlying motivations. It also helps equip readers with numerous strategies for dealing with difficult behaviors. 285 pages. The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  

10.95

4403754 \ THE SCIENCE OF EVIL: On Empathy and the Origins of Cruelty. By Simon Baron-Cohen. Borderline Personality Disorder, Psychopathy, Narcissism, Autism. The people who exhibit these have one thing in common: a lack of empathy. The author’s investigation of autism for decades has yielded a new brain-based theory of human cruelty, examining not only the biological but also the social and environmental factors that can erode empathy. 256 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

11.95

3791904 \ A DARK NIGHT IN AURORA: Inside James Holmes and the Colorado Movie Shooting. By Marcia Stewart. A distinguished forensic psychologist, was allowed to record extensive interviews with James Holmes, who entered a theater in Aurora, Colorado, on July 20, 2012, and killed 12 people and wounded 58 wounded. A gripping study of abnormal psychology and how a lovely boy named Jimmy became a mass murderer. Color photos. 272 pages.

379.95

3739023 \ NO SELF, NO PROBLEM: How a Brain-Based Theory of Psychology Can Reconcile Buddhists and Materialists. By Tye Tuckett. How after decades of research on the brain, Western science may have inadvertently confirmed a fundamental tenet of Buddhist psychiatry: “There is no self.” This incredible thesis has significant and wide-ranging implications in psychology, philosophy, religion, and personal growth. 164 pages. Heropan. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

12.95


3794537 \ AN INTRODUCTION TO CHINESE PHILOSOPHY. SECOND EDITION. By Karla Lai. Drawing on the key classical texts as well as up to date scholarship, the discussions range across ethics, metaphysics, and epistemology, while also bringing out distinctive elements in Chinese philosophy. Skillful and accessible, this book fills the gaps in these disciplinary divisions, challenging some prevailing assumptions of western philosophy.


14.95

548158X \ THE BOOK OF ENOCH. R.H. Charles provides the definitive translation of one of the most cryptic works still in existence. Often described as “the lost book” of the Bible, it seems to have been written in Palestine by several different authors in succeeding centuries. Charles’ translation makes it seem less as a lost remnant of the Apocalypse 154 pages. Dover. 

14.95

3727211 \ TEST YOUR BIBLE KNOWLEDGE: 1,206 Questions to Assess Your Understanding of Scripture. By Wilson Casey. A fun and informative way to see how well you know the Good Book. These quizzes cover the entire scriptures, are designed especially based on the King James Version. Answers are provided for each quiz along with chapter and for further study and clarification. Illus. 226 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

6.95

3796647 \ JESUS IS RISEN: Paul and the Early Church. By David Limbaugh. Peple with deep insights into the actions, arguments, and challenges of the world’s first Christian communities, this book is an affirming reference for Christians at all stages of their faith walk. Limbaugh’s passion for the Bible is unmistakable and infectious throughout these 418 pages. Regnery. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99  

9.95

674798 \ THE LOST GOSPEL: Decoding the Ancient Text That Reveals Jesus’ Marriage to Mary the Magdalene. By S. Jacobovici & B. Wilson. Authors Jacobovici and Wilson present a compelling and well-researched case for the existence of a unique document—which tells the inside story of Jesus’ social, family, and political life—alongside the Dead Sea Scrolls and Gnostic writings as a pillar of our evolving understanding of the historical Jesus. 16 pages of color photos. 444 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

9.95

2706202 \ AWAKEN YOUR THIRD EYE: How Accessing Your Sixth Sense Can Help You Find Knowledge, Illumination, and Inner Peace. Beyond the sight, taste, smell, touch, and hearing, there is a sixth sense: an inner eye that can open the gateway to subtler realms of existence. By Dzogchen’s methods, you will learn how to develop this supersensory perception and use it to gain a deeper understanding of the universe and yourself. 196 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

11.95

3787620 \ THE GIFTS OF THE JEWS: How a Tribe of Desert Nomads Changed the Way Everyone Thinks and Feels. By Thomas Cahill. Trace our Western cultural heritage back to the religious ideas and feelings of ancient Israel, and narrates the remarkable transformation of the insights and humor, bringing to life such powerful biblical personalities as Abraham and Sarah, Moses, Isaiah, and Ruth. 292 pages. Anchor.

14.95


disciplinary divisions, challenging some Chinese philosophy that fall between the gaps in prevailing assumptions of western philosophy.
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**7614195** THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS BIBLE: The Oldest Known Bible Translated for the First Time into English. By Martin Abegg, Jr. et al. Over a thousand years older than any previously discovered biblical manuscripts, the scrolls confirm that the text of the Old Testament is largely correct, yet reveals previously unknown details about the lives of biblical figures, restores lost psalms, and more. 649 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99 $14.95

**2867890** DECEPTIONS AND MYTHS OF THE BIBLE. By Lloyd Grafstein. This revolutionary approach to the Bible offers unique insights and is an essential guide for every seeker. 192 pages. Footprint. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95


**3714443** MIRACLES FROM HEAVEN: A Little Girl and Her Amazing Story of Healing. By P. T. Forsythe. The author’s provide’s ways to use biblical responses and logic to refute and evangelize groups such as the Jehovah’s Witnesses when they come recruiting at your door. You are given new witnessing techniques that challenge the beliefs of Jehovah’s Witnesses and Mormons, versus demonstrating Jesus is the true God, and much more. 247 pages. Morgan James. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**DVD 20000 LEONI: The Widescreeen. Historical documents and dramatic re-enactments return viewers to the dusty world of first-century Judea and the ancient times of Jesus, Mary, and the Apostles in this astonishing saga. Three riveting programs tell the stories of Mary Magdalene, Peter, and the Crucifixion. English SDH, 147 minutes. BBC. $3.95

**6805524** CULT SHOCK: The Book Jehovah’s Witnesses & Mormons Don’t Want You to Read. By Steiger Jr. & Sr. The author’s provide’s ways to use biblical responses and logic to refute and evangelize groups such as the Jehovah’s Witnesses when they come recruiting at your door. You are given new witnessing techniques that challenge the beliefs of Jehovah’s Witnesses and Mormons, versus demonstrating Jesus is the true God, and much more. 247 pages. Morgan James. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


**2827409** JESUS AND THE END TIMES. By Ron Rhodes. A Biblical scholar offers an in-depth look at what we know to be certain about the last days, based on key teachings directly from Jesus. 287 pages. Harvest. Pub. at $19.98 $13.95

**7372005** THE TRIUMPH OF CHRISTIANITY: How a Forbidden Religion Swept the World. By Bart D. Ehrman. A bestselling author’s access to recent discoveries of early Christianity provides a rigorous researched investigation into an answer to the question of how a religion, whose first believers were twenty or so illiterate day laborers, became the dominant religion of the West. Ehrman upends the way we think about the single most important cultural transformation our world has ever seen. 335 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.55

**3713202** THE RISE AND FALL OF THE CHRISTIAN MYTH: Restoring Our Democratic Ideals. By Joel F. Shinar. This timely and urgent call to action is the account of a challenge the Church could not have been more hierarchical and ritualistic. He boldly reached a “wayward” way of directly experiencing the divine. Illus. 361 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

**5962692** A STUDENT’S VERSUS FOR BIBLICAL HEBREW AND ARAMAIC. By Larry A. Mitchell. A practical, developmental approach to reading and understanding the Hebrew Bible. Includes complete grammatical indexes of all the Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic terms, making it more user friendly. 125 pages. Zondervan. At $16.99 $12.95

**3752054** THE POPE: Francis, Benedict, and the Decision That Shook the World. By Anthony McCarten. Why did Benedict walk away at the height of his power, knowing his successor might undo his legacy? How did Francis become pope? The author’s insider’s guide to answering these questions, and to thinking for yourself. 354 pages. Random. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

**6975692** THE GOD DELUSION. By Richard Dawkins. A preeminent scientist and provocatively asserts the irrationality of belief in God and the grievous harm that religion has inflicted on society, from the Crusades to 9/11. He makes the case that God is a mythical being, just as dangerous and potentially deadly. 463 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**2982462** THE EXODUS: How It Happened and Why It Matters. By Richard Elliott Friedman. The author, a leading and prominent atheist, Dawkins asserts the most basic assumptions made by the world’s religions. Does God even exist? Which one? Is the Bible a “Good Book”? Is adhering to a religious necessity, or even likely? Does the Bible shape history? This provocative book is a must-read for the last 400 years. 282 pages, HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.55

**2975106** ALREADY HERE: A Doctor Discovers the Truth About Heaven. By Lao Galland. The author’s son, Christopher at age 22, and the direct visual evidence Christopher showed Galland that our souls do go on, and the companion who died and then came back, and the dimension, 125 pages. MTI. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**3639294** CRUCIBLE OF FAITH: The Ancient Roots of Our Modern Religious World. By Philip Jenkins. The author, one of America’s foremost scholars of religion, describes how the Judeo-Christian tradition we know today was born between 250-50 BCE during the Persian era. It was an era of political violence and social upheaval that ultimately gave birth to entirely new ideas about the soul. 303 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95


**3718638** CATHERINE OF SIENA: An Anthology. Ed. by Suzanne Noffke. Catherine of Siena, a woman born in the Tuscan city of Siena in 1347, the twenty-fourth of twenty-five children. She had no formal education and lived a mere thirty-three years. She tells the story of the power of her spirit that dramatically changed the doctor’s understanding of its meaning. 140 pages. Hay. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/303
2926660 SPLENDOR SOLIS: The World's Most Famous Alchemical Manuscript. By Ebenzer Sibley. This magnificent edition is a fitting showcase for the manuscript's 22 fabulous illustrations, rich in allegorical and mystical symbolism. The image reproduces the original German text, as well as enlightening commentary from three alchemists. 176 pages. Waltons. Pub. at $33.95 24.95

6494507 THE CLAVLS OR KEY TO THE MAGICK OF THE SUNKEN SHIPS. By Ebenzer Sibley. This beautiful reproduction of a handwritten notebook of Solomonic magical seals and instructions is brought to life with its complete contents. Gathering together 18th-century manuscripts compiled by Ebenzer Sibley, 19th-century magician Frederick Hockley directed a talented scribe and illustrator to execute a reputation. Illus. in color. 428 pages. Ibis. Pub. at $95.00 64.95

3632555 NECRONOMICON, FOURTH REVISED 31ST ANNIVERSARY EDITION. By H. P. Lovecraft. This book has never been out of print since its original publication in 1977. Here, the original designer of the “Simon Necronomicon” and the one who joined forces to present a new, deluxe edition of the most feared, most reviled, and most desired occult book of our time. Illus. 218 pages. Ibis. Pub. at $125.00 89.95

3799217 UNLOCKING THE PAST, RIDDLE: How Archaeology Rewriting Human History with Ancient DNA. By Martin Jones. Explains how the science of archaeology is rewriting human history: Working at the cutting edge of genetic and other molecular technologies, researchers have been probing the remains of human skeletons, sediments and fossilized plants, dinosaur bones and insects trapped in amber and their amazing discoveries are influencing the scientific debate of late. Maps. 338 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 6.95

3801977 PREHISTORIC LIFE: DK Eyewitness. Fullscreen. Prehistoric Life digs deep to unearth the first chapters of our planet’s incredible living history. Join us as we travel from the age of the dinosaurs to the story of human development. From the first hominids to modern Homo sapiens, and everything in between, this book leaves no stone unturned. 528 pages. DK. Pub. at $21.99 9.95

3783683 THE VIKINGS: A New History. By Neil Oliver. Drawing on the latest discoveries that have just come to light, Scottish archaeologist Neil Oliver goes on the trail of the real Vikings. Where did they come from? How did they really live? And what drove them to embark on such extraordinary voyages over 1,000 years ago? This is a unique look at an important era, packed with pages of color photos. 264 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 9.95

6956790 ALMOST HUMAN: The Astonishing Tale of Homo naledi and the Discovery That Changed Our Human Story. By Lee Ruggiero. In a gripping tale of science and exploration, the authors recount how they unearthed caves of fossils representing two all-new species on the African savannah. Their findings will help test what it means to be human. 32 pages of color photos. 240 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $26.00 7.95

5862051 INTO THE GREAT PYRAMID: Fullscreen. Experience the thrill of discovering the last and greatest of Egypt’s pyramids. See the Great Pyramid of Giza, the Sphinx, and the mysterious shaft, feel the anticipation as Egypt’s oldest intact sarcophagus is unveiled on camera for the first time, and more. CC. 90 minutes. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 7.95

2957242 AMERICA BEFORE: The Key to Earth’s Lost Civilization. By Graham Hancock. Was an advanced civilization lost to history in the global catastrophe that ended the last Ice Age? The author has made it his life’s work to find out and in this title, he does just that. Using archeological and DNA evidence to bring his quest to a stunning conclusion. Well illus., many in color. 592 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 21.95

2966735 ANCEINT TREASURES: The Discovery of Sunken Ships, Buried Vaults, and Other Lost-Golden Artifacts. By Brian Haughton. Lost hoards, looted archeological artifacts, and sunken treasures abound in this collection of true stories. Filled with the story of the New World plunder of Spanish treasure fleets, discover incredible fortunes that have been coveted by explorers and thieves for centuries. Illus. 237 pages. New Scorch. Pub. at $11.95 12.95

2875055 THE POPULAR HANDBOOK OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND THE BIBLE. By J.M. Holden & N. Geisler. Explore and explain the significance of recent and past discoveries: unlock the secrets of biblical manuscripts; examine more than 150 photos of the most important finds; and investigate a variety of discoveries—papyri, inscriptions, scrolls, ossuaries, and more, with this comprehensive guide. 417 pages. Harvest House. Pub. at $29.99 21.95

3653791 ARCHAEOLOGY FROM SPACE: How the Future Shapes Our Past. By Sarah Parcak. In this fascinating volume, Parcak shows the evolution, major discoveries, and future potential of the young field of satellite archaeology. Using multispectral resolution satellite imagery she has identified thousands of previously unknown settlements, roads, fortresses, palaces, tombs, and even potential pyramids. Color photos. 278 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00 21.95

2895633 KNOW-IT-ALL ANTHROPOLOGY: The 50 Most Important Ideas in Anthropology, Each Explained in Under a Minute. Ed. by Simon Undertown. Are we? What is it about our species that sets us apart from every other living creature? Explore humanity through 50 key biological and social topics, revealing how we have evolved from a single cell to a species that send rockets to Mars. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Wellfleet. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 4.95

6841889 THE INVASERS: How Humans and Their Dogs Drove Neanderthals to Extinction. By L. Berger & J. Hawks. In a gripping story, we examine the question of why modern humans, who made their way to Europe 45,000 years ago, survived while their closest relative known the Neanderthal, who already inhabited Europe, went extinct. Illus. 268 pages. Belknap. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 14.95


2866955 THE GENESIS OF SCIENCE: How the Christian Middle Ages Launched the Scientific Revolution. By James Hannam. If you were taught that the Middle Ages were a time of intellectual stagnation, superstition, and ignorance, you were taught a myth. Astronomy and astronomy are both stimulated by modern scholarship. Here, the physicist and science historian shows that while the so-called “barbaric” Middle Ages, modern science would simply not exist. 454 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.95 9.95
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2303595 WHAT REALLY HAPPENS WHEN YOU DIE? Cosmology, Time, and You. By Andrew McAuliffe. Using the science of cosmology, McAuliffe argues convincingly for the circularity of time and the resulting circularity of life and death. At the moment of our death, he suggests, we are reborn into precisely the same life we have just left. So, in a way, eternal life is the reality and death the fantasy. 192 pages. Sinus. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

3785219 SECRETS OF THE HUMAN BODY. By Chris van Tulleken et al. You may think you know the human body—lungs, brain and bones—but our bodies are full of extraordinary mysteries that science is only just beginning to understand. Get a tantalizing glimpse beneath our skin with this fascinating volume. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Firefly. 8¼x11.

3780642 WHY DO MEN HAVE NIPPLES? And Other Questions You'd Only Ask a Doctor After Your Third Martini. By M. Goodell. A definitive account of the coming war, why and how this will happen, and what it will all mean. Also deals with the latest in medical research, and how to make better decisions. Learn how to make yourself happier in a split second. Think the unthinkable? 275 pages. Ecox. Pub. at $27.99

2964627 THE WATER WILL COME: Rising Seas, Sinking Cities, and the Remaking of the Civilized World. By Jeff Goodell. A definitive account of the coming war, why and how this will happen, and what it will all mean. Also deals with the latest in medical research, and how to make better decisions. Learn how to make yourself happier in a split second. Think the unthinkable? 275 pages. Ecox. Pub. at $27.99

9821140 THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD Among the Primates. By Art Lee. A provocative and challenging text, this popular 196-page book, by Lawrence M. Krauss, makes it clear that the universe we experience isn’t designed for us—and that our existence is a result of evolution. Photos. 289 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95

2918374 THE GREAT UNKNOWN: Seven Journeys to the Frontiers of Science. By Marcus du Sautoy. One of the world’s most brilliant mathematicians takes you into the world’s greatest scientific mysteries. Illus. 450 pages. Viking. Pub. at $30.00

DVD 3720713 THE DEATH STAR. Widescreen. Unseen, unheard, mysterious explosions of unimaginable violence are ripping through the universe, so powerful they could literally shred our solar system to bits. Over the last few years astronomers have concluded that this force comes from the violent collapse of giant stars which destroy themselves before they’re even born.” English SDH. 50 minutes. BBC.


3794344 THE UNIVERSE IN YOUR HAND: A Journey Through Space, Time, and Beyond. By Christopher Gaillarde. Quantum physics, black holes, the Big Bang, dark energy, parallel universes. Most of us are brought up short by the mathematics involved. Gaillarde uses everyday similes and metaphors, addressing the reader directly, and writes stories and sketches, rather than equations, to make his points. Packed with fresh ideas in an immediate and visceral way. 386 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99

DVD 3800288 LIFE: DK Eyewitness. Fullscreen. Life back goes billions of years to the bubbling cauldron of the early Earth and life’s primitive beginnings. 1 Chronicles the developments from single-celled creatures through the age of the dinosaurs, how we lost our fur but gained language, fire and tools, how we strode out of Africa, invented farming and cities, and ultimately created modern civilization. Illus. 241 pages. Nicholas Brealey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

3800205 THIS BOOK WILL BLOW YOUR MIND: Journeys into the Extremes of Science. By New Scientist. From the extraordinary creatures that eke out life deep under Antarctica’s ice to the unexplored ecosystems in the clouds, to the most mind-blowing creature on earth (you), this volume takes you on an epic journey to the things you never thought possible. 321 pages. Nicholas Brealey. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

3771493 THE BONOBO AND THE AYTHEIST: In Search of Humanism Among the Primates. By Lawrence M. Krauss. In this lively and illuminating discussion of his landmark research, this esteemed primatologist argues that human morality is not imposed from above, but emerges from within. Moral behavior does not begin and end with religion but is in fact a product of evolution. Photos. 289 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95

3798598 THE CONCISE HUMAN BODY BOOK. By Steve Parker. Hundreds of 3-D images take you through each of the body’s systems, from the skeleton and muscles to the skin and nails. You’ll learn how to care for your skin, how the heart beats, how we breathe, and how the body defends itself. And find out what can go wrong, with descriptions of common disorders that can affect the body’s system. 320 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback.

9837200 PEARLS OF THE SOUTHERN SKIES. Text by A. Stilwell. The magician of the southern skies comes to your coffee table with an array of jaw-dropping celestial photographs. Covers the 71 most prominent deep sky objects, from the String of Pearls to the Helix Nebula, each displayed in a stunning full page shot by renowned astrophotographer. 176 pages. Firefly. 12x8½. Pub. at $39.95


6096230 SPECIAL RELATIVITY AND CLASSICAL FIELD THEORY. By L. Susskind & A. Friedman. With math that is as simple as possible and enlightening sketches rather than equations, this innovative text makes complex ideas i
2780570 EVERYDAY GALEC. By Morag MacNeill. In addition to basic words and phrases, this reference also includes cultural notes and advanced topics, all arranged thematically and covering topics such as meeting and greeting, traveling, the weather, and eating and drinking. Includes a 20-track CD for learning and listening. 138 pages. Blackstone. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

6896145 LEGAL RESEARCH, 18TH EDITION: How to Find & Understand the Law. Shows you how to find statutes, cases, background information, and legal precedents to help you write legal papers yourself. 1192 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $129.95

4095136 PETS: Do It-Yourself Projects to Make For Your Favorite Pet. By C. Cirera & N. Martinez. With easy-to-follow instructions you can learn to create toys, puzzles, and other ideas such as scratching boxes; food dispenser; bow ties; tents to play in; photo frames, and much more. Full-color photos accompany the tutorials helping you to do projects your kitty will love. 36 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $12.99

650103 WILL'S RED COAT. By Tom Ryan. With relentless patience and meditative empathy, Ryan nurtures a relationship with Will, an elderly blind dog, long neglected and filled with anger and pain. Ryan only wants to give him a place to die with dignity, but eventually, Will begins to thrive. Heartbreaking and uplifting, this story shows the possibility held in us all. 16 pages of color photos, 259 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $22.95

378889X COOKING FOR TWO: Your Cat & You By Brandon Schultz. Now felines and their friends can share a meal for breakfast, lunch, or dinner. The author has adapted dozens of unpretentious recipes for “people food” to fit the palate of humans and the dietary limitations of cats. Also includes a chart and aren’t safe for our furry companions are covered as well as day to day and special occasion dishes. Fully illus. in color. 146 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99

328070 THE TRAINABLE CAT. By J. Bradshaw & P. Ellis. The idea of training cats is an increasing popularity. By training cats owners’ minds, and we often assume that cats can’t and don’t need to be trained. But in this interesting guide, the authors show that not only can cats be trained, but they absolutely must be in order to strengthen the bond between pet and owner, reduce their anxiety, and maximize their happiness. Photos. 368 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $12.95

598379 HARLOW & SAGE (AND INDIANA:) A True Story About Best Friends. By Brittini Vega. Written in the wise and witty voice of Harlow the Weimaraner, this story is illustrated with more than 150 stunning and ridiculously adorable images of the highly photogenic pups, this is a tale about the bond among three dogs, companionship, and unparalleled friendship. 138 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $22.95

2864967 RESCUING PENNY JANE: One Shelter Volunteer, Countless Dogs, and the Quest to Find Them All Homes. By Amy Sutherland. Two dogs like Alfred, a loony, girola-sized goldendoodle, intent on jumping on absolutely everyone at the shelter and Rugby, the crippled pit bull mix puppy who was found abandoned on a lonely road. Through conversations with leading shelter directors, and caretakers across the country, Sutherland offers a nuanced picture of the rescue world. Photos. 273 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

675394 A DOG CALLED PERTH: The True Story of a Beagle. By Peter Martin. This heartwarming story of a remarkable dog, who changed the lives of her owners forever, will move dog lovers everywhere. From her first days as a college–graduate in New York to her incredible survival in the Vermont wilderness and her later adventures in the English countryside, she displayed a level of pluck, intelligence, devotion, and unparallelled loyalty. 206 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

3787346 HERO DOGS: How a Pack of Rescues, Rejects, and Strays Became America’s Greatest Disaster-Search Partners. By J. Bradshaw & P. Ellis. This true story of a dog’s life with P. Lobo. Beautiful and heart-wrenching, this is the story of one woman’s dream brought to fruition by dedicated volunteers and fine-tuned strategies that they forged with the incredible “rescued turned rescuer” dogs to create one of America’s most vital resources in disaster response. 16 pages of color photos. 327 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99
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DVD 3720691 CREEPY CRAWLERS: Wild Things with Dominic Monaghan. Widows, slugs, grasshoppers, and fire ants - Dominic as he comes face to face with the crawling creatures of your worst nightmares. In an action-packed journey through some of the most exotic and often unwelcoming places in the world, Monaghan risks his life to meet some of the creepiest creatures that will make your SDH. 135 minutes. BBC. $3.95

DVD 3800210 HORSE: DK Eyewitness. Fullscreen. Horse takes you into the equine world for an exciting adventure with wild and domesticated horses. From Roman chariot races to modern rodeos, you'll take an international tour of the ancient links between horses and human beings. If you want to choose for yourself if we have really conquered this incredible animal or if it's wild instincts are still strong as ever. 62 minutes. Dorling Kindersley. $4.95

3787953X WEIRD BUTTERFLIES & SPIDERS & SNAKES: DK Eyewitness. By T. Marent. Reveals a rare and close-up look at the odd beauty and behavior of some of the strangest of these tiny creatures. Each page features a cutaway drawing or photograph of the insect, its Latin and common name, describes their habitat, life cycles, predators and unique adaptations that allow it to survive. 54 pages. Firely pub. at $17.95

3787931 THE ULTIMATE BOOK OF HORSE BITS, 2ND EDITION: What They Are, What They Do, and How They Work. By Emily Esterson. This guide will answer all your horse bits. The author goes into detail about all kinds of horse bits and你会发现 every horse can have its own unique set of needs that must be met. 16 pages. Firefly pub. at $19.99

What the reader wants the horse to accomplish. The answer to other horse and rider problems will be found throughout these pages. Well illus. in color. 165 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

3801837 DINOSAUR: DK Eyewitness. Fullscreen. Takes you inside the world of paleontologists and the real life monsters they study. Experience the process of discovery, the excitement of digging, reconstruction, and the realization of how dinosaurs lived and died. Narrated by Martin Sheen. 52 minutes. Dorling Kindersley. $4.95

3801993 REPTILE: DK Eyewitness. Fullscreen. Reptile reveals the alien world of these often misunderstood cold-blooded vertebrates, uncovering remarkable Mayer than fiction. From hot steamy swamps, to dry as a bone deserts, travel the world in search of these amazing animals. 62 minutes. Dorling Kindersley. $4.95

3803805 PANDAS: NATURE. In Pandas of the Sleeping Dragon see the panda make its last stand in habitats like the bamboo forest in China’s “Mountains of the Sleeping Dragon.” In this baby, Matthew Mosdine examines how the San Diego Zoo became the first place outside China to successfully breed and raise a panda in captivity. 112 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $19.99

$3.95

3800562 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR: NATURE. Nature shows the extraordinary animal behavior. Natures presents two outstanding films on animal behavior. Can Animals Predict Disaster? explores how animals seem to be able to predict and survive some of nature’s disasters. Then Killers in Eden recounts a remarkable collaboration between humans and killer whales in hunting for migrating baleen whales. 106 minutes. Fullscreen. $19.95

$13.95

3801285 SPIDERS & SNAKES: NATURE. Our planet’s most feared creatures get the spotlight in two NATURE programs. A respected spider authority explores the world of tarantulas in True Adventures of the Ultimate Spider-Hunter. Then, learning about the habits of venomous snakes transforms the world’s most lethal venom into life-saving elixirs in The Venom Cure. $3.95

3800901 FISH: DK Eyewitness. Fullscreen. Fish takes you deep into the waters of the world to discover some of the most exotic creatures in nature. Take the plunge from dazzling coral reefs to the darkest abyss of the ocean. You’ll see the finest breeds and varied group of animals, much closer to humankind than you might imagine. 52 minutes. Dorling Kindersley. $4.95

3789968 WEIRD INSECTS. By Michael Womack. Presents a close-up view of over 50 insects in magnificent detail that allows the reader to really study and appreciate these creatures. Each page focuses on one of the insects, its Latin and common name, describes their habitat, life cycles, predators and prey and its uses. Well illustrated. Firefly pub. at $19.95.

$7.95

3801810 SHARKS & JELLIES & TURTLES: DK Eyewitness. Fullscreen. Shark reveals a world of some of the most feared predators on the planet. From deep sea sharks to the harmless jellyfish, this program will take you into the world of these often feared and misunderstood animals. 75 minutes. Dorling Kindersley. $4.95

3801839 DRAGONS: NATURE. Dragons presents an epic journey to explore the world of these legendary creatures. From the fiery breathing dragons to the serpentine Dracos, this program will take you on an adventure to discover the many different varieties of these mythical beasts. 57 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $19.99

$3.95

3975451 THE AMAZING WORLD OF DINOSAURS: An Illustrated Journey Through the Mesozoic Era. By James Kuehne. Takes readers on a guided tour of the Age of Reptiles, from familiar favorites like Tyrannosaurus and Stegosaurus to wild finds like Dracoraptor and Medusaceratops. Includes an incredibly lifelike artwork conveys the excitement, majesty and power of these fascinating animals. 175 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

5772412 ARTHUR: The Dog Who Crossed the Colorado to Find a Home. By Michael Lindnord. When you’re racing 435 miles through the jungles and mountains of South America, the last thing you need is a stray dog tagging along. But that’s exactly what happened to the captain of a Swedish adventure racing team, when he threw a scru try mongrel a meatball one afternoon. 16 pages of color photos. 275 pages. Greystone. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

$12.95

3775275 THE HIDDEN WORLD OF THE FOX. By Adele Brand. Blending cutting-edge science, cultural anthropology, and intimate personal stories, this beautifully illustrated remarkable fieldwork, Brand presents a rich and revelatory portrait of the extraordinary animal she has devoted her life to discovering. 148 pages. Firefly pub. at $24.99

$17.95

3952645 DRAGONFLIES & DAMSELFLIES: A Natural History. By Dennis Paulson. Alavish illustrated and accessible natural history that reveals the beauty and diversity of one of the world’s oldest and most popular insects. From the wealth of ancient Egypt to the latest complete guide to the evolution, life cycles, biology, anatomy, behavior, and habitats of dragonflies and damselflies. 224 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $29.95

$24.95

2913987 A HANDFUL OF HAPPIENESS: How a Prickly Creature Softened a Prickly Heart. By Andrew Talamini. A veterinarian cares for an orphaned baby hedghog and connects with her in a way he’s never connected with any other animal. This story is his first real attempt at understanding the story of a man and his hedghog, we learn that there’s no such thing as too small an act if it’s done out of compassion and love. 16 pages of color photos. 184 pages. Firefly. $12.95

$10.95

3760885 DREAMING OF HORSES. By Nicola Jane Swinney. photos by B. Langrish. Immerse yourself in the world of horses and celebrate the beauty and brilliance of this ancient activity from around the globe while you look at the breathtaking color photographs in this collection. You’ll be captivated by these magnificent creatures. 96 pages.

$19.95

10.95

***DVD 2910187 WILD MUSTANGS! This breathtaking film will put you up close and personal with these beautiful and magnificent wild animals. Watch as they go about their daily routine untamed and free spirited. You’ll see all sizes and colors of wild mustangs in this family friendly video of one of nature’s greatest living in harmony. 65 minutes. DVDWMM. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95


$11.95

2989516 ENCyclopedia OF ANIMALS: Contains over 1600 illustrations. By David Alderton. Features a diverse selection of more than 400 of the world’s animals drawn from all species and all climates, from apes to snakes, mammals to mollusks, and loads to tropical fish. The animal world includes also the diet of each animal is also included. Fully illus. in color. 448 pages. Amper. 8x10¾. Pub. at $29.95

$22.95


$3.95

3760435 DINOsaurs AND Prehistoric Life. By Douglas Palmer et al. A vividly illustrated collection of 100 of the world’s most important fossils, from pieces of dinosaur bones to full color reconstructions of reconstruction of species. 288 pages. Princeton. 9½x12. Pub. at $29.95

$24.95

3744906 CONFESSIONS OF A VETERINARY NURSE: Paws, Claws, and Doggy Tailz. By Tracey Ison. Tracey’s dream of working with animals became a reality in 1986 when she secured a training position at a local veterinary practice. Assembling in life-saving operations, nursing sick animals back to health, and shedding a tear or two, this is a humorous and sometimes bittersweet account of the life and times of a veterinary nurse. 112 pages. Hubble & Hattie. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

OPINION


$3.95
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**2885891** TOO BIG TO WALK: The New Science of Dinosaurs. By Brian J. Ford. In this remarkable new volume, a renowned expert reveals that dinosaurs were, in fact, profoundly different from what we believe, and their environment was unlike anything we have previously thought. Ford brings together some amazing discoveries in this controversial new work which will ruffle a few feathers, or scales, if you are an old-school dinosaur lover. 16 pages of color illus. 516 pages. William Collins. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**3764506** ZOOLOGY: Inside the Secret World of Animals. By Uriel Ambrose et al. Whether you’re interested in specific animal groups such as mammals or birds or have a passion for wildlife photography, this sumptuously illustrated volume will delight, fascinate, and surprise you. Includes fascinating stories of how animals communicate, defend their territories, and attract mates. 416 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10x12. Pub. at $50.00 $37.95

**3788547** 501 UNARMED SELF-DEFENSE SKILLS. By Chris McNab. Providing 501 handy tips on how to defend yourself from assault, this helpful reference also includes advice on improving fitness, mental training, grappling and chokeholds, and defending against firearms and edged weapons. Illus. 208 pages. Thunder Bay. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95


**696496X** SHEEP NO MORE: The Art of Awareness and Attack Survival. By Jonathan T. Gilliam. A personal safety and security guide that comes armed to the teeth with empowering techniques so you can be your own expert at protecting your life. You’ll learn how to make educated predictions, and to think like an attacker, in order to build better defenses. 191 pages. Post Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

**DVF 3800881** ANTARCTICA: NATURE. Double program. Antarctica: The End of the Earth gives you a full blast of this fierce, remote, and yet astonishingly beautiful place, exposing the mighty forces that have shaped both the continent and the rest of the Earth. Under Antarctic Ice goes below the ice to capture the stunning life forms and ice-scapes. 168 minutes. DVD

**3787919** SURVIVAL RETREATS. By Dave Black. How to create an escape in a sea of mayhem. Black will explore existing survival retreats to help you learn how to: protect and defend your retreat; build in the right location; live safely in your retreat; harvest food and water; and plan the perfect survival strategy. Illus. 160 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95


**3787400** IN THE COMPANY OF TREES: Honoring Our Connection to the Sacred Power, Beauty, and Wisdom of Trees. By Andrea Scarrub Fereshte. Learn about an ancient tree-based Celtic alphabet, see stunning photos of the powerful tree spirits, and, while you rediscover the magic of forested lands, the wisdom of these majestic plants, and the eternal lessons nature provides. 268 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

**DVF 3803007** EUROPE’S ENCHANTED LANDS: NATURE. Two programs which originally aired on PBS: Land of the Falling Lakes explores Pilvive Lakes National Park, a treasure hidden in the Big Di Croatei; Ireland, narrated by Jason O’Marra, etches a vivid picture of the Emerald Isle–host to a wide variety of plants and animals. 112 minutes. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95

**DVF 3803058** EXTREME LANDS OF THE AMERICAS: NATURE. Witness how life thrives at the extremes in this double bill from the PBS program NATURE. Andes: The Dragon’s Back takes you to an extraordinary world of diverse terrains, extreme temperatures, and a staggering array of wildlife. Life in Death Valley takes you to the driest place in North America, where the land is adapt or perish. 104 minutes. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95

**2399664** THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO EDIBLE WILD PLANTS. By Department of the Army. Originally created for use by U.S. Army personnel, this is a full-color reference to plants both common and rare, with details on how to locate, identify, and prepare edible plants. 143 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

**3800998** THE BEAUTY OF UGLY: NATURE. Looks aren’t everything! From frightful fish and beastly birds to repulsive pigs and a mysterious mole, join the search for the world’s ugliest animals to learn about why they look the way they do. Narrated by F. Murray Abraham. 55 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $19.99 $3.95


**5813484** BACK TO BASICS, FOURTH EDITION REVISED: A Complete Guide to Traditional Skills. Ed. by Abigail R. Gehring. Thorough and revised, this is the classic backyard guide to buying and working land, raising livestock, generating your own energy, enjoying your harvest, and using the skills and crafts you have. More than just practical advice, it may be the most thorough book on voluntary simplicity available on the market today. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $19.99

**DVF 3802213** TREE: DK Eyewitness. Fullscreen. Tree roots out the most amazing facts about these silent sentinels of our planet. Although they stand seemingly still underfoot, complete with a fungus, they remain invincible. Why tiny bonsai or giant sequoia, trees enchain every corner of our world. 62 minutes. Dorling Kindersley.

**DVF 287430X** LIFE. Widescreen. Presents 140 incredible stories from the frontiers of the natural world, 54 of which have never been filmed before. Packed with revelation and entertainment, this 11-part blockbuster narrated by Oprah Winfrey, demystifies the functions and behaviors of plants and animals to develop for survival. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. BBC. $5.95

**3570126** THE LOST ART OF READING NATURE’S SIGNS. By Tristan Gooley. To help readers navigate their way through the elements, Gooley shares more than 850 tips for forecasting, tracking, and more, gathered from decades spent walking the landscape around his home and studying the signs from the sky, land, and water. 402 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $11.95

**7569841** U.S. ARMY SURVIVAL MANUAL, REVISED & UPATED. By Dr. Benjamin H. Nee, U.S. Army & FT. Underwood. Ideal for military personnel, outdoors enthusiasts, and anyone who wants to be ready for anything, this is a thorough roadmap for all areas of wilderness survival, including building shelters, making weapons and utensils, trapping wildlife; preparing food from wild plants; identifying poisonous snakes, edible plants, mushrooms, and much more. Well illus. in color. 282 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95

**3801002** DESERT: DK Eyewitness. Fullscreen. Trek across the earth’s most parched places to find some of the greatest stories of adaptation and survival. Meet the extraordinary inhabitants of the desert, and witness their startling strategies to capture and conserve that most precious of all commodities, water. Narrated by Martin Sheen. 84 minutes. $4.95

**3801624** ARCTIC & ANTARCTIC: DK Eyewitness. Fullscreen. Explore the incredible life and legends of these harsh and beautiful polar kingdoms. Journey to the Earth’s North Pole, where climate presents its greatest challenges to survival, and meet the remarkable plants and animals that live in the world’s coldest habitats. Narrated by Martin Sheen. 84 minutes. $4.95

**3783138** THE GLORY OF THE TREE: An Illustrated History. By Noël Kingsbury, photos by A. Jones. Describes 91 species of tree that span the millennia of botanical terms, as well as their habitats. Narrated by Tristan Gooley. 65 minutes. Dorling Kindersley. $9.95


**6987261** LAZY PANTRY: By Daisa Cohen. Learn how to create a lazy pantry, a thrifty way of shopping so you can afford the food you need, the components of a perfect pantry, and the frontiers of the natural world, 54 of which have never been filmed before. Packed with revelation and entertainment, this 11-part blockbuster narrated by Oprah Winfrey, demystifies the functions and behaviors of plants and animals to develop for survival. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. BBC. $5.95

**2768674** EDIBLE WILD PLANTS: A North American Field Guide to over 200 Edible Plants. By N. S. Elias & P. Dykeman. This guide is a detailed compendium of all the basic skills of cooking, nutrition, and identifying poisonous plants. Edible plants, mushroom, and much more. Well illus. in color. 282 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/303
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**DVD 291431X AMERICA'S GREAT ROAD TRIPS AND SCENIC DRIVES.** Five America's Scenic Drives and America's Great Road Trips programs highlight the excursions you'll never forget, from Maine to Key West to Arizona to Alaska. Then, compare your voyage with our Town Stories of the Great American Gold Rush and Stories of America's Historic Inns. Nine hours on 6 DVDs. Questar. Pub. at $39.99. $6.95

**DVD 3901292 THAILAND: Rudy Maxa's World.** Rudy Maxa brings you the history, culture, and personality of Bangkok; The Golden Triangle; and the Andaman Coast in this fascinating tour of Thailand, filmed in stunning high definition. 84 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $14.99. $3.95

**3760413 THE INNOCENTS ABROAD.** By Mark Twain. In one of the greatest travel accounts of all time, Mark Twain wittily describes his 1867 voyage through Europe and the Holy Land on the retired Civil War ship the Quaker City with a group of fellow Americans. 560 pages. Archipus. Paperback. $4.95

**3791971 DON'T MAKE ME PULL OVER! An Informal History of the Family Road Trip.** By Richard Rayby. In the days before GPS and travel databases, families didn't so much take vacations as survive them. Rayby offers a tribute to what was lost, showing how family togetherness was essentially sacrificed to disappear as we urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electronic distractions and the urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electronic distractions and the urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electronic distractions and the urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electronic distractions and the urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electronic distractions and the urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electronic distractions and the urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electronic distractions and the urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electronic distractions and the urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electronic distractions and the urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electronic distractions and the urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electronic distractions and the urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electronic distractions and the urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electronic distractions and the urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electronic distractions and the urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electronic distractions and the urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electronic distractions and the urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electronic distractions and the urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electronic distractions and the urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electronic distractions and the urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electronic distractions and the urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electronic distractions and the urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electronic distractions and the urge to "get there now." He reminds us of what once was sacrificed to electric...
2845646 THE PVC PIPE BOOK: Projects for the Home, Garden, and Homestead. By Chris Peterson. With a few simple fittings, common home improvement-store PVC pipe can be treated like much building blocks. Learn to engineer your own home improvement projects that prove useful indoors and outside. Includes step by step instructions, parts lists, and photographs that ensure you will love this work. 144 pages. Skyhorse. Voyageur. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95


378877 THE POCKET HUNTING & FISHING GUIDE. Loaded with pertinent details and accurate, easy to follow advice, this is the guide all sportsmen should carry when they head outdoors. Illus. 126 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95


695900 The BIG BOOk of Small HOME PLaNS: Over 360 DReam-HOme PLaNS in Full Color. If you’re planning to build your own one-story dream home, this extensive collection includes the most stylish home designs available. With more than 360 home plans, these are today’s best selling plans from top designers and architects featuring all the amenities homeowners want. Illus. 230 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

7010009 SCREW IT! Traditional Male Skills That Everyone Should Know. By Paul N. Hasluck. This completely updated edition is one of the most comprehensive, authoritative, thorough, and explicitly practical. Here you will find step by step instructions for crafting almost anything you can think of, from tables, desks, gates, a linen molding box, melting metals, and more. Well illus. 912 pages. Skyhorse. Voyageur. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $19.99

5749602 CASework: Furniture Fundamentals. Ed. by Scott Francis. Mastering casework–essentially making boxes–allows you to create a wide variety of furniture from cabinets to bookcases to beautiful cabinets. Learn the most-used joinery techniques, including rabbits, dados, dovetails, and mortise-and-tenon. From the skills through nine simple step by step projects for the home, garden, farm, and family make sure you will love this work. Color photos. 144 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

4505506 WINDMILLS AND WIND MOTORS: How to Build and Run Them. By F.E. Powell. Reprint of an early 20th-century guide. This compact historical work contains everything you need to learn about the theory and construction of early wind motors and small windmills, as well as their intended solely as models to those large enough to generate electricity. Illus. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

6041524 INSTALL YOUR OWN SOLAR SYSTEMS. By H. Burdick & P. Schmidt. This step by step guide provides the essential advice you need to successfully install your own solar array. Schmidt takes you all the way from assessing your site, designing your system, and getting a permit to shipping for parts and installing the system. Also offers a wealth of useful information on everything from hosing to wiring. Illus. 120 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

2918927 HOME REPAIR WISDOM & KNOW-HOW. By From the eds. of Fine Homebuilding. This comprehensive manual to improving and repairing your home includes step instructions, for removing interior walls, installing replacement windows, hanging drywall, refinishing wood floors, deck refinishing, refinishing, installing insulation, and much more. Well illus. 912 pages. Skyhorse. Voyageur. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $19.99

7018933 BACKYARD BUILDING: Treehouses, Sheds, Arbors, Gazebo’s, and Garden Projects. By Jeanie & David Stiles. Here are more than twenty projects, ranging in complexity from a simple gate to a “Hollywood” treehouse. Among the favorites: Deck with Benches, Picnic Table; Garden Shower; Artist’s Studio, Three-Legged Treehouse; Garden Shed; and a Classic Arbor. Color photos. 253 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

59910X BUILD YOUR OWn SHEDS & OUTDOOR PROJECTS MANUAL, FIFTH EDITION. Select from more than 200 expertly prepared plans for a variety of outdoor structures, from simple utility sheds to elegant cabanas, cottages, greenhouses, pole buildings, and much more. Each plan contains complete blueprints and materials lists are available for each project to ensure success. Illus. 144 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

778853 Backyard Fountains for HOme or \RacTIVATION: Revised EDITION. By Terry Aspin. The process of casting metal in a sand mold, a craft which has been practiced for centuries, is actually very simple. But do you know how to show how you are offering a wealth of useful information on materials and techniques, pattern-making, molding boxes, melting metals, and more. Illus. 96 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.96

Fish & Hunting

2713993 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO GUNSMITHING, SECOND REVISED EDITION: Gun Care & Cleaning. By Charles Edward Chapel. This highly detailed and essential reference is for the gun enthusiast and gunsmith alike. In more than forty chapters of easy to follow advice, this guide answers every question a collector, soldier, or home defender could have on topics such as: drawings and blueprints; stock design; stock repairs and alterations; and many more. 480 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

3787605 AN ANGLER’S GUIDE TO BUILDING AND MAINTAINING a Mobile Home. By Anna Hess. Tackles all the issues that cover hitting personal defense, target shooting, and collecting, as well as information on history and details for the newest firearms and accessories. Well illus. 198 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

3782587 GREAT HUNTING RIFLES: Victorian to the Present. By Terry Wieland. A firearms expert leads the reader on a journey through the history of the most exquisite big-game rifles of the past century and a half. Each chapter is dedicated to one rifle, and is accompanied by exquisite color photographs. The perfect resource for the hunter who is seeking a sign of luxury, personal defense, target shooting, and collecting. As well as information on hunting and details for the newest firearms and accessories. Well illus. 198 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

3782684 BEST-SELLING 1-STORY HOME PLANS, 4TH EDITION: Over 360 Dream-Home Plans in Full Color. If you’re planning to build your own one-story dream home, this extensive collection includes the most stylish home designs available. With more than 360 home plans, these are today’s best selling plans from top designers and architects featuring all the amenities homeowners want. Illus. 230 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

2661779 THE HANDYMAN’S GUIDE: Essential Woodworking Tools and Techniques. By Paul N. Hasluck. Also published as Working with Hand Tools: Essential Techniques for Woodworking. This updated edition is one of the most comprehensive, authoritative, thorough, and explicitly practical. Here you will find step by step instructions for crafting almost anything you can think of, from tables, desks, gates, a linen molding box, melting metals, and more. Well illus. 912 pages. Skyhorse. Voyageur. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $19.99

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
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★ 3192341 MORE ORIGINAL SUDOKU. By the eds. at Nikoli Publishing. Includes 320 puzzles r ated from easy to very hard, from the Japanese masters who invented the genre. Solutions included. 430 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ 6930867 THE ORIGINAL SUDOKU. By the eds. at Nikoli Publishing. Over 300 puzzles with detailed solutions, difficulties. 7 It’s, tidy fun, every puzzle designed by an author who anticipates your next step and obscures the path, while never leading you into frustration. Solutions to each included. 405 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95

★ 3752984 THE NEW YORK TIMES I LOVE SUNDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Most people hate Mondays, but you know better. Monday brings us the easiest crossword of the week. This collection includes 50 themed puzzles to enjoy, with solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 9 x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

★ 3798091 THE NEW YORK TIMES SUPER SUNDAY CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 6. Ed. by Will Shortz. This collection of America’s most popular crossword puzzles, with fresh, fun vocabulary and challenging clues. Contemporary themed puzzles that are larger than the weekday crossword. Solutions included. 200 pages. St. Martin’s. 8 x10 ¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

★ 2927888 THE NEW YORK TIMES SUNDAY BEST CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Let your cleverness shine with these 75 Sunday crossword puzzles, and solve them in style. Solutions included. 75 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

★ 6734334 THE NEW YORK TIMES SUNDAY CROSSWORD OMNIBUS, VOLUME 11. Ed. by Will Shortz. The best of the best! This collection features nearly 400 of America’s favorite crossword puzzles, with fresh, fun vocabulary and challenging clues. Contemporary themed puzzles that are larger than the weekday crossword. Solutions included. 200 pages. St. Martin’s. 8 x10 ¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

★ 3791254 THE NEW YORK TIMES PICNIC BLANKET CROSSWORDS. Ed. by Will Shortz. This nice little portable collection contains 25 easy-to-solve crosswords with clever themes and fresh vocabulary. Solutions provided. 92 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

★ 3752003 THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 2. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them. Do you have what it takes? Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 9 x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95

★ 3791262 THE NEW YORK TIMES SUPER SUNDAY CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 4. Ed. by Will Shortz. The biggest, cleverest, greatest puzzle in town! Relax your mind and unwind with fifty of America’s favorite crossword puzzles. Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8 x10 ¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95


★ 2660733 THE NEW YORK TIMES LITTLE PRINTS TO EXERCISE YOUR BRAIN. Ed. by Will Shortz. Flex your mental muscles with The New York Times crosswords! Featuring extra-large type with two whole pages per puzzle, these quick crossword puzzles will keep you occupied for hours at a time. Solutions provided. 265 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $15.99

★ 2659439 DOT-TO-DOT FOR GROUPS. Discover the benefits of “controlled doodles” with over 190 dot-to-dot images to solve. This assortment of puzzles includes animals, fantastical creatures, tribal art, mystical symbols, famous artwork, iconic landmarks, and scenes from the natural world. All you need is a sharp pencil and some patience. 208 pages. Solutions provided. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $2.95

★ 3791274 THE NEW YORK TIMES BIG BOOK OF MINI CROSSWORDS: 500 Fun-Sized Puzzles. By Joel Fagiano. The perfect way to pass the time with these pint-sized puzzles that are fun, portable, easy to solve, and impossible to resist. It’s chock-full of fun and easy-to-size portions that you can complete in one minute or less. Solutions provided. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $5.50

★ 3066755 TENDING MASTERS: Test Your Brain and Ingenuity with 80 Challenging Mazes. By Gareth Moore. Test your brain and de-stress by navigating these 80 mind-bending mazes. Improve your concentration and patience as you focus all your mental resources to find the solution. The complex mazes increase in difficulty, pushing your puzzle skills to the limit as you become a maze master. Solutions included. Parragon. 8 x10 ¼/. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

★ 590737X THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF NEW SUDOKU. By Gareth Moore. This comprehensive collection features every kind of Sudoku puzzle, including jigsaw sudoku, killer sudoku, multi-grid samurai, sudokuro, and more. That’s almost 500 puzzles to solve! Includes solutions. 50 pages. Running Press. Paperback. Pub. at $13.50 $8.95

★ 6967485 THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF CHESS, REVISED EDITION. By Graham Burgess. With thorough coverage of the game, this text features a complete guide to the main chess openings, hundreds of examples of play by the world’s top players, all kinds of chess literature, instruction and detailed diagrams, you will find the solution. The complex mazes increase in difficulty, pushing your puzzle skills to the limit as you become a maze master. Solutions included. Parragon. 8 x10 ¼/. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

★ 560273X THE ART OF PLAYING CARDS: Over 100 Games, Tricks, and Skills to Amaze and Entertain. By Rob Beattie. Packed with easy to follow illustrations and step by step instructions, this complete guide shows you how to play, master, and perform over 100 games, tricks, and skills. 192 pages. Chartwell. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

★ 3744025 SIMON & SCHUSTER MEGA CROSSWORD PUZZLE BOOK #19. Ed. by John M. Samson. With hundreds of puzzles in just one volume, this edition will test the knowledge of solvers of all ages! Sharpen your pencils, grit your teeth, and find out if you can avoid turning to the answer key included at the back. 300 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $7.95

★ 3744035 SIMON & SCHUSTER MEGA CROSSWORD PUZZLE BOOK #18. Ed. by John M. Samson. This large format collection of 300 brand-new brain breaker puzzles offers hours of stimulation for every crossword lover. Sharpen your pencils, grit your teeth, and see if you can avoid turning to the answer key! Solutions provided. 300 pages. Touchstone. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $5.95

★ 6865121 CURIOUSLY CLEVER CROSSWORDS. By David Levinson Wick. These crossword puzzles are playful, with a sense of humor, and provide a mental workout without being bone crushing hard. If you’re ready for crossword puzzles that are low on obscure words and high on creativity, try few of these, you won’t be disappointed! Solutions included. 95 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

★ 2917721 GRANDPA MAGIC: 116 Easy Tricks, Amazing Brainteasers, and Simple Stunts to Wow the Grandkids. By Allan Zola Kornzke. Here are 116 easy to learn, easy to perform tricks, puzzles, and brainteasers guaranteed to engage kids of every age! Illustrated with step by step clearly, there’s no need to be a professional magician to wow your grandkids using unforgettable tricks. Solutions included. 195 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ 2994569 100 BEST SOLITAIRE GAMES. By S. Lee & G. Packard. Through clear explanations, easy step by step instructions and detailed diagrams, you will learn not only how to play these games, but also the strategy you need to win. 168 pages. Cardozo. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 2791560 DOT-TO-DOT MINDFULNESS. By Chris Bell. A delightful collection of over 120 puzzles for joining dots by number, to reveal places and beings associated with meaningful spiritual awareness. Inner peace awaits you as you embark on this enjoyable journey. 128 pages. Arcitura. 8 x11/. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

★ 3789667 SCRABBLE WORD SEARCH PUZZLES. By Patrick Blinder. Each puzzle in these pages is filled with hidden SCRABBLE words. Searching for these words is a great way to expand your SCRABBLE vocabulary and increase your word power to use against your opponents. Solutions included. 96 pages. Puzzleright. 8 x10 ¼/. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95 $3.95

★ 7609035 FANTASTIC DOT-TO-DOT PUZZLES. By Concepts Puzzles. This collection of engaging puzzles has you connecting numbered dots to reveal a wealth of detailed pictures, including a house nestled in the woods, a woman under a parasol sitting on a bench, a poppy with a teddy bear, a pair of parrots, and more. Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzleright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95

★ 1631543 FOOLPROOF CARD TRICKS FOR THE AMATEUR MAGICIAN. By Karl Fulves. Master the art of illusion with this collection of nearly 200 easy to learn card tricks. These tricks create the illusion of magic, requiring neither great dexterity nor long hours of practice, yet can be performed by beginners and experienced card workers alike. 136 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

★ 3724708 MENSIA BRAIN GAMES: 100 Puzzles and Riddles to Stretch Your Skill, Improve Logic, and Challenge Your Brain. By David Levinson Wick. These brain teasers provide an excellent opportunity to sharpen intellectual skills in new and exciting ways. Solving times range from a few minutes to an hour or so, allowing you to train your brain whenver you need it. Solutions provided. 114 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

★ 3796884 THE JOHN WAYNE ULTIMATE PUZZLE BOOK. Ed. by Jeff Ashworth. See How Much you Know about John Wayne’s family and films, test your knowledge of the country he loved so dearly, and give your brain a good workout with this collection of nearly 300 crosswords. Includes word searches, Sudoku, just bumbles and more! Solutions included. Well illus. 316 pages. Media Lab Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.96
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3783197 OPTICAL ILLUSIONS: The Science of Visual Perception. By Al Seckel. This collection of more than 275 optical illusions includes the well-known ‘Sheppard’s Tabletop’, Wade’s Spiral, Floating Finger Illusion; Ames Room, anamorphic V’s Illusion—along with the lesser known but no less fascinating. Includes notes about the science of visual perception behind the illusions, explaining what you see. Fully illus., many in color. 312 pages. Firefly, 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. © 2010  $7.95

3791769 THE BOOK OF ANSWERS. By Carol Bolt. An updated edition of the bestselling divination tool and party favorite. Ask a yes or no question, open the book, and discover your answer. Fun, satisfying, and a lot less time-consuming than asking everyone you know for advice! Hachette. 9x6. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. © 2010  $5.95

Cookbooks

3791238 THE NEW YORK TIMES LARGE-PRINT SEASON’S GREETINGS CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Celebrate the gift of crossword with the biggest large-print collection—150 puzzles! Solutions provided. St. Martin’s, 8/8½.11. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99. $4.95

3791245 THE NEW YORK TIMES LARGE-PRINT SPRING FORWARD CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. LARGE PRINT EDITION. With all levels of difficulty included and 150 large prints easy to read over your answer. Fun, satisfying, and a lot less time-consuming than asking everyone you know for advice! Hachette. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. © 2010  $4.95

376043X LARGE PRINT DOT-TO-DOT THERAPY. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Packaged with more than 150 large print pictures for you to discover, this dot to dot collection promises hours of soothing therapy. Each image is made from between 150 and 200 dots, presented in an easy to see large print format. Solutions provided. 128 pages. Arcturus, 8¼x11. Paperbound. © 2010  $5.95

3789806 MORE OF AMERICA’S MOST WANTED RECIPES. By Ron Douglas. Offers more than 200 simple and delicious secret restaurant recipes, all for $10 or less, from some of America’s most popular eateries, including A&W, Applebees, Bennigan’s, Chi-Chi’s, Hot Rock Cafe, Luby’s Cafeteria, Macaroni Grill, Olive Garden, Red Lobster, and many others. 322 pages. Attra. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. © 2010  $4.95

3766360 SPAM: The Cookbook. By Marguerite Patton. From the giant Spam can on a building to the fast-food chain on earth (it’s a car) to the hilarious Spam song intoned by the Monty Python troupe, this is an irresistible look at this ubiquitous food. Also includes delicious mouth watering recipes using Spam Fullyillus., most in color. 64 pages. Hamlyn. Pub. at $9.99. © 2010  $4.95

378911X THE BIG BOOK OF INSTANT POT RECIPES. By Hope Corbett et al. With more than 250 recipes for America’s most beloved and versatile kitchen appliance, you’ll be able to whip up simple, delicious meals in half the time with half the effort. Learn to make delicious meals such as Easy Morning Frittata, One Pot Spaghetti, Easy Pot Roast, Root Beer Chicken Wings, Apple Nut Bread Pudding and many more! 281 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95. © 2010  $4.95

3755444 TASTE OF HOME 201 RECIPES YOU’LL MAKE FOREVER. Ed. by Hazel Wheaton. Roast Chicken, Chocolate Layer Cake, Mac & Cheese, Pot Roast, Stuffed Potatoes, Cinnamon Buns, these are the recipes every home cook relies on. These tried and true dishes are certain to please everyone at your table, they’re back at this high quality, hardcover edition. The must have classics. Well illus., in color. 320 pages. Reader’s Digest/TOH. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. © 2010  $5.95

3744530 BETTY CROCKER BISQUICK COLUMN: The Rescue: More than 100 Emergency Meals to Save the Day! Ed. by Charleen Barilla. These Bisquick based recipes make solving mealtime emergencies a breeze! With more than 100 dependable solutions for breakfast, snacks, dinners, all your favorite classics and much more! Color photos. 240 pages. Wiley. 9x6. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. © 2010  $4.95

2964759 THE BEST AIR FRYER RECIPES ON THE PLANET. By Ella Sanders. The revolutionary technology of the air fryer serves up fried food without all the fatty cooking oil. Enjoy hundreds of recipes including 125 recipes like Spiced Sweet Potato Chips; Classic Crab Cakes; Honey Sesame Chicken Kebabs, and treat yourself to White Chocolate Cheesecake Bites or Vanilla Glazed Doughnuts. Well illus., in color. 152 pages. Castle Point. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. © 2010  $7.95


3791356 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT SLOW COOKER SURPRISES. By Hope Corbett. This collection of more than 125 delicious casseroles, soups, and stews this collection of recipes goes beyond classic fare, you’ll find recipes for burgers, sweet and savory breads, soft and chewy cookies, crispy pizza, and more. And you won’t ever have to to turn on the oven! Well illus., in color. 406 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. © 2010  $7.95

3057917 TASTE OF HOME CASSEWILL: 172 Comforting One-Dish Recipes. Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. Whether you’re planning breakfast, lunch or dinner, you’ll find the ideal bite in these 172 recipes—from beefy pasta bakes to eye-opening desserts, perfect for potluck church socials and family reunions. Recipes include Swiss Steak with Dumplings, Sweet and Sour Supper; Southwest-Style Shepherd’s Pie, and more. Color photos. 112 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. © 2010  $4.95

3750446 TASTE OF HOME ULTIMATE 9X13 COOKBOOK. Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. Savor 315 fabulous comfort foods—bubbling casseroles, savory entrees, tempting sides, tasty party starters, and luscious desserts—all prepared in one versatile 9x3 pan Bacon & Cheddar Sirata, Corn Tortilla Chicken Lasagne, Creamed Chicken, Butter Blondies and just some of the dishes that await. Well illus., in color. 256 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. © 2010  $4.95

3714268 101 THINGS TO DO WITH CANNED BISCUITS. By Toni Patrick. Presents a collection of recipes to make common biscuits into delicious dishes, such as Zucchini and Cheese Roll-Ups, Chicken with Biscuit Stuffing, Tex-Mex Sandwiches, Jalapeno Puffers, Blueberry Monkey Bread, and many more. 124 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. © 2010  $4.95

2919120 A MEALFOAT IN EVERY OVEN: Two Lovely Essays, One Iconic Dish and Dozens of Recipes—From Momma’s Meatloaf, by F. Bruini & D. Steinhauser. Features 50 killer recipes for mealfoat, from the best classic takes to rifts by world-famous chefs like Bobby Flay and Mario Batali. This love letter to mealfoat incorporates history, personal anecdotes and even mealfoat sandwiches. Recipes include Eggs in Your Meatfoat, Meatfoat with Moroccan Flair, and Cheeserburger and Fries Loaf. 254 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00. © 2010  $4.95

6921841 AUTHENTIC POLISH COOKING: 120 Mouthwatering Recipes, from Old-Country Staples to Exquisite Modern Cuisine. By Madeleine Bodor. Some think this Polish diet is all meat and potatoes, but this cookbook proves that myth wrong. From rich soups and salads to side dishes, tasty fish vegetarian meals and here is a wide array of traditional Polish cooking you won’t be able to resist. Color photos. 170 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. © 2010  $5.95

3786643 TASTE OF HOME FAVORITES: 25th Anniversary Cookbook. Collects almost 500 of Taste of Home’s best-loved recipes including Grand Prize winners; highest-rated dishes; and all-time favorites like Sheet Pan Chicken Parmesan; Egg Burritos; Easy Pork Posole; Baked Parmesan Broccoli; Stuffed Baked Potatoes; and much more. Color photos. 448 pages. Reader’s Digest/Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.95. © 2010  $6.95

5770211 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF HOME CANNING. By the United States Department of Agriculture. An invaluable resource for those who are canning food for the first time or for seasoned canners will find updated information to help them improve their canning practices. This updated edition features practical full-color illustrations, and includes 200 recipes showing the ingredients and techniques used. 175 pages. Skyhorse, 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. © 2009  $5.95

☆ 6878061 THE JOY OF RHUBARB: The Versatile Superfruit. By Ellis Millang. Not just for pies, these 200 recipes show how much rhubarb can shine. Delicious recipes include Rhubarb Salsa; Rhubarb Salsa Sausage; Rhubarb Honey Muffins; Grilled Chicken with Rhubarb Relish, and Rhubarb Slush Punch. 248 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. © 2010  $11.95
**Cookbooks**

**2814005  MAGIC CAKES.** By Kathleen Royal Phillips. These cakes call for a loose fit and magically transforms into multiple layers of custardy, fudge, sponge cake, which looks like it took hours to put together. Recipes include Apple-Cinnamon Magic Cake; Pumpkin Magic Cake; Coconut-Chocolate Magic Cake Bars; and more. Well illus in color. 102 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

**3919112  FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT SLOW COOKER MAGIC.** By Phyllis Good. Presents 550 magic recipes for slow cooks, from finger lickin’ good pizzas and burritos to bar cookies and vegetable medleys, from brinch dishes and snacks to dozens of other surprising treats! Each recipe includes essential information such as prep time, cooking time, ideal slow cooker size, as well as tips for success! 16 pages of color photos. 284 pages. Good Books. 8x10¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $20.99 $5.95

**6580070  FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT SLOW COOKER MAGIC; 550 Amazing Everyday Recipes.** By Phyllis Good. Presents 550 magic recipes for slow cooks, from finger lickin’ good pizzas and burritos to bar cookies and vegetable medleys, from brinch dishes and snacks to dozens of other surprising treats. Recipes are crowdsourced and tested by home cooks and use ingredients most people already have in their cupboards. Photos. 284 pages. Good Books. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

**3724603  PARTY POPCORN: 75 Creative Recipes for Everyone’s Favorite Snack.** By Ashton Epps Swank. Say goodbye to those pricey bags of popcorn and make your own! 75 fun and flavorful, make at home recipes. Includes old and new favorites like Classic Kettle Corn, Bacon, Tostyaki Popcorn and Salted Toffee Chocolate Cookies. There’s something for everyone! Well illus in color. 128 pages. HMH. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

**2774496  BETTY CROCKER BISQUICK IMPOSSIBLY EASY PIES.** Ed. by Heidi Leserline. Women whip up home-baked pies that are impossibly easy and incredibly delicious. With Bisquick, these pies magically make their own crust, and they’re a hit with kids and adults alike. Whether filled with ground beef, chicken, cheese, vegetables, or fruit, they’re perfect any night of the week. Color photos. 160 pages. HMH. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**3833334  THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO SMOKING AND SALT CURING: The Complete Guide to Smoking and Curing Meat, Fish, Game, and More.** By Monte Burch. Drawing on more than 40 years of experience smoking everything from salmon to whole hogs, the author presents this practical handbook for anyone who wants to make their own ham, bacon, sausage, bacon, and other cured or smoked foods. Includes tips, techniques, and tips for smoking meats. Color photos. 241 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**2869721  PIZZA DOUGH: 100 Delicious, Unexpected Recipes.** By Gabrielle Quigley. The art of making pizza dough is an art of balance, and Gabrielle Quigley shows how to make eight delicious dough varieties as well as over 100 recipes for everything from bagels to bread, to make a wholesome dish for a light dinner. Color photos. 134 pages. Egg & Dart. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**3790908  YANKEE MAGAZINE’S LOST AND VINTAGE RECIPES.** Ed. by Amy Traverso. Rediscover more than 130 delicious classic recipes, such as Chicken and Dumplings; Roquefort Biscuits; Red Flannel Hash; and Cranberry-Orange Slack Cake. Starfish and scarlet skies, bready and brown, these recipes are perfect for the picks of the pot’s many varieties. 279 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**3965654  HIGH-PROTEIN PANCAKES: Strength-Building Recipes for Everyday Health.** By Pamela Brown. Made with protein-rich ingredients like oatmeal, eggs, nuts, and alternative flours, these protein pancakes are the all-American taste of their carb-heavy counterparts, but are better for you. Try Pineapple Upside-Down Pancakes; Cinnamon Roll Pancakes; Peanut Butter Cup Pancakes. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Courtyard. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**5840133  BISCUITS: Sweet and Savory Southern Recipes for the All-American Kitchen.** By Jackie Garvin. Let the popular southern food blogger prove to you that biscuits are more than just a side. Make them the main part of your breakfast, lunches, dinners, and even desserts with these Southern Brunch Biscuits, Herb Biscuit Topper, Sausage Gravy and Biscuits, Chocolate Chip Biscuits, and more. Fully illus. in color. 223 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

**607486X  HEALING SPICES: How Turmeric, Ginger, Pepper, and Other Spices Can Improve Your Health, Life, and Well-Being.** By Instructables.com. Featuring dozens of recipes for meats and beauty remedies, this guide is a great tool for anyone looking to add more flavor to their diet while cutting out unhealthy ingredients like salt, sugar, and fatty oils. Fully illus. in color. 322 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

**2902761  VALERIE’S HOME COOKING.** By Valerie Bertinelli. Home cooks will find more than 100 recipes that are as fresh, vibrant and down to earth as Valerie herself. Includes comforting classics such as Tea Sandwiches and BLTs, Quick Rotisserie Chicken Gumbo, S’mores Popcorn and more. These mouth watering dishes will soon become your go-to for any occasion. Well illus in color. 272 pages. 8x10¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

**378651X  KETO SNACKS: From Sweet and Savory Fat Bombs to Pizza Bites and Jalapeno Poppers, 100 Low-Carb Snacks for Every-Man.** By Lindsay Boyers. With almost 100 delicious snacks, you can satisfy your cravings and keep on track! The awesome snack goodness featured here includes Cheesy Cauliflower Breadsticks; Onion Rings; Buffalo Chicken Fingers; Hazelnut Truffles; and so much more. Color photos. 175 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**6734219  HOW TO INSTANT POT: Mastering the Art of the One Pot That Will Change the Way You Cook.** By Daniel Shumski. Discover the wonders of the Instapot with this demystifying cookbook. Shuts up not only the myths but also the wonder of each of this revolutionary appliance’s key functions, he also offers more than 100 irresistible recipes that have been specially crafted to take advantage of the pot’s many virtues. 279 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**3790789  FAIR FOODS: The Most Popular and Offbeat Recipes from America’s State & County Fairs.** By Gourmantry. America’s state and county fairs. These 120 recipes include Maple and Bacon Doughnuts; Fried Cheese on a Stick; Creole, Almost Gumbo, Catfish Almandine, and other great bean varieties create soul soothing, easy to make recipes for last-minute meals, snacks, and sides. Try Asian Soybean Hummus, Lentil, and Sausage, and Kale Soup. Grandma’s Ham and Beans, and Mexican Turkey Stillet. Color photos. 208 pages. Reader’s Digest. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**686480X  GOOSEBERRY PATCH FROM GRANDMA’S KITCHEN.** If you love swapping recipes with family and friends, you’ll find this collection chock-full of old fashioned favorites you’ll want to pass along. Handed-down recipes like Country Biscuits, Tomato Soup, Country Fried Steak, Golden Macaroni and Cheese, Lemon Meringue Pie, and Iced Shortbread Cookies. 16 pages of color photos. 222 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Spiralbound. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95


**2919001  FAMILY FAVORITE CASSEROLE RECIPES.** By Addie Gundry. Offers 103 casserole dishes that are easy and packed with flavors. Taste your way through classic and stress-free casseroles. Birthday Dinner Casserole; Pesto Egg Mini Quiches; Pita Cups with Hummus; Lasagna Cups; Snickerdoodle Rolls; and Twice-Baked Potato Cups; these Casseroles will be among the highlights of your Christmas feast. Color photos. 230 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

**2956373  QUICK AND EASY MUFFIN TIN MEALS.** By Melanie Glaub. Includes 23 quick and easy muffin recipes like Pesto Egg Mini Quiches; Pita Cups with Hummus; Lasagna Cups; Snickerdoodle Rolls; and Twice-Baked Potato Cups; these Casseroles will be among the highlights of your Christmas feast. Color photos. 230 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95
This illustrated work focuses on the rich diversity of the movement and offers a sumptuous gift of color and glamour for every art lover. 192 pages. Flame Tree. 11¾x11¼. Pub. at $35.00

By Leo G. Mazow with S.G. Powers. Exhibition catalog. The painter, draftsman, and illustrator Edward Hopper is one of America's best known and most frequently exhibited artists. This revealing volume unfolds the layered meanings of a key motif in Hopper's work, exploring the hotel-motel subject as an agent of cultural transformation and emblem of its time. Well illus., many in color. 202 pages. Virginia Mus of Fine Arts. 9½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00

This richly informative and beautifully illustrated volume leads readers step by step through the author’s method, which mimics the working process of the famous master to give most of value to create stunning portraits with dimension and depth. 160 pages. Quay. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/303
2883201 CORPUS OF EARLY ITALIAN PAINTINGS IN NORTH AMERICAN PUBLIC COLLECTIONS, South, by Perri Lee Roberts. The goal of this series is to profile and illustrate every Italian Renaissance painting dated between 1250 and 1500 in major collections and galleries across North America. The South is the first in the series of Corpus catalogs. Entries provide full information, bibliography, and scholarly commentary on each work of art, 1,617 pages in three volumes, Slipcased. Fully illustrated. Museum of Art $39/ vol. $9.95

6657404 MASTERPIECES IN DETAIL: Early Netherlandish Art from van Eyck to Bosch, by Till-Holger Borchert. Fortysix works by early Netherlandish masters, reproduced in exquisite detail, are the subject of this volume that leads readers deep into the paintings to reveal each artist’s astonishing technique and brilliant application of color. In a series of full page illustrations, specific details are enlarged to guide the reader through the piece’s features. 496 pages. Prestel. $120.00 $89.95

3789004 DESIRE: New Erotic Photography. By Patrick Remy. This incredibly diverse collection features the photographic works of more than 30 artists from around the world, including Evan Baden’s explorations of the ways youth culture views sex, intimacy, and personal images. This compelling volume presents a wide range of erotic photography. 278 pages. Prestel. $94.95 $9.95

288772X PENTHOUSE, 45TH ANNIVERSARY: The Hottest Girls Since 1965-45 Pages, is a compilation of some of the most beautiful women ever to grace the pages of this iconic publication. Visually stunning and full of erotic images, this collection will excite and tantalize. Ed. by Marc Moompout. Beautiful full-color photos offer insight into this larger-than-life actor, both behind the scenes and in the spotlight. This collection will delight both the casual and die-hard John Wayne fan, as well as anyone who loves westerns and war films. 541 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. $14.95 $6.95

5629437 DANCERS AFTER DARK: Without a prompt or a plan the author and hundreds of the most exciting dancers in the world stepped into the night and out of their comfort zone to monitor their clothes—explore the full compelling reaches of beauty and the human form. In this collection of over 150 breathtaking images, each highlights the amazing abilities of these artists and the core message he foresees: 245 pages. Whitney Museum of American Art. Paperback. $22.95 $18.95

5951267 THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL: Hiking the People’s Path. Photos by Bart Smith. Spanning 14 states from Maine to Georgia, the Appalachian Trail offers some of the most spectacular scenery in America. This stunning collection of over 190 breathtaking color photographs celebrates the diverse natural beauty to be found all along the “People’s Path.” 224 pages. Smith. 9½x12¼. Paperback. $26.95 $19.95

3783048 THE PACIFIC CREST TRAIL: Hiking America’s Wilderness Trail. Photos by Bart Smith. This fully illustrated volume highlights the Pacific Crest Trail with more than 190 breathtaking images. The photographs allow readers to experience the trail as if their boots were on the path, passing by the blazes, taking in the surrounding wilderness at a scenic overlook, and freezing at the sight of deer or other wildlife. 224 pages. Rizzoli. 7½x9½. Paperback. $49.95 $19.95

3761479 NEW HAMPSHIRE: A Keepsake. By Ken Paulson. Eighty full-page beautiful color photos from all corners of New Hampshire highlight why it has one of the top “Quality of Life” ratings of any state. Some of the state’s highest points, enjoy village scenes, covered bridges, mountain views, and more with this delightful volume. 96 pages. Schiffer. 8½x10. $9.95

3784446 MYTHIC CREATURES: 30 Postcards. This collection of beautiful postcard images showcases engravings and paintings drawn from works in the Museum’s library as well as rare objects from around the world, models of mythic creatures and other two-dimensional images of extinct animals. Sterling. 4¼x6. Paperback. $9.95 $4.95

5875444 STATES OF DECAY. By D. Barker & D. Marbaix. Urban adventures in a savage ride through the hidden story of America’s northeast in this engaging volume. From New York City to the infamous Rust Belt, photographs offer an evocative glimpse of the broken, rotten and decrepid underbelly of modern America: atmospheric asylums, derelict houses of worship, forgotten educational institutions, and more. Carpet Bombing Culture. 9½x12¾. Paperback. $34.95 $7.95

3782123 CALENDAR GIRLS, SEX GODDESSES & PIN-UP QUEENS OF THE 40S, 50S, AND 60S. By Jon Orner. This tastefully erotic showcase will delight aficionados and collectors of pin-up art, as well as anyone with an interest in pop culture and glamour. Stunning, statuesque, exotic models grace this portfolio of strikingly vivid photographic calendars. 400 pages. $42.95

2985594 RAILS ACROSS NORTH AMERICA: A Pictorial Journey Through the USA. By David Cable. A photographic tour of railroads across the U.S. of every shape and size. In addition to the big mainline companies there are numerous short line and industrial concerns illustrated in this volume. 204 pages. Pen & Sword. 10x7¼. Paperback. $39.95 $12.95

3788652 MANEDELOK: An Inupiat Teacher’s Photographs of Alaska Village Life, 1907-1932. Ed. by John W. Henry. Nurtured nearly one hundred photographs taken by the Inupiat photographer and teacher Charles Maneدولk that documents life in Wales, in the Bering Straight between Alaska and Russia, in the early 20th century. These photographs give both a pictorial and Native perspective on Inupiat traditions and historical events. 160 pages. Univ of Washington. $10/0¾. Paperback. $44.95 $9.95

2907267 BRAZILIANGIRLS. By Joaquim Nabuco. Presents a rare opportunity to appreciate the incomparable beauty of Brazil’s women in the equally striking environments of this tropical paradise. The themes revealed by these art nudes tells a story of Brazil’s culture and the ancient and natural beauty. Adults only. Photos, mostly color. 192 pages. Schiffer. 9x12¾. Paperback $24.95 $4.95

5751985 DIRTY GIRL COLLECTION: NAKED & UNCENSORED. By Ellen Slagg. A unique and daring collection of over 300 images of women, many of which can only appear in print. Experience beautiful women as you never have before in this retrospective of Max von Eshel and dirty photographer Ellen Slagg’s work. Fully illus. in color. 318 pages. Goliath. 9x12¾. Paperback. $39.95 $13.95
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**6599834** BARE LANDSCAPES. By Sigthor Markussen. A mesmerizing photographic journey across the topography of Iceland that is an exploration of the two forms of land and the female form. They are both exposed as they were born, raw and primal, naked and austere, unadorned and blooming. Adults only. Fully illus., half in color. 111 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $14.95  

**2946661** PICTURES WITH PURPOSE: Early Photographs from the National Museum of African American History and Culture. Exhibition catalog. This book looks at how early photographs of and by African Americans were circulated and used, and considers their meaning. Features a selection of early photography of unknown African Americans as well as renowned figures in American history such as Harriet Tubman, Booker T. Washington, and more. 80 pages. Giles. 7¼x1/4. Paperback. At $16.95 **$12.95**  

**2679395** SUPER NYLON PARADE. Photos by Steven Andrews. Packed with over 600 photos, this is the ultimate super photo volume of women who have nothing else on other than their legwear! Adults only. 512 pages. Goliath. 6½x9½. Pub. at $99.99  

**2696221** THE BEATLES IN PICTURES. Ed. by George Lewis. This is the ultimate collection of pictures by the world’s most famous pop group, and one of the key cultural icons of the 20th century. Through 300 evocative photographs, the reader is given a remarkable journey from the early in the days in the 1960s to the present. 288 pages. Ammonite. 6x¾x1/4. Pub. at $14.95 **$11.95**  

**6656531** ALVARADO’S COSPLAY PIN-UPS. By Robert Alvarado. We all want to go to the pin-up party in pin-up right? Least Alvarado does. In his new collection of high-octane, pin-up images, Alvarado shows how his own style of shooting and editing, which has been called cartoonish, illustrated, and painted, marries perfectly with cosplay. Fully illus. in color. Schiffer. 7x10x1/4. **$25.95**  

**9916333** THE BITTER YEARS: Edward Steichen and the Farm Security Administration Photographs. Ed. by Francoise Pons. This volume features the work of Walker Evans and Dorothea Lange along with other FSA photographers. Their images are among the most remarkable in documentary photography, testifying of a people in crisis, hit by the full force of economic turmoil and the effects of the dustbowl. 288 pages. D.A.P. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $60.00 **$19.95**  

**3754844** DEBBIE HARRY & BLONDIE: Picture This. By Nick Rock. The clothing designer and photographer Mick Rock produced iconic images that transcended and transformed the conventions of rock’n’roll photography. This exhibition opens at the California gold rush through the lens of the daguerreotype camera. Their images, including portraits, and go back to the beginning and miners at work in the field, provide an extraordinary glimpse into the evolution of mining culture and technology and the variety of nationalities and races involved in the mining industry. 168 pages. Yale. 11x11¼. Pub. at $50.00 **$17.95**  


**3753182** MASK. By Chris Rainier. What began as a focus on the masks of New Guinea, became an expansive journey to find and photograph traditional masks that has taken Rainier across six continents. The result is a photographic collection of masks, some of them ancient, some newer, many hidden at the edges of the known world and rarely accessible to outsiders. 261 pages. Aperture. 12½x12¼. Pub. at $75.00 **$54.95**  

**7604578** HEIDI KLUM BY RANKIN. Photographer Rankin presents a publication featuring nude photography featuring superstar Heidi Klum. With an unparalleled rapport between photographer and subject, Rainier’s images allow Heidi to strip bare and make her image so recognizable. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Rankin Aware. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $75.00 **$54.95**  

**3773675** NOTRE DAME DE PARIS: A Celebration of the Cathedral. By Kathy Borus. Chronicles the history of this landmark building, from its impressive architecture and collection of priceless artifacts to its presence during major world historical events. Through gorgeous, striking, and rarely seen archival photographs, this volume re-lives the history of the heart and minds of people around the globe. 122 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 7x9. Pub. at $25.00 **$17.95**  

**3792736** AMERICA’S COVERED BRIDGES. By T.E. Miller & R.G. Kopp. As many as 15,000 covered bridges were built in North America over the past 200 years. Fewer than 1,000 remain. This book looks at how these are built and what they can offer. Fully illus. 224 pages. Gibbs Smith. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $40.00 **$7.95**  

**3786182** LIGHTHOUSES OF NORTH AMERICA: Beacons from Coast to Coast. By Barbara Dambach. This is the full and comprehensive photographic guide to lighthouses’ architectural styles in the United States and Canada. Organized by the style of construction, the striking color photographs showcase the diverse range of styles, architectural details, and scenic landmark and historic district included in the previous editions, as well as 114 new individual landmarks, and more than 150 new photographs, maps, and special addenda. 320 pages. NYPR. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $35.00 **$19.95**  

**3758162** BARE LANDSCAPES. By Sigthor Markussen. A mesmerizing photographic journey across the topography of Iceland that is an exploration of the two forms of land and the female form. They are both exposed as they were born, raw and primal, naked and austere, unadorned and blooming. Adults only. Fully illus., half in color. 111 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $14.95  

**267002X** BEEFCAKE: 100% Rare All Natural. **$12.95**  

**3772413** MURAL ARTS: Celebrating the Art of Design. By Stephen Dohanos. By Stephen Dohanos. This richly illustrated history of America’s first transportation network describes the heyday of canals, both development, and the various structures they engendered, from locks and lockhouses to aqueducts, bridges, dams, and tunnels, as well as canal construction techniques. Includes an OD-ROM with high-quality TIFF images, several in color. 460 pages. Norton. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $85.00 **$19.95**  

**3783420** NOTRE-DAME DE PARIS: History, Art, and Revival from 1163 to Tomorrow. Text by Antonia Felix. In stunning photographs, this beautiful and volume celebrates Notre-Dame through the centuries: its beginnings in 1163 and construction during the Middle Ages, its survival through the French Revolution and two World Wars, its coronations, royal weddings, and presidential funerals; and much more. 180 pages. Sterling. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $26.95 **$19.95**  

**6958982** THE MODERN HOUSE BUS: Mobile Tiny House Alternatives. By Kimberley Mok. Skoolies: a school bus converted into a recreational vehicle or home, takes scenic touring to the next level. Reveals unique details and design solutions to maximize space and efficiency, and the owners share insight into how to select, design, and convert a bus. Over 200 color photos. 240 pages. Countryman. 8¼x11/4. Pub. at $22.95 **$19.95**  
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**Movies**

**3803317 HORROR & FILM COLLECTION.** widescreen. A horrifying collection of eight gory fright-fests, featuring zombies, demons, and forest dwelling killers! Includes *Shallow Ground, Spliced, Severed, Evil Remains, Gone Dark, Blood Glitter, The Demons Within*, and *Hell’s Gate 11-11*. 11 hours on 4 DVDs. GT Media. $3.95

**3761126 IN THE SHADOWS: 10 Classic Crime Dramas.** Fullscreen. Ten classic noirs heat up the screen with sinister plots and exciting twists. Suddenly, *The Strange Love of Martha Ivers; Murder Me!; Trapped in Fear; in the Night; Detour; He Walked by Night; Scarlet Street; Too Late for Tears; and Women on the Run*. Stars include Lloyd Bridges, Angeles Lansbury, Frank Sinatra, Barbara Stanwyck, and others. In B&W. Nearly 14 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. $3.95

**2937956 JERSEY B.M.AS.** widescreen. Director Clint Eastwood brings the Tony Award-winning Broadway hit to the screen, telling the story of four young men on the wrong side of the tracks in New Jersey who came together to form the iconic 60s rock group Frankie Vallie and the Four Seasons. Stars John Lloyd, Erich Bergen, and Christopher Walken. Rated R. English SDH. SDH, 134 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**3720918 THE WHALE.** widescreen. Stranger and more terrifying than fiction, this is the true story that inspired Herman Melville’s celebrated novel *Moby Dick*. The epic story comes vividly to life in this gripping drama. Stars Martin Sheen. English SDH. 87 minutes. B&W. $3.95

**6791144 FRENCH KISS.** widescreen. When her fiancé calls from France to cancel their wedding, Kate (Meg Ryan) flies to Paris determined to win him back. But nothing could prepare her for meeting Luc (Kevin Kline), a sexy Frenchman with a gift for gab and a fondness for thievery. With Timothy Hutton and Jean Reno. CC. 111 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95

**6711158 A CHRISTMAS CAROL.** Some of Britain’s best filmmakers united to produce this critically acclaimed version of the Charles Dickens classic. Here it has been fully restored and remastered from the original negative. Noel Langley’s authentic script and Alastair Sim’s superb performance to a new audience. English SDH. 86 minutes. VCI. $14.95

**288691X ORSON WELLES: Film’s Master Magician.** Orson Welles forever changing filmmaking with his innovative style and distinctive voice. Enjoy four films spanning his career in which he starred and directed: *The Lady from Shanghai with Rita Hayworth, The Southern Star with George Segal, The Stranger with Edward G. Robinson and David and Goliath with Eleonora Rossi Drago*. In Color and B&W. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $3.95

**6920071 1944.** widescreen. In 1944, a Hungarian concentration camp survivor escapes from Estonians of the retreating German forces fight against Estonians conscripted into the advancing Soviet Red Army. Forced to fight against their own brothers, these young men must find a way to survive one of the bloodiest conflicts of WWII. Dubbed and in Estonian with English Subtitles. Not Rated. English SDH. 770 minutes. $9.95

**3766666 DAY OF THE OUTLAW.** widescreen. In Bolivia, Wyoming, tensions between homesteaders and cattlemen are high, a fuse ignited by a conflict between a farmer and ruthless rancher Blaine Starrett (Robert Ryan) breaks into town and begins to threaten its citizen’s way of life. Starrett must find a way to save the town—and his own soul. Also stars Burt Ives and Tina Louise. In B&W. 92 minutes. MGM. $3.95

**3801241 SUMMER LOVER.** widescreen. Sophia Loffel and her husband have set off on a summer-long trip to the Greek island of Lesbos. There she meets Helene, and what begins as a beautiful friendship ignites into a menage a trois of love and hate—one with a very twisted outcome. Adult Content. CC. 86 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

**2889238 MARY HIGGINS CLARK 14 FILM COLLECTION.** Fourteen films adapted from Mary Higgins Clark’s bestselling mystery novels. Where are the Children? *The Cradle Will Fall; Lucky Day; Loves Music, Loves to Dance; All Around the Town; Pretend You Don’t See Her; You Belong to Me; I’ll Be Seeing You; Before I Say Goodbye; Haven’t We Met Before; Try to Remember; A Crime of Passion; and He Sees You When You’re Sleeping*. Some Rated R. Over 22 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. $9.95

**3800598 BLOOD RED NIGHTS COLLECTION.** widescreen. Your blood will run cold with these classic chillers in the Italian giallo genre. Dario Argento directs Red and The Cat O’Nine Tails; Umberto Lenzi directs Seven Blood Stained Petals and Fists of Eco. Dalio, Lando. Stars include Karl Malden, Antonio Sabato, and Barbara Bach. Not Rated. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. Allegra. $3.95

**3799894 1939: Battle of Westerplatte.** On September 1, 1939, the Goliath class German battleship Schleswig-Holstein fired on the Polish garrison stationed at the Westerplatte peninsula. Fewer than 200 soldiers stood in defiance against the relentless Nazi onslaught. Amidst Polish and two New Polish commanders struggled with the decision to fight or surrender. In Polish & English. English SDH. 118 minutes. E One. Pub. at $19.98. $5.95

**3755045 DEADTIME STORIES, VOLUME 1.** widescreen. Horror master George A. Romero presents three horror stories: Valley of the Shadow follows a young woman with a search and rescue team deep in the Alaskan jungle; Drory make a grisly discovery; in Wet a lonely man strolling on the beach finds a mysterious box; and in House Call a doctor is tricked into looking after a little boy unleashes ungodly horrors. Rated R. English SDH. 76 minutes. VCI. $4.95

**3800776 DEAD SEA/ROBO CROC/SUPERANKER DRA/CANO: FEATURES.** widescreen. This four-feature collection of creature horrors includes: Dead Sea; Robo Croc; SuperTanker; and Dracano. All Not Rated. Nearly six hours. E One

**3084930 THE BEST OF TIM CONWAY: The Carol Burnett Show.** Features four episodes showcasing some of the most acclaimed and beloved moments from The Carol Burnett Show, including the characters Mrs. Wiggins, The Oldest Man, Carol and Sis, and George and Zelda; Tim Conway’s classic sketch “The Dentist” that leaves Harvey Korman in hysterics and much more. CC. 153 minutes. E One. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

**2983710 THE MANY FACES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES: 8 Movie Collection.** Holmes is brought to life by top performers like Christopher Lee, Basil Rathbone, and David Niven in eight film classics: A Study in Terror; Sherlock Holmes & The Leading Lady; Sherlock Holmes: Incident at Victoria Falls; A Study in Scarlet; Sherlock Holmes: Death of a Salesman; Great Scott; and Sherlock Holmes: The Final Problem. In B&W. VCI. $5.95


**2793997 BEACH BODIES: 6-Pack.** widescreen. Surf’s up in six sizzling summer comedies from the 80s & 90s: Hardbody; Private Resort; Side Out; Calendar Girl; Spring Break; and Wet T-shirt Contests. Includes Johnny Depp, Jason Priestley, Joe Pantoliano, Greg Bradford, C. Thomas Howell, Mary Beth Evans, and others. Most Rated R. Over 9 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98. $4.95

**3801438 WARRIORS OF THE APOCALYPSE.** widescreen. With America a wasteland following the devastation of World War III, a small band of female warriors is struggling to survive. With bad attitudes and little hope as they attempt to reach the last city standing, Stars Pamela Sutich and Darian Caine. 89 minutes. Green Apple. $3.95

**3803098 FIST FULL OF WESTERN COLLECTION.** Six packers for your pleasure: They Call Me Hallelujah; I Am Santana, Trade Your Guns for a Coffin; Blindman; And God Said to Cain; The Fighting Fist of Shanghai Joe; and White Christmas. Stars include George Hilton, Ringo Starr, Klaus Kinski, William Shatner, and Joseph Cotton. Nine hours on 2 DVDs, packaged in a nice tin case. Pop Film. $3.95

**5941822 LINCOLN.** widescreen. Daniel Day Lewis delivers an Oscar-winning performance in Steven Spielberg’s inspiring and revealing biopic drama, focusing on the 16th president’s tumultuous final four months in office as he pursues a course of action to end the Civil War, unite the country and abolish slavery. English SDH. 150 minutes. DreamWorks. $6.95

**6965790 NIGHT AND DAY.** Cary Grant stars in the first time in color In this fanciful Cole Porter musical. Alec Smith plays Linda, whose serendipitous meetings with Cole lead to a meeting at the altar. Over 20 Porter songs grace this tale of triumph and tragedy as he finds his voice to the several. CC. 128 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.98. $5.95

**3803074 FINDING BLISS.** widescreen. Filmmaker Jody Balaban (Leeloo Leslie Orchids; and Aldo) documents a studio, planning to secretly film her own movie after hours. Her nure is discovered, and she’s forced to collaborate with adult entertainment star Matt Davis in a work relationship that simmers into unexpected romance. Also stars Denise Richards. Rated R. CC. 96 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

**3803716 NAKED LIE.** widescreen. After the sensational homicide of a year old beauty queen, Captain Daniel is called in as the prosecuting attorney. But as she delves deeper and deeper into the crime, she uncovers shocking links to Jonathan Price, a prominent judge—and Jo’s lover. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Adults only. Universal. $18.98

**3807781 THE BIRDS/PSYCHO.** widescreen. Tippi Hedren and Rod Taylor star in this horrific tale of nature gone berserk, in *The Birds*. 120 minutes. And Anthony Perkins, well known as the actor who played Norman Bates in the film, plays Dr. Sam Loomis in therhs, who comes face to face with the real horror of the creatures. The story is based on the novel by Daphne du Maurier. $3.95

**3803720 THE NIGHTINGALE.** widescreen. Tippi Hedren and Rod Taylor star in this horrific tale of nature gone berserk, in *The Birds*. 120 minutes. And Anthony Perkins, well known as the actor who played Norman Bates in the film, plays Dr. Sam Loomis in therhs, who comes face to face with the real horror of the creatures. The story is based on the novel by Daphne du Maurier. $3.95
**Movies**

**DVD 6641709 LINCOLN AND THE CIVIL WAR.** Four feature-length History Channel documentaries offer an insightful look at our 16th president and the war that defined his legacy: Stealing Lincoln’s Body; The Hunt for John Wilkes Booth; and Sherman’s March. Seven hours on 4 DVDs. A&E. $9.95

**DVD 3797589 WESTERN CLASSICS COLLECTION.** Fullscreen & widescreen. Features three films from the western classics: Bite the Bullet; Buck and the Preacher; Cat Ballou; Geronimo: An American Legend; Mackenna’s Gold; The Man from Laramie; The Mountain Men; The Quick and the Dead; and The Villain. Stars include Gene Hackman, Sidney Poitier, Jane Fonda, Robert Duval, James Stewart, and more. Some Rated R. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. $19.95

**DVD 3801012 THE REINCARNATION OF ISABEL: Redempiton.** Widescreen. An ultra rare example of deluxe sleaze by one of Italy’s grand masters of the satanic knife worshiping blinky-ink, this is directed by Penato Pelissi’s most guttery and sexually sadistic horror film. Unrated. In Italian with English subtitles. 96 minutes. Adults only. Salvation. Pub. at $24.99.

**DVD 2937662 THE RETURN OF THE NATIVE.** Fullscreen. The breathtaking English countryside sets the stage for a spellbinding triangle of love, desire and destiny in Thomas Hardy’s timeless romantic classic about an ill-fated beauty and the two men who will sacrifice everything to claim her. Stars Catherine Zeta Jones, Clive Owen, Ray Stevenson, and Mark Harmon. $19.95

**DVD 3735052 THE OUTLAW JOSEY WALES.** Widescreen. Directed by and starring Clint Eastwood. After avenging his family’s brutal murder, Wales is on the lam, pursued by a posse of lawmen. He travels alone, but a ragtag group of outcasts is drawn to him, and Wales can’t leave his mutable surrogate family unprotected. Also stars Sondra Locke and Chief Dan George. CC. 136 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

**DVD 3779351 BOUND.** Widescreen. The daughter of a wealthy real estate broker falls in love with a younger man, who introduces her to BDSM. Using her newly awakened sexual prowess, she finally takes charge of her own life. Stars Charisma Carpenter and Daniel Baldwin. Not Rated. CC. 91 minutes. Adults only. Asylum.

**DVD 3720780 NAZI HUNTERS: The Heroes Who Defeated Hitler.** Widescreen. Here’s the never before seen story of the 5th Royal Tank Regiment’s D-Day revisit and other history-altering experiences. Watch riveting archival film footage of the celebrated “Desert Rats,” and talk at great length about how German technology, expertise and leadership gave the Allied forces the fight of their lives.

**DVD 5973066 MY DARLING CLEMENTINE.** Fullscreen. When Wyatt Earp’s (Henry Fonda) brother is murdered by cattle rustlers, he sets out for vengeance. Torn between his badge and his fury, Earp confronts the lawless family of Old Man Clanton (Walter Brennan), setting the stage for the famed shootout at the O.K. Corral. CC. In B&W. 96 minutes.

**DVD 6768728 INTO THE GRIZZLY MAZE.** Widescreen. When a grizzly wreaks havoc on a small Alaskan town, the sheriff heads into the forest to find his ecological enemy, but encounters his estranged ex-con brother. Co-stars Anne Heche and Richard Gere. CC. 97 minutes. MLJS Entertainment.

**DVD 3757153 3-MUNSTER LAUGH PACK.** Fullscreen & widescreen. Collects three films starring our lovable monster family, the Munsters! Includes Munster, Go Home!; 97 minutes; The Munsters’ Revenge; 97 minutes; and The Munsters Family Portrait, 111 minutes. English SDH. Two DVDs. Universal. $15.95

**DVD 2940357 A STREET CAT NAMED BOB.** When James Bowen stumbles upon an injured street cat, he had no idea how much his life was about to change. Living hand to mouth on the streets of London, the last thing he needed was a pet. But as he befriends Bob back among the homeless, James transforms in ways he never thought possible. Stars Luke Treadaway, 103 minutes, MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95.

**DVD 2947595 IN THE ELECTRIC MIST.** Widescreen. When a medieval decoding device points the way to the long-lost treasure of the Knights Templar, an archaeologist (Mira Sorvino) and FBI agent team forces to find it—but the Vatican will stop at nothing to prevent its discovery. Also stars Omar Sharif and Victor Garber. 170 minutes. Genius Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95.

**DVD 649899 THE LAST TEMPLAR.** Widescreen. When a medieval decoding device points the way to the long-lost treasure of the Knights Templar, an archaeologist (Mira Sorvino) and FBI agent team forces to find it—but the Vatican will stop at nothing to prevent its discovery. Also stars Omar Sharif and Victor Garber. 170 minutes. Genius Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95.

**DVD 3801101 SAND SHARKS.** Widescreen. Jimmy Green, a prodigal party boy, is throwing the spring break festival of a lifetime. But when an underwater earthquake opens a cleft in the ocean floor, it unleashes an ancient beast that can swim through sand. Will any of the beach partying teenagers survive the creatures to come? Stars Corin Nemec. American Movie Classics. CC. 89 minutes. Phase 4 Films.

**DVD 3803880 THE PYX.** Heroin-addicted prostitute Elizabeth meets with a gruesome, mysterious death. As Police Sergeant Jim Henderson begins his investigation, the trail leads toward other murders and eventually into the terrifying world of satanic ritual. Stars Karen Black and William Devane. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Music Box Films.

**DVD 3702610 FINDING ALTAMIRA.** Widescreen. In 1879, Spanish archaeologist Marcelino (Antonio Banderas) discovers seemingly impossible paintings adorning the walls of a hidden cave. It draws people of all types to see them in person. But Marcelino soon realizes the paintings must be 10,000 years old. An injured street cat, he had no idea how much his life was about to change. Living hand to mouth on the streets of London, the last thing he needed was a pet. But as he befriends Bob back among the homeless, James transforms in ways he never thought possible. Stars Luke Treadaway, 103 minutes, MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95.

**DVD 3760108 THE ROY ROGERS COLLECTION.** Eight great films highlight the singing and acting career of Roy Rogers, alongside his sidekicks Gabby Hayes, Andy Devine, and Dale Evans. Includes My Pal Trigger, The Man From Colorado, Trail Song of Arizona, King of the Cowboys; The Lights of Old Santa Fe; Sunset Sedan; The Cowboy and the Senorita; and Utah. In B&W. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. TGG.

**DVD 3779107 DRAMA PACK: Cinema Deluxe.** Includes The Big Combo starring Orson Welles, 97 minutes; Penny Gold stars James Booth (1973, 87 minutes); Cover Up stars Dennis O’Keefe (1949, B&W, 80 minutes); A Nightingale Sang in Berkeley Square stars Richard Jordan (1973); Without Honor stars Laraine Day (1949, B&W, 67 minutes); and God’s Little Acre starring Robert Ryan (1958, B&W, 118 minutes). Not Rated. MVD Visual. $34.95.

**DVD 3747467 YOU MUST REMEMBER THIS: The Warner Bros. Story.** Widescreen. Clint Eastwood narrates Richard Schickel’s perceptive five-episode, 85th anniversary salute to the studio that gained a four-timeizzard of stars (Clark Gable, Marlene Dietrich, Greta Garbo, Humphrey Bogart), championed tough guys and dames who gave the Depression and the Nazis the raspberry, countered the box-office onslaught of TV and emerged a 21st-century giant. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

**DVD 2663085 CANDY STRIPE NURSES/NIGHT CALL NURSES/PRIVATE DUTY NURSES/THE YOUNG NURSES: Rescue Hurricane.** Widescreen. This collection is your prescription for a good time! Keep abreast of the medical world with the Candy Stripe Nurses (1974); It’s always touchy in the Night Call Nurses (1972); It’s what they do off duty that’s really private for Private Duty Nurses (1971); and The Young Nurses (1973) are growing up fast! Rated R. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $19.95.

**DVD 3752668 FAMILY HOOT.** Widescreen. A wealthy woman hires a con man (Bruce Dern) and a phony psychic to find her long-lost nephew. The results are diarycally funny as this suspense-comedy combines mystery and mayhem in nonstop excitement from beginning to end. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. Co-stars include Karen Black and William Devane. English SDH. 120 minutes. Universal. $9.95

**DVD 375703X THE ADVENTURES OF MA & PA KETTLE, VOLUME 2.** Fullscreen. America’s favorite couple is back together again as the charming Vermillion 1930s, Ma and Pa (Mary Martin and Percy Kilbride) as they travel the globe getting involved in everything from international spies and pineapple plantations to harness racing and world-class English equestrians. Dubbed in both English and Spanish. 5 hours on 2 DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $19.98.

**DVD 3646572 THALE.** Widescreen. Two crime-scene cleaners discover a mythical fanged female creature in a concealed cellar. She resembles a human but the pieces of the puzzle soon come together: she’s been captive for decades for reasons so far to be revealed. “An uneven but engrossing horror that should not be missed” ( Ain’t It Cool News). Not Rated. CC. 78 minutes. XLRator Media. Pub. at $20.99.

**DVD 3721100 FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD.** Widescreen. Thomas Hardy’s classic is given a sumptuous adaptation by celebrated director John Schlesinger in this 1967 epic. Roguish soldier Tommy LEE Jones (1973) is growing up fast! Rated R. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. Screen Media Films.

**DVD 3803589 LOVERBOY.** Widescreen. In 1702, the English discover a beautiful, brilliant lover obsessed with having the perfect child. Passionately determined, Emily’s desperation will drive her to commit outrageous acts that push her closer and closer to the edge of insanity. Also stars Matt Dillion, Marisa Tomei, and Kevin Bacon. Rated R. CC. 118 minutes. Genius Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99.
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**Movies**

**DVD 6644937 FATHER GOOSE.** Widescreen. Gary Grant stars as a booby beacher promoting WW2 with the Allies recruit him to be a lookout on the South Pacific island. During an enemy attack, he answers a distress call and discovers a French schoolmarm (Leslie Caron) and her seven students. So begins a hilarious battle of the sexes between the messy American, the prim mademoiselle and seven mischievous little girls. 118 minutes. OliveFilms. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

**DVD 2995863 THE HATEFUL EIGHT.** Widescreen. Quentin Tarantino’s award-winning western trek to the Wyoming landscape as a blizzard moves in. Seeking refuge at a stagecoach stopover is a host of brawny outlaws, each with his own agenda and a hangman. As the storm settles in, so does the cold truth—not everyone will be getting out alive. Stars Kurt Russell and Samuel L. Jackson. Rated R. English SDH. 167 minutes. E One. $39.95

**DVD 3735303 SUSPIRIA.** Widescreen. Jessica Harper stars as Suzy Banyon, a young American ballet dancer who arrives at a DVD (Most Rated R). Over 29 hours on six DVDs. Millennium. CELEBRITY SEX TAPE.— DVD (Most Rated R). Over 29 hours on six DVDs. Millennium. FANTASTIC ISLAND. Fullscre en. Your hosts at this tiki-style tropical paradise other than the inimitable Daffy Duck and his sidekick Speedy Gonzales. All your favorite characters, including Bugs Bunny, Foghorn Leghorn, Porky Pig and Sylvester arrive at the island to bring their fantasies to life. But all is not ducky as Yosemite Sam and the Tasmanian Devil have other ideas. English SDH. 78 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

**DVD 6652010 ATLAS SHRUGGED TRIOLOGY.** Widescreen. Collects all three epic entries adapting Ayn Rand’s prophetic novel. As an overreaching government brings the nation’s economy to its knees, America’s most brilliant entrepreneurs mysteriously disappear. Dagny Taggart may have found the answer, but to save the country’s collapsing infrastructure, she may have to sacrifice everything she loves. English SDH. 20th Century Fox. 30 hours on 3 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $9.95

**DVD 375631X CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND.** Widescreen. Steven Spielberg’s enduring achievement can be seen and enjoyed as he has always intended, in this director’s edition collector’s cut remastered from the original film elements. Stars Richard Dreyfuss, Teri Garr, Melinda Dillon and Francois Truffaut. CC. 137 minutes. Columbia. $3.95

**DVD 3761169 LIFE IN A SMALL TOWN: 4-Movie Collection.** Widescreen. Collects four films from the heartland. Off the Map starring Joan Allen and Tommy Lee Jones; Another Texas Poolside Party starring Breckin Meyer and Peter Facinelli; Lone Star State of Mind starring Joshua Jackson and Jaime King; and Failing from Grace with John Mellencamp and Nolte. DVD. $3.95

**DVD 3695409 BEST OF BURLESQUE.** Fullscre en. Join Lily St. Cyr, Tempest Storm, Dixie Evans and over 100 bumpt and beauty in a peek back at the good ol’ days of big time burlesque when stripping was an art form and baggy pants comedians told the world’s corniest jokes. Not Rated. In B&W. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Something Video. SDH. $11.95

**DVD 3720653 SILENT WAR: Battles beneath the Sea.** Widescreen. For the second half of the 20th century, the world’s most powerful nations were engaged in an intense struggle for political and territorial supremacy. As the USA and the USSR developed huge arsenals of nuclear weapons, they and their allies would regularly bring the world close to annihilation—their arms having happenings under English SDH. 104 minutes. BBC. $3.95

**DVD 3801144 SEX SELLS.** Widescreen. Director Chuck Steck is making his last film and wants to go out with a bang by concocting a combination of the most absurdly complicated adult movie ever made. This mockumentary of the adult film industry stars Priscilla Barnes, Mark DeCarlo and Adrien Zmed. Unrated. CC. 96 minutes. Columbia. SDH. $3.95

**DVD 3712230 1984.** Big Brother is watching in a totalitarian society of the not too distant future, Winston Smith commits the punishable crime of falling in love. Based on George Orwell’s classic Nineteen Eighty-Four, this 1956 film stars Edmond O’Brien, Michael Redgrave, and Jan Sterling. In B&W. 90 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

**DVD 3808022 ACTION MAN COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Robert Stack stars as the Action Man. Six highly trained criminals invade a small town in Day of the Wolves, eyesing the biggest payday of their lives. In Big Game, a scientist hires top military mercenaries for protection. Finally, femme fatales drive the suspense in the Cold War adventure Peking Blonde. Not Rated. Over 3 hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

**DVD 3801470 WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH VIRGINIA? SLEW AUNTIE ROO.** Widescreen. Double feature! What’s the Matter With Helen? tells of two mammas (Debbie Reynolds and Shelley Winters) who mayonly catch their escape until past. Reynolds starts living out her Tinselworld dreams, while Winters carves up the town. Auntie Roo (Winters) just loves children to death. CC. Over 3 hours in this 2-Disc Special Edition. MGM. $3.95

**DVD 2787938 12 MONKEYS/ MERCURY RISING/ THE JACKAL.** Widescreen. Bruce Willis leads three pulse-pounding thrillers. He joins Brad Pitt in Terry Gilliam’s 12 Monkeys, about a time-traveler sent to save humanity from a deadly virus. In Mercury Rising, he protects an autistic boy capable of deciphering a billion-dollar secret code. And in The Jackal, Willis plays the top government official. Rated R. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 2940299 FRESHWATER.** Widescreen. When a group of 20-something beach goers rent a lake house for a weekend of partying, one of the friends never shows up. As more lake visitors are yanked under by water, something to be seized again emerges and the group begins to believe no one will make it off the island alive—or in one piece. Stars Zoe Bell. Not Rated. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95

**DVD 3746484 OBLIVION.** Widescreen. Starring Tom Cruise as Jack Harper, the one security repairman stationed on a desolate, nearly-ruined future Earth. When he rescues a beautiful stranger from a downed spacecraft, her arrival triggers a nonsensical chain of events forcing him to question everything he knows. English SDH. 125 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 3794083 CASINO ROYALE: Collector’s Edition.** Widescreen. The story of James Bond (Daniel Craig) before he holds a license to kill. But Bond is no less dangerous, and with two professional assassinations in quick succession, he is elevated to “00” status. “M” (Judi Dench) sends the newly-promoted 007 on his first assignment, which takes him to Madagascar, the Bahamas, to “00” status. “M” (Judi Dench) sends the newly-promoted 007 on his first assignment, which takes him to Madagascar, the Bahamas, and eventually to Montenegro. Includes two DVDs of bonus material. CC. 144 minutes. Columbia. $9.95

**DVD 376446X E.T. THE EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL.** Widescreen. Relive the adventure and magic in one of the most beloved motion pictures of all-time, the story of the unforgettable journey of a lost alien and the 10-year-old boy he befriends. Join Elliot (Henry Thomas), before he and an alien escape on a makeshift spacecraft and eventually to Montenegro. Includes two DVDs of bonus material. CC. 144 minutes. Columbia. $9.95

**DVD 3746443 DRACULA.** Widescreen. In this stylish retelling of the classic tale of horror, Frank Langella gives an electrifying performance as the bloodthirsty Count, with Vincent Price as his legendary nemesis, Van Helsing, the renowned and relentless vampire hunter seeking to end the Dark Prince’s reign of terror. Rated R. 110 minutes. Universal. $4.95
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**Movies**

**DVD 2966545 BOARDING GATE.** Widescreen. Asia Argento stars as sexy ex-prostitute Sarah, who is forced to leave London after a violent encounter with an ex-lover (Michael Madsen). Fleeing to Hong Kong, she takes on a new identity, changing her past. Nothing turns out as planned, and she finds herself trapped in a sordid game of manipulation.

Rated R. 106 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

**DVD 3702847 THE ULTIMATE SCI-FI MOVIE MARATHON.** Get ready for six sensational stories, all featured in love with a robot to a government mind-control plot! Includes The Android Affair; It Came from Outer Space II; Deep Red; Evolution's Child; Night Visitors; and The Da Vinci Code.

Over 9 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. $5.95

**DVD 3801047 RISE OF THE GARGOYLES.** Widescreen. The mysterious trail of mangled human corpses is only the beginning for the secret buried beneath a condemned Parisian church. Suddenly unleashed from their subterranean crypt, these anger-filled gargoyles set out on a mission of destruction. Stars Eric Balfour, Caroline Nerin, and Nick Mancuso. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Genius Entertainment. $3.95

**★ DVD 6991384 BAD GIRLS AT PLAY.** Fullscreen. The film's cumulative delirium is back! All the President's Women stars Stormy Daniels stars in this scorchingly sexy romp where naughty housewives and husbands engage in all sorts of hot action. It’s the forbidden exotic adventure you’ve been waiting for! Unrated. 92 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**DVD 2975546 THE CLIENT ST.** Widescreen. Jennifer Love Hewitt stars as Samantha Horton, a former Texas homecoming queen who finds herself facing financial ruin. She takes a job at a local massage parlor, only to find herself in front for a high-end call girl operation–one so lucrative she can’t turn it down. Also stars Cybill Shepherd, Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Image Entertainment. $9.95

**DVD 5861918 FEEL THE HEAT: 10 Thriller Movies.** Ten thrillers to grab you by the throat and steam up your screen. 8 of Diamonds; Heatlites; Wedding Day; The Gallinule File; Look @ Me; A Broken Code; Desorden; A Love Story; The Champagne Tower; Border Town; and The Casino Job. Stars include Harvey Keitel, Wolfgang Petersen, and John Travolta. Widescreen. English SDH. 88 minutes. Six pictures. Pub. at $11.95

**DVD 3715701 JAMES STEWART WESTERNS: 4 Movie Marathon.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. Four westerns starring the legendary James Stewart: Bend of the River (Rock Hudson and Julia Adams); The Far Country (Ruth Roman and Walter Brennan); Night Passage (Audie Murphy and Dianne Foster); and The Rare Breed (Maureen O’Hara and Brian Keith). English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $7.95

**★ DVD 2829007 THE LAUREL & HARDY COMEDY COLLECTION.** Fullscreen. You can now enjoy 24 of Laurel and Hardy's greatest shorts in this collection featuring shorts, feature-length films, interviews and home movies showcasing the iconic duo, from their early beginner days to their final film, including solo shorts! In Color! 9 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. $9.95

**DVD 2932830 BIG JAKE/A MAN CALLED JAKE.** Widescreen. In Big Jake, John Wayne stars as Big Jake McCandles, a husband who hasn’t seen his wife in over nine years. He returns home after his grandson is kidnapped by a vicious outlaw gang. In Man Called Horse, stars in A Man Called Horse (Rated R), a carefully crafted epic, that strives to realistically portray the life of the American Sioux. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. $3.95

**DVD 2938081 UNFORGIVEN.** Widescreen. Clint Eastwood (who also produced and directed) stars in this film–he picked for the last time to collect a bounty. Richard Harris is an ill-fated killer for hire, and Gene Hackman is a lawman of sly charm–and chilling brutality. Winner of 1992’s Best Picture Academy Award. Rated R. 131 minutes. Warner Home Video. $4.95

**DVD 3690243 ROBERT LANGDON 3-Movie Set.** Widescreen. This Tom Hanks triple feature includes Inferno, also starring Felicity Jones (122 minutes); Angels & Demons (157 minutes); and The Da Vinci Code, also starring Audrey Tautou (149 minutes). Three DVDs. Sony Pictures. $7.95

**DVD 374258X DEVIL’S PASS.** Widescreen. In February of 1959, nine Russian hikers ventured into a remote area of the Ural Mountains. Two weeks later, all of them were found dead. What happened is a mystery. When five American college students try to help unravel the truth they discover a terrifying phenomenon that suggests they are not alone. Rated R. $4.95

**DVD 3770545 ROMAN J. ISRAEL, ESO.** Widescreen. This is the story of a brilliant lawyer in the overburdened Los Angeles criminal court system. Denzel Washington stars as a driven, idealistic defense attorney whose life is suddenly disrupted. Also stars Chris Rock, Carmen Ejogo, English SDH. 122 minutes. Columbia. $4.95

**DVD 3803597 MAFIA KINGPIN COLLECTION.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. Salthers five films loaded with mob action: Mister Scarface; The Cop in Blue Jeans; The Master Touch; Violent Napolies; and The Cynic, the Rat, & the Fok. Stars include Jack Palance, Tom Hulce, Joffrey, Kirk Douglas, Maurizio Merli, and Kathy Sullivan. Some Rated R. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Pop Flx. $3.95

**DVD 6729929 DANCING IN THE DARK.** Fullscreen. After a sexual attack by her father-in-law, ballerina Anna Forbes takes on her brother-in-law Peter Cosgrove to accept such allegations, Mark sends Anna down a spiral of drugs and therapy that ends with institutionalization. That’s when the real nightmare begins. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Adults only. Hearntertainment. $4.95


**DVD 380058X BLOOD ORGY OF THE SHE-DEVILS.** A delicious witch’s brew laced with psychic powers, mardaming and a liberal dose of old-fashioned burnings at the stake! This drive-in classic was directed by Ted V. Mikels and stars Lila Zbaron. 79 minutes. Image Entertainment. $3.95

**DVD 6750066 BOB STEELE: Classic Westerns Collection.** Fullscreen. Unsung western icon Bob Steele stars in four thriller features he keeps the border clean in Border Phantom; takes on swindling murderers in A Demon for Trouble; tries to repair his father’s nefarious reputation in Trusted Outlaw; and investigates a suspicious shooting in Brand of Hate. In B&W. Four hours. VCI Entertainment. $7.95

**DVD 2855127 THE BIG COUNTRY/THE HORSE SOLDIERS/THE LONG RIDERS.** Widescreen. John Wayne stars as a post of weather observer only to find himself in a watchtower besieged by deadly creatures which live off the sunny tourist trap of Ibiza. Get ready to get busy in Ibiza as everyone’s favorite Swedish nymphs deliver the goods time and again. Rated R. 90 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**DVD 2983890 DANCES WITH WOLVES.** Fullscreen. Sent to protect a U.S. outpost on the desolate frontier, Lt. John Dunbar (Kevin Costner) finds himself alone in the vast wilderness. Defending the very people he’s sworn to protect, he teams up with the grizzled gunfighter to help Indian hikers. Rated R. $7.99

**DVD 2939542 BETTIE PAGE: Varietease/Teaserama.** Fullscreen. Collects two 1950s Burly-Q Classics with America’s Ultimate Pin-Up Goddess, Bettie Page. Presents two feature-length titles. The Queen of the Curves teams up with fellow bamp and grind legends Lily St. Cyr, Tempest Storm, Chris LaChris, and Trudy Wayne, along with an assortment of Burlesque C.O.’s, to be a cabaret to remember for more. Over 14 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

**★ DVD 2859424 SIX SWEDES IN PARADISE.** Widescreen. The six-starved sextet of scrillaing Swedish girls are at it again, driving deep into forbidding regions of the world to find the sunny tourist trap of Ibiza. Get ready to get busy in Ibiza as everyone’s favorite Swedish nymphs deliver the goods time and again. Rated R. 90 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**DVD 2835726 BLACK SUNDAY.** Widescreen. In 1914, a young man arrives at a remote outpost in the desolate frontier, Lt. John Dunbar (Kevin Costner) finds himself alone in the vast wilderness. Defending the very people he’s sworn to protect, he teams up with the grizzled gunfighter to help Indian hikers. Rated R. $7.99

**DVD 3797546 PARKER.** Widescreen. Parker (Jason Statham) is a professional thief who lives by a personal code of ethics: Don’t steal from people who can’t afford it and don’t hurt people who can’t defend themselves. But on the hottest heist his crew double-crosses him, and now Parker is determined to make them regret it. Rated R. English SDH. 118 minutes. Sony Pictures. $9.95

**DVD 3767579 ROOSTER COGBURN (AND THE LADY).** Widescreen. John Wayne reprises his role of the rascal, eye-patched, whisky-drinking U.S. Deputy Marshal Rooster Cogburn joins him as the prim Eula Goodnight, a missionary who pairs up with the grizzled gunfighter to avenge the death of her father. 108 minutes. Universal. $6.95
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**DVD 294709**
GIRLS OF THE GOLDEN SALOON. Widescreen. 1970s European sex film superstars Sandra julien, evelyn scott and alice arnold star in this riotous and ribald tale about a wild west white slavery ring that kidnaps young women and puts them to work at the notorious frontier brothel, the Golden Saloon. Unrated. Dubbed in English. 81 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

**DVD 375183**
THE BEST LITTLE WHOREHOUSE IN TEXAS. Widescreen. Burt reynolds stars as sheriff ed earl Dodd along with dolly parton as miss mona, proprietor of the Chicken Ranch. the two join together not only in romance, but to fight big city tv crusader melvin p. thorp (dom deluise) in his efforts to shut down the Chicken Ranch once and for all. Rated. R, 115 minutes. Universal.

**DVD 3715841**
THE BEST OF THE WORST: 12 Shocking Films. An affectionate and intimidating tribute to 12 of the greatest bad movies ever made. Includes Marx Brothers of Paradise, Track of the Moon Beast, The Beast of Yucca Flats; Edgar; The Ape Man; The Amazing Transplant Man; the Atomic Brain; Demencia 13; Unknown World; The Terror; and The Incredible Petrified Roof. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. Nearly 14 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98

**DVD 3761142**
JURASSIC ADVENTURES: 4-Movie Collection. Step into prehistoric adventures with four fantastic films. Includes The Lost World and its sequel, Return to the Lost World, both inspired by Sir arthur conan doyle’s classic tales; Adventures in Dinotopia, based on James gunney’s beloved books; and Journey to the Center of the Earth, adapting the Jules verne adventure classic. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek.

**DVD 665248**
BATTLE OF BRITAIN/A BRITISH ARMY. THE GREAT ESCAPE. Widescreen. Three combat classics in one set: an all-star cast brings the royal Air force’s greatest triumph to life in Battle of Britain; British James Caan, Michael Caine, and Sean Connery capture WWII’s most tragic blunder in A Bridge Too Far; and Steve mcQueen re-enacts the largest POW prison break ever attempted in The Great Escape. CC. Eight hours on 3 DVDs. MGM.

**DVD 696611X**
THE COMPLETE COSMOS. Fullscreen. Features the equivalent of an encyclopedia of space and astronomy on DVD, exploring the Solar System, our Milky way and the Universe beyond. From the big bang and the formation of the planets to black holes and the farthest reaches of the cosmos, this title tells the story uninterrupted by interviews or on-screen hosts. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. Beckmann Visual. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 3800512**
BETWEEN THE TREK. Widescreen. A deep space vessel has been adrift for two years. It is suspected the crew brutally killed each other, but the reason for the bloodbath is unknown. A rescue crew is sent to find if there are any survivors, what happened and why, but what they discover might make them destroy themselves and the world. 90 minutes. Screen Media Films.

**DVD 3805160**
SHAKMA. Fullscreen. Professor sörensen, the head of a university medical research lab, is running an adventure role-playing game for several of his students using the laboratory building after hours. But after they are locked in and the game begins, shakespearean quotes are randomly interwoven into the tales and begins killing the players. Stars christopher atkins, amanda wyss and roddy mcdowall. Rated R, 102 minutes. Trinity Home Enter.

**DVD 3805637**
CITY OF ANGELS. Widescreen. A hardened detective lays low in a dark los Angeles hotel room waiting a gang of vengeful hitmen. Throughout the night the detective becomes entangled in a web of death and desire that both complicates and helps the hope of many intriguing hotel guests that he encounters. Stars carla gugino, malin åkerman, and danny de vito. Not Rated.

**DVD 3802930**
DETECTIVES: 10 Movie Pack. Features ten whodunits: Bulldog Drummond’s Revenge, Bulldog Drummond Escapes; Bulldog Drummond in Africa; Dick Tracy versus Cueball; Dick Tracy Meets Gruesome; Sherlock Holmes Terror by Night; Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon; Dick Tracy, Detective; Mr. Moto’s Last Warning; and Sherlock Holmes Dressed to Kill. Stars include Basil Rathbone, nigel Bruce, burt lancaster, ray milland, and Morgan conway. In B&W. Over 6 hours on 3 DVDs. Mill Creek.

**DVD 3803732**
NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD DVD. Widescreen. In this all-new 3D remake of the popular 1968 horror classic, Barb and her brother Johnny arrive late for the burial of their aunt and walk straight into a nightmare. Includes four pair of 3D glasses. Rated R, cc, 80 minutes. Lions Gate.

**DVD 3835103**
WESTWORLD. Widescreen. Westworld is a theme park where customers can bust up a bar or bust out of jail, drop in on a brothel or get the drop on a gunfighter. It’s all sale: the park’s attendants never to alarm the customers. But not all the droids are getting with the program. Written and directed by michael crichton. Stars yul brynner and walter bros. Enter. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Mill Creek.

**DVD 3801510**

**DVD 3764230**
AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF IN LONDON. Widescreen. Two American tourists, while traveling in pre-WWII London, find their lives changed forever when a vicious wolf attacks them during a full moon. Stars David naughton, jenny agutter, and juliet hulco. Rated R. 98 minutes. Universal.

**DVD 2821281**
SALMA HAYEK: 4-Movie Collection. Widescreen. Four films capture the many faces of this internationally renowned actress. She joins carmen gomez for the spanish language film Living it Up (La Gran Vida) (with english subtitles); John travolta and james gadolfini for Midnight’s Child; tom hanks and anthony hopkins in the many faces of this internationally interesting culture as they tag along on their vacation. In B&W. 123 minutes. Paramount.

**DVD 2896052**
CLASSIC WESTERN COLLECTION. Widescreen. Includes one of the top Westerns of the 1950s, Shane; and some favorites of the 1960s: Light the Fuse, Big Bang; and the 1970s: ACHTUNG! The Desert Tigers. Rated. Over 6 hours. Echo Bridge.

**DVD 3001333**
ADVENTURE COLLECTION: 8 Movies. Light the fuse with adrenaline-fueled action films, featuring stars like david hasselehoff, roger hauer, kirk douglas, terence stamp and more. Includes Bail Out, Prisoner in the Middle, Escape From Sobibor, Laser Mission; Catch Me a Spy; The Sell Out; Deadly Recruits; and Violent Professionals. Not Rated. Over 12 hours on two DVDs. TGG.

**DVD 3000938**
THE BABYSITTERS. Widescreen. In the wake of a series of unexplained disappearances, a resident babysitter becomes prime suspect in the cases, and as her new friends help her to clear her name, the town begins to learn about the many secrets kept behind closed doors and the dark specter of a killer lurks in the shadows. Rated. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. MGM.

**DVD 3005379**
ALLEY TRAMP/ OVER 18...AND READY! Trashy Teen Double Feature. Fullscreen. In Alley Tramp, a teenager develops a case of nymphomania, shaking up in a skin flick, but before long, the line between film and autobiography disappears. Starring juli pens, steven white, and mary mcree. In B&W. 136 minutes. Adults only. Something. Weird Media Video. Pub. at $9.98

**DVD 3712249**
AUGHING! The Desert Tigers. Widescreen. Featuring the great Gordon mitchell, this euroseude picture takes place in a nazis prison in the desert. The sadistic operators of the POW camp dole out rude humpings and castrations, eventually forcing a band of allied prisoners to attempt escape. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Adults only. DVD. $7.95

**DVD 379752X**
THE MONUMENTS MEN DVD. Widescreen. Centers around a WWII platoon, tasked with going into Germany to rescue artistic masterpieces from nazis and returning them to their rightful owners. The men find themselves risking their lives in a race against time to avoid destruction of 1,000 years of culture. Stars George Clooney, Matt Damon, and Bill Murray. English SDH. 115 minutes. Columbia. Pub. at $11.99

**DVD 3631659**
HIDEOUS KINKY. Widescreen. The story of two sisters (seven and five years old) traveling with their hippie mother (kate winslet) from london to Morocco. They encounter many new experiences, and interesting culture as they tag along on their mother’s search for freedom and love. 98 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films.

**DVD 373532X**
THE BLOOD SPATTERED BRIDE. Widescreen. A blood-soaked lady cameoed in not man’s ads. In the sordid tale of... a teenager develops a case of nymphomania, shaking up in a skin flick, but before long, the line between film and autobiography disappears. Starring julie pens, steven white, and mary mcree. In B&W. 136 minutes. Adults only. Under Ground. Pub. at $14.98

**DVD 3771184**
SILENT AND FORGOTTEN. In this fascinating docudrama, the film stars share their own stories in their own words, including Clara bow, lilian gish, louise brooks, and America’s Sweetheart Mary pickford. 150 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 3771938**
THE MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE: The John Wayne Collection. Widescreen. Commonly regarded as one of the greatest westerns of all time, this John Ford classic brings together James stewart, John wayne, lee marvin and veda miles for the story of a bumbling but charming big-city lawyer determined to rid the fair village of Shimbone of its number one nuisance: Liberty Valance. In B&W. 123 minutes. Paramount.

**DVD 3800490**
BEYOND. Widescreen. A near-apocalyptic asteroid strike has brought with it an unexpected aftereffect: UFOs are appearing all over the globe. As a new threat brings the asteroid strike has brought with it an unexpected aftereffect: UFOs are appearing all over the globe. As a new threat brings the
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**DVD 3802388 PANZER.** Widescreen. When a group of students discover a Nazi bunker in their search for stolen art, all hell breaks loose when they find out it is guarded by something so terrifying, you’ll wish it was a nightmare. Not Rated. CC. 82 minutes. SP. Releasing. $4.95

**DVD 3800352 HELL'S CARETAKER.** Widescreen. After Sam recently inherited his parents’ old farmhouse and his friends decide to go to the farmhouse for a party weekend not knowing the horror that awaits them. For Sam and his friends it’s sure to be a hell of a weekend. Stars Patrick Swayze, Charlie Sheen, and Neve Campbell. Rated R. 92 minutes. Brain Damage Films. $3.95

**DVD 3803562 LOVE & SEX.** Kate Weils (Farrell Janssen) is a beautiful magazine writer who turns her own experience when she is given an impossible assignment within twenty-four hours, Kate must write a single woman’s guide to love and sex. This romantic comedy also stars Jon Favreau, Cheri Oteri, and Leigh Emmerich. Rated R. 82 minutes. Studio S. Pub. at $14.98 $3.95

**DVD 6569003 THE BORIS KARLOFF COLLECTION.** Five of Karloff’s most spellbinding horror yarns. He plays an ingenious inventor in *Night Key,* a mad executioner in *The Devil Doll,* an insane doctor in *The Strange Door,* and a mad executioner in *Goddess of Love.* Also includes *Succubus: Hell-Bent.* All Rated R. Over four hours on 2 DVDs, one double-sided. Screen Media Films. $3.95

**DVD 3800593 BIGFOOT WARS.** After the sheriff of the small town of Boggy Creek receives reports of attacks from a beast bearing resemblance to the legendary Sasquatch, he enlists the help of an expert survivalist (Thomas Howell) and sets out to hunt down the creature. 94 minutes. Parallax. 4 Films. $3.95

**DVD 3800563 BLOOD ANGELS / VAMPIRES—OUT FOR BLOOD / SUICIDE BLOODED.** The chiller’s one in a collection! The killers of heaven become beautiful bloodsuckers in *Blood Angels.* Then, a dreamlike evening becomes an unforgettable nightmare when it becomes infected with the worst possible of Blood. Also includes *Succubus: Hell-Bent.* All Rated R. Over four hours on 2 DVDs, one double-sided. Screen Media Films. $3.95

**DVD 380060X ATTACK OF THE 60 FOOT CENTERFOLD.** In the Centerfold of the Year, Angel Grace enlists the help of a doctor’s mysterious beauty enhancement program. But when the plan goes awry, Angel finds herself in the most unusual ways. Beauty isn’t just skin-deep, it’s also 60 feet tall! Rated R. 83 minutes. Buena Vista Home Enter. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

**DVD 3800668 DASHIEL HAMMETT: Detective/Writer.** The turbulent life and enduring legacy of Dashiell Hammett is drawn into the smoky spotlight with this documentary. Charting his rise from the gritty underworld of detective work to the pinnacle of literary society to the downfall instigated by his own excesses, Hammett’s story is every bit as dramatic as his suspense thrillers. In Color and B&W. 56 minutes. WinStar. Pub. at $24.98 $3.95

**DVD 3802892 THE DEAD WANT WOMEN.** Widescreen. When two realtors (Jessica Morris and Ariana Madix) buy the mansion for an old college friend (Jessica Morris and Ariana Madix) buy the mansion for an old college friend, they discover that there are more than skeletons in the closets: haunted by the ghosts of a long time ago, the girls quickly find that they have been taken into a nightmare world. Also stars Eric Roberts. 83 minutes. Full Moon. $3.95

**DVD 3803740 NORTHERN BORDERS.** Widescreen. Bruce Dern and Genevieve Bujold deliver ‘expert performances’ ( Hollywood Reporter) as quirky grassroots who take their grandson, Austen (Seamus Davey-Fitzpatrick) into their Vermont home. Adventure awaits, as do lingering secrets about his eccentric grandparents. Widescreen. In 1840 a wealthy and newly rich American family moves to the Canadian border and meets a Native American family, the servants of an imposing and powerful man. They are taken in to become part of a family, and a new life begins! Powerful, chilling and absolutely gripping, this movie features Patrick Swayze, Lea Thompson, Charlie Sheen, Jennifer Grey and Harry Dean Stanton. 114 minutes on a double-sided DVD. MGM. $6.95

**DVD 3804029 PREDATOR WORLD.** Widescreen. The Titan TC space cruiser, the most luxurious star-lier ever built, is damaged during a meteor shower, with several survivors fleeing in an escape pod. But their nightmare has just begun, as they are attacked by a race of bloodthirsty aliens, who methodically hunt them down one by one. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

**DVD 3806409 PRICE FOR PEACE: From Kennedy to Obama.** Widescreen. Steven Spielberg, historian Stephen E. Ambrose, and director James Moll bring us a film with firsthand accounts chronicling the unforeseen impact of our involvement in WWII. From the bombing of Pearl Harbor, through the American occupation of Japan in 1945, this powerful film depicts the courage and determination of America’s youth. 99 minutes. DreamWorks. $6.95

**DVD 3806480 COURAGEOUS HEART OF IRENA SENDLER.** Widescreen. The story of Irena Sendler, a social worker who was part of the Polish underground in World War II and was arrested by the Nazis for saving 2,500 Jewish children by smuggling them out of the Warsaw Ghetto. Stars Anna Paquin, Goran Visnjic, and Marcia Gay Harden. 95 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $6.95

**DVD 3806483 THE VIGILANTES ARE COMING.** Widescreen. Spin-off film to the hit television series *Walker, Texas Ranger.* In 1840 a wealthy and newly rich American family moves to the Canadian border and meets a Native American family, the servants of an imposing and powerful man. They are taken in to become part of a family, and a new life begins! Powerful, chilling and absolutely gripping, this movie features Patrick Swayze, Lea Thompson, Charlie Sheen, Jennifer Grey and Harry Dean Stanton. 114 minutes on a double-sided DVD. MGM. $6.95

**DVD 3800630 GODDESS OF LOVE.** Widescreen. Venus, a jilted lover, begins a downward spiral into madness as she acts on her twisted fantasies and revenge. This sexy, tense thriller will leave you breathless until the very end. Stars Alexis Kendra, Woody Harris and Elizabeth Sanders. Not Rated. English Subt. 91 minutes. MPH. $4.95

**DVD 3742601 GODDESS OF LOVE.** Widescreen. Venus, a jilted lover, begins a downward spiral into madness as she acts on her twisted fantasies and revenge. This sexy, tense thriller will leave you breathless until the very end. Stars Alexis Kendra, Woody Harris and Elizabeth Sanders. Not Rated. English Subt. 91 minutes. MPH. $4.95

**DVD 3795058 WHAT?** Widescreen. More than four decades after its controversial release, this lost film remains the most debated and least-known film of Roman Polanski’s storied career. Set in a world of analyzing more than one girl who finds herself lost inside a Mediterranean villa inhabited by pianists, young and middle-aged, a picture of a vibrant multi-ethnic neighborhood where people struggled to survive. Featuring a number of known celebrities as themselves. 82 minutes. Vanguard. $3.95

**DVD 3800039 CHRISTMAS WITH HOLLY.** Widescreen. Traumatized by her mother’s death, a 6-year-old girl stops talking but is cared for by her three uncles. The story unfolds as all of them find the importance of family. Stars Sean Faris, Dylan Masters, John Wesley, Eric Gold and Dana Watkins. CC. 91 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

**DVD 3754210 PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM.** Widescreen. Unluckily in love, Allan Felix (Woody Harrelson) is a critic who gets dumped by his wife. Allan’s dating skills are less than stellar, even though he keeps getting advice from a recurring hallucination—his film hero Humphrey Bogart. Together, his friends and family help Allan navigate the pitfalls of dating and romance. Also stars Diane Keaton. CC. 85 minutes. Paramount. $6.95

**DVD 2882817 RED DAWN.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. This film opens with one of the most shocking scenes ever filmed: on a peaceful morning, paratroopers land in Smalltown, USA—the invasion of America has begun! Powerful, chilling and absolutely gripping, this movie features Patrick Swayze, Lea Thompson, Charlie Sheen, Jennifer Grey and Harry Dean Stanton. 114 minutes on a double-sided DVD. MGM. $6.95

**DVD 2940329 GODDESS OF LOVE.** Widescreen. Venus, a jilted lover, begins a downward spiral into madness as she acts on her twisted fantasies and revenge. This sexy, tense thriller will leave you breathless until the very end. Stars Alexis Kendra, Woody Harris and Elizabeth Sanders. Not Rated. English Subt. 91 minutes. MPH. $4.95

**DVD 3792247 IRON WOLF.** Widescreen. When the gates open, the Nazi’s create a new secret weapon that’s both bloodthirsty and unstoppable. But when a Russian attack destroys the lab, the weapon is lost forever. Widescreen. In 1840 a wealthy and newly rich American family moves to the Canadian border and meets a Native American family, the servants of an imposing and powerful man. They are taken in to become part of a family, and a new life begins! Powerful, chilling and absolutely gripping, this movie features Patrick Swayze, Lea Thompson, Charlie Sheen, Jennifer Grey and Harry Dean Stanton. 114 minutes on a double-sided DVD. MGM. $6.95

**DVD 3792855 GIANT: Two-Disc Special Edition.** Widescreen. A sweeping, 1956 Oscar-winning western in which three generations of land-rich Texans love, swagger, connive and clash in a saga of family feuds, vengeance and conflict between cattle barons and newly rich oil tycoons. Stars Elizabeth Taylor, Rock Hudson and James Dean. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs, one double-sided. Warner Home Video. $8.96
**Movies**

**DVD 3764613**  
MACARTHUR. Widescreen. General Douglas MacArthur (Gregory Peck), one of the most controversial public figures of our time, is the subject of this biographical drama which traces his outstanding career. A compelling look at the life and times of this adventurous and inspirational character. Includes collectible slipcase. 130 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 2809680**  
PASSENGERS. Widescreen. A high stakes adventure about two passengers, Aurora and Jim, onboard a spaceship transpoting them 250,000 years into a new life on another planet. The trip takes a deadly turn when their hibernation pods mysteriously wake them 90 years before they reach their destination. Stars Chris Pratt and Jennifer Lawrence. English SDH. 116 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

**DVD 3712303**  
The Bikini Carwash Company. A young Midwestern man comes to L.A. to take over his uncle’s carwash and gets help from a shapely business manager. Together they hire gals to wear skimpy bathing suits—or nothing at all—to clean up in more ways than one. Rated R. 84 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

**DVD 5811279**  
BEAST COLLECTION. Terrifying chills and creature catastrophes come together, one brutal installment at a time. This includes Maniac, Monster of Terror; Return of the Giant Man; Zontar: Thing from Venus; The Eye Creatures; Search for the Beast; The Legend of Bigfoot; Strieck of the Multilateral; The Capture of the Bigfoot; Sacquotch; The Legend of Bigfoot; Snow Beast. Fifteen hours on 4 DVDs. Metromedia. $3.95

**DVD 3712567**  
QUATERMILLION AND THE PIT. This 1958, six-part B&W series tells the tale of a young man’s family homestead. Stars Andrew Duggan, Anthony Zerbe and Christine Finn. Beginning with the discovery of a five million year old human skull, it ends with the long dormant Marquettite mountain erupting in B&W. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. DVD Video.). $9.95

**DVD 6609198**  
DIE HARD: Ultimate Collection. Widescreen. The intensity never lets up in this four pack of explosive John McClane adventures. Bruce Willis is one of his defining characters as the off-duty cop, taking on terrorists, drug lords, cyber-attacks and more in the two-disc edition of Die Hard, Die Hard 2: Die Harder, Die Hard with a Vengeance; and Live Free or Die Hard. Most Rated R. CC. Over 8 hours. 20th Century Fox. $14.95

**DVD 9297020**  
The Brass Bottle. Widescreen. When Harold (Dennis Morgan) buys an antiques Arabian bottle at auction, he ends up freeing the centuries imprisoned genie, Fakrash. Forever indebted and ready to serve his new master, Fakrash grants Harold his every wish. But, soon everything goes from bad to worse! The movie that inspired the hit TV show, “I Dream of Jeannie.” Also stars Barbara Eden. English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 3765881**  
The War Wagon. Widescreen. Together, John Wayne and Kirk Douglas, team up to pull off one of the most impossible heists of all time in this action-packed western classic. Also stars Howard Keel, Robert Walker and Joanna Barnes. 101 minutes. Universal. $6.95

**DVD 3797855**  
HANGAR 10. Widescreen. Three military veterans for entertainment capture incredible UFO footage in Rendlesham Forest. Curious to uncover the truth behind the area’s infamous extraterrestrial experience, the group decides to investigate further. They’ll find what they’re looking for—but it doesn’t like being found. Not Rated. English subtitles. 87 minutes. IFC. $7.98

**DVD 2808789**  
BEHIND THE BLUE EYES. Widescreen. A decade into their mission to reach the end of the universe. Dr. Abe Anderson and pilot Harold Reynolds (Casper van Dien) begin to unravel as mysterious occurrences happen on board. When their ship dies in a freak accident, Abe realizes this isn’t the first time. As the past and future collide, Abe must figure out what is real before they reach the edge of space. 119 minutes. Screen Media Films. $3.95

---

**DVD 380323B**  
GREEN RIVER KILLER. Widescreen. Gary Ridgway was arrested in 2003 for the murder of 47 women he called the Green River Killer. The 1968 true crime story, based on the book “Dust in My Hair.” English SDH. 92 minutes. Universal. $3.95

**DVD 691019X**  
FRANKENSTEIN/THE BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN. Widescreen. The original Frankenstein stars Boris Karloff as the screen’s most tragic and iconic monster in what many consider to be the greatest horror film ever made. In The Bride of Frankenstein, Dr. Caligari (Colin Clive) is the scientist who gave the silver screen’s most misunderstood monster who now longs for a mate. English SDH. 146 minutes. Universal. $7.95

**DVD 2892943**  
THE AWFUL VISION FOR ST. TROPEZ. Widescreen. Tells the tale of a father’s and son’s trip to St. Tropez. French Riviera and a plot to rob the villa but really, most of the movie is about the fun and games in between. English SDH. 101 minutes. Film Movement. $7.95

---

**DVD 6644953**  
The Fighting Seabees. John Wayne plays the head of a construction company building military sites for the Navy during WWII. After suffering the loss of many men in a helicopter crash, he takes it upon himself to help establish the “CBS” (Construction Battalions) units of armed builders. Also stars Dennis O’Keefe and Susan Hayward. In B&W. 100 minutes. United Artists. $19.95

**DVD 2892099**  
RESISTANCE. Widescreen. In 1944, D-Day has failed and Europe has not been released by German forces. The man of an isolated Welsh village discovers the real reasons behind his wife’s disappearance and his family’s ruin. Stars Dennis O’Keefe and Susan Hayward. In B&W. 94 minutes. United Artists. $9.95

**DVD 3770028**  
Midnight Fright Show: The Master Collection. Widescreen. Five awesome features for your Ki-fest: Dracula, Horror of Dracula, Frankenstein, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, and Nosferatu. English, German. 580 minutes. Film Movement. $29.95

**DVD 2924110**  
SICK NURSES. Widescreen. In a neglected hospital, seven young nurses and a respected doctor have been selling body parts of dead patients on the black market. When one of the nurses threatens to go to the police, she is viciously murdered and dies uttering a vengeful curse. English SDH. 102 minutes. Film Movement. $7.95

**DVD 279652X**  
10.0 Earthquake. Widescreen. An oil company using fracking has set the stage for epic disaster by causing a 7.0 earthquake near the San Andreas Fault. Jack, an engineer with the company, and Emily, a geologist, frantically race against time to stop the impending disaster. Stars Bruce Willis and Carla Gugino. Over six hours. Cinedigm. $4.95

**DVD 3771903**  
The Goodbye Girl. Widescreen. Writer Neil Simon provides his trademark wit and charm and Richard Benjamin directs this remake of Simon’s classic romantic comedy. Barry (Robert Redford) plays Paula, mother of a 10-year-old (Hallie Kate Eisenberg) and a victim of Cupid’s misunderstandings. Jeff Daniels is the English teacher who steals Paula’s subplot—starts hoping that there’s room in her heart. CC. 103 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $19.98

**DVD 3775968**  
CAPTAIN FURY. Fullscreen. A power-mad land barons attempt to keep other sheep herders out of Australia, and for good measure a ruthless bounty hunter sent to bring them in for a murder he did not commit. 90 minutes. Universal. $3.95

**DVD 3802922**  
DEMONIC. Widescreen. A terrifying trip into the darkness of desire, where the bloodline between school teacher, living a drama free life. But her simple life changes when a former star pupil returns to town after failing as a playwright in New York. Unwilling to let him give up his dreams, Linda mounts a new play at a small school and puts her own reputation and career on the line. Rated R. 91 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

**DVD 380352X**  
LILY GRACE: A Witch Story. Widescreen. After the unexpected death of his estranged father, Ron returns to his childhood home in Louisiana to claim his inheritance. Haunted by feelings of anger, guilt and betrayal, Ron has discovered that his entire family has something to do with his father’s death. Ron stays at the house to uncover the truth behind the witch named Lily Grace. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Adults only. Midnight Releasing. $3.95

---

**DVD 2894036**  
JUST GETTING STARTED. Widescreen. Duke Diver (Morgan Freeman) is the free-wheeling manager of a luxury resort and life of the party. When ex-military charger Leo (Tommy Lee Jones) checks in, Duke and Leo compete for the top spot as the alpha male. But when Duke’s past suddenly catches up to him, the rival’s team up to stop whoever is trying to kill Duke. English SDH. $9.95

**DVD 2983745**  
SCHILLER’S LIST. Widescreen. Written by writer of seven Academy Awards, including Best Picture and Best Director (Steven Spielberg), this film presents the indelible true story of Oskar Schindler, a member of the Nazi Party, who saves the lives of more than 1,100 Jews during the Holocaust. Stars Liam Neeson, Ben Kingsley and Ralph Fiennes. Rated R. In B&W. Over three hours on one double-sided DVD. $9.95

**DVD 3771903**  
The Goodbye Girl. Widescreen. Writer Neil Simon provides his trademark wit and charm and Richard Benjamin directs this remake of Simon’s classic romantic comedy. Barry (Robert Redford) plays Paula, mother of a 10-year-old (Hallie Kate Eisenberg) and a victim of Cupid’s misunderstandings. Jeff Daniels is the English teacher who steals Paula’s subplot—starts hoping that there’s room in her heart. CC. 103 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $19.98

---

**DVD 2986081**  
Cry of the Black Wolves. Widescreen. Based on Jack London’s novel, Son of the Wolf. In the untamed wilderness of an Alaskan mining town, man of the wilderness (Ron Ely) must fight for survival against nature and a ruthless bounty hunter sent to bring him in for a murder he did not commit. 90 minutes. Cinema Pops. $4.95
Movies

- **DVD 570233X JULIUS VERNE’s MYSTERIOUS ISLAND.** Widescreen. Five northern Civil War casualties carry out a daring escape by hijacking a hot air balloon. After drifting through the night, they wake to find themselves marooned on an island—but it’s not deserted. The fly among a group of survivors from across space and time, transporting to a terrifying haven for countless deadly creatures and one rumbling volcano. Stars Gina Holden, Pruitt Taylor Vince, and W. Morgan Sheppard. 91 minutes. Green Apple. Rental. $5.95. For Sale. $4.95. Buy 6 Get 1 Free.

- **DVD 6452043 ANNA NICOLE SMITH COLLECTION: Playmate of the Year.** Contains: The Complete Anna Nicole Smith Story: A True Rags to Riches Story (75 minutes), The Best of Anna Nicole Smith (59 minutes), and Celebrity Centenarians (88 minutes). Adults only. PlayBag. Pub. at $28.99. Rental. $5.95. For Sale. $4.95. Buy 6 Get 1 Free.

- **DVD 571157X VINNY CAVIAR VINNY.** Widescreen. When Bill and Stan are mistakenly accused of murder in a trip through Alabama, they recruit Bill’s cousin Vinny (Joe Pesci), a New York lawyer who’s never been to trial, to represent them. Will justice follow Vinny and his girlfriend (Marisa Tomei in an Oscar winning performance) south when they try to save Christmas for the aged R. C. Ogden? 128 minutes. Phase 4 Films.

- **DVD 3803196 GIALLO.** Widescreen. In this thriller by horror master Dario Argento, a serial killer known only as ‘Yellow’ is killing victims based on their beauty. When an American fashion model is killed in Italy, Linda (Daria Nicolodi) and Peter”the Hammer” Williamson (Frank Dell’Isa) are asked to help herANTE No. 75.” Full Moon. 95 minutes. VCI Entertainment.

- **DVD 3803147 FREE RIDE.** Widescreen. In search of a better life for her family, Christina decides to move to Florida and enter the dangerous world of the underground drug scene. She learns that dealing drugs has its price as law enforcement closes in on Christina. Now she must find a way to salvage the life she has so desperately worked to repair. Stars Anna Paquin and Cam Gigandet. Not Rated. CC. 86 minutes. Phase 4 Films.

- **DVD 3803198 GIALLO.** Widescreen. In this thriller by horror master Dario Argento, a serial killer known only as ‘Yellow’ is killing victims based on their beauty. When an American fashion model is killed in Italy, Linda (Daria Nicolodi) and Peter”the Hammer” Williamson (Frank Dell’Isa) are asked to help herANTE No. 75.” Full Moon. 95 minutes. VCI Entertainment.

- **DVD 3800436 SHOOTING WARS: World War II Combat Cameraman.** Fullscreen. From writer/producer/director Richard Schickel and executive producer Steven Spielberg comes a remarkable film that takes a special look at the first war to be truly reported and recorded by one of the most unsung heroes of World War II—the combat photographer who risked his life and his camera to capture the reality of war. Stars Ben Kingsley and John Paul Ruttan. Fullscreen. In the year 2020, a rapidly growing black hole headed straight for the sun plunges the Earth into darkness. Archaeologists discover a solution to Earth’s tragic fate hidden beneath ancient Mayan ruins: 12 ancient skulls that can stop the destruction. Not Rated. CC. 87 minutes. $3.95.

- **DVD 3800430 LOST IN THE DUST/BETTER THERAPY.** Widescreen. In Lust in the Dust, tall in the saddle Abel (Tab Hunter) learns that there’s a treasure buried near sleepy Chili Verde, New Mexico and it’s a race to get the gold (84 minutes). In Better Therapy, Prudence (Julie Hagerty) goes on a bizarre date with their lunatic therapists in tow (93 minutes). Both Adults only. Full Moon. Rental. Not Rated. In B&W.

- **DVD 3800792 CRYSTAL SKULLS.** Widescreen. In the year 2020, a rapidly growing black hole headed straight for the sun plunges the Earth into darkness. Archaeologists discover a solution to Earth’s tragic fate hidden beneath ancient Mayan ruins: 12 ancient skulls that can stop the destruction. Not Rated. CC. 87 minutes. $3.95.

- **DVD 3802949 DIAGNOSIS MURDER.** Fullscreen. A wealthy, high-powered psychiatrist becomes a pawn in his own diabolical game when his wife disappears before he can exact his plan to have her killed. Joe Pesci, Fred Gwynne, and Jon Finch. 83 minutes. Trinity Home Ent. $3.95.

- **DVD 3803767 OPUS DEI AND THE DA VINCI CODE.** grated exclusive and unprecedented access, British journalist and former friar Mark Dowd goes inside Opus Dei to untangle fact from fiction, tackling the church’s myths of strength and disturbing practices. Mark investigates both the religious organization and the bestseller that ignited a firestorm of controversy. 120 minutes. $3.95.

- **DVD 2933071 ULTIMATE WARRIOR COLLECTION: Braveheart/Gladiator/Hercules.** Widescreen. Braveheart stars Mel Gibson as the bold Scotsman, William Wallace in a richly detailed, Academy Award-winning saga of fierce combat, tender love and the will to risk it all for freedom. Russell Crowe stars in Gladiator, a winner of five Academy Awards, including Best Picture and Best Actor. Finally, Dwayne Johnson delivers an unforgettable performance as the mighty Hercules. Some Rated R. CC. Over seven hours on 3 DVDs. $7.95.

- **DVD 375598X WINCHESTER ’73.** Fullscreen. Frontiersman Lin McAdam (James Stewart) attempts to track down both his father’s killer and his one of a kind rifle, the Winchester 73, as it passes among a diverse group of desperate characters. Also stars Shelley Winters, Dan Duryea, and Rock Hudson. In B&W. 93 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98. Rental. $4.95. VHS $3.95.

- **DVD 3800430 LOST IN THE DUST/BETTER THERAPY.** Widescreen. In Lust in the Dust, tall in the saddle Abel (Tab Hunter) learns that there’s a treasure buried near sleepy Chili Verde, New Mexico and it’s a race to get the gold (84 minutes). In Better Therapy, Prudence (Julie Hagerty) goes on a bizarre date with their lunatic therapists in tow (93 minutes). Both Adults only. Full Moon. Rental. Not Rated. In B&W.

- **DVD 3695433 LUST IN THE DUST/BETTER THERAPY.** Widescreen. In Lust in the Dust, tall in the saddle Abel (Tab Hunter) learns that there’s a treasure buried near sleepy Chili Verde, New Mexico and it’s a race to get the gold (84 minutes). In Better Therapy, Prudence (Julie Hagerty) goes on a bizarre date with their lunatic therapists in tow (93 minutes). Both Adults only. Full Moon. Rental. Not Rated. In B&W.
BLOOD GLACIER. Widescreen. A group of technicians in the German Alps discover a massive liquid pouring from a nearby glacier. The now spreading ‘glacier blood’ soon comes in contact with wildlife. The team must use every tool at their disposal to defend themselves from the ever-growing horde of biological monstrosities attacking them. Directed by Edmond Oh. DVD. English SDH. 97 minutes. IFC Films. $4.95.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY. Widescreen. 1979. HNW Bounty crew sets off on a journey through perilous seas to a tropical paradise—and into history as one of the most ill-fated vessels ever to sail for King and country. Leslie Martinson directed this spectacular film, nominated for seven Academy Awards including Best Picture. Stars Marlon Brando, Richard Harris, CC. Three hours on 2 DVDs. Pub. at $32.95. $6.95.

A FEW GOOD MEN. Widescreen. Tom Cruise stars as a brush Navy lawyer who’s teamed with a gun-ho litigator (Demi Moore) in a politically explosive murder case. Charged with defending two Marines accused of killing a fellow soldier, they are confronted with Scared to Death (Lugosi); The Devil Bat (Lugosi); The Ghost Walks (June Collyer); The Island Monster (Boris Karloff); One Frightened Night (Evelyn Ankers); and The Bat (Vincent Price). Characters include Best Picture. Stars Marlon Brando, Richard Harris, CC. Three hours on 2 DVDs. Paramount. $9.95.

I WANT CANDY. Widescreen. Determined to protect the Amazon rainforest, a group of student activists fly to Peru only to crash-land deep in the jungle. Captured by a pack of bloodthirsty cannibals, the survivors speak unspeakable acts of butchery at the hands of the very tribe they were trying to save. Directed by Eli Roth. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Universal. $4.95.

TREASURES OF BLACK CINEMA, VOLUME 1. In this collection you can take a closer look at the unpolished gems of black cinema in: The Devil’s Daughter (1953); Gung Ho! (1940); The Bronze Buckaroo (1939); and an extra bonus feature Up in the Air (1941). Not Rated. In B&W. Four hours on a double-sided DVD. Remastered. $3.95.


FUEGO. Widescreen. The Bowery at Night; The Female Fugitive; The White Slaver; and more. DVD Video. $3.95.

A HISTORICAL PAMPHLET. (Clint Eastwood and Telly Savalas, 143 minutes): Where Eagles Dare (Clint Eastwood and Richard Burton, 155 minutes); The Big Red One (Lee Marvin and Errol Flynn, 141 minutes); and The Hanoi Hilton (Michael Jones, Rated R, 126 minutes). English SDH. Four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95.

THE LAST SHARK. Widescreen. An enormous and angry 35 foot Great White Shark takes revenge on humans when they build a beach just for swimming in California. After several shark attacks, and the Mayor does nothing to stop it, James Francis and Vic Morrow sail in pursuit to stop it. 88 minutes. Silicon Image. Pub. at $11.95. $7.95.

THE SPACE ADVENTURER: Agent of S.W.O.R.D. A Marvel Knights animated adventure, featuring the work of Brian Michael Bendis and Alex Maleev. The last thing Spider-Man was expecting to encounter is another Skrull invasion. But when Jessica is approached by a mysterious agent of S.W.O.R.D., she finds the urge for vengeance is too overwhelming to deny. For mature viewers. DVD. $6.95.

THE BA BE. Widescreen. John Goodman brings the legendary Babe Ruth to life for a triumphant biographical portrait. Co-starring Kelly McGillis, it chronicles the legendary baseball player through his hard knock beginnings at a Baltimore orphanage to his meteoric rise to baseball superstardom and eventual retirement from the game. 115 minutes. Universal. $4.95.

SHOOTING WAR. Having won a parley in the Pacific Theater of WWII. Shooting War is the compelling story of the courageous WWII combat photographers. This box set also includes a collectible photo booklet. Over 5 hours on 4 DVDs. DreamWorks. $9.95.

PATMOS: Christian Classics. Fullscreen. As an old man, the Apostle John is forced to labor on the island of Patmos. There, he ministered to a group of prisoners and believers, and found himself graced with the word of God—which John faithfully transcribed into the prophetic Book of Revelation. Stars Louis Rolston and Mark Mulholland. 73 minutes. $3.95.

CREATURE. Widescreen. A space exploration mission lands a team of scientists on Saturn’s largest moon, Titan. Cold and unforgiving, the moon yields a compelling event in the Pacific Theater of WWII. Shooting War is the compelling story of the courageous WWII combat photographers. This box set also includes a collectible photo booklet. Over 5 hours on 4 DVDs. DreamWorks. $9.95.

JOHNNY HANDSOME. Widescreen. Chasing their dream of landing their own hunting show, Jake (Josh Stewart) and Stevie (Ronne Gene Blevins) head to the dense, Amazon rainforest, a group of student activists fly to Peru only to crash-land deep in the jungle. Captured by a pack of bloodthirsty cannibals, the survivors speak unspeakable acts of butchery at the hands of the very tribe they were trying to save. Directed by Eli Roth. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Universal. $4.95.

The BA BE. Widescreen. John Goodman brings the legendary Babe Ruth to life for a triumphant biographical portrait. Co-starring Kelly McGillis, it chronicles the legendary baseball player through his hard knock beginnings at a Baltimore orphanage to his meteoric rise to baseball superstardom and eventual retirement from the game. 115 minutes. Universal. $4.95.

THE TIMELESS TOUCH OF THE MASTER’S HAND: Christian Classics. Widescreen. 1959; Joseph L. Levine unleashed this Gruesome UK thriller on American moviegoers. But audiences were horrified by the film’s startling violence, graphic nudity and gore. Today—its history history, but cut and American version—you can jump straight into one of the most unappraciated and provocative shockers of all time. Not Rated. In B&W (with US color sequence) 84 minutes. $3.95.

MAD MAX: Fury Road. Widescreen. For the first time in 50 years, a film has achieved cinematic nirvana. A massive, immersive, cinematic and emotional experience that will change the way movies are made and seen. Over 2 hours. DVD. $19.95.

THE FEMALE FUGITIVE. (Vincent Price); Boris Karloff); Lon Chaney; (Lugosi); Shock (Price); and The White Gorilla (Ray “Crash” Corrigan). In B&W. Over 11 hours on 2 DVDs. Mill Creek. $3.95.

Night of the Were-Wolf: 10 Movie Pack. Presents The Ape Man (Bela Lugosi); The Bat (Vincent Price); The Bowery at Midnight (Lugosi); The Devil Bat (Lugosi); The Ghost Walks (June Collyer); The Island Monster (Boris Karloff); One Frightened Night (Evelyn Ankers); and The Bat (Vincent Price). Characters include Best Picture. Stars Marlon Brando, Richard Harris, CC. Three hours on 2 DVDs. Paramount. $9.95.

THE TIMELESS TOUCH OF THE MASTER’S HAND: Christian Classics. Widescreen. To the group of prisoners and believers, and found himself graced with the word of God—which John faithfully transcribed into the prophetic Book of Revelation. Stars Louis Rolston and Mark Mulholland. 73 minutes. $3.95.

A FEW GOOD MEN. Widescreen. Tom Cruise stars as a brush Navy lawyer who’s teamed with a gun-ho litigator (Demi Moore) in a politically explosive murder case. Charged with defending two Marines accused of killing a fellow soldier, they are confronted with Scared to Death (Lugosi); The Devil Bat (Lugosi); The Ghost Walks (June Collyer); The Island Monster (Boris Karloff); One Frightened Night (Evelyn Ankers); and The Bat (Vincent Price). Characters include Best Picture. Stars Marlon Brando, Richard Harris, CC. Three hours on 2 DVDs. Paramount. $9.95.

MAD MAX: Fury Road. Widescreen. For the first time in 50 years, a film has achieved cinematic nirvana. A massive, immersive, cinematic and emotional experience that will change the way movies are made and seen. Over 2 hours. DVD. $19.95.

THE FEMALE FUGITIVE. (Vincent Price); Boris Karloff); Lon Chaney; (Lugosi); Shock (Price); and The White Gorilla (Ray “Crash” Corrigan). In B&W. Over 11 hours on 2 DVDs. Mill Creek. $3.95.

Night of the Were-Wolf: 10 Movie Pack. Presents The Ape Man (Bela Lugosi); The Bat (Vincent Price); The Bowery at Midnight (Lugosi); The Devil Bat (Lugosi); The Ghost Walks (June Collyer); The Island Monster (Boris Karloff); One Frightened Night (Evelyn Ankers); and The Bat (Vincent Price). Characters include Best Picture. Stars Marlon Brando, Richard Harris, CC. Three hours on 2 DVDs. Paramount. $9.95.
**Movies**

**DVD 3887848** 6 BULLETS TO HELL. The 60s and 70s spaghetti western style is revived in this 2017 love letter to firing music by the great Ennio Morricone. The heroes, the villains, the horror, the greed, the bullets and the hell fire are all here in a gritty portrait of hard-bitten warriors of the Wild West. Not Rated. 81 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

**DVD 3887999** VAMPARIAH. Widescreen. Mahal is a part of an elite squad of skilled hunters responsible for keeping the world safe from vampires and other creatures of the night. Her mission is compromised when her fate intertwines with an aswang (a self-segmenting vampire) forcing her to choose sides. Not Rated. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

**DVD 374261X** GRABBERS. Widescreen. On Erin Island, an idyllic fishing village off the coast of Ireland, charming ineptarian Darren O'Shea (Richie Keenan) is hired by a group of local fishermen and engages in a war with an alien creature. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Brai n Damage Films. $3.95

**DVD 7528171** MICHAEL SHAYNE MYSTERIES, VOLUME 1. Based on the novels by Brett Halliday's popular novels, these noir classics are glowing examples of the genre. Lloyd Nolan stars as the titular sleuth in five films released by Hal Roach's popular series. Not Rated. CC. 155 minutes. Columbia. Pub. at $14.99

**DVD 2821117** CHASING BIGFOOT: The Quest for Truth. Widescreen. See the Bigfoot legend through the eyes of true believers. In five episodes, courageous explorers devote their lives to discovering the hidden truth and bringing home the evidence to prove it. Includes The World of Bigfoot; Bigfoot Encounters; The Bigfoot Phenomenon; The Bigfoot Adventure Weekend; and Bigfoot Research and Evidence. 120 minutes. Mill Creek. $4.95

**DVD 379851X** NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD. Widescreen. A specter rising from the grave. Elvira, Mistress of the Dark, is back—providing her signature, unflinching, tongue in cheek commentary on two of the “greatest” B-movies of all time. Over three hours. E One. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 3801268** TAKING EARTH. Widescreen. The human race is thrown into chaos as an alien invasion takes control of the planet in an effort to find one boy who holds the power to destroy them. Stars Ronan Quarmby, 88 minutes. Screen Media Films. $3.95

**DVD 3803341** IMPS. Fullscreen. This collection of skit comedies utilizes a mixture of archival material to present the World’s Championship Pencil Sharp-Off Championship, an exclusive sneak peek at the agitating new music video by the Marquessa de Sade, the dumbest heroine in horror film history, and much more. Stars include Linda Blair, Fred Willard, Michael McKean, and Marilyn Chambers. Not rated. 80 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $3.95

**DVD 6643507** THE QUIET MAN: 60th Anniversary Edition. Widescreen. An Irish farmer accidentally kills an opponent in the ring, Sean Thornton (John Wayne) flees to the Irish town of Innisfree to start a new life. But when his past is discovered by an old acquaintance, he must choose sides. Not Rated. 2K. 83 minutes. Adults Rated R. English SDH. $9.95

**DVD 6653303** STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND. St. Louis Cardinals pitcher Bob “Dutch” Holland (James Stewart) finds his inactive duty status with the U.S. Air Force suddenly active. Original cast members return with Peggie (Carole Landis) taking over as commander of B-36 bomber crews. When they are denied a traditional Irish wedding, Thornton must choose to fight for his love. Award-winning direction by John Ford. 129 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

**DVD 3694240** ELIA KAZAN’S AMERICA. Widescreen. Elia Kazan’s own words begin the saga of young Stavros (Stathis Giallissis), who leaves his war-torn homeland behind to begin a new life. With his family’s support, Stavros begins his journey with his sack full of gold and a new friend. Kazan directs three films where his friends and family are his inspiration. Stavros encounters both allies and adversaries on a dramatic trek. Academy Award Best Picture nominee. In both Widescreen and Fullscreen. Trittico. Not Rated. 110 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

**DVD 3695476** THE CHINA SYNDROME: Special Edition. Widescreen. Jack Lemmon, Jane Fonda, and Michael Douglas star in this white-knuckle thriller that lampoons the Three Mile Island incident. When a potentially devastating accident hits a Los Angeles power plant, a reporter and her cameraman catch it all on tape. When their TV station refuses to air the footage, they recruits a stranger to expose the truth. 112 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $9.98 $7.95

**DVD 2888831** NAKED CAME THE STRANGER. Widescreen. Sizzling sex, and stunning cinematography, make this film a classic in the golden age of erotic filmmaking. Set in swinging 1970’s San Francisco, this film is a rollicking bawdy story of a Mystery Hostess (plays her radio hostess), who, in a desperate to even the score with her philandering husband, Tags a new friend in this Russ Meyer’s famous decision. Unrated. 89 minutes. World Films. Pub. at $9.98 $7.95

**DVD 3735028** GHOSTS OF MISSISSIPPI. Widescreen. A Rob Reiner film. Rob Reiner’s gripping, edge-of-your-seat drama of Civil rights leader Medgar Evers remained free through two hung juries. Evers’ wife Myrlie worked for the conviction of the white supremacists responsible, as recounted in this dramatized telling. Stars Whoopi Goldberg and Alec Baldwin. CC. 130 minutes. Warner bros. Enter. $6.95

**DVD 3741669** SMOKY AND THE BANDIT: Special Edition. Widescreen. Get ready to tear up the highway with the Bandit (Burt Reynolds), a fun-loving fast talker who takes on his craziest haul yet—delivering 400 cases of beer from Texarkana to Atlanta in just 28 hours. Sean, the Bandit, joins forces with good ol’ boy Cletus and a runaway bride (Sally Field). Also stars Jackie Gleason. English SDH. 96 minutes. Universal. $6.95

**DVD 380108X** ROCKABILLY ZOMBIE WEEKEND. Widescreen. A young redneck couple have planned their ideal, rockabilly themed wedding to be held on a farm in Florida. But unknown to them, a crop duster spraying a mysterious, experimental mosquito repellent nearby has infected the insects with something far more dangerous, a zombie spawning virus. Soon their guests begin to turn into flesh eating, walking dead. With Christina Bach and Daniel Baldock. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Green Apple. $3.95

**DVD 3801527** THE WOODS. Widescreen. Fullbay Academy is a prestigious girls boarding school nestled deep within the forest. Its newest student, Heather was left by her parents under the menacing watch of headmistress Ms. Traverse and her eerie staff. When her classmates begin disappearing into the forest, Heather uncovers a horrifying secret. Stars Agnes Bruckner and Patricia Clarkson. Rated R. CC. 91 minutes. MGM. $3.95

**DVD 3803570** LOVE RANCH. Widescreen. As proprietors of Nevada’s first legalized brothel, Grace (Helen Mirren) and Charlie Bontempo (Joe Pesci) aren’t your typical married couple. When Grace falls for Bruno (Sergio Peris-Mencheta), a wealthy American, she is expected to choose. Passions erupt, leading to murderous consequences. Also stars Gina Gershon. Rated R. English SDH. 117 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**DVD 2874490** THE ROLLING STONES: Four Guitar Gods. Fullscreen. This box set tells the story of the Stones from their inception, through each era of their existence. Each of the films here marks a different era by its associated guitarist, with one constant theme: the music. Each film requires no separate story, and no introduction, controlling the musical trajectory of the world’s best Rock ‘n Roll band. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. The Collector’s Forum. Pub. at $37.95 $19.95

**DVD 2937670** SARAH, PLAIN & TALL: Winter’s End. Fullscreen. This is the third segment of the highly acclaimed Sarah, Plain & Tall series. In this heartwarming tale of triumph over adversity, the family is challenged by illness, death, and Sarah’s family in the future. Others Glenn Close, Christopher Walken, and Jack Pale. 99 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

**DVD 3762603** THE MAGIC OF STRAND WEEKEND. Widescreen. Pregnant but out of wedlock, an educated young woman is pressured by her father into an arranged marriage with a lonely farmer in this touching and emotionally satisfying film. Set during WWII. Stars Ken Russell, Skeet Ulrich and Mare Winningham. 98 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

**DVD 299044X** APOLLO 13: Houston, We Had a Problem. Widescreen. A true story of a disaster during Space flight. Stars Tom Hanks, Kevin Bacon, Gary Sinise, and Bill Paxton. Part of a 2-night TV event. 11 hours, when astronauts Jim Lovell, Fred Haise and Jack Swigert lift off from the Kennedy Space Center in Apollo 13. This is the story of the astronauts and their on-board cameras recording the suspense of this real-life thrilling drama as it unfolded. 110 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/303
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**6900674 SWEDISH GAS PUMP GIRLS.** Widescreen. In this follow-up flick to Erwin C. Dietrich’s 1979 classic, *Swedish Gas Pumps Girls*, the girls get their high octane pursuits in favor of serving men and women at their very own gas station. Unrated, 84 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**284415X BATMAN: RETURN of the Caped Crusaders.** Widescreen. Gotham City’s vigilante superhero, the Penguin, the Riddler and Catwoman—unleash a plan to take over the city, and ultimately, the world. When Batman fails under a spell that turns him bad, it’s up to Robin to save Gotham straight and save the city. Starring the voice talents of Adam West, Burt Ward and Julie Newmar. English SDH. 78 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**3746046 DIAMOND DOLLS.** Fullscreen. When a young co-ed inherits her uncle’s strip club, she must turn it around before the bank forecloses and in the process, is surprised to discover her own “stripper spirit.” Stars Myla Leigh and Alira Lane. Unrated. 87 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**3770001 LITTLE DEAD ROTTING HOOD.** Widescreen. The residents of a small town discover that something more sinister than killer wolves is lurking in the backwoods—first the wolves start turning up dead, then peas. Stars Bianca A. Santoro and Eric Balfour. Not Rated. CC. 89 minutes. Asylum. $4.95

**3755647 PRIVATE PLACES.** Fullscreen. Neighbors get naughty in this apartment complex that’s packed with peeping Toms. Jeanie (Mia Zaltoli) is an amateur videographer who prefers to capture her subjects in their raw and natural state, but will her curiosity get the better of her and land her new friend in the hot seat? Unrated. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**4590998 TEENAGE CAVE GIRL/EROTIC DREAMS of JEANIE.** Two of Retroemedia’s hottest stars come together for one strange and sexy double-feature! The luscious Nicole Sheridan stars in *The Erotic Dreams of Jeannie*, about a magical Arabian love spell which will fulfill any desire. Then, Jezebelle Bond is the *Teenage Cave Girl*, a lusty prehistoric babe who takes in a wild kid to the next level. Adults only. Retromedia. $12.95

**MR. WONG: THE COMPLETE COLLECTION.** Fullscreen. Master of horror Boris Karloff takes a different direction in this mystery series in the vein of Charlie Chan and Mr. Moto. Karloff plays the gentleman and dignified sleuth Mr. Wong in six classic mystery episodes. With Grant Withers and Marjorie Reynolds. In B&W. Over 6 hours. Adults only. Full Moon. $19.95

**3764753 WEREWOLF of LONDON/SHE-WOLF of LONDON.** Fullscreen. Despite the current rash of murders, Botanist Wilfred Glenden (Henry Hull) scours at Dr. Yogami who tells him the only anode to the werewolves in London is the Manisfa Lupina plant, in the 1935 *Werewolf of London*. In the 1946 *She-Wolf of London* the citizens of London are terrified and Scotland Yard is baffled by a string of bloody killings. Both in B&W. Over two hours. Universal. $5.95

**2882612 THE HEAT.** Widescreen. Uplifting FBI special agent Sarah Ashburn (Sandra Bullock) and foul-mouthed Boston cop Shannon Mullins (Melissa McCarthy) couldn’t be more incompatible. But when they join forces to bring down a ruthless drug lord, they become the last thing anyone expected—buddies. Rated R. English SDH. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

**3655670 THE TOUCH of HER FLESH/THE KISS of HER FLESH.** Get ready to be shocked and appalled with three of the most outrageous sexploitation flicks of the ’60s. Includes *The Touch of Her Flesh*, *The Kiss of Her Flesh*, and finally *The Kiss of Her Flesh*. Starring Michael Findlay, Eve Bork, and Dyana Alicia. Not Rated. In B&W. Over three hours. Something Weird Video. Pub. at $9.95

**5610029 THE SCHOOL TEACHER COLLECTION.** Widescreen. A triple feature starring Edwige Fenech. In *The School Teacher in College*, Fenech is the sexy new teacher in an all-boys Catholic school who brings a little too much fascination to her young pupils. In *The School Teacher in House*, Fenech is a music teacher who rents an apartment in a house populated by perverts. Not Rated. Over 4 hours. Adults only. WhamUSA. Pub. at $14.95

**6838464 SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL GUNFIGHTER.** Widescreen. Hustling gigolo Latigo Smith (James Gammon) arrives in a mining town for an operation, but while in town he overhears that the local mining baron (Harry Morgan) is looking to hire the notorious gunfighter, Swifty Morgan. Time is running out. Smith pulls a switch, but things get complicated when he arrives. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**6973959 THE NIGHT of the GRIZZLY.** Widescreen. Big Jim Cole (Clint Walker) inherits land in Wyoming and trades his dangerous lawman’s life for the comparatively cushy existence of a rancher. But he barely gets his family settled when new dangers arise—a treacherous grizzly bear, angry, covetous neighbors, and a revenge-hungry outlaw. A 1966 western gem! 102 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

**2950839 THE FRENCH LOVERS.** Two close friends are unexpectedly drafted and decide to take a three day holiday before starting army life. En route they meet a young runaway boy. Together the three go on a series of sexual adventures wiser than your craziest dreams! Not Rated. 83 minutes. Adults only. Obsession Pub. at $14.95

**3735346 DON’T TORTURE A DUCKLING.** Widescreen. Several young boys are murdered in a remote village rifle with sex and superstition, and the townspeople go mad with rage and violence. But when a handsome stranger arrives to protect a prominent young woman search for the true killer, they discover a friend–and motive—even more shocking than the crimes themselves. Stars Tomas Milian and Barbara Bouchet. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98

**376608X REDEMPTION.** Widescreen. On the run from a military court martial, a damaged ex-special forces soldier (Jason Statham) seizes the opportunity to assume another man’s identity. Bent on retribution after a friend’s murder, he sets out to find the killer and enforce his own form of justice. Rated R


**3801233 THE STRANGLER’S WIFE.** Fullscreen. Mae thought she had the perfect husband. Until she found out about his other women. But now she suspects an even more horrible truth. He isn’t cheating with the other women, he’s obsessed with Stars Sarah Huling and Claraon Crawford. CC. Rated R. 85 minutes. New Concorde. Pub. at $9.95

**6758915 THE REAL STORY: Close Encounters of the Third Kind.** Widescreen. A documentary that explores the story of Spielberg’s sci-fi classic was actually inspired by real-life witness testimony, as well as a series of UFO sightings in Michigan. The film delves into the mystery by using fiction as government documents are re-examined and old witness testimonies are put to the test using modern technology. English SDH. 45 minutes. Smithsonian. Pub. at $14.99

**3755748 AFTERNOON DELIGHT.** Looking to spice up her marriage, Rachel (Kathryn Hahn) takes her husband (Josh Radnor) to a strip club and meets McKenna, a strip dancer who takes a shine to him. When Rachel finds out he’s been framed for murder. Also stars Adam Sandler, Florence Henderson, and Tom Kenny. Rated R. English SDH. 81 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $3.95

**3788979 SHAKES THE CLOWN.** Widescreen. Dueling gangs of clowns are pitted against each other in this outrageously funny comedy written by, directed by, and Bobcat Goldthwait. Shakes the alcoholic clown wakes to find he’s been framed for murder. Also stars Adam Sandler, Florence Henderson, and Tom Kenny. Rated R. English SDH. 81 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $3.95

**3755421 HEAVENLY SWORD.** Widescreen. An epic based on the bestselling videogame. Nariko’s clan has long protected the “Heavenly Sword,” a god’s blade of immense power. The evil King Bohan is determined to steal the sword and control its devastating power. As the impending apocalypse nears, the beautiful Nariko must take up the sword to defend her clan. 85 minutes. Cinemedia.
See more titles at erhbc.com/303
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**DVD 3771237 THE VELVET UNDERGROUND: Night Games.** Fullscreen. This documentary chronicles the band's rise and dissects the roots, formation, recordings, concerts and numerous other activities of The Velvet Underground, across their short career, and features a wealth of rare material. 85 minutes. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95.

**DVD 3771190 SCI-FIGHTERS/ TERMINAL RUSH.** A Rody Piper double feature. In Sci-Fighters a police detective (Piper) searches for Adrian Dunn (ex-partner (Billy Drago) who murdered his wife. Dunn has escaped prison on the moon and returned to Earth with an alien virus. In Terminal Rush, a local cop tries to save his father and several others who have been taken hostage by terrorists at Hoover Dam. Both Rated R. Three hours. S more Entertainment.

**DVD 3779934 MARTIAN LAND.** Widescreen. In the future, mankind lives on Mars, in Earth like cities protected by force fields. But when a massive sandstorm breaks through the dome and destroys Mars New York, those in Mars Los Angeles must stop the storm before it wrecks them out next. Stars Lane Townsend. CC. 86 minutes. Asylum. $3.95.

**DVD 3800955 BATTLE OF THE EMPIRES.** Widescreen. A loose-knit association to the Ottoman throne, an ambitious young sultan decides to attempt the unthinkable—he wants to conquer Constantinople for his people. The resulting battle is one of death with thousands of sieges in the history of man, and it plays out in this thunderous epic. CC. Also released as Conquest 7453. Dubbed in English. 136 minutes. Phase 4 Films. Publishing.

**DVD 3801128 THE SECRETS.** Widescreen. Allowed to attend a women’s seminar school for one year before marrying her rabbi's father's prodigal, Naomi meets a mysterious ailing woman, Arout (Fanny Ardant), who may be guilty of a crime of passion. Naomi devises a series of rituals to purge her new friend of sin, but a growing attraction brings them to an even greater crossroads. In Hebrew and French with English subtitles. 127 minutes. Monterey. Pub. at $26.95 $3.95.

**DVD 3801187 SHINOBI GIRL.** Widescreen. A group of ultra-rich elite is cut in a path of destruction, and fierce ninja girls are the only thing that stands in their way. But Ms. Brooks, a high society trophy wife turns merciless killer, won’t go down so easily. Her army of elite corporate assassins includes a lethal one-woman hit squad, Raven, who has her own score to settle. Not Rated. 160 minutes on two DVDs. Fever Dream.

**DVD 2956662 THE GIRL WITH THE DRAGON TATTOO.** Widescreen. Faceless prison for slander, disgraced journalist Mikael Blomkvist (Michael Nyqvist) is hired by a reclusive industrialist for one last job: to solve a family disappearance. Aided by the mysterious computer hacker, Lisbeth Salander (Noomi Rapace), the two uncover a darker world of brutality, deception, and ritualistic murder. Rated R. In Swedish with English subtitles. 154 minutes. Monterey. Pub. at $29.95.

**DVD 309868X THE JACKIE GLEASON SHOW: In Color.** From 1966 to 1970, The Jackie Gleason Show was taped in color from beautiful Miami Beach, Florida. Now you can let Jackie entertain you any time you like with this collection of twelve never before released episodes, including the ‘Beach Boys’ episode. Guest stars include Jack Benny, George Burns, Milton Berle, Tony Bennett, Mickey Rooney, Groucho Marx, Frankie Avalon, and more. English SDH. Over eight hours on 3 DVDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95.

**DVD 2879573 COMPANY GIRLS.** Fullscreen. Meet Bridget Charleston (Jaqueline Royle), a no-nonsense CEO with a passion for money for passion! Enter her boardroom battelo for a debriefing you’re sure to find executive sweet, with openings in every direction. Unrated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon $4.95.

**DVD 379597 THE END OF THE AFFAIR: Remake/Rewind.** Widescreen. The classic and its remake, collected on one DVD! Deborah Kerr, Van Johnson, and John Mills star in the WWII-era romance from 1955, Then and there again the affair between the bored wife of a British civil servant and a charming American writer. Then, Ralph Fiennes and Julianne Moore revisit the tale in an adaptation of 1999 by Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $3.95.

**DVD 3769054 CODE OF HONOR.** Widescreen. Colonel Robert Sikes (Steven Seagal) is on a mission to rid his city of crime. In the name of law and order, he takes on street gangs, mobsters, and politicians with extreme prejudice until his former protege teams up with the local police to throw him out. Rated R. 106 minutes. VFS Films. $5.95.

**DVD 3803481 KNOCKING ON DEATH’S DOOR/ THE DOORWAY: Horror Collection.** Double feature! Knocking on Death's Door seeks the scientist’s plot to document spirits at Hillside House. Stars David Carradine. The Doorway leads to Hell, and paranormal expert Professor Lamont (Roy Scheider) must close it before all Hell breaks loose. Rated R. 3 hours on one double-sided DVD. New Concorde. Pub. at $14.98 $3.95.

**DVD 2910098 ALIEN ABDUCTION.** The Odyssey of Betty and Barney Hill. Tells the complete story of what really happened to Betty and Barney Hill. This documentary reveals new details about the Hills before and after Barney’s death in 1969, their status as celebrities, Betty’s experiences and her investigation of little ones. It’s a fascinating journey into the UFO enigma. 180 minutes. Reality Entertainment. $14.95.

**DVD 2851156 NEIL SIMON COMEDIES: The Playwright Collection.** Bring the theater into your home with Neil Simon’s most treasured adaptations: The Slugger’s Wife; Lost in Yonkers; The Cheap Detective; Chapter Two; Jake’s Women; Longshoremen Boys; and Only When I Laugh (Rated R). Stars include Richard Dreyfuss, Peter Falk, Julia Louis-Dreyfuss, Alan Alda, Sarah Jessica Parker and more. Over 13 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $3.95.

**DVD 3709878 THE PYRAMID.** Widescreen. The wonders of the world have long cursed explorers who’ve dared to unlock their mysteries. But a team of anthropologists gets more than they bargained for when they discover a lost pyramid in the Egyptian desert. Soon, they’re relentlessly hunted by an ancient evil more nightmarish than anything they could have imagined. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95.


**DVD 3765587 STAND BY ME.** Fullscreen. In a small woodsy Oregon town, a group of friends (Will Wheaton, River Phoenix, Corey Feldman, and Jerry O’Connell) are in search of a missing teenager’s body. Wanting to be heroes in each other’s eyes, they set out on an unforgettable trek that leads to an odyssey of self-discovery. Columbia $5.95.

**DVD 360011X BERLIN TUNNEL 21/A TIME OF DESTINY.** Fullscreen. The tension added aftermath of WWII lives on in two powerful films. Berlin Tunnel 21 takes place in 1961, when a band of daring West Berliners try to dig an escape tunnel underneath the Berlin Wall to rescue family and friends (144 minutes). In A Time of Destiny, tragedy and revenge come between two close friends and fellow GIs during WWII (118 minutes). Both Not Rated. MGM. Pub. at $15.98 $3.95.

**DVD 380111X SCREAMING SKULL COLLECTION.** Collects eight classics of chilling horror: The Screaming Skull; The Mask Monster; The Vampire Bat; The Monster Maker; Tormented; Scared to Death; Atom Age Vampire; and Dead Men Walk. Stars include John Hudson, George Zucco, Richard Carlson, Fay Wray, Bela Lugosi, and others. In Color and B&W. Over 9 hours on two DVDs. Pop Flix. $3.95.

**DVD 1678805 QUICKER THAN THE EYE.** Fullscreen. Witness the secretions to discovering the story of the famous explorer and his quest to discover America—the greatest adventure man ever lived! Directed by Elia Kazan. Academy Awards, 1940. In B&W. 118 minutes. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $13.95 $7.95.


**DVD 2663902 SWORD AND SORCERY COLLECTION: Roger Corman’s Cult Classics.** Widescreen. Richard Hill is a member of the last, most daring club and is off on a journey to the most challenging tournament in the land in Deathstalker. John Terekis thwarts the grip of the wizard Jerak and his queen Shari. Directed by J. Lee Pine. A Kain (David Carradine) wanders the planet Vra as a mercenary in The Warrior and the Sorceress. And Amanthera (Lara Clarkson) vows revenge for her devastated village in Barbarians. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.97 $11.95.

**DVD 2942291 ISLAND MONSTER/CHAMBER OF FEAR.** Widescreen. A double header of forgotten Boris Karloff chillers. The Italian Island Monster is one of the rarest films in his oeuvre, placing them in a low-budget paradise, and amidst nefarious activities. Chamber of Fear from the closing years of Karloff’s career, pits him against living rocks that thrive on human terror. In Color and B&W. Over 2 hours. Adults only. Retromedia. Pub. at $9.95 $3.96.
Movies

**DVD 2786974 HOT BOT.** Widescreen. Two virgin teenage geeks are thrilled when they stumble upon a beautiful like-sex robot in a big-box store. But when they bring her home and she turns out to be a hellish to-be-regular, they realize that their new friend is actually the property of a corrupt senator. Stars Zack Pearlman, Doug Haley, and Cynthia Kirchner. Not Rated. English SDH. 86 minutes. Adults only. VSC. $3.95

**DVD 298625Q AGE OF DINOSAURS.** Widescreen. In a world where flesh-regeneration technology has created a set of living dinosaurs. But when the creatures escape their museum exhibit and terrorize Los Angeles, a former firefighter must rescue his daughter from the chaos brought on by the Age of Dinosaurs. Stars Treat Williams and Ronny Cox. 90 minutes. Asylum. $3.95

**DVD 37316QX MY BEST FRIEND.** Widescreen. When Lotenzo, the son of the famous Dinosaurs, Los Angeles, they come across the creature and decide to release it back to its home. With a special bond, Lotenzo will begin to experience the things he never imagined. Stars Angelo Mutti Spinetta and Lauraoto Rodriguez. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 92 minutes. British Glass. 207.35. $9.95

**DVD 375966O MIGHTY MOUNTAIN.** A twelve chapter 1948 frontier serial with Ken Maynard and his wonder horse, Tarzan. Ken plays a mysterious young ranger searching for the Rattler, a criminal camouflaged in cape, mask and false mustache who has been killing people in a mountainous railroad area. In B&W, two DVDs, Reel Vault. 87 minutes. $7.95

**DVD 3766004 THE EXCEPTION.** Widescreen. Nothing is as it seems in this riveting World War II thriller as a weary soldier goes to investigate a mysterious German general. When he arrives, he finds that the general's son has been kidnapped. Will he be able to save the boy? Stars Tom Hanks and Matt Damon. Rated R. 107 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

**DVD 3800911 AXEMAN.** Widescreen. Nine vacationing 20-somethings travel to a posh timeshare cabin in Cutter's Creek, looking to engage in some hedonistic activities. But their weekend of boozing and sex-filled activities is cut short when an ax-wielding local legend comes to life. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Midnight Releasing. $3.95

**DVD 3802917 CUTIE HONEY.** Widescreen. With his father's vision, Cutie Honey can transform herself into a beautiful warrior of love. The nefarious organization called Panther Claw is kidnapping love-struck Japanese women and police are powerless to stop them. Now, the leader has her sights on a new prize: Honey's powerful transformation device. In Japanese with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Bandana Entertainment. $3.95

**DVD 3802994 DRACULA: The Impaler.** Widescreen. Over 500 years ago, Vlad the Impaler sold his soul to the devil, daring himself to Hell. Today, a party of seven friends set off on a graduation trip to stay in a region castle. But when they are the only residents in this eerie structure—the groundskeeper is there too—and she's determined to bring Vlad back from hell. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Midnight Releasing. $3.95

**DVD 3803759 NOSTRADAMUS: Beyond the Prophecies.** Widescreen. Nostropahus' writings can be seen through an archival footage of the various events that have happened and still continue today. This story takes us from 1962 to 1992, with the last hour devoted to the story of the man who predicted those events. $2.95

**DVD 3803872 PSYCHO GOTHIC LOLITA.** Widescreen. A mysterious group wearing black cloaks has attacked a man's family, leaving her father crippled and her mother dead. The only one to escape the violence, Yuki is left with a smoldering anger and a thirst for retribution. Fashioning her own weapons of vengeance, she sets off in search of payback. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 89 minutes. Tokyo Shock. Pub. at $19.95. $3.95

**DVD 2995867 BEYOND VALKYRIE: Dawn of the Fourth Reich.** Widescreen. As Operation Valkyrie prepares to assassinate Adolf Hitler, an Allied special ops team prepares to extract the man destined to lead post-war Germany. But after Valkyrie fails, everything changes. Now, unlikely allies must work together to stop a group of powerful Nazi's. Not Rated. The Fourth Reich. Stars Sean Patrick Flannery. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 3958914 GIRL HAPPY.** Widescreen. Elvis Presley portrays club singer Rusty Wells. When he's not working the crowds onstage, he's making sure his boss's ex-butterfly daughter doesn't fall for any revved-up bikin chasers while on vacation. Presley's favorite leading lady, Shelley Fabares, co-stars in this muscular, high-spirited SDH. 96 minutes. Warner Home Video. $4.95

**DVD 2954176 THE OUTSIDER.** Widescreen. Recalled from the battlefield of Afghanistan to identify the remains of his daugther, a Special Forces officer arrives in Los Angeles to find that the body in the morge belongs to a stranger. With his daughter now missing, he convinces a street wise cop (Jason Patric) that his daughter is in danger. Stars Craig Fairbrass, Brooke Smith and David Faustino. Unrated. 94 minutes. RL Entertainment. $5.95

**DVD 2963381 SAVING PRIVATE RYAN: D-Day 60th Anniversary Commemorative Edition.** Widescreen. The day before D-Day, as US soldiers prepare to invade Normandy, a young soldier (Matt Damon) is pulled into a special mission. Winner of five Academy Awards, including Best Director, Steven Spielberg's unforgettable film achievement had a profound impact throughout the world. Stars Tom Hanks and Matt Damon. Directed by Steven Spielberg. R. 199 minutes. Not Rated. 2 DVDs, DreamWorks. $9.95

**DVD 372703X FRANKENSTEIN.** Widescreen. Helen McCrory, James Purefoy, and Neil Pearson star in BBC’s modern retelling of Mary Shelley’s gothic masterpiece. Desperate to save her dying son, medical researcher Victoria Frankenstein sets out to repair her husband’s experiment. But when he succeeds, the results are disastrous—he transforms into a hulking, white skinned, hooker murdering lunatic! Rated R. 109 minutes. VSC. $9.95

**DVD 377070E ELF: Ultimate Collector’s Edition.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. No one opens Christmas presents like Elf! Will Ferrell, James Caan, Zopyo Deschanel and Ed Asner star in the holiday classic that is fun for all ages. This special edition comes in a collector’s edition box set with the aid of the ornament, 15 gift tags, a magnetic picture frame and a bonus DVD of special features. 95 minutes. Alliance. $9.95

**DVD 3781089 A CLOKWORK ORANGE.** Widescreen. A "tour de force of surrealistic, political, and sexual feelings" (The New York Times). Stanley Kubrick’s controversial future-shock vision of Anthony Burgess’ novel follows the misadventures of a teenage psychopath as he and a friend of his are sent to a detention center where they are(censored) into a drug that makes them lose their senses. A thrilling and iconic classic. Rated R. 137 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.98. $8.95

**DVD 3806679 C.A.T. SQUAD: Stalking Danger.** Fullscreen. Academy Award-winning director William Friedkin brings you the Counter Assault Tactical Squad: an elite band of special agents. When they come up against a terrorist organization with advanced tactical capabilities, it will take everything they have to stop them. Stars Joseph Cortese, Stephen W. James, and Jack Youngblood. 97 minutes. Trinity Home Entertainment. $3.95

**DVD 380237X MISSISSIPPI MURDER.** Widescreen. Childhood friends Lucas and Kent live a quiet life in Mississippi. But when the body of Lucy’s son David is found murdered at the art gallery, the two friends team up with Detective Mavrod and begins to search for David’s killer. Stars Malcolm McDowell, Bryan Batt and Luke Gooss. Not Rated. CC. 94 minutes. VSP Releasing. $4.95

**DVD 303007T BLACK SUN.** Widescreen. At the close of WWII, a German scientist is working on a frightening new technology that has the power to create an immoral Nazi war machine. Fresh forward to the present day, when a NATO task force is deployed to Western Europe to take on an army of superhuman zombie Nazis, mercilessly killing everything in their path. Stars Carl Eberly, John D. Bonds, Rossie, and Steven Oliver. Not Rated. CC. 95 minutes. VCS. $3.95

**DVD 6899643 THE COURT-MARTIAL OF BILLY MITCHELL.** Widescreen. Gary Cooper stars as a controversial American hero in this Otto Preminger gem. By the end of the war only used for reconnaissance, but Brigadier General Billy Mitchell begins to campaign for an armed Air Force against the military’s will. He is Packaged in a collection of the most sensational military trial in U.S. history. Also stars Rod Steiger. 100 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

**DVD 6898513 THE SEDUCTION OF CINDY/TARA TAR A TARA TARA.** Widescreen. In The Seduction of Cindy a frustrated husband attempts to breathe passion back into his marriage and secretly introduces two hot female models to his wife Cindy. Tara Tara Tara sees Seka and Veronica Hart as high fashion models in the steamy world of New York’s fashion scene. 78 minutes. Both Not Rated. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98. $19.95

**DVD 3756223 5 FILM COLLECTION: INNOCENTS & WIDESPREAD.** These five iconic ’80s gems include Police Academy, Rated R. 96 minutes. Spies Like Us, 102 minutes. The Outsiders, 91 minutes. Rated R. 99 minutes. And Famed, Rated R. 133 minutes. English SDH. Five DVDs. Warner Home Video. $7.95

**DVD 2923920 JUSTICE LEAGUE: War.** Widescreen. During a criminal pursuit, the Batman crosses paths with the arrogant intergalactic conqueror Steppenwolf. The unlikely duo uncover s an impending threat bigger and more deadly than anything Earth has faced before. For the Earth to have a chance to survive, it will be a race to forge an uneasy alliance of its greatest super powers. English SDH. 79 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**DVD 2943032 HOUSE SHARK.** When Frank (Jeff Fahey) finds his home under a attack by a dangerous but largely unknown shark, he connects with two unlikely young divers who uncovering an impending threat bigger and more deadly than anything Earth has faced. For the Earth to have a chance to survive, it will be a race to forge an uneasy alliance of its greatest super powers. English SDH. 79 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**DVD 2951148 GOLDEN HISTORY OF HOLLYWOOD.** Eighty stars and over 80 years of Hollywood History are brought together in this amazing collection of documentaries and biographies. Featuring the biggest feature film talent and showcasing their biggest Academy Awards. Stars profiled include Warren Beatty, Faye Dunaway, Jodie Foster, Robert DeNiro, Robert Redford, and many more. In Color and B&W. Over 45 hours on eleven DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98. $14.95
**MURDERCLE.** Its engine roars with a deafening thunder; the sleek, dark profile cuts through the air like a sword through flesh; devoid of human emotion, it kills to live. There is no place to hide when the Murdercle has its sights set on you. Stars Charles Webber and Cassidy Ellis. 90 minutes. Full Moon. Pub. at $9.99

**AMOROUS SISTERS.** Widescreen. Sisters Jenny and Janet attend an elite finishing school run by the comedy icon. Preventing a murder on campus is part of the curriculum, as the sisters are specifically interested in Miss Brown’s in-depth sex education lessons and enjoy putting her saucy teacher’s carnal knowledge to the test. Stars Brigitte Lahaie and Flore Soller. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. Full Moon. Pub. at $19.99

**Rarerflix Triple Feature, Vol. 2.** Widescreen. An avowed anarchist and Stern Gang hitman is sent to Jerusalem to assassinate a senior British officer creating much tension within the already troubled city and almost brings its collapse, as the British operatives are closing in as one of the most important films in 50 years of Israeli cinema. In Hebrew with English subtitles. Not Rated. Samuel Goldwyn Films. $6.95

**THE NIGHTINGALE.** Widescreen. Full Moon vs. Nightingale. Stars David Wu and Lori French. 83 minutes. Full Moon. Pub. at $8.95


**THE NA TURAL.** DVD. Willem Dafoe and Charlie Sheen. Rated R. Widesc reen. £34.95.

**VAMPIRE WARS.** Widescreen. Having been attacked by a coven of Vampires, two brothers begin their own transformation into creatures of the night. In the town’s recent history, the brothers begin to build Nightshade Farm but when a neighboring rival attacks, all hell breaks loose in this Southern gothic Civil War epic. Stars John Savage. Not Rated. 107 minutes. Echo Bridge. Pub. at $5.95

**MARCH OF THE PENGUINS.** Limited Edition Giftset. Widescreen. Set includes the Academy Award-winning feature March of the Penguins (80 minutes), about the family life of Antarctic emperor penguins, narrated by Morgan Freeman; the documentary帝企鹅360 (60 minutes), about the lives and adventures of warm weather African penguins; a set of eight penguin postcards; and an adorable penguin plush toy. English SDH. Two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $39.92.

---

[DVD] **380139X VAMPYRE NATION.** Widescreen. In these, the human population is dwindling, but the vampire population is exploding. A precarious peace exists between the groups, made possible by a synthetic blood substitute dispensed by the government. That peace is tested like never before when a mysterious creature begins to maul vampires and humans alike. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Origin Releasing. $3.95

[DVD] **380110Q GRINDHOUSE COLLECTION! Full Moon.** In the jungles of central Africa, a lone figure moves swiftly through the trees. Often heard, sometimes seen, but never forgotten, this legend is fast becoming real! An expedition is sent to find Zumbo, whose greatest fear is to return. Stars Brad Harris and Danie l Vargas. Unrated. 95 minutes. Full Moon. $3.95

[DVD] **3759301 A NIGHT IN OLD MEXICO/HEATHENS AND THIEVES.** Widescreen. Forced to give up his land and home, Texas rancher Red Bowie is not about to retire quietly in a trailer park in A Night in Old Mexico. Not Rated. CC. 104 minutes. When two desperate men, in their Polish immigrant neighbor’s beautiful yard, declare that their boyhood dream of baseball superstardom is about to become real! An expedition is sent to find Zumbo, whose greatest fear is to return. Stars Brad Harris and Daniel Vargas. Unrated. 95 minutes. Full Moon. $3.95

[DVD] **3803694 MURDERCLE.** Its engine roars with a deafening thunder; the sleek, dark profile cuts through the air like a sword through flesh; devoid of human emotion, it kills to live. There is no place to hide when the Murdercle has its sights set on you. Stars Charles Webber and Cassidy Ellis. 90 minutes. Full Moon. Pub. at $9.99

[DVD] **6981569 AMOROUS SISTERS.** Widescreen. Sisters Jenny and Janet attend an elite finishing school run by the comedy icon. Preventing a murder on campus is part of the curriculum, as the sisters are specifically interested in Miss Brown’s in-depth sex education lessons and enjoy putting her saucy teacher’s carnal knowledge to the test. Stars Brigitte Lahaie and Flore Soller. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. Full Moon. Pub. at $19.99

[DVD] **2942283 BLOODY MOVIE.** Featuring plenty of grisly hijinks and wacky murders, this absurd horror opus takes viewers behind the donning of a lifetime of adult video experience! Three idols Lance Hayward (John Ireland) for a night of B-movie star murder and mayhem. Stars John Ireland, Aldo Ray, Alan Hale, Dan Haggerty, and Cameron Mitchell. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. Rent/own. $3.95

[DVD] **2909201 NIÑA.** Widescreen. She was one of the 20th century’s most extraordinary talents, a 15-year-old Grammy nominee and Grammy Hall of Fame recipient. Her mesmerizing songs and passionate piano combinations, along with her electrifying persona, have inspired the spectacular performances of Tina Simone (Zoe Saldana). But fame and fortune came with a price. With help from her loyal manager, she began a courageous comeback. English SDH. 90 minutes. RLJE Entertainment.

[DVD] **3688680 MY BIG GAY ITALIAN WEDDING.** Widescreen. Antonio and Paolo live happily together in Berlin and are finally getting married. They decide to celebrate in the small village in Italy where Antonio grew up. But not everyone in their families are on board. Stars Dario Franceschini, John Henshaw. Widescreen. $24.99.


[DVD] **3796396 CABIN 28.** Full Moon. Sue Sharp and her family are enjoying their stay at Cabin 28 in the peaceful holiday resort of Keddie. But a day at the remote location turns into a heart stopping nightmare as nightfall brings changed strangers to the cabin. A brutal battle leaves several family members dead. Now, over 30 years later, Cabin 28 finally gives up its deadly secrets. Rated R. $4.95

[DVD] **681235X VALDEZ IS COMING/ THE RIDE BACK/ BUFFALO BILL AND THE INDIANS.** Three classic Westerns: Valdez is Coming stars Burt Lancaster in a tale of a confiding man wrongfully accused of murdering his neighbor, The Ride Back! stars Anthony Quinn and William Conrad as a sheriff and his prisoner who need each other to help (In BW), and in Buffalo Bill and the Indian, Paul Newman portrays the frontier hero with gusto. Over 4 hours. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $15.98.

[DVD] **6893866 THE PASSION OF FASHION.** Ad executive Amanda Harper (Erika Jordan) is under pressure to pick the next big thing for an upcoming campaign and must choose from a list of diverse women before she is distracted as she picks out the hottest ladies in the fashion world. Also stars Luk Cassidy, Anita Dark, Shaye Laren, and others. Unrated. Adults only. $4.95

[DVD] **3741723 PLATOON.** Widescreen. The Vietnam War Awards, including Best Picture and Best Director, this film is a powerful, riveting and starkly brutal tale of an American soldier’s descent into the chaos and horror of war. An epic adventure of a skilled Chinese engineer (Dong-xue Li) and the mercy of Kafiristan from an assassin determined to blow away the king in The Love Nest. Stars John Barrymore and Jason Heining. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. M.O. Pictures.

[DVD] **375350X THE WEDDING NIGHT.** Full Moon. A love at first sight (Cooper) is disillusioned, broke and married to a woman who won’t let him forget it. Forced to retreat to his ancestral Connecticut home, Barrett finds inspiration in this Polish immigrant neighborhood to understand his beautiful daughter, Myanya (Anna Sten). In B&W. CC. 83 minutes. MGM.

[DVD] **3759695 QUATERMASS II.** The mysterious enemies of space return to ravage Earth. Quatermass and his associates lead the fight against alien forces who have conspired deep within our own world government to invade planet Earth. Find out what happens in this exciting 1957 sequel in the Quatermass series. In B&W. 84 minutes. Reel Vault.

[DVD] **2923653 VAMPIRE WARS.** Widescreen. Having been attacked by a coven of Vampires, two brothers begin their own transformation into creatures of the night. In the town’s recent history, the brothers begin to build Nightshade Farm but when a neighboring rival attacks, all hell breaks loose in this Southern gothic Civil War epic. Stars John Savage. Not Rated. 107 minutes. Echo Bridge. Pub. at $5.95

[DVD] **3720381 MARCH OF THE PENGUINS.** Limited Edition Giftset. Widescreen. Set includes the Academy Award-winning feature March of the Penguins (80 minutes), about the family life of Antarctic emperor penguins, narrated by Morgan Freeman; the documentary帝企鹅360 (60 minutes), about the lives and adventures of warm weather African penguins; a set of eight penguin postcards; and an adorable penguin plush toy. English SDH. Two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $39.92.
**Movies**

**DVD 3757609 HUXLEY ON HUXLEY.** Narrated by Peter Coyote and featuring interviews with such luminaries as John Densmore, Michael Murphy, Nick Nolte and Ram Dass, this film offers a compelling glimpse of Laura Huxley’s life and work with her husband, as well as the revolutionary work that had a major influence on American and contemporary cultural history. In Color and B&W. 58 minutes. Docurama. $4.95

**DVD 3783871 CAMERON DIAZ 4 FAVORITES.** Widescreen. Cameron Diaz shines in *What Happens in Vegas,* co-starring Ashton Kutcher (99 minutes); *Her Shoes,* co-starring Toni Collette (130 minutes); *There’s Something About Mary,* co-starring Ben Stiller (Rated R, 119 minutes); and *Knight and Day,* co-starring Tom Cruise (109 minutes). All films in B&W. Over four hours. VCI Entertainment. $3.95

**DVD 3801489 WHITE TIGER.** Widescreen. *As WW draws to a close,* reported *The New York Times,* “the tiger sank strongly amidst the Soviet ranks. After barely surviving a battle with the almost mythical beast, Red Army Sergeant Ivan Naydenov becomes captivated and obsessed with its destruction. Not Rated. In Russian with English subtitles. 109 minutes. E One. $4.95**

**DVD 6631282 TEN LITTLE INDIANS.** Widescreen. *Summoned to a hotel in the middle of the desert,* seven strangers find themselves accused of heinous crimes that have escaped punishment—until now. Someone is killing them one by one, but who could the killer be? Based on Agatha Christie’s classic novel. Stars Oliver Reed, Richard Attenborough, Orson Welles and Ian Holm. Scorpion. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**DVD 6744753 FLAME OVER INDI A.** Widescreen. Britain’s Captain Scott (Keith More) is sent to build a northwest frontier to rescue a five-year-old prince and his American governess, Catherine Wyatt (Laurie Bacal). When a rebellion breaks out amongst the Norwegian miners, Pauline, a free spirited young dance instructor. From their first chance meeting, each instinctively provides what the other so desperately needs—each other. Stars: A Michael Caine and Clementine Pemose. 115 minutes. Focus. $9.95

**DVD 37928X JUAN OF THE DEAD.** Widescreen. It’s equal parts splatter and laughter in this doomsday romp with a decidedly Cuban touch. When Havana begins to fill up with bloodthirsty zombies, Juan, a forty-year-old slacker, is left with no choice but to become a hero, save his country, and protect his family. Stars Alexis Ayala, De Vanegas and Erendita Molina. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 96 minutes. E One. $5.95

**DVD 2937573 SINFUL STRIPPER S PACK.** Bad Girls at Play stars Stormy Daniels in a sexy romp where naughty housewives engage in some raunchy activities. Follow hot, horny, hopefuls from the casting couch to the wrap party in *Strippers Exposed.* Lastly, find out what really goes on backstage in *Backstage Raw.* See the steamiest stories and most outrageous interviews. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Adults only. Full Moon. $19.95

**DVD 3715998 CLASSIC WAR COLLECTION: 4 Movie Marathon.** Collects four action-packed classic war films. *Wake Island,* Starring John Wayne, and *The Sands of Iwo Jima,* Starring John Wayne and Gray Lady Down. Stars include Charlton Heston, Rock Hudson, Audie Murphy, David Carradine, Stacy Keach and more. In Color and B&W. English SDH. Nearly 7 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $7.95

**DVD 3785572 JEWTOWNIA.** Christian and Adam are two childhood friends who reunite as adults to help each other land the women of their dreams. Inspired by the international smash-hit play seen by over a million people, the film stars Ivan Sergei, Adam Lipschitz, Jennifer Love Hewitt and Jamie-Lynn Sigler. CC. 90 minutes. VCI Video. $4.95

**DVD 3794431 CHANNEL 13.** A horror anthology film that harkens back to the mid ‘70s and ‘80s, inspired by Amicus productions and Creepshow. The film features three horror tales, told by a hooded monk. “This is a SDV horror that has been seen to be believed. Watch it if you dare!” Not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 7529198 WILL ROGERS COMEDY VOL UME 1.** Fullscreen. With political jabs and wit that remain timely even today, Will Rogers is one of early Hollywood’s most beloved icons. Collected here are four of his greatest performances in eight episodes of his *778* in *70* Old Kentucky; *Doubling Thomas,* and the John Ford-directed *Steamboat Round the Bend.* In B&W. CC. Over 5 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $39.98 $9.95

**DVD 2996529 WILL HAY TRIPLE FEAT URE, VOL. 4: The Rank Collection.** Fullscreen. Hay was a major comedy star in the 1930s, considered one of the greatest British comedians of all time. This DVD collects three of his classics from this time period: *Hey Haya! Papa’s Over,* and *And Ask a Policeman.* All films in B&W. Over four hours. VCI Entertainment. *$3.95**

**DVD 3801482 ATTACK OF THE KILLER BEE S: 10 MOVIE COLLECTION.** Enjoy the cheesiest B-Movie horror with ten classic creature features: *The Phantom from 10,000 Leagues; Attack of the Giant Leeches; The Giant Gila Monster; The Killer Strangers; Attack of the Giant Spiderlings; The Wasp Woman; The Brain That Wouldn’t Die; Eegah; Night Flight; and Invasion of the Beef Girls.* In Color and B&W. Thirteen hours on 3 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

**DVD 2997611 DEVIL’S PATH.** Widescreen. In the early 1990s, two strangers meet on a red-eye flight to discover that they’ve slipped through a hole in the universe. The *Star is King* of an apocalyptic future. In Golden Years, a man exposed to mysterious chemicals starts to grow younger every day. CC. Nearly thirteen hours on 3 DVDs. Paramount. $14.95

**DVD 2954079 LAST LOVE.** Widescreen. A cynical, widowed professor living alone in Paris sees no meaningful future for himself. When he meets a woman, he finds a spark in questionable—certainly, yes, develop new chapters. From award-winning director Ezzedine. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Also includes Blu-ray version. ESPN. Pub. at $39.95

**DVD 3079694 O.J.: Made in America.** It is the defining cultural tale of the 20th century—the saga of race, celebrity, media, violence, and the criminal justice system. And two decades after its unforgettable climax, it continues to fascinate, polarize, and even, yes, develop new chapters. From award-winning director Ezra Edelman. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Also includes Blu-ray version. ESPN. Pub. at $39.95

**DVD THE OTTOMAN LIEUTENANT.** Widescreen. A strong-willed American woman (Hera Hilmar) follows an American doctor (Josh Hartnett) on a wild goose chase to uncover a government conspiracy in the Ottoman Empire on the brink of the First World War. However, her loyalty to both the doctor and the mission’s founder is soon tested when she falls in love with Ismail, a young lieutenant in the Ottoman Imperial Army. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Universal. $9.95

**DVD 3765652 GHOSTBUSTERS 1 & 2.** Widescreen. These spooktacularly successful films captured the imagination of audiences around the world and redefined the action-comedy genre in the process. When kooky college professor Peter (Bill Murray), Ray (Dan Aykroyd), and Egon (Harold Ramis) lose their landlord’s property because they decide to go freelance—de-haunting houses. Includes movie and DVD. From a red-eye flight awaken to discover that they’ve slipped through a hole in the universe. The *Star is King* of an apocalyptic future. In Golden Years, a man exposed to mysterious chemicals stars to grow younger every day. CC. Nearly thirteen hours on 3 DVDs. Paramount. $14.95

**DVD 3767652 SLASHER.COM.** Widescreen. After meeting through an online dating site, Jack and Kristy decide to go on an unorthodox first date in which they fly on a red-eye flight to discover that they’ve slipped through a hole in the universe. The *Star is King* of an apocalyptic future. In Golden Years, a man exposed to mysterious chemicals stars to grow younger every day. CC. Nearly thirteen hours on 3 DVDs. Paramount. $14.95

**DVD 3794456 PARADOX.** Widescreen. When his daughter goes missing in Thailand, a Hong Kong cop (Louis Koo) teams with local police (Tony Jaa, Wu Yue) to find her, but instead finds himself entangled in a web of corruption and violence in this explosive thriller from director Wilson Yip. In Cantonese with English subtitles. 100 minutes. Well GO USA. $9.95
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**DVD 3790885** DARKROOM. widescreen. Michelle kills three of her friends in a horrific car accident while driving under the influence. After rehab, Michelle takes a job recommended by her counselor that lands her trapped in a mansion with three psychotic siblings hell bent on physical torture. Michelle of her sins. Not Rated. CA. 81 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $5.95

**DVD 9655474** HAVANA. widescreen. High rolling poker player Jack Wall is trying to make one big score in a game that has all the usual elements. But his plan doesn't include falling for Roberta, the beautiful, enigmatic wife of revolutionary Arturo Duran. Includes special edition collectible slipcover, Starring Robert Redford, Leonardo DiCaprio, and Paul Julio. Rated R. 145 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 3739651** KICKBOXER: Retaliation. Widescreen. When MMA fighter Kurt Sloane is forced into an underground death match with a 400 pound drug-enhanced killer, he seeks help from the legendary Master Durand (Jean-Claude Van Damme) and prison fighter Briggs (Mike Tyson) to survive the fight. Rated R. English SDH. 111 minutes. Well Go USA.

**DVD 6740812** CAROLE LOMBARD: THE Glamour Collection. fullscreen. Carole Lombard illuminated the silver screen with her sparkling wit and dazzling beauty, on display in these six films. Man of the World; We're Not Dressing: Hands Across the Table; Love Reform: These Things Come Across; and True Confessions. English SDH. In B&W. Over seven hours on 2 DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $26.98 $7.95

**DVD 6838985** THE CHUCHIOF OF BLOTTON. High tension. As Sheriff Jack Holmes, dons the sleuth’s signature deerstalker for this atmospheric pulizh mystery adapted from the stage play and directed by Fraser C. Heston. Steeped in romance, supernaturalism, sin, and cunning twists, the game is afoot! With Richard Johnson. English SDH. 103 minutes. $9.95

**DVD 3755134** THE VON TRAPP FAMILY: A Life of Music, widescreen. Based on the autobiography Memories Before and After The Sound of Music by Agathe von Trapp, this unforgettable music follows von Trapp family journey from the perspective of Agathe, the eldest daughter. Agathe embarked on an adventure filled with remarkable twists and turns, joys and disappointments. Stars Matthew Macfadyen and Eliza Bennett. 98 minutes. LionsGate. $7.95

**DVD 5931193** CANDY. widescreen. On a trippy journey of sexual discovery, luscious high school student Candy (Ewa Aulin) encounters a motley crew of characters - a drugged out Richard Burton, a Mexican gardener (Ringo Starr), a patriotic general (Walter Matthau), a mad surgeon (James Coburn), and a mystical guru (Marlon Brando); all eager for a piece of Candy. Rated R. 124 minutes. Kino Lorber. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95

**DVD 3775681** AND THEN THERE WAS EVE. widescreen. Alyssaa, a successful photographer, wakes up one morning to find her apartment ransacked and her husband mysteriously missing. She turns to his colleague Eve for support, who helps her, over time, accept his absence. While getting to know Eve, she is surprised to find herself falling in love again. Stars Rachel Crow. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95

**DVD 2827298** CALENDAR GIRLS. Widescreen. Swiss sexploitation film legend Erwin C. Dietrich returns once more with his 4th installent in this series. Travelling across 14 countries and meeting with more than 40 experts, this is the full story of the male genitalia, from its beginnings in prehistoric time to the version we know today. 71 minutes. Adults only. Breaking Glass. Pub. at $21.99 $7.95

**DVD 3789179** THE TITANIC. widescreen. The Titanic sinks on a collision course with destiny in this spellbinding epic adventure, featuring outstanding performances by Peter Gallagher, George C. Scott, Catherine Zeta-Jones, Eva Marie Saint, Tim Curry and Marilu Henner. Melding together the heart-wrenching stories of people whose lives were forever changed on the fateful voyage on April 14, 1912. 174 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**DVD 2900467** FRISKY. widescreen. When two young women move to San Francisco, their career aspirations quickly become sidelined by their sexual desires. An illusion of a polyamorous relationship isn’t met with all the usual elements. Longue in cartoon shorthand, the tit for tat becomes a woman in the limbo between college and “the real world.” Not Rated. 98 minutes. Gravesia Ventures. $5.95

**DVD 3748537** ANASTASIA: The Mystery of Anna. Fullscreen. This breathtaking tale is also a depiction of a lost era, from her days of Russian royalty, her flight from execution and her years of struggle to reclaim her royal identity. Along the way leading roles cast including Rex Harrison, Olivia de Havilland, Susan Lucci and Christian Bale in this spectacular drama. Not Rated. English SDH. Over three hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**DVD 6644263** YOURS, MINE AND OURS. widescreen. The comedy classic stars Lucille Ball and Henry Fonda as Frank and Helen Beardsley, parents of a blended family of twenty. When Navy officer Frank meets nurse Helen, there’s an immediate attraction. The problem is both know that bringing their families together will have one inevitable result: a whole mess of trouble. 111 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**DVD 3953729** A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM. Fullscrenn. Love is in the air and magic is aloft in this light-as-air Woody Allen comedy. Inventor Andrew and his wife Adrian host a wedding for a pompous philosopher. But when Andrew’s randy best friend and his lusty nurse turn up for the festivities, the stage is set for thwarted seductions, mismatched mates and magical mayhem. CMY. 88 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**DVD 3722813** BATMAN VS. TWO-FACE. Widescreen. Holy coin-flipping conundrums, Batman! When a device meant to remove evil from the world is stolen, Gotham’s D.O.A. Harvey Dent, is transformed into the sinister split personality Two-Face! Starring the legendary voice talents of William Shatner, Adam West, Burt Ward and Julie Newmar. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

**DVD 2917920** SECRETS & MYSTERIES OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS. widescreen. Was Christopher Columbus born in Genoa, Italy? Messy, or was he an unlikely collection of experts from European royalty, DNA science, university scholars, even Columbus’ own living family. But when the vacation was through, the truth of human existence in this primitive locale provide a backdrop for Brian’s story. Before and After The Sound of Music based on the autobiography Memories Before and After The Sound of Music by Agathe von Trapp, this unforgettable music follows von Trapp family journey from the perspective of Agathe, the eldest daughter. Agathe embarked on an adventure filled with remarkable twists and turns, joys and disappointments. Stars Matthew Macfadyen and Eliza Bennett. 98 minutes. LionsGate. $7.95


**DVD 3736534** SEX WEATHER. widescreen. Widening the morning after the premiere of his new film, Darrel wakkes to find himself in bed with his crew member Sydne. As they begin to discuss the completion of filming and the renewal of their film, emotions give rise to a passionate and thoughtful relationship that once could have been if either had taken the chance. Stars Randal Cree, Tristan Lake Leabu. $9.95

**DVD 3729060** TERRY AND THE PIRATES. widescreen. Columbia Pictures presents Terry and the Pirates to the screen in fifteen thrill packed episodes in 1940, that centered around the discovery of a vast hidden treasure. Along the treacherous episode route we have countless challenges that captivated Saturday matinee audiences. Stars William Tracy, Granville Owen and Joyce Bryant. In fullscrenn. 2 DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95


**DVD 3757730** THE OUIJA COLLECTION. widescreen. In Ouija Experiment a few friends decide to record their Ouija board experiment, only to have the spirits turn deadly. In Ouija Resurrection some friends play with a Ouija board, inadvertently summoning a bloodthirsty spirit. In Ouija Summoning a choice they r regret when the spirits turn deadly. In Ouija Ouija Resurrection a few friends decide to record their Ouija board experiment, only to have the spirits turn deadly. Not Rated. Over four hours. Viva Films. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**DVD 2824639** SCOTTY AND THE SECRET HISTORY OF HOLLYWOOD. widescreen. This documentary tells Bowers’ story as well as presents eye-opening takes on iconic like Cary Grant, Katharine Hepburn, Spencer Tracy, Ava Gardner and many more. 97 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95
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Fourteen hours on 5 DVDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $54.95


**DVD 2986022** BRITISH CINEMA, VOL. 2. We visit the eleven biographies, plots and settings, British comedies have brought us some of the most memorable comic actors and characters. This collection includes The Great Girl, Doctor in the Dark, The Runaway Bus, Carry On: Admiral, and Time of His Life. Features Joan Collins, Bob Monkhouse, Frankie Howerd, and others. In Color and B&W. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**DVD 2091665** BOX OF MONSTERS - 11 MOVIE COLLECTION. Widescreen. Collects 11 monstrous films to terrify you for hours! Films include: The Blob; Chopping Mall; The Dark Half; The Tunnel; Decoy; The Devil’s Chair; Frankenstein; Lake Placid: The Final Chapter; Loch Ness Terrors; and Night of the Living Dead. Most Rated R. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95

**DVD 2996308** MAD ABOUT MEN. Fullscreen. When prim and proper schoolteacher Caroline stumbles upon a mermaid named Miranda that looks just like her, Miranda drowns every time Caroline has some time alone, putting her new friend at risk. With Caroline confined to a wheelchair, Miranda takes over, casting her back into the role of hero and star. Adults only. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

**DVD 6857604** FRANK ZAPPA’S THREE CARD TRICK. Fullscreen. A three-film dokumentary on the career of Frank Zappa, includes Frank Zappa & Mol-In the 1960s 134 minutes; Frank Zappa-The Freak-Out List 68 minutes; Frank Zappa The Bizarre-Zappa, Beetle, Alice Cooper and LA’s Lunatic Fringe 161 minutes. The Collector’s Forum. Pub. at $24.98. $17.95

**DVD 3735847** LOST CITY OF THE JUNGLE. Fullscreen. This thirteen chapter 1946 feature takes place at the end of WWII, where war-monger Sir Eric Hazaria sets the wheel in motion for WWII. His second Meteorite 245, the only practical defense against the atomic bomb, leads him to mythical Pendragan. Stars Lionel Atwill, Russell Hayden and SDH. In B&W. Over four hours on 4 DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95


**DVD 2969197** EPICS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. Widescreen. Collects four epic motion pictures, featuring some of the greatest stories from the Bible. Joseph of Egypt; Joseph of Egypt; Jacob, the Man who Fought with God; Great Leaders of the Bible. Not Rated. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95

**DVD 2787894** THE APOLLON CHRONICLES. Participants, family members, historians, and other experts paint a rich portrait of one of the most fascinating Star Trek television franchises in history. This definitive four-part documentary provides a nuanced understanding of this richly complex tale—a story about the people, the issues, the events, and the obstacles that comprised some of the greatest triumphs. Over three hours. Steve Stewart, Michael Dorn, LeVar Burton and Jonathan Frakes. Over 8 hours on five DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $39.95. $14.95

**DVD 3601446** THE APOLLON CHRONICLES. Participants, family members, historians, and other experts paint a rich portrait of one of the most fascinating Star Trek television franchises in history. This definitive four-part documentary provides a nuanced understanding of this richly complex tale—a story about the people, the issues, the events, and the obstacles that comprised some of the greatest triumphs. Over three hours. Steve Stewart, Michael Dorn, LeVar Burton and Jonathan Frakes. Over 8 hours on five DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $39.95. $14.95

**DVD 2724189** THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES/THE PRIVATE LIFE OF SHERLOCK HOLMES/ WITHOUT A CLUE. Contains three feature films: the new Sherlock Holmes film; a detective in three films. The Hound of the Baskervilles features Peter Cushing and Christopher Lee as Holmes and his companion Dr. Watson. Without a Clue movie features star Billy Wilder’s The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes. Finally, Ben Kingsley and Michael Caine offer up a different, comedic take on the master sleuth Without A Clue. CC. Over 5 hours on 2 DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**DVD 2887614** EROTIC U: Summer School Pack. In Student Bodies, the students of Camellia Swales School know just how to prepare for oral exams. In Doris of Desire, your slutty study buddies are back for another sexy seminar. In Real Naughty Virtuals, strap on your VR helmet and plug into a fantasy school beyond your wildest dreams. Not Rated. Over 4 hours on 3 DVDs. Adults only.

**DVD 3746941** FOREVER EMMANUELLE. After a court ruling in which the voyeuristic Nick indulges Laurie’s exhibitionism and sexual freedom, they set off for Mara land with the help of a New Age guide and a philosophical lover, Myrtle. As they approach the Mara on the night of the reirth festival, who of the group will actually join the tribe to begin life anew? Rated R. 95 minutes. Chezy Movies. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**DVD 2950944** MY FATHER’S WIFE. Widescreen. An aging housewife desperately wants to please her husband, but he’s losing interest and cheats. Tired from trying to satisfy him, she falls for an handsome student and begins a secret affair. Stars Carroll Baker and Adolfo Celi. Unrated. 93 minutes. Adults only. Televisa. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

**DVD 3754901** MARY MAGDALENE. Widescreen. She is one of the most fascinating female figures in history, alternately vilified as a sinner and canonized as a saint. For the first time, the incredible story of Mary Magdalene is told through her own eyes. Filmed in the mystical Galilee and in Istanbul, these works in themselves constitute a re-discovery of Mary Magdalene and Joaquin Phoenix plays the charismatic Jesus. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

**DVD 3729249** BASEBALL: The Age of America’s Game. Fullscreen. This extraordinary documentary takes a nostalgic and in-depth look at Baseball’s Golden Age. Fans of the diamond will cherish this comprehensive look at baseball history as six interview and footage packed films about the sport’s classic era. Includes a 24 page booklet. In Color and B&W. Over five hours on 4 DVDs. Image/Madacy. Pub. at $29.98. $21.95
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★ **DVD 2950804 FANTASIES.** On a small island in the Aegean Sea, not far from Athens, Damir (Peter Hooten) and Anastasia (Bo Derek) live under the roof of her grandmother. Although not blooded, they grew up happily together as if they were brothers and sisters. Now, as she approaches maturity, they realize their childhood affection has grown into deep love. Rated R. 81 minutes. New Star. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ **DVD 2864146 CARRIE.** 3-Film Collection. Fullscreen & Widescreen. This three-film DVD collection begins with the iconic 1976 horror classic Carrie starring Sissy Spacek and John Travolta and directed by Brian DePalma; the sequel The Rage: Carrie 2 and Carrie the 2002 chilling remake of the original film are included. Rated R. Over five hours on 3 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $11.95

★ **DVD 2655720 ILLUMINATI: The Grand Illusion.** In Making of America and discover that the Illuminati and secret societies are responsible for how we live our daily lives. In A One World Order a multilevel conspiracy has dictated the world to realize an oppressive and totalitarian rule through any means necessary, including terror attacks, controlling elections and more. 120 minutes on two DVDs. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.95

★ **DVD 2951010 TIS PITY SHE S A WHORE.** Anneliese enters into a secret and incestuous love affair with her brother. Giovanni and becomes pregnant. Hiding her shameful passion from the world, she is finally forced by the church to wed the unrelenting Soranzo. Anneliese succumbs to the consummation in a setting of senunal splendor. Stars Charlotte Rampling. Dubbed in English. 106 minutes. Adults only. New Star. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ **DVD 3794066 CHRISTMAS ON THE RANGE.** Widescreen. All Kendall Riley wants for the hot holidays is to save her family's ranch, but her longterm rival, small-town scrooge Brick McCree, has other plans in mind. When Brick's son, Clint, comes back to town, he is immediately drawn to Kendall and offers a helping hand. Stars Erin Cahill, Nicholas Gonzalez and Lindsey Wagner. CC, 91 minutes. Imagecomm. Pub. at $19.98 $13.95

★ **DVD 6721271 THE TOPPER COLLECTION.** Ranked among the American Cinefex's Top Ten Essential Films in American Cinema, this trilogy is one of the highlights of Hal Roach's comedy legacy. Roland Young plays Cosmo Topper, a petty crook who steals money from his banker father, and finds himself whisked off to his small Australian hometown to seek the truth behind her notorious reputation. This dark and quirky comedy stars Kate Winslet, Judy Davis, Hugo Weaving, and Miranda Otto. Rated R. English SDH. 119 minutes. Broad Green Pictures. $12.95

★ **DVD 378391X THE DRESSMAKER.** Widescreen. A glamorous world dresses itself in her small Australian hometown to seek the truth behind her notorious reputation. This dark and quirky comedy stars Kate Winslet, Judy Davis, Hugo Weaving, and Miranda Otto.Rated R. English SDH. 119 minutes. $14.95

★ **DVD 3784320 SCORPIO FILMS: The Dutch Sex Wave Collection.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. The Dutch Sex Wave aka the Golden Age of Dutch cinema combined artistic freedom, sexual liberation, and exploitation with commercial success. Presented here are four of the front-runner Scorpio films: My Nights with Susan, Sandra, Olga & Julie; Blue Movie; Frank & Eva; and Obsessions. Not Rated. In Dutch with English subtitles. Six hours on four DVDs. Adults only. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

★ **DVD 3790541 WEREWOLF IN A GIRLS' DORMITORY.** Widescreen. Twisted Italian horror meets lurid German krimi in this 1961 EuroShocker. When an all-girl reform school is rocked by a series of grisly murders, it unleashes a nightmare of sexual corruption and violence. In B&W. Rated R. 85 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

★ **DVD 278585X THERMA AND ZASU PITTS: The Hal Roach Collection.** 29-31. Fullscreen. Collects 17 sexy, pre-code comedies starring two of the biggest, brightest and most delightful comedic actresses of their day. Includes Thelma Todd’s timeless beauty and impeccable comedic ability and the vivacious Zasu Pitts, a veteran actress character with winning personality and delightful comedic gestures who prove the film comic foil for the blond beauty. In B&W. Over five hours on 2 DVDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $39.95

★ **DVD 2862698 MARILYN: The Premiere Collection.** A gifted actress, her repertoire includes many of the most memorable and delightful comedic gestures that prove the film comic foil for the blond beauty. In B&W. Over five hours on 2 DVDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $39.95

★ **DVD 2887193 THE EARTHLING.** Widescreen. Patrick Foley (William Holden) is a hard-hearted, no-nonsense lawyer who spent his life exploring the world and avoiding his feelings. Fate throws him together with young Sharon Daley (Ricky Schroder), a recently orphaned boy with little hope and even less self-reliance. How can he take a pampered child into perilous country without risking both their lives? 99 minutes Kinorobo. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ **DVD 3687643 THE COMPLETE HAL ROACH THERMA TODD PATTY KISTY COMEDY COLLECTION.** Fullscreen for the first time on home video come all 21 of Hal Roach’s two-reeler starring the lovely Thelma Todd and the pugnacious Patsy Kelly. These timeless shorts from 1935-1936 showcase the incredible comedic talents of an undisputed duo who simply wanted to make the audience laugh. In B&W. Over 7 hours on six DVDs. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

★ **DVD 5981123 FOR THE LOVE OF SPOCK.** Charts the life of Star Trek’s Mr. Spock and Leonard Nimoy, the actor who brought him to life, and offers a helping hand. Stars Erin Cahill, William Shatner, Zachary Quinto and the actor who was Adam. Dubbed in English loving to the sci-fi icon. 111 minutes. $19.95

★ **DVD 371474X THE VANISHING SHADOW.** Fullscreen. A 12-episode, 1934, Golden Age of Dutch cinema combined artistic freedom, sexual liberation, and exploitation with commercial success. Presented here are four of the front-runner Scorpio films: My Nights with Susan, Sandra, Olga & Julie; Blue Movie; Frank & Eva; and Obsessions. Not Rated. In Dutch with English subtitles. Six hours on four DVDs. Adults only. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

★ **DVD 2955407 ESCAPE FROM WOMENS PRISON.** Widescreen. When four hardened female convicts escape and take a women’s tennis team hostage, they’ll force the girls into a nightmare of lesbianism, violence and murder. Stars Erika Rea. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Italian with English subtitles. 83 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

★ **DVD 5790468 THE CLAUDIETTE COLBERT COLLECTION: Universal Backlot Series.** Fullscreen. Celebrate the career of one of the most popular and versatile actresses of all time with a collection of six essential films. Claudette Colbert steals the screen in Three-Cornered Moon: Maid of Salem; I Met Him in Paris; Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife; To the End and I. Other stars include Fred MacMurray and Gary Cooper. English SDH. In B&W. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $17.95

★ **DVD 5920352 THREE FEMALE MARVELS.** In B&W. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Adults only. Full Moon. $19.95

★ **DVD 5930499 BUSTER KEATON: The Shorts Collection 1917-1927.** Includes all 32 of Keaton’s extant silent short films. Restored utilizing archival film elements from around the world, comprising the definitive representation of Keaton’s early career. Watching these films in succession, one witnesses the evolution of an artist—from broad knockabout comedic into a filmmaker of remarkable visual sophistication. In B&W. 738 minutes on five DVDs. Kinorobo. Pub. at $44.95 $32.95

★ **DVD 2828292 STEVEN SPIELBERG DIRECTOR’S COLLECTION.** Steven Spielberg is one of the most prolific directors in motion picture history. This collection showcases a selection of the Academy Award winner’s unforgettable movies, including his very first TV feature, Duel and his first theatrical release, Sugarland Express. Also includes Jaws; 1941; Sugarland Express; Duet for One; Close Encounters of the Third Kind; Sugarland Express; and Duel. Over 4.5 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $24.95

★ **DVD 3694505 BACK TO THE FUTURE: The Complete Adventures.** Great Scott! This trio of delectable laugh-a-thon s original beloved movie trilogy starring Michael J. Fox and Christopher Lloyd along with all 26 episodes of the animated series and the TV movie. Billy Jack; and a time traveling DeLorean for the adventure of a lifetime. Also includes a 64 page visual history book. English SDH. Over 15 hours on nine DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $59.98 $27.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/303
DVD 3725924  THE MENTALIST: The Complete First Season. widescreen. Patrick Jane (Simon Baker) uses his astonishing skills of observation and analysis to bring killers to justice. At crime scenes across California, Patrick helps an elite team of detectives break their toughest cases. Includes all 23 Season One episodes. Also stars Robin Tunney, Tim Kang, Amanda Righetti and Owain Yeoman. English SDH. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. Warner Archive Collection. $9.95.

DVD 3766531  THE MARX BROTHERS TV COLLECTION. The first of its kind set—featuring long-lost material from the Marx Brothers own rare collection—presents a broad and genuinely rare array of television work from the comedy legends, who still had plenty of laughs left in them after the movies. Includes over 50 television episodes. Over 10 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $39.97.

DVD 6741053  WOODY WOODPECKER FAVORITES. Fullscreen. Everyone’s favorite wacky red-headed bird presents 15 of his funniest cartoon classics, including Knock Knock; Pantry Panic; Sfo for Two; The Loose Nut; Who’s Cookin’ Who?; and more, plus five bonus cartoons starring Woody’s friends and two full-length Woody Woodpecker Show episode! English SDH. Wide screen. $7.95.

DVD 3776000  The Lone Ranger; The Official 3759873  TERMINATOR–THE SARAH CONNOR CHRONICLES: The Complete Second Season. widescreen. A race against time to edge toward world domination and the ruin of humankind. It fears no one–except John Connor. The machines know they must find and destroy him, but Markham as he is there to protect and instruct her son as he becomes the man’s he’s destined to be. Includes all 22 Season One episodes. Stars Lena Headey. English SDH. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. Warner Archive Collection. $9.95.


DVD 3773213  TELEVISION’S GREATEST WESTERS: 73 Episodes. This extraordinary gift showcases some of the finest Western television series created during the 1950s and 60s, capturing enduring classics. In Color and B&W. Eight DVDs, three double-sided. TGG. Pub. at $29.96.

DVD 3803163  THE GENE AUTRY SHOW: The Fifth and Final Season. Fullscreen. Entertaining and hugely popular in its original broadcasts, this series remains a cultural touchstone for many fans. With this complete series collection, these fans can share this beloved show with their families— and experience the adventure again and again. Stars Dan Haggerty and Denver Pyle. Includes all 37 episodes. Over 29 hours on eight DVDs. CBS. $14.95.

DVD 3803639  MASTERS OF SCIENCE FICTION. widescreen. Join host Stephen Hawking for these six expeditions into the outer realm of scientific imagination, starring such award-winning actors as Sam Waterston, Judy Davis, Anne Heche, Malcolm McDowell, Elizabeth Rohm, Mark Hamill, Sean Astin, and others. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Anchor Bay. Pub. at $19.98.

DVD 3759849  REVOLUTION: The Complete First Season. widescreen. In a world where all technology—computers, planes, cars, phones, even lights—has mysteriously blacked out. What’s left is a post-apocalyptic landscape inhabited by ruthless paramilitary groups, heroic freedom fighters and families struggling to survive in this epic thriller. Includes all 20 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 14 hours on five DVDs. Warner Archive Collection. $9.95.

DVD 3720845  RELLIK. widescreen. Starting at the end, with a prime suspect caught, the series moves backwards in time through the string of gruesome murders, gradually unraveling the truth. We follow the original investigation by ruthless private eye Rellik as he is propelled into an obsessive hunt for a serial killer. English SDH. Six hours on two DVDs. $9.95.

DVD 3803199  FORENSIC FILES: Kidnapping Cases. Fullscreen. When people go missing but no one knows what happened, investigators turn to forensic science to help them see what the witnesses missed. Gathered here are 12 episodes of the popular true TV series, including A Bag of Evidence; Innocence Lost; Kidnapped; Last Envelope; and A Woman Scorned. Six hours. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. TGG. Pub. at $12.98.

DVD 3759810  PLANET EARTH, VOLUME TWO: Caves/Deserts/Ice Worlds. widescreen. Featuring episodes 4–6 of this stunning, 11-part series, you’ll descend deep into uncharted underground world and see astonishingly beautiful caverns and tunnels in Caves. Then see the ephemeral nature of the dynamic environment of the desert at Walmart–Ice Worlds, which could desolate wasteland. English SDH. 150 minutes. BCC. $3.95.

DVD 3720802  PIRATES. widescreen. Following in the wake of the infamous Captain Kidd, Blackbeard, Calico Jack and others, a latter-day crew of swashbuckling adventurers attempt to uncover the海盗 피아노와의 만남의 비밀. They encounter the devastating impact these pirates had during an era of colonial expansion and how, by plundering the vast network of seaborne trade, they became the most feared pirates in the English SDH. 156 minutes. BCC. $3.95.

DVD 3778797  JEOPARDY! An Inside Look at America’s Favorite Quiz Show! Fullscreen. Catch any of your favorite episodes plus go behind the scenes and see what really makes the show tick. Have your questions and many more answered directly from the writers, researchers, producers, the Clue Crew, and even Alex Trebek himself. 101 minutes. $6.95.

DVD 6929001  THE LIFE AND TIMES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES: Seasons 1-11. Fullscreen & widescreen. This spectacular set features the movie that started it all, The Hound of the Baskervilles, starring Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, and Nigel Bruce. This set includes all 251 episodes of the longest-running TV hit starring Alan Alda, Wayne Rogers, Loretta Swit, McLean Stevenson, Gary Burghoff, and Morgan. Over 100 hours in 33 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $69.95.

DVD 3722848  LOONEY TUNES SPOTLIGHT COLLECTION: The Premiere Edition. Twenty-eight of the most popular 60s shorts starring the very wackiest Warner Bros. cartoon characters have been rounded up for this collection. It’s an unprecedented sampling of animation for cartoon-lovers eager to relive the heady, hilarious golden age of Warner Bros. animation. Over 3 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

DVD 3724039  VIKING WAR: Last Battle of the Vikings. widescreen. When the Norwegian Vikings stormed into Scotland in 1263, 500 Scottish Knights were tasked with ending the calamitous events. Professor Jon Hewer has fresh light on the incredible story of the final days of the Vikings and reveals the lasting legacy of the brutal men that crossed the North Sea to ravage Scotland. English SDH. 57 minutes. BCC. $3.95.

DVD 3803327  Blueprint. widescreen. Join host Stephen Hawking for these six expeditions into the outer realm of scientific imagination, starring such award-winning actors as Sam Waterston, Judy Davis, Anne Heche, Malcolm McDowell, Elizabeth Rohm, Mark Hamill, Sean Astin, and others. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Anchor Bay. Pub. at $19.98.

DVD 2878001  BEST OF JACK HANNA. Fullscreen. This 60-episode collection follows America’s most beloved animal adventurer and his family as they spend time with nature’s creatures across the continents, over the years, and through two different TV shows: the Emmy-winning Into the Wild and Animal Adventures. Twenty-two hours on 5 DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $29.98.

DVD 9915975  RED BONE DUALITY. widescreen. Following the massive locomotive accident. Includes all Season Three episodes. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

DVD 7290777  LONDON SPY. widescreen. Ben Whishaw delivers a career-defining performance as Danny, an innocent young romantic drawn into a dangerous world of international espionage. Following a chance encounter with a seemingly innocent investment banker, an electrifying mini-series created by the writers, researchers, producers, the Clue Crew. Over 100 hours in 33 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $69.95.

DVD 3803199  FORENSIC FILES: Kidnapping Cases. Fullscreen. When people go missing but no one knows what happened, investigators turn to forensic science to help them see what the witnesses missed. Gathered here are 12 episodes of the popular true TV series, including A Bag of Evidence; Innocence Lost; Kidnapped; Last Envelope; and A Woman Scorned. Six hours. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. TGG. Pub. at $12.98.

DVD 3803199  FORENSIC FILES: Kidnapping Cases. Fullscreen. When people go missing but no one knows what happened, investigators turn to forensic science to help them see what the witnesses missed. Gathered here are 12 episodes of the popular true TV series, including A Bag of Evidence; Innocence Lost; Kidnapped; Last Envelope; and A Woman Scorned. Six hours. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. TGG. Pub. at $12.98.

DVD 3803199  FORENSIC FILES: Kidnapping Cases. Fullscreen. When people go missing but no one knows what happened, investigators turn to forensic science to help them see what the witnesses missed. Gathered here are 12 episodes of the popular true TV series, including A Bag of Evidence; Innocence Lost; Kidnapped; Last Envelope; and A Woman Scorned. Six hours. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. TGG. Pub. at $12.98.
**Television & Radio**

**DVD 2092117 MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000, VOLUME NINE.** Joel, Mike, Tom Servo, Crow, and the lovable Tyrants who hold them captive in space do another hilarious orbit around four full-length features: *Women of the Prehistoric freezer;* Wild Rebels: The Sinister Urge; *And the Incredibly Strange Creatures Who Stopped Living and Became Mixed-Up Zombies.* Over 7 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $44.99

**$32.95**

**DVD 2092293 MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000, VOLUME 10.2.** Mike curling up with huge lizards, voluptuous fugitives and giant spiders, then let’s spend a few hours watching Joel, Mike and their robotic co-pilots Tom Servo, Crow船上 script playing fun of four of cinema’s questionable treasures: *The Giant Gila Monster, Swamp Diamonds, Teen Age Strangler,* and *The Giant Spider Invursion.* In Color and B&W. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $44.99

**$27.95**

**DVD 696363 WALKER, TEXAS RANGER: The Sixth Season.** Fullscreen. Join Cordell Walker (Chuck Norris), James Trivette (Clarence Gilyard Jr.), C.D. Parker (Robert Urich), and Alex Cahill (Sheree J. Wilson) as they bring justice to some of the most vicious villains to ever threaten the Lone Star State. Includes 15 episodes on five DVDs. Paramount. **$7.95**

**DVD 2858339 WAGON TRAIN: The Complete Season Seven.** Fullscreen. One of the longest running westerns of all time focused on personal stories of courage and grew a growing westward-bound emigrants as they made their perilous journey from Mississippi to California. Collected here are all 32 60-minute episodes from Season Seven. Stars John McIntire, Robert Horton, Frank McGrath and Terry Wilson. Forty hours on 8 DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $26.97

**DVD 372090X VOYAGER: To the Final Frontier.** Widescreen. Feast your eyes on gorgeous planets, newly discovered moons and beautiful space scenes from the first five episodes of Season One. On the small island of Nantucket, the Hacketts run with a first class crew of neighbors and co-workers, including their friend Helen Chappel (Crystal Bernard). Also stars Tony and Thomas Haden Church. Over ten hours on 4 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

**$4.95**

**DVD 2911418 ROBERT E. LEE: American Experience.** Widescreen. Robert E. Lee, the leading Confederate general of the American Civil War, retells stories of fascination and, for some, veneration. This documentary examines the life and reputation of the general, whose military successes made him the hero of the Union and the hero of the Confederacy. English SDH. 90 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

**$9.50**

**DVD 3752526 THE FOLLOWING: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. When notorious serial killer Joe Carroll (James Purefoy) escapes from Death Row and embarks on a new killing spree, the FBI recruits former agent Ryan Hardy (Kevin bacon), the scarred veteran who captured Carroll eleven years before. Includes all 15 of Season One episodes. Don’t watch them alone! English SDH. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $24.99

**$7.95**

**DVD 2858231 HOPALONG CASSIDY: The Complete Television Series.** Fullscreen. Unabridged 54 episodes, including *Stage Train, Black Hand, Topper,* and his sidekick, Red Connors (Edgar Buchanan), Hopalong Cassidy (William Boyd) righted wrongs and punished the bad, bringing peace to the heart of all early western series. Donning his signature black ten-gallon hat, he rides into adventure with all 25 classic episodes. In B&W. Over 21 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $44.99

**$7.95**

**DVD 3763927 HITLER’S RISE AND FALL: The Dark Charisma of Adolf Hitler.** Widescreen. In this three-part series, acclaimed historian Laurence Rees examines the key decisions Hitler took to rise to power, confident that he would push forward and achieve his goals, how Hitler manipulated existing beliefs in Germany, and why his leadership was so compelling. English SDH. 176 minutes. BBC. **$9.95**

**DVD 379640X CLASSIC CARTOON COLLECTION: Premium Edition.** From Popeye the Sailor to Casper the Friendly Ghost, and from Mighty Mouse to Superman, here are the iconic names that populate the greatest era in animation history. Relive your childhood with 150 full-length cartoons including 7 episodes of Saturday morning entertainment. DVDs are set in the pages of a lavishly illustrated book, packed with rare photographs and trivia. Over 20 hours on six DVDs. TV Guide. **$34.99**

**DVD 3894275 MISSION-IMPOSSIBLE: The Sixth TV Season.** Fullscreen. This season, Jim Phelps (Peter Graves) and his team focus mainly on targets outside the reach of conventional law enforcement agencies, as they successfully bring master criminals, corrupt politicians, and syndicate bosses to justice. Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to enjoy all 22 episodes on six DVDs. CC. **$6.95**

**DVD 288108X STACKED: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. Pamela Anderson stars as drop-dead sexy Skye, a lifestyle makeover expert who gets a job at a family-run bookstore called Stacked Books. Determined to prove she has more appeal than her amoral, thin-skinned rival, Skye sets out to dazzle and win the heart of the bookstore’s owner, Don. As customers are drawn to the charm and honesty. Also stars Jenny McCarthy. CC. 14 episodes. Nearly 7 hours on three DVDs. **$19.98**

**$9.50**

**DVD 6885424 STAR TREK – THE ORIGINAL SERIES: Season One.** Fullscreen. Return to the final frontier with the sci-fi saga that started it all. Housed in this stylish, stuntful set are all 26 brilliantly remastered Season One episodes. Featuring the very first adventures of Kirk, Spock, and the rest of the USS Enterprise crew, plus five special collector cards. Over 24 hours on ten double-sided DVDs. Paramount. **$24.95**

**$9.95**

**DVD 2887045 WINGS: Complete 1 & 2 Seasons.** Comedy takes off when pilots—and estranged brothers—Joe (Tim Daly) and Brian Hackett (Steven Weber) race to run a commuter airline together. On the small island of Nantucket, the Hacketts run with a first class crew of neighbors and co-workers, including their friend Helen Chappel (Crystal Bernard). Also stars Tony and Thomas Haden Church. Over ten hours on 4 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

**$4.95**

**DVD 3720934 WINGED PLANET.** Widescreen. In this stunning natural history film, featuring some of the most intriguing animals from BBC’s acclaimed *Earthlife* series, you can see what the birds see–snow geese dashing through Monument Valley, scarlet macaws racing through the Rain Forest, and vultures soaring miles above the earth. 94 minutes. BBC Earth.

**$9.95**

**DVD 2932954 HOGAN’S HEROES: The Complete First Season.** Fullscreen. Bob Crane stars as Colonel Robert Hogan. After World War II, a one-armed man he saw leaving the scene of the crime. Also stars Barry Morse. Includes 19 episodes on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $24.97

**$7.95**

**DVD 3803120 FORENSIC FILES: Crimes of Passion.** Fullscreen. Jealousy, deceit and gruesome acts of violence which only forensics can solve. The critically acclaimed, award winning series delves into the world of forensic science, profiling intriguing cases and outbreaks of disease from around the world. 12 episodes. Over 2 hours on 2 DVDs. **$3.95**

**DVD 3756528 THE DEAN MARTIN CELEBRITY ROASTS.** From Bob Hope to Muhammad Ali, Johnny Carson to Lucille Ball, Ronald Reagan to Bill Clinton, a thick skin and a good agent was fair game for the celebrity roasts! This DVD includes two complete Celebrity Roasts featuring Bob Hope and Johnny Carson. 173 minutes. StarVista. **$9.95**

**DVD 3725251 THE FOLLOWING: The Second Complete Season.** Widescreen. With serial killer and cult leader Joe Carroll (James Purefoy) presumed dead, ex-FBI Agent Ryan Hardy (Kevin Bacon) has spent a year rebuilding his life. But a horrific killing spree, now called the *Death Valley Days,* is about to catch the one survivor. It’s not long before he is once again an assassin’s target. Includes all 15 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over 10 hours on 4 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. **$7.95**

**DVD 2932311 THE FUGITIVE, VOLUME ONE: Season One.** Fullscreen. This hit TV series stars David Janssen as Dr. Richard Kimble, a physician unjustly accused of murdering his wife. When his train crashes on route to Death Row, Kimble escapes, fleeing from town to town, in search of the one-armed man he saw leaving the scene of the crime. The series includes the first 15 episodes of Season One. In B&W. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. **$39.98**

**$7.95**

**DVD 3759725 2 BROKE GIRLS: The Complete Sixth & Final Season.** Widescreen. Full-time BBFs Max (Kat Dennings) and Caroline (Beth Behrs) are now part-owners of the Brooklyn diner where they work. As if that wasn’t bad enough for their new partner, Han, the girls’ cupcake window has been transformed into a dessert bar—emphasis on “bar!” Includes all 22 episodes of the six-season finale. 8 DVDs. **$39.98**

**$5.95**

**DVD 2858207 DEATH VALLEY DAYS: The Complete 13th Season.** Full-screen. Ronald Reagan hosts the 13th Season of the acclaimed *anthology* series. Reagan’s unorthodox format, coupled with the series’ standard approach of presenting grounded, reality-based tales of the West, made this season a high water in the series’ legacy. From Bob Hope to Muhammad Ali, Johnny Carson to Lucille Ball, Ronald Reagan to Bill Clinton, a thick skin and a good agent was fair game for the celebrity roasts! This DVD includes two complete Celebrity Roasts featuring Bob Hope and Johnny Carson. 173 minutes. StarVista. **$9.95**

**DVD 3781070 DEADLINE: The Complete Series.** Full-screen. Lost and forgotten in a garage in New Jersey for over 50 years, this TV series (1959-1961), which dramatized stories drawn from actual news events, is a high water marking reporters were revered as heroes and guardians of truth and justice. Stars Peter Falk, Diane Ladd, Robert Lansing and more. In B&W. Over 16 hours on three DVDs. Film Chest. Pub. at $19.98

**$14.95**
New Documentary About a Series Ahead

JUBEI-CHAN–THE NINJA

Greatest Wordsman, sends his apprentice Koinosuke on a mission to find a worthy female successor. Enter Jiyu Nanohana, the new girl in town.

Backstabbing and treachery are the order of the day in this miniseries

THE COLLECTION:

BURN S AND ALLEN

1951: Collectors Box Set. This mystical collection of the classic comic duo’s TV show includes twenty episodes featuring George Burns, Gracie Allen, and Jack Benny. Titles include The Bank President, Breaking Up the Party, Free 70-minute episode, The Last Account, Harry Morton’s Male Secretary, The Income Tax Man; and more. In B&W. Five hours on 2 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

BRAIN: THE COMPLETE SERIES.

This astonishing power of nature’s lethal chemical arsenal. See how animals deliver fatal toxins and then enter the human body—vicious 3D graphics capture the murderous effects. English SDH. 92 minutes. Smithsonian. Pub. at $18.00

DONNA DETECTIVE:

The Complete Second Season

DONNA DETECTIVE: The Complete First Season

This hilarious collection highlights Donna’s daring, investigating instincts, her male and female friends, and her Aunt Manara’s investigative instincts, his female friend. Now she must solve cases involving serial killers and other deadly criminals, while jugging her family life. Includes six episodes. In widescreen. English SDH. 68 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

LEAVE IT TO BEAVER:

The Complete Second Season

LEAVE IT TO BEAVER: The Complete First Season

This hysterical look into the home of not one but two of the most dysfunctional families ever. Redditors and fans of the cult classic sitcom have gathered to celebrate the 60’s family series via Reddit.

THE COLLECTION:

DINOTOPIA: The Complete First Season

This 8-part miniseries takes us on an odyssey of a 21st century family stranded on the Continenental Army, Arnold (Owain Yeoman) is embedded within the Continental Army. He and his razor-sharp investigative skills are needed to save America. At the end of every segment the audience votes on which story line they want to see continue in the following episode. Enter “The Absent-Minded Waiter” with a full performance at the Universal Amphitheatre in 1979. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.97

THE COLLECTION:

Greatest Wordsman, sends his apprentice Koinosuke on a mission to find a worthy female successor. Enter Jiyu Nanohana, the new girl in town.

THREE DAYS OF THE CONQUERING HORSE

The controversial film follows the career of an unrelenting hero, the Great Emancipator. She was the daughter of wealthy Southern aristocrats but her family life is overshadowed by her passion for her career. Becomes part of an unlikely trio: between a headstrong man, a headstrong woman, and a headstrong man.

Greatest Wordsman, sends his apprentice Koinosuke on a mission to find a worthy female successor. Enter Jiyu Nanohana, the new girl in town.
Television & Radio

**DVD 2844109** THE WIDOWER. Widescreen. This chilling true story tells how Felicity, a wobbly older New Yorker, pieces small clues together before finally realizing that the death of her husband’s first wife wasn’t an accident. After he disappears and re-appears in Scotland, Felicity begins a desperate race to prove her husband is a cold-blooded killer. Stars Reese Shearnsmith and Sheridan Smith. Three hours. PBS. At $29.99. $5.95

**DVD 2851113** CHILLERS: The Complete 12 Part Anthology Series. Anthony Fasano, one of the world’s most powerful leaders—Franklin D. Roosevelt, Winston Churchill and Joseph Stalin—clash as the final strategies of WWII approach. Three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

**DVD 291838X** THE LZZIE BORDEN CHRONICLES: Eight-Episode Miniseries. Widescreen. This eight-episode miniseries delivers an intense, fictionalized account of actual events surrounding Lizzie’s life after her controversial acquittal of the horrific double murder of her father and stepmother in 1892. The controversy didn’t end there, as Pinkerton detective Charlie Siringo was determined to prove her guilt. Stars Christina Ricci. English SDH. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures. At $14.95.

**★ DVD 5676388** THE ROCKFORD FILES: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. James Garner stars as ex-con turned private investigator Jim Rockford, staying under the radar as he takes on the cases of the lost and dispossessed. In 122 episodes brimming with suspense, wry humor and engaging characters, Rockford chases down seemingly uncatchable criminals in Los Angeles. Stars myself and Martin Mull. 159 minutes. Classic Media. $4.95

**DVD 3767102** THE DICK TRACY SHOW. Fullscreen. Now your favorite classic characters are back so you can share the fun with your family! Features 32 crime-busting capers as Dick Tracy and his pals, Joe Jitsu, GoGo Gomez, and the Bachelothes, battle notorious villains like Putrid Pete. Includes 16 hours, 59 minutes. $39.95

Over 105 hours on twenty-two DVDs. $27.95

**DVD 3761274** WORLD WAR II: When Lions Roared. Widescreen. Micael Caine, Bob Hoskins, John Lithgow and Ed Begley Jr. deliver towering performances in this award-winning ministries event. At the Tehran and Yalta Conferences, three of the world’s most powerful leaders—Franklin D. Roosevelt, Winston Churchill and Joseph Stalin—clash as the final strategies of WWII hang in the balance. Three DVDs. Mill Creek. At $14.98. $3.95

**DVD 3695689** ANNE OF GREEN GABLES: The Complete Series. Widescreen. True to the beloved classic that has enchanted fans across the world for over a century, these two family films bring to life the story of the determined, spirited little girl who touches the lives of everyone she meets. Stars Ella Ballentine, Sara Botsford, and Martin Sheen. English SDH. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. PBS. $5.95

**DVD 3729419** COUNTRY MUSIC: A MOVIE. Film by Ken Burns. Widescreen. An eight-part documentary from Ken Burns that chronicles the history of a uniquely American art form, focusing on the biographies of the performers who created it. Filled with memorable musical moments, interviews with more than 80 country music artists, it weaves together an unforgettable story of the American South. Over 17 hours on three DVDs. PBS. At $99.99.$79.99

**DVD 3759717** 2 BROKE GIRLS: The Complete Fifth Season. Widescreen. Brooklyn diner waitresses and besties Max (Kat Dennings) and Caroline (Beth Behrs) return for another season of unexpected escapades as they continue to make their mark in the cupcake biz. Don’t miss a single second of Season Five’s 22 sweet and seriously wacky episodes. Includes all 22 episodes. Over 22 hours on three DVDs. Warner Home Video. $29.95.

**DVD 3763803** 14 WAR STORIES. Widescreen. What was it like for a French child to watch German battalions march through town? Or for a British homemaker to volunteer as a war nurse and fly with the Royal Flying Corps? In diaries, letters, postcards and tegigrams; this film features the exact words of real people, capturing you into the past. English SDH. Over seven hours on two DVDs. $5.95

**DVD 2844414** BLOOD OF THE VIKINGS: Last of the Vikings. Widescreen. This documentary follows the progress of Danish Viking King Canute, who built his North Sea Empire across Britain and Scandinavia 900 years ago in a quest for an unchallenged kingdom. It is part of a series that will be integrated with the indigenous cultures of Britain and Ireland and can still be seen in customs and practices in the present day. English SDH. 100 minutes. $5.95


**DVD 6611418** DARK SHADOWS: DVD Collection 20. A 40-episode collection from one of TV’s most beloved daytime series. Barnabas is trapped inside a chained coffin by William Loomis and Daniel Collins becomes convinced that his deceased mother Angelique is coming back; the ghost of Daedmon Edwards begins to haunt the Collins family. More. Stars Jonathan Frid, Joan Bennett, David Selby, and many others. In Color and B&W. 14 hours on four DVDs. MPI. At $59.98.$79.95

**DVD 2970113** CUSTER: The Complete Series. Wayne Maunder stars as one of America’s most famous men in the captivating Western television series. Loosely based on Custer’s life, the series follows then Lieutenant Colonel George Custer as he leads a team of misfit cavalrymen in post Civil War America. Collects all 17 episodes. Over 14 hours on four DVDs.

**DVD 3784134** SINBAD: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Elliot Knight stars as Sinbad, a young man on a quest for redemption, condemned to keep searching for a way to lift the curse that chains him to the sea. In 8th century Arabia—a melting pot of cultures—Sinbad must unravel the complexities of the world and face his own personal demons. All 12 Season One episodes. English SDH. Nine hours on three DVDs. $6.95.

**DVD 2924005** NYPD BLUE: Season Two. Fullscreen. In Season Two of the critically acclaimed procedural hit film, David Caruso left the show, only to be replaced by the Emmy Award-winning Jimmy Smits, who quickly made the role his own. Journey back to 1994 and join the cops of the 15th Precinct in welcoming Detective Bobby Simone to their 22 riveting episodes. Nearly 18 hours on six DVDs. 20th Century Fox. At $29.98.$5.95

**DVD 6967604** NIGHT COURT: The Complete First Season. Magician/comic Harry Anderson stars as Judge Harold H. Night Court, the bumbling, blundering sense of humor that is the TV movie, Harts in High Season; Two Harts in Three-Quarter Season; Harts in High Season; Harts in High Time; Harts in High Season; Harts in High Season; Harts in High Season; Harts in High Season; Harts in High Season.

**DVD 3793293** NICHOLAS LE FLOCH: Volume One. Widescreen. Follow Commissioner Nicolas Le Floch through the palaces and slums of 18th-century Paris in these two-hour adaptations of the bestselling novels by Jean-Francois Parot and starring Jerome Robert as Le Floch. Includes six episodes. In French with English subtitles. Over 14 hours on four DVDs. MIR. At $29.95. $21.95

**DVD 2951469** NERO WOLFE: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. William Conrad stars as brilliant Nero Wolfe, and Lee Horsley as Archie. Nero and Archie set out to solve murders, mysteries, and more. Includes every 38 episodes of the mystery series. Also includes the TV movie, The Doorbell Rang starring Henry David Wolfe and Tom Mason as Archie. Nearly 15 hours on six DVDs. MIR. At $34.95.

**DVD 3763811** ARTHUR: King of the Britons. Widescreen. This fascinating program finds evidence that a real 6th century warlord actually did exist and that many of the myths surrounding King Arthur are based on actual events. But when the King was battling against power-hungry immortals, deceptive demons, massive monsters, and more. Includes every Season One episode. English SDH. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Universal.$9.95
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DVD 395735 CHURCHILL'S SECRET: Masterpiece. Widescreen. Beautifully directed by 18-time Emmy-nominee Charles Sturridge this film charts the course of Winston Churchill's (Michael Gambon) remarkable recovery from a life-threatening stroke in the summer of 1953, and investigates the strain that his great public service wrought upon his private life. English SDH, 110 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 $5.95

DVD 280241 FLASH GORDON COLLECTION: Get ready for an action-packed voyage into the world of sci-fi hero Flash Gordon. Buster Crabbe plays the interstellar adventurer in Flash Gordon Conquers the Universe, in which Flash tackles a deadly plague. The Flash, Holland takes the role in 13 episodes of the Flash Gordon TV series, combating Richards and the ever-present forces of evil. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Go Entertainment. $39.95

DVD 299038X MAGNUM P.I.: The Complete Second Season. Fullscreen. Buckle up for more action-packed adventure with all 22 Season Two episodes of this Emmy Award-winning series. Tom Selleck is television's most charismatic detective, and he's back in his slick Ferrari cruising the streets of tropical Hawaii. Beautiful girls, hot cars, cocktails, T.C. and Rick learn to live by the rules of the Highs and of course Highs sizzling set. Over 18 hours on three double-sided DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $49.95 $9.95

DVD 3753833 BLOOD OF THE VIKINGS: First Blood. Widescreen. The Vikings, writers who left an indelible mark on the British psyche. Yet archaeology has revealed very little about their time in Britain and even less about what happened to them afterwards. Join Professor David Goldstein as he sets out to answer some of the most intriguing questions about the Vikings. English SDH. 146 minutes. $11.95

DVD 3720629 PREY. Widescreen. Follow Detective Constable Marcus Farrow (John Simm) as he races against time to clear his name of a brutal crime in the first electrifying season of Prey. Then, experience the lengths Prison Officer Dave Murdoch will travel to save the life of his threatened daughter. English SDH. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. Distinctive. $9.95

DVD 2722805 ALCATRAZ: The Complete Series. Widescreen. In 1963, all prisoners were transferred from Alcatraz Island Federal Penitentiary. Or so we were told. Now America's worst criminals—known as the 63’s—are returning to the streets of San Francisco to repeat their grisly crimes. It’s up to detective Rebecca Madison and Diego Trujillo to track down these fugitives and force the government to be an assassin. Three years ago she escaped and has been hunted ever since. They have 22 eps to catch her. She's back and uncover a larger, more sinister threat. English SDH. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $29.98 $6.95

DVD 3722664 NIKITA: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Six years ago Nikita (Tupe Magona) was taken from a New York street and forced by a covert unit of the government to be an assassin. Three years ago she escaped and has been hunted ever since. She has 22 eps to catch her. Despite the demands of his strict supervisor, he finds himself in an endless showdown with some of the meanest criminals this side of the meanest. English SDH. Over 7 episodes. Widescreen. Universal. Pub. at $9.98 $4.95

DVD 3784450 SUPERGIRL: The Complete Season. Fullscreen. Meet Kara Danvers, aka Kara Zor-El, who escaped the doomed planet Krypton at age 12 and was raised by her foster family, the Danvers, on Earth. There, she learned to conceal her superpowers and keep her identity a secret as she struggles to balance her extraordinary skills with her human emotions. Includes all 20 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 14 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

DVD 696558 X MCLOUD: Season One. Fullscreen. Emmy Award winner Dennis Weaver stars as Deputy Marshal Sam McCloud, the toughest cowboy to ever take on the big city. Despite the demands of his strict supervisor, he finds himself in an endless showdown with some of the meanest criminals this side of the meanest. English SDH. Over 7 episodes. Widescreen. Universal. Pub. at $9.98 $4.95

DVD 2928434 MATT HOUSTON: The Complete Collection. Fullscreen. Lee Horsley stars as Matt Houston, a wealthy Texas oilman who moves to Los Angeles to oversee his family’s business, but who is actually a secret agent. Armed with fancy cars, his own helicopter and beautiful women, Houston sets out to solve a variety of mysteries. This boxed set includes all 67 episodes. Over 54 hours on six DVDs. CBS. $39.95

DVD 3761219 QUANTUM LEAP: Season Two. Widescreen. Dr. Sam通过时间与搭档 Dr. Beckett (Scott Bakula) and his hilarious hologram guide, Al (Dean Stockwell), in 31 groundbreaking episodes. The Award-winning sci-fi series. In an effort to fix the past, Sam leaps into the bodies and lives of people throughout history to twist the hands of fate. Over 24 hours on six DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $9.95

DVD 3695840 PRIME SUSPECT: Tenesson. Widescreen. The wall is over for the much-anticipated prequel to the global hit Prime Suspect. Following the success of London to London to the career of the formidable DCI Jane Tennison (Stefanie Martini). English SDH. Six hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. $7.95

DVD 375975X ARROW: The Complete Fourth Season. Widescreen. Returning to Star City next fall and with the hood once more, Oliver will struggle to keep his aim as the Green Arrow without losing the life he fought so hard to get. Collects all 23 episodes. Over 16 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $19.95


DVD 2843340 INDIA: Nature's Wonderland. Widescreen. Wildlife expert Liz Bonnin, delves into the more mysterious and ancient parts of India. Including the regions of the Himalayas and the unexplored jungles of the northeast of the country. Includes all 24 episodes. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. BBC. $49.95

DVD 2901684 DOCTOR WHO: Series Nine, Parts One & Two. Widescreen. In Part One the Doctor returns alongside Clara in the first six episodes of Series Nine. Now that they have established a dynamic as a partnership of equals, they’re relishing the trials that all of space and time has to offer. Part Two’s six episodes provide the epic conclusion to the ninth series as they embark on their biggest adventures yet. Wstoff Capaldi. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. BBC. $7.95

DVD 3722872 NIKITA: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. Nikita’s protege, Alex, may become her most lethal foe. Season Three and Birkhoff. Nikita’s still is on the outside, determined to destroy the black ops agency Division. But this time, Alex is in on the inside, using the agency to seek revenge on her father’s killers. All 23 episodes. English SDH. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $59.98 $9.95

DVD 2905639 GEORGE CARLIN: Playin’ With Your Head. Widescreen. Presents one of the legendary comedian’s most hysterical stand-up comedy performances in George Carlin’s classic heyday of his career in Los Angeles. Includes "Losing Things," "Charities," "Sports," "Hello and Goodbye," and more. Also features a short film co-starring Vic Tayback. 58 minutes. Adults only. MPL. Pub. at $19.98 $7.95

DVD 3720721 DOCTOR WHO: Deep Breath. Fullscreen. Clara is alone in Victorian London with a man she doesn’t know, a dinosaur in the Thames, and a spate of deadly spontaneous combustions. The Doctor has changed. It’s time you knew him. English SDH. 80 minutes. BBC. $9.95

DVD 361155X THE OUTER LIMITS: Season Two. Widescreen. Features all Seventeen Episodes of Season Two of this 1964-65 exciting series. Guest stars include William Shatner, Adam West, Leonard Nimoy, and many more in B&W. Over four hours on 5 DVDs. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $49.95 $39.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/303
Kevin Corcoran is New York City's finest. An Irish-American former private detective Frank Cannnon in one of the most critically acclaimed TV series of the '70s. Featuring a host of guest stars such as Nick Nolte, Robert Loggia, and Stephanie Powers and Leslie Nielsen. This box set collects all 122 episodes of the series. Over 103 hours on twenty-one DVDs. CBS. $44.95

3700871 GHOST WHISPERER: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Melinda Gordon (Jennifer Love Hewitt) is a young newwived with the unique gift to communicate with spirits of people who had, cut short the time Lord and Melinda's ability to help them rely significant messages and information to the living. Despite her fear, compassion and determination. In this complete 22 Season One episodes. Sixteen hours on 6 DVDs. Paramount. $7.95

5660920 GHOST STORIES: The Complete Series. Widescreen. The spine-tingling Fox Family Network series is collected here. Over nine hours. Includes re-enactments recount forty-four chilling tales of the eerie, the supernatural, and the downright unbelievable—but true! Over 15 hours on four DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $9.95

3716570 THE LONE RANGER: Hi-Yo Silver Away! Collects eight episodes from the original TV series. Armed with a chamber of silver bullets and mounted on his trusty horse, the Lone Ranger rides in Outlaws of the Plains, The Old Cowboy, The Midnight Rider; plus five other episodes! Over three hours. Classic TV. $29.95


3834818 WILD PACIFIC. Widescreen: This acclaimed series presents the real, the legendary, and the astonishing Pacific: from erupting undersea volcanoes to jeweled tropical reefs, from the Solomon islands who fish with snares to the aboriginal Pentecost land divers who leap from 25 meter scaffolds, and much more. It will change the way you view this ocean forever. English SDH. Widescreen. Clamshell. 32 episodes. Nearly 6 hours on two DVDs. $4.95

292840X LONGSTREET: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Following a bomb blast that leaves him blind and a widower, New Orleans insurance detective Mike Longstreet (James Franciscus) refuses to quit the business. Together with the help of his dog Pax, assistant Nikki and a friend Duke, Longstreet continues to investigate thefts, kidnappings and murders. Includes all 14 episodes. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. CBS. $24.95

3894259 FRIDAY THE 13TH: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Cousins Mitch Foster (Laurie Strode) and Ryan Dallion (John LeMay) inherit their uncle's antiques store, but they have no idea they’ll be in the business of evil. It seems Uncle Lewis broke a deadly deal with Satan. Theביעs’-villains invade all 71 episodes of this sci-fi series. Classic TV. Over 54 hours on 17 DVDs. Paramount. $27.95

3722910 SUPERGIRL: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. The origin of the spunky, strong young woman from a Kryptonian family, Kal-El, continues with powerful Season Two episodes. After leaving her day job as Cat Grant’s assistant at CatCo Worldwide Media to take stock of her life, Supergirl (Melissa Benoist) continues to work with Hank Henshaw and her sister, Alex, at the Department of Extraordinary Operations. English SDH. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95

6891168 STAR TREK–DEEP SPACE NINE: Season 1. Fullscreen. At Deep Space Nine, a space station located next to a wormhole, Commander Sisko (Avery Brooks) and crew members Odo (René Auberjonois), D’Bridge (Colm Meaney), Miles O’Brien (Nathan Petrelli) welcome alien visitors, root out evildoers and solve all types of unexpected problems that come their way. Collects all Season One episodes. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. CBS. $14.98

2910706 DOCTOR WHO–THE DALEKS. Widescreen. The Daleks—the hideous mutant creatures and the most feared race in the entire universe—are about to make their return. The Doctor and his companions battle a deadly enemy in these five Dalek invasion stories. Stars Christopher Eccleston, David Tennant, Matt Smith and Peter Capaldi. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. BBC. $5.95

6809492 DANIEL BOONE: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Burt Reynolds earned a Golden Globe nomination for his role as L.D. Detective Dan August. Investigating homicide after homicide in his hometown of Santa Luisa, California, August works with (and against) people with whom he grew up. Also stars Norman Fell and Richard Anderson. Includes all 26 episodes and a TV movie. Nearly 44 hours on four DVDs. CBS. $34.95

2926331 THE UNTOUCHABLES: The Complete Collection. Fullscreen. Portraying the life of the real law team dedicated to end the fictional lives of Al Capone and other gangsters, this series stars Tom Armande as the relentless Eliot Ness and William Forsythe as the legendary mobster. Includes all 42 episodes. Airing from 1959 to 1957. Over 14 hours on seven DVDs. CBS. $49.95

3725728 GILLIGAN'S ISLAND: The Complete Third Season. Fullscreen. It's year three of the three-hour tour so stop the island and join the fun as Gilligan dreams he’s dracula, the group puts on Hamlet (the musical), Mary Ann insists she’s Ginger and Gilligan becomes Mrs. Howell's fairy godmother. Enjoy these and many other fantastic episodes in the 30 episodes collected here. Starts Bob Denver and Alan Hale, Jr. Thirteen hours on 5 DVDs. Warner Home Video. $9.95

3763927 HARPO: Complete Season Two. Widescreen. Spank bean stars as Harpo Marx in this engaging and entertaining biography of the comic genius. Narrated by Richard Shafe, during the Napoleonic Wars, breaching fortresses, rescuing captives and fighting a new kind of guerrilla war. Includes three Live playing the music in this complete Two Season Two. English SDH. Over five hours on 2 DVDs. BBC. Pub. at $24.98 $5.95

2922460 SGT. BILKO–THE PHIL SILVERS SHOW: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. From 1955 to 1952 this series was one of early television’s biggest smashes and still commands attention today. It was both a hilarious sitcom and a star-making showcase for legendary comedian Phil Silvers. This wonderful set will keep you in stitches with all 142 episodes of the acclaimed series. In Extraterrestrial adventures. English SDH. Over 48 hours on twenty DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $109.99 $39.95
**Television & Radio**

**Dvd 298218 the magician: the complete collection.** Fullscreen. Bill Bixby stars as a master stage magician Tony Blake, a playboy philanthropist who uses his talents as an illusionist to solve crimes and help others in need. After being falsely imprisoned, Blake escapes and uses his unjust imprisonment as a motivation to seek justice for others. Includes all 21 episodes and the TV movie pilot. Over 17 hours on four DVDs. CBS. $29.95

**Dvd 368771 it's about time: the complete series.** Fullscreen. Created and produced by Sherwood Schwartz (Gilligan’s Island and The Brady Bunch), this time travel comedy stars Frank Aletter as Hec, two astronauts who find themselves in prehistoric times after breaking the time barrier. Includes all 26 episodes. Nearly 11 hours on four DVDs. Clamshell Fix. $21.95

**Dvd 284733 tekwak: the complete series.** Fullscreen. In the year 2045, an architect-threatened reality TV drug called “tek” has ignited a war that stretches throughout the world, catalyzed by a mysterious benefactor to stop the drug. The advancing war is Mike Cardigan (Greg Evigan), a cop who teams up with a colorful cast of partners as the government plots to stop him from revealing the truth. Nearly 14 hours on three DVDs. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $39.98. $9.95

**Dvd 371658 the lone ranger: who was that masked man?** Disguised behind his mask, the Lone Ranger led the fight for law and order in the early West. Relive the journey of the resourceful rider in The Masked Rider; The Hooded Men; Wanted; The Lone Ranger; and five additional episodes. Over three hours. ClassicMedia. $4.95

**Dvd 372283 lethal weapon: the complete first season.** Widescreen. Combining high-octane action with humor and drama, Lethal Weapon reboots the hit film franchise and its iconic cop duo. When grief-stricken ex-Navy SEAL Martin Riggs moves to California to start over, he's paired with Roger Murtaugh, who has his back at the LAPD after a heart attack. Includes all 18 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 13 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $24.98. $7.95

**Dvd 374861 legend: the complete series.** Fullscreen. Richard Dean Anderson steps into the time-traveling role of Ernest Pratt, a dime-store novelist living out the adventures of his fictional character Nicodemus Legend in the Old West. Teaming up with scientists John Bartok (John de Lancie), Pratt embarks on adventure after wild stumptump adventure after another. Includes all 22 episodes. Nearly 10 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

**Dvd 292651 the snoop sisters: the complete series.** Fullscreen. For the first time ever on home video, this highly anticipated collection includes the original TV movie pilot plus four 90 minute telefilms that were precursors of the TV crime drama series. The show stars theater legend Helen Hayes and film icon Mildred Natwick as one of a kind literary sleuths. Nearly 8 hours on three DVDs. Clamshell Fix. $24.95

**Dvd 295645 walker, texas, seasons 1-3.** Fullscreen. As a law-enforcement officer who deals out his own brand of Western justice, Walker tackles criminal cases and ruthless lawbreakers in this explosive crime drama series. So buckle in and join Walker and his crime-fighting cohorts in three highly addictive, action-packed seasons. Also stars Clarence Gilyard Jr. Over 60 hours on 21 DVDs. Paramount. $17.95

**Dvd 3796507 walker’s war.** widescreen. Meet Walter Tull, the Jackie Robinson of professional English football before WWI and survivor of the worst racial slurs his opponents could hurl at him. When the game turns to war in 1914 and the playing field is mud, Tull makes history again as the first mixed-race officer in the British Army. Stars O.T. Fagbenle. English SDH. 53 minutes. BBC. $5.95

**Dvd 3803536 little britain: the complete second season.** Widescreen. A series of new characters as well as returning favorites: unconvincing transvestite Emily Howard, with an accent so thick no one can understand her. Includes all 18 Season One episodes. In German with English subtitles. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Mrhe. Pub. at $39.95. $29.95

**Dvd 2928361 the immortal: the complete first season.** Fullscreen. Christopher George is Ben Richards, a man whose blood cures disease and bestows eternal youth. When an aging billionaire learns Ben’s blood can give other men a new lease on life, he hires Ben’s henchman (Don Knight) in pursuit of the immortal man, who finds himself forever on the run. Includes the television movie pilot and all 15 episodes. Fourteen hours on seven DVDs. CBS. $24.95

**Dvd 2928396 jake and the fatman: the complete collection.** Fullscreen. William Conrad stars as district attorney J.L. McCoy (the Fatman) and Joe Penny is his private investigator. The show features their unique personalities and distinct styles--strike down on crime, investigating murders, whodunits, kidnappings and more. Includes all five seasons of the hit series. Nearly 86 hours on nineteen DVDs. CBS. $44.95

**Dvd 2843093 odyssey 5: the complete series.** Widescreen. When the crew of Odyssey discovers a space shuttle orbiting above the Earth’s surface the planet’s demise, they encounter a mysterious being who offers to transport them back five years in time to try to save Earth. Stars Peter Weller, Christopher Gorham, Leslie Silva, and Tamara Craig Thomas. Includes all 19 episodes. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $26.99. $9.95

**Dvd 3759741 arrow: the complete fifth season.** widescreen. Newly appointed mayor Oliver Queen finds himself challenged on two fronts as he fights to protect Star City’s future, both as mayor and as the Green Arrow. The Emerald Archer deals with justice with a new tool called the “tek” and a new partner, Laurel Lance. Stars Stephen Amell, Emily Bett Richards. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

**Dvd 389597 anne of green gables: fire & dew.** widescreen. With quietude and cleverness, Anne Shirley commits to her studies and earns a spot at Queen’s College in far-off Chrontown. But when Anne’s looks and 不懂 how to dress, she feels a sudden emptiness in her lives. Stars Ella Ballentine, Sara Botsford, and Martin Sheen. CBS. 95 minutes. CBS. $16.95

**Dvd 3695506 crime story: the complete series.** widescreen. From Michael Mann comes one of the most influential action dramas in TV history. Set in 1963, it tells the story of the Chicago Police Major Crime Unit, handling explosive and violent episodes. Stars Dennis Farina, Michael Mechanic, and potentially deadly partner. It is hers to wear and wield against the forces of evil. Includes all 43 Season One and Season Two episodes. Over 31 hours on eleven DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $14.95

**Dvd 3765563 blue thunder: the complete series.** Widescreen. Based on the action-packed blockbuster film of the same name, this series stars James Farentino, Dana Carvey, Dick Butkus and Bubba Smith, doing it their own brand of justice. The ultimate weapon in the war on crime, Blue Thunder can see through walls, record a whisper and level a city in seconds. Includes all twelve episodes. CBS. Over eight hours on two DVDs. $14.95

**Dvd 2928450 nash bridges: the complete collection.** Widescreen. Join the life and cases of Inspector Nash Bridges (Don Johnson) of the Special Investigations Unit and his quirky partner Inspector Joe Dominguez (Cheech Marin) as they keep tabs on crime in the iconic Bay Area in Bridge’s electric yellow 1970 Plymouth Barracuda. Over two volumes, packaged in a boxed set. Over 93 hours on twenty-two DVDs. CBS. $44.95

**Dvd 2858215 death valley days: the complete second season.** widescreen. This longest-running Western in broadcast history, the captivating anthology series is revived for a thrilling Second Season collection, bringing together all 23 Season Two episodes. Stars Andy Griffith as “Old Man” Andrew, introducing adventures full of valiant heroes, hard-bitten outlaws, trusty steeds and expansive vistas. In B&W. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $44.99. $7.95
FULL HOUSE: The Complete Series.
Created by Jeff Franklin. Features all 177 episodes. Over 47 hours on 13 DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $119.99

VERA: Sets 1-7 Collection.
Created by Patrick McGoohan stars agent John Drake in this 1960s espionage series known as Danger Man. Traveling the world to capture international criminals, Drake rarely solved problems with a gun, preferring to use charm and wit over violence to bring in the bad guys. Collects all 86 episodes, in Color and B&W. Over 57 hours on seventeen DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $79.97

$39.95

CHARLIE'S ANGELS: The Complete Series.
Created by Bertram Milhaud. This action-adventure series stars Jaclyn Smith, Cheryl Ladd, and Shelley Hack, as female detectives working for the virtual private agency, "Juliet, Bravo, Charlie." In its original form, the show, which debuted in 1976, ran for three seasons. Its syndication rights were traded to the United Artists studio in the mid-1980s. In 1990, the series was revived as a one-hour drama. This collection includes all 69 episodes of the original series. Stars Cheryl Ladd as Kelly Garrett, Jaclyn Smith as Jill Munroe, and Leonardo as Jill Munroe's younger sister. In Color. Over 24 hours on 6 DVDs. CBS. Pub. at $39.95

$29.95

THE BRIDGE: Series 1 Collection.

$39.95

FLAK: The Complete Collection.
Created by the genius behind Rocky & Bullwinkle, this irreverent series combines classic silent clips with old newsreel footage and zany plot lines to create a comedy of errors that panders to every man's heart mayhem. All 26 episodes. Appearances by Douglas Fairbanks, Stan Laurel, Harry Langdon, and others. In B&W. Over 11 hours on three DVDs. VCI. Pub. at $39.95

$29.95

THE BRIDGES: Series 1 Collection.

$39.95

THE HIGH COUNTRY: Season One, Fullscreen.
The high country, an Old West frontier where the fall of several powerful agricultural companies and the railroad come to a head. Early 1880s. Stars Jeff Erickson, Tom Wopat, and John Ford. In Color and B&W. Over 107 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $38.98

$39.95

CHARLIE'S ANGELS: The Complete Series.
Created by Bertram Milhaud. This action-adventure series stars Jaclyn Smith, Cheryl Ladd, and Shelley Hack, as female detectives working for the virtual private agency, "Juliet, Bravo, Charlie." In its original form, the show, which debuted in 1976, ran for three seasons. Its syndication rights were traded to the United Artists studio in the mid-1980s. In 1990, the series was revived as a one-hour drama. This collection includes all 69 episodes of the original series. Stars Cheryl Ladd as Kelly Garrett, Jaclyn Smith as Jill Munroe, and Leonardo as Jill Munroe's younger sister. In Color. Over 24 hours on 6 DVDs. CBS. Pub. at $39.95

$29.95

THE BRIDGE: Series 1 Collection.

$39.95

THE BRIDGES: Series 1 Collection.

$39.95

THE BRIDGE: Series 1 Collection.

$39.95

VERA: Sets 1-7 Collection.
Created by Patrick McGoohan stars agent John Drake in this 1960s espionage series known as Danger Man. Traveling the world to capture international criminals, Drake rarely solved problems with a gun, preferring to use charm and wit over violence to bring in the bad guys. Collects all 86 episodes, in Color and B&W. Over 57 hours on seventeen DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $79.97

$39.95

CHARLIE'S ANGELS: The Complete Series.
Created by Bertram Milhaud. This action-adventure series stars Jaclyn Smith, Cheryl Ladd, and Shelley Hack, as female detectives working for the virtual private agency, "Juliet, Bravo, Charlie." In its original form, the show, which debuted in 1976, ran for three seasons. Its syndication rights were traded to the United Artists studio in the mid-1980s. In 1990, the series was revived as a one-hour drama. This collection includes all 69 episodes of the original series. Stars Cheryl Ladd as Kelly Garrett, Jaclyn Smith as Jill Munroe, and Leonardo as Jill Munroe's younger sister. In Color. Over 24 hours on 6 DVDs. CBS. Pub. at $39.95

$29.95

THE BRIDGE: Series 1 Collection.

$39.95

THE BRIDGE: Series 1 Collection.

$39.95

THE BRIDGE: Series 1 Collection.

$39.95

THE BRIDGE: Series 1 Collection.

$39.95

THE BRIDGE: Series 1 Collection.

$39.95

THE BRIDGE: Series 1 Collection.

$39.95

THE BRIDGE: Series 1 Collection.

$39.95

THE BRIDGE: Series 1 Collection.

$39.95

THE BRIDGE: Series 1 Collection.

$39.95
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DVD 2828485 POLTERGEIST—THE LEGACY: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. A psychic (Olivia Hussey) and her family face dangerous paranormal events that put their lives in danger. From the creators of the original Poltergeist films. English SDH. Widescreen. Over 14 hours on four DVDs. $39.98

DVD 3720349 GENTLE BEN: Season Two. Fullscreen. A great adventure series, Gentle Ben is set on the San Francisco waterfront, where a wolf/ dog hybrid named Ben (Clark Howard), meets a street-smart young lady named Nell (Jane Wyatt). Over 3 hours on two DVDs. $9.95

DVD 3994525 FUTURAMA: The Complete Series. As vast and hilarious as the universe itself, this series takes place in the near future of a time when robots and aliens live among us. From the team that brought you Beavis and Butt-Head. English SDH. Over 66 hours on 24 DVDs. $119.98

DVD 3769435 RIVERDALE: The Complete First Season. Over 12 hours on nine DVDs. $49.98

DVD 3769449 RIVERBOAT: The Complete Series. Darren McGavin stars as Captain Daniel Drake, a charismatic private investigator, in this thrilling adventure series set aboard a stern-wheeler plying the Mississippi River in the 1840s. From the team that brought you The Adventures of Buck Jones. Over 66 hours on 24 DVDs. $119.98

DVD 5919142 RIVERBOAT: The Complete Series. Darren McGavin and Burt Reynolds starred in this series that was based on a super hit comic book. They were joined by many guest stars over the years. Over 14 hours on seven DVDs. $39.98

DVD 3722791 WOODSTOCK: Three Days That Defined a Generation. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. English SDH. $19.95

DVD 3878672 BLONDIE: The Complete 1957 Television Series. In the 1950s, Blondie was a hit television series. Stars Jean Negulesco, Robert Stack, and Ada Fay. Over 24 hours on nine DVDs. Widescreen. $39.98

DVD 3878846 DETECTIVE DE LUCA: The Complete Series. Widescreen. Against the backdrop of Italy’s political upheavals, this epic sci-fi saga with the most implausible plots, exaggerated melodrama, and a liberal dose of wackiness, Emmy Award-winning parody of TV soap operas defined the 1990s. Stars Frederic Forrest, Dina Canova, Billy Crystal, and many others. English SDH. Over 50 hours on twelve DVDs. $119.98

DVD 37786503 THE STARLOST: Complete Series. Fullscreen. The story of a group of space travelers who inherit the ark of the covenant and face danger around every high-speed turn in all 12 Season One episodes. Based on the exhilarating action film series. English SDH. Over 8 hours on five DVDs. $29.95

DVD 3727259 TOM LEHRER: Live in Copenhagen. Fullscreen. Tom Lehrer spent his brief, yet remarkable music career writing and performing brilliant satirical songs that entertained and enlightened millions. This concert, originally filmed for Danish television, captures a rare recording and features many of his best-known songs. English SDH. $19.95

DVD 3766237 SOAP: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. With its combination of implausible plots, exaggerated melodrama, and a liberal dose of wackiness, Emmy Award-winning parody of TV soap operas defined the 1990s. Stars Frederic Forrest, Dina Canova, Billy Crystal, and many others. English SDH. Over 50 hours on twelve DVDs. $119.98

DVD 56760503 MARIA WERN: Episodes 1-3. Widescreen. This sweeping five-episode miniseries set against the dawn of World War II, as two lovers brought together by fate, only to be separated by war. Based on the internationally bestselling epic novel. Over 4 hours. CBS. $19.95

DVD 5790395 BATTLESTAR GALACTICA COMPLETE SERIES + COLONIAL CYLONS. Widescreen. Relive every action-packed moment of the epic sci-fi saga with this eye-catching treasury. Rejoin the fight to save the human race, as the Colonials battle the Cylons for the fabled planet Earth while being hunted by their nemeses, the robot Cylons. Includes the entire four-season plus five episodes never aired on TV. Unveiled a brand new version of Battlestar Galactica: Razor, and a collector’s Cylon figurine. English SDH. Over 20 hours on five DVDs. $59.95

DVD 2928329 DANIELLE STEEL’S CROSSINGS. Fullscreen. Christopher Plummer, Jane Seymour, Cheryl Ladd and and Mark Harmon star in this sweeping miniseries set against the dawn of World War II, as two lovers brought together by fate, only to be separated by war. Based on the internationally bestselling epic novel. Over 4 hours. CBS. $19.95

DVD 396142X DOWNTOWN ABBEY: Seasons 1, 2 & 3. Widescreen. Enjoy the first three seasons of this multi-award winning series. Julian Fellowes followed the Crawleys through the storms of the World War I into the social upheaval of the 1920s, as the inhabitants of the house are shaped by desire and heartbreak, splendid and romantic, and attraction and betrayal. Stars Hugh Bonneville, Elizabeth McGovern, Michelle Dockery, and Raquel Cassidy. English SDH. Over 23 hours on nine DVDs. $24.95

DVD 3757137 MAGNUM PI: Season One. Fullscreen. Explore beautiful and exotic locations. Joe Mannix (Tom Selleck), his wise-cracking hologramsidekick, and Baretta (David Soul) must face danger around every high-speed turn in all 12 Season One episodes. Based on the exhilarating action film series. English SDH. Over 14 hours on six DVDs. $39.98

DVD 3788606 FOREVER KNIGHT: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Nick Knight (Timoteo Cianciulli) and his horse, Rock, are 15th century vampire living in modern-day Toronto. In an effort to regain his mortality, Knight has embraced a new crusade: to reverse his vampirism and become human...and redeem his soul. As a police officer, he uses his powers to save and protect those he once would have preyed on. Includes all 70 episodes. Over 52 hours on twelve DVDs. $44.96

See more titles at erhbc.com/303
1. **JESSICA KNOX: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. Jessica is a reckless, thrill-seeking car enthusiast who drives her car off the roads and into challenging events. This series captures the high-speed adventures and dangerous stunts she takes on. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. $29.95

2. **ACTION MAN:** The Action Man Collection. This series features the adventures of a secret agent who fights against evil forces. Over 88 hours on thirty-two DVDs. Universal. $39.95

3. **THE TWILIGHT ZONE:** The 5th Dimension. Fullscreen. Rod Serling’s groundbreaking original series returns with classic 1980s episodes. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. $29.95

4. **THE SAINT: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. John Gregson as the suave private detective tackles weighty themes of social class, sexuality, and prejudice with insight and intelligence. This award-winning series has earned praise from fans and critics alike. Through six captivating seasons, The Saint explores the tales that hold families together and the betrayals that can tear them apart. Sixty-seven episodes. Fifty-five hours on 20 DVDs. $199.95

5. **THE KING OF QUEENS:** The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Tackling weighty shows of social class, sexuality, and prejudice with insight and intelligence, this award-winning series has earned praise from fans and critics alike. Through six captivating seasons, The Saint explores the tales that hold families together and the betrayals that can tear them apart. Sixty-seven episodes. Fifty-five hours on 20 DVDs. $199.95

6. **THE SACKETTS:** The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Based on the novel by Western author Louis L’Amour, the series captures the ambiance and character of a mysterious romantic era. Stars Stephen Collins, Jeannie Linero, and Roddy McDowell. Over 16 hours on twelve DVDs. Timeless Media. $9.95

7. **THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN:** Season 1. Fullscreen. After a devastating crash, Colonel Steve Austin’s shattered body is exiled Chief Inspector Mario Nardone, with his mysterious romantic era. Stars Stephen Collins, Jeannie Linero, and Roddy McDowell. Over 16 hours on twelve DVDs. Timeless Media. $9.95

8. **DOWNTON ABBEY:** The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Tackling weighty themes of social class, sexuality, and prejudice with insight and intelligence, this award-winning series has earned praise from fans and critics alike. Through six captivating seasons, A Place called Home explores the tales that hold families together and the betrayals that can tear them apart. Sixty-seven episodes. Fifty-five hours on 20 DVDs. $199.95

9. **TALES OF THE GOLD MONKEY:** The Complete Series. In the corner of the South Pacific, a young American adventurer and his ragtag group of friends become involved in death-dealing hi-jinx, transporting people on a Grumman Goose seaplane. Set in 1938, this series captures the adventure and character of a mysterious romantic era. Stars Stephen Collins, Jeannie Linero, and Roddy McDowell. Over 16 hours on twelve DVDs. Timeless Media. $9.95

10. **FAMILY GUY:** The Complete Series. Widescreen. The adventures of a dysfunctional family living in the heart of the country. This series combines the previously released volumes of the groundbreaking original series and the Zone: The 5th Dimension. Collected are all 207 episodes. Over 16 hours on twelve DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

11. **THE SUGAR CUBES:** The Complete Series. Widescreen. The adventures of a dysfunctional family living in the heart of the country. This series combines the previously released volumes of the groundbreaking original series and the Zone: The 5th Dimension. Collected are all 207 episodes. Over 16 hours on twelve DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

12. **FAJLLBACKA MURDERS:** Set 1. Widescreen. From the fictional world of Fjällbacka, Sweden’s wildly popular crime novelist, comes these three murder mysteries. With surgical skill she unvels the motives behind hidden and not so hidden. Times taking place in Fjällbacka. Episodes include: The Hidden Child, The Eye of the Beholder, and Friends for Life. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over 51 hours on nineteen DVDs. Paramount. $19.95

13. **CRIMES OF PASSION:** Widescreen. Based on the classic mystery novel by Maria Lant and has a klap. Ola R apace, this is a stylish collection of whodunits set in post-war Sweden. A university grad student finds herself in the middle of a mystery and murder, and two associates they witness the passions and intrigue in the lives of quiet-living Swedes. Includes six episodes. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Mfr. $39.95

14. **MARIE’S MIND FOR MURDER:** Set One. Widescreen. In a private Brussels bank, 66 safe deposit boxes are burglarized. Police inspector Paul Gerardti catches wind of the affair and throws himself into the investigation. With his mix of corruptible, old-school morals and devil-may-care individualism, Gerard must find out who is behind the heist. Includes 12 episodes. In Flemish with English subtitles. Over 14 hours on five DVDs. Mfr. $39.95

15. **MURDERS: Set 1.** Widescreen. In a private Brussels bank, 66 safe deposit boxes are burglarized. Police inspector Paul Gerardti catches wind of the affair and throws himself into the investigation. With his mix of corruptible, old-school morals and devil-may-care individualism, Gerard must find out who is behind the heist. Includes 12 episodes. In Flemish with English subtitles. Over 14 hours on five DVDs. Mfr. $39.95

16. **BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER:** The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Over the seven seasons of this thrilling, witty show, Buffy Summers (Sarah Michelle Gellar) struggles to maintain allies in the light against evil, while also struggling in on-off romances with a moody vampire (David Boreanz) or two (James Marsters). This slipcased set of 39 DVDs includes all 144 episodes of one of the smartest series ever to slay the small screen. English SDH. 108 hours. 20th Century Fox. $99.95

17. **THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN:** Season 1-5. Fullscreen. After a devastating crash, Colonel Steve Austin’s shattered body is exiled Chief Inspector Mario Nardone, with his mysterious romantic era. Stars Stephen Collins, Jeannie Linero, and Roddy McDowell. Over 16 hours on twelve DVDs. Timeless Media. $199.95

18. **THE THING:** The Complete Collection. Widescreen. All six seasons of the award-winning hit series come together in this complete collection. With the magisterial episodes you’ll rediscover the splendor and romance, desire and heartbreak, scandal and rumour that made Downton Abbey an international hit. Includes all 114 episodes. In German with English subtitles. Over 16 hours on twelve DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

19. **MARIE’S MIND FOR MURDER:** Set One. Widescreen. In a private Brussels bank, 66 safe deposit boxes are burglarized. Police inspector Paul Gerardti catches wind of the affair and throws himself into the investigation. With his mix of corruptible, old-school morals and devil-may-care individualism, Gerard must find out who is behind the heist. Includes 12 episodes. In Flemish with English subtitles. Over 14 hours on five DVDs. Mfr. $39.95

20. **BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER:** The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Over the seven seasons of this thrilling, witty show, Buffy Summers (Sarah Michelle Gellar) struggles to maintain allies in the light against evil, while also struggling in on-off romances with a moody vampire (David Boreanz) or two (James Marsters). This slipcased set of 39 DVDs includes all 144 episodes of one of the smartest series ever to slay the small screen. English SDH. 108 hours. 20th Century Fox. $99.95

21. **THE SAINT**: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Modern-day Robin Hood. Wealthy man of mystery, Debonair rogue. Call Simon Templar your name and he will never cross Two Saints. A timeless figure of adventure since his 1928 creation, The Saint has thrilled adventure aficionados across a variety of media. Stars Roger Moore in the dashingly Mr. Templar more indelibly realized than in this in 1960s TV classic starring Roger Moore, presented here in its entirety. Over 96 hours on thirty-three DVDs. Timeless Media Group. $139.95
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unforgettable detectives of the 12th Precinct in New York's Greenwich Village who must match wits with the wiliest criminals and face terrifying danger and bizarre happenings as they struggle to unravel deadly conspiracies and solve paranormal mysteries.

THE X-FILES: Seasons 1-4. This pioneering series that was the first to deal with the unexplained is a gripping story of a mischievous FBI agent with a hunch and a bit of a method. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray, and DVD versions. English subtitles. Not Rated. 96 episodes. 2880 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment.

THE WOLF OF WALL STREET. Based on the true story of Jordan Belfort, a brash young stockbroker who was convicted of fraud in the late 1980s, this film stars Leonardo DiCaprio as Belfort. Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray, and DVD versions. English subtitles. Not Rated. 120 minutes. Best Picture. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions as well as a Blu-ray eBook. English SDH. 161 minutes. Universal.

BLADE RUNNER. This classic science fiction film stars Harrison Ford as a police officer who is tasked with the elimination of four replicants who have escaped from a space station. Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray, and DVD versions. English subtitles. Not Rated. 138 minutes. Best Picture. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions as well as a Blu-ray eBook. English SDH. 161 minutes. Universal.

LEONARDO. This film stars Robert De Niro as the famous actor, director, and producer. Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray, and DVD versions. Not Rated. 120 minutes. Best Picture. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions as well as a Blu-ray eBook. English SDH. 161 minutes. Universal.


Blu-ray 3796310 ENCHANTED KINGDOM. Widescreen. Embark on a spectacular journey into the wilds of Africa, the wildest continent on Earth, in this breathtaking nature program. Created with groundbreaking technology, it'll immerse you in some of the planet's most magnificent landscapes, introducing the countless animal inhabitants that call them home. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray, Blu-ray 3D and DVD versions. 87 minutes. $4.95

Blu-ray 2988364 THE INGLORIOUS BASTARDS. The 1976 EuroCult hit that inspired Quentin Tarantino's similarly named film, Bo Svenson and Fred "The Hammer" Williamson star as the leaders of a gang of condemned criminals who escape from an Allied prison convoy with a plan to blast their way to the Swiss border, only to find themselves volunteering for a suicide mission deep inside Nazi occupied France. Rated R. 99 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95 $4.95

Blu-ray 3759881 WRATH OF THE TITANS 3D. Widescreen. Enlisting the help of the warrior queen Andromeda (Rosemarie DeWitt), Poseidon's demigod son, Argenor, and fallen god Hephaestus, Perseus bravely embarks on a treacherous quest into the underworld to rescue Zeus (Liam Neeson), overthrow the Titans and save mankind. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray, DVD and Digital Copy. Also stars Ralph Fiennes. English SDH. 92 minutes. $19.98 $5.95

Blu-ray 3747247 BAD SANTA 2. Widescreen. Fueled by whiskey and greed, Willie Soke (Billy Bob Thornton), teams up once again with his angry sidekick Marcus, to knock off a Chicago charity run by curvaceous Diane (Alexandra Daddario). But the arrival of Willie's horror story of a mother (Kathy Bates) and "the kid" may upset the plan. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. $19.98 $5.95

Blu-ray 3776122 MEN & CHICKEN. Widescreen. A buddy/silly slapstick comedy starring Mads Mikkelsen, about a pair of socially-challenged siblings who discover they are adopted half-brothers in their late father's videotaped will. A hilarious and outlandish journey to find their true father ensues, in which they find three additional half-brothers. Not Rated. In Danish with English subtitles. 104 minutes. $4.95

Blu-ray 3780986 LATE NIGHT IN PARIS. Widescreen. Marion Brando is a 45 year old American living in Paris, haunted by his wife's suicide. Maria Schneider is a 20 year old Parisian beauty engaged to a young filmmaker. Though nameless to each other, these tortured souls come together to satisfy their sexual cravings in an apartment as bare as their dark, tragic lives. Rated R. English SDH. 129 minutes. MGM. $7.95

Blu-ray 2882894 TUT. Thrust into power after the murder of his father, King Tutankhamun is forced to marry his stepmother, Queen Tiye, to seal the dynast. Tut is exploited by a shrewd Grand High Priest who look down on him as something to be used to further their own ends and becomes the main event. Adults only. Mantra. $4.95

Blu-ray 2922274 THE EVICTORS. Widescreen. Years ago, descendants fought a bloody battle to keep their land. They were never seen again, but their oath that no one would ever live in their house had grisly results. Years later, the Watkins (Michael Parks and Veronica Hamel) uncover brutal murders—but the vengeful spirits are far from finished. 92 minutes. $7.95

Blu-ray 3803232 HORROR TRIPLE FEATURE, VOLUME 2. Widescreen. This collection of horror includes Scar, Joan escapes a local undertaker who mutilates and tortures teenage girls. 84 minutes. Follow Don and Nancy as they stay in a motel run by the insane Mr. McKay, or be the next victims of The Terror Trap. 94 minutes. In Midnight Movie, a horror movie turns chaotic when the killer from the movie emerges out of the film. 84 minutes. $6.95

Blu-ray 3684097 HORNY CHEERLEADERS: Girls Gone Wild. Get ready for hot, young college girls doing handsprings, jumping jacks and splits—completely naked! You won't believe what happens when hot, sexy cheerleaders step off the sidelines and become the main event! Adults only. Scream Factory. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

Blu-ray 3722039 BAZIL. Widescreen. Michael Palin takes you on a trip of a lifetime to Brazil from the lost world of Amazonia, to the buzzing cities Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo. Delight in the spectacular landscape of food, music, beach life and heritage of this rising global power. English SDH. Over three hours. BBC. $7.95

Blu-ray 3800652 BOUNTY KILLER. Widescreen. The world is a wasteland, run by the corporations who care about nothing but profit. A special breed of outlaws, led by top assasin Mary Death, sets out to exterminate these corporations. The movie will take you on a wild journey, stands in her way. Rated R. CC. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 93 minutes. ARC Entertainment. $3.95

Blu-ray 2922517 TEEN WOLF DOUBLE FEATURE. Widescreen. An orphaned boy (Michael D. O'Keefe) serves as a college freshman who's the big wolf on campus. English SDH. Over three hours. Shout Factory $7.95

Blu-ray 2922584 WOMEN'S PRISON MASSACRE. Sultry reporter Emanuelle (Laura Gemser) is on the verge of breaking a big story when she gets framed and sent to a merciless women's prison. Four ferocious male prisoners, sent to the prison temporarily, manage to overpower the guards and take control. Now, Emanuelle and her fellow inmates must fight for their lives. 89 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

Blu-ray 2873974 THE COMANCHEERS. Widescreen. Determined to bring down a violent gang of outlaws known as the fearless Texas Ranger (John Wayne) forms an uneasy alliance with a notorious outlaw gambler (Stuart Whitman), and the unlikely partnership--each a player in the other's game--must find common ground if they are going to stay alive. Also stars Lee Marvin. English SDH. 107 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

Blu-ray 3770036 THE MONKEY KING: Havoc in Heaven's Palace. A well-meaning eight year old little lady and an efficient, unfeeling killer. And in this spellbinding chronicle of evil, whatever Rhoda wants, she ruthlessly gets. Her mother, a woman who made to see her child’s moral blindness at work, is heartrendingly torn between mother love and grief for the victims. English SDH. In B&W. 139 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

Blu-ray 3770056 THE MONSTER KING: Havoc in Heaven's Palace. A well-meaning eight year old little lady and an efficient, unfeeling killer. And in this spellbinding chronicle of evil, whatever Rhoda wants, she ruthlessly gets. Her mother, a woman who made to see her child’s moral blindness at work, is heartrendingly torn between mother love and grief for the victims. English SDH. In B&W. 139 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

Blu-ray 2906899 DOLLHOUSE: The Complete Season 2. Widescreen. From creative mastermind Joss Whedon comes the stunning final season of this sexy, provocative thriller that will reveal all the secrets and complete your collection! Includes Blu-ray, Blu-ray 3D and DVD versions. Starring Eliza Dushku. English SDH. Over 10 hours on three Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. $9.95

Blu-ray 2906880 DOLLHOUSE: Season One. Widescreen. As an "Active," the very latest model in the new world of D-Tech, Eliza Dushku serves as an unwitting agent of Dollhouse, an illegal underground organization. Actives receive personalized implants allowing them to temporarily become anyone or anything that their new clients demand. Now, with the FBI closing in, Echo must face a rogue Active determined to bring Dollhouse down. English SDH. Nine hours on 3 Blu-rays, 20th Century Fox. $9.95

Blu-ray 3747271 DIRTY HARRY/ MAGNUM PI 3PC. Widescreen. Clint Eastwood knocks the movie world on its ear, starring as iconic San Francisco cop Harry Callahan and tracking the Scorpion Kid in an action-packed adventure when Snow White (Kristen Stewart) and the Huntsman (Chris Hemsworth) join forces to battle the evil Queen Ravenna (Charlize Theron). Then the Huntsman enters an epic confrontation between Queen Freya and her wicked sister in The Huntsman: Winter's War. Both English SDH. Four hours on two Blu-rays. Universal. $9.95

Blu-ray 3764761 THE WOLF MAN. Follows the classic film that features a heartrending performance by Lon Chaney Jr. and groundbreaking make-up by Jack Pierce. The story of a cursed man who transforms into a deadly wolf man is full of horror, but not has only not become a masterpiece of the horror genre, but all of time. In Blu-ray 3754983 GOTTI. Widescreen. The true story of the relationship between John Gotti (John Travolta) and his son. While he lived and died by the mob code, his son chose to leave that world behind and instead embraced the Gotti name. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. 110 minutes. WS/Films. $9.95

Blu-ray 3656413 SIXTIETH MOMENTS EVER 2: Girls Gone Wild. Asked for it, and here it is—the ultimate collection of the wild and crazy girls caught on tape. It’s real, raw and completely uncensored! Adults only. Mantra. Pub. at $19.98 $7.95

Blu-ray 3741532 GIANTS. Giant. Director George Stevens’ sweeping saga of tall men who challenge the Western frontier with the help of a railroad, including a features Rock Hudson as rancher Buck Benedict, Elizabeth Taylor as his wife Leslie and James Dean (in his final film role) as none other than John Steinbeck’s famous "Green Giant." Broadcast in a three-generations tale of Texans on the range. Nominated for 10 Academy Awards. English SDH. Over 3 hours. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

Blu-ray 3705560 CROSBY, STILLS & NASH 2012. The trio join forces for the first time in 30 years for this wildly anticipated concert video live over 20 years! Filmed during the 2012 tour, CSN 2012 collects many of their classic hits as well as new songs, including a special preview performance of "The Times They Are A-Changin" from their upcoming album No. 2. Also includes two CDs with 25 songs from the performance. English SDH. Over 3 hours. $11.95
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**Blu-ray 3764583 JURASSIC WORLD COLLECTIBLE GIFTSET.** Widescreen. The Jurassic World theme park lets guests experience the thrill of witnessing actual dinosaurs. The ferocious turks lurk behind the park’s attractions. When the massive creature escapes, chaos erupts across the island and it’s up to Owen and Claire to calm the chaos and return the turks to their enclosures. Packaged in an embossed tin lunchbox case. 125 minutes. Universal. $7.95

**Blu-ray 3765513 THE ENGLISH TEACHER.** Linda (Julianne Moore) is a forty-year-old unmarried school teacher living a drama free life. But her simple life changes when a former student pupil returns to town after failing as a playwright in New York. Unwilling to let him give up his dreams, Linda mounts his play at her school and puts her own reputation and career on the line. Rated R. 91 minutes.

**Blu-ray 2810527 THE ROOKIE.** Blu-ray. Over twelve years of experience and a 45, LAPD Detective Nick Pulovski (Clint Eastwood) figures he’s got all the help he needs. He’s also got all the help he doesn’t need—a by the book new recruit partner (Charlie Sheen). One reluctantly relies on the other to stop a killer-elite auto theft gang. Also stars Sofia Braga. Rated R. English SDH. 121 minutes. Warner Bros. $3.95

**Blu-ray 3764559 THE INVISIBLE MAN.** Fullscreen. Claude Rains stars as a mysterious scientist who discovers a serum that makes him invisible. Covered by bandages and dark glasses, he attempts to hide his amazing discovery. He soon realizes, however, that the same drug which renders him invisible is slowly driving him insane and capable of committing unspeakable acts of terror. In Widescreen. Follows estranged best friends who, after a breakneck showdown you won’t want to miss. Also features the on-screen debut of Sissy Spacek. Rated R. English SDH. 72 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**Blu-ray 3785063 PRIME CUT.** Widescreen. Lee Marvin and Gene Hackman square off in one of the most explosive screen confrontations ever. Marvin is an underworld enforcer sent to Kansas City to collect money from Hackman, a mysterious mobster who has no intention of paying up. What follows is a battle of wits and wits, a showdown between the two of them. Rated R. R. 88 minutes. Kino Lorber. At $29.95 $11.95

**Blu-ray 2922479 THE SPELL.** Fullscreen. Fifteen year old Rita (Susan Myers) is overweight, self-conscious and the victim of cruel teasing by her classmates. Her rage builds so fiercely that it can no longer be contained, causing a supernatural power inside her to take over. Those who are against Rita begin to die and there seems no way to stop the terror. Also stars on the screen debut of Sissy Spacek. Rated R. 80 minutes. Shout! Factory.

**Blu-ray 2810840 THE DAY AFTER.** Fullscreen. When Cold War tensions reach the ultimate boiling point, the inhabitants of a small town in Kansas learn that they have less than 30 minutes before the park’s power goes out. And the beekeeper who begins to appear out of nowhere. Can anyone survive this ultimate nightmare? Starring Jason Robards, and John Sharian. Kino Lorber. At $29.95 $11.95

**Blu-ray 3778940 THE LAST HOUSE ON THE LEFT.** Widescreen. On the eve of her seventeenth birthday, Mari and Friend Phyllis set off from her family home to attend a rock concert in the city. The pair run afoul of a group of vicious crooks, headed up by the sadistic Krug (David Hess). Gagged and bound, the young women are driven into a raw, and it’s the wildest, sexiest moments ever. Adults only. Universal. $7.95

**Blu-ray 3968652 STRIPTEASE.** Widescreen. Let go from job to job. Erin Grant (Demi Moore) resists to stripping in order to earn money to get back custody of her child. When a feckless Congressman (Burt Reynolds) fixes on her, Erin, greed and consequences, including blackmail and murder. But the legislator underestimates Erin, and he may be the one who ends up exposed. Not Rated. English SDH. 117 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

**Blu-ray 3785234 THE SKULLS OF JONATHAN DRAKE.** Widescreen. Faced with an urban family curse that beheaded their forefathers, two brothers attempt to unravel the family plot—even as sinister forces coerced to make them the latest victims. Stars Eduard Franz, Valerie French, and Grant Richards. In B&W, 70 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

**Blu-ray 2922541 TWO-MINUTE WARNING.** Widescreen. Charlton Heston plays a police captain trying to stop a lone guerrilla who has set his sights on the 91,000 people in a packed sports arena. The J urassic World lets guests experience the thrill of witnessing actual dinosaurs. The ferocious turks lurk behind the park’s attractions. When the massive creature escapes, chaos erupts across the island and it’s up to Owen and Claire to calm the chaos and return the turks to their enclosures. Packaged in an embossed tin lunchbox case. 125 minutes. Universal. $7.95

**Blu-ray 3800768 COZY CRACKLIN’ FIREPLACE.** Widescreen. Relax to this soothing fireplace in your own home—warm, glowing light and soft cracklin’ sounds create a peaceful atmosphere, helping you to unwind. No messy cleanup or safety hazards with this debreakeshow options include natural sound, classical, and Christmas. Timeless Media Group. $3.95

**Blu-ray 2922568 WHAT’S THE MATTER WITH HELEN?** Widescreen. Debra Winger stars in this stylish shocker as a pair of young dreamers who come to Hollywood to start an idyllic new life, only to end up entangled in a hellish nightmare. Also stars Gordon Pinsent, James Moonshine, and Yvette Vickers. Rated R. 101 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

**Blu-ray 3781127 THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER.** A new Soviet nuclear submarine is under the command of Captain Marko Ramius (Sean Connery). The U.S. government thinks Ramius is planning to attack, but O’Donnell (Michael Caine) believes he is planning to defect. But Ryan has only a few precious hours to locate Ramius and prove it. Packaged in a steelbook case. English SDH. 135 minutes. Paramount. $7.95

**Blu-ray 2923089 ARTHUR NEWMAN.** Divorced and disconnected from his son, Wallace Avery (Colin Firth) decides to make a radical change. He walks away from his old life and hits the road in a mobile home to start over. But a his road trip is derailed by the entrance of mysterious Michaela “Mike” Fitzgerald (Emily Blunt). Is it possible to truly start all over again? Rated R. 95 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

**Blu-ray 282373X PREHISTORIKI!** Widescreen. This hilarious fantasy classic follows the misadventures of 12-year-old Jerry Taylor (Austin O’Brien) and his sister Monica, whose dad accidentally brings home a bundle of rare eggs unearthed in a rain forest. When the eggs hatch, a pack of diminutive dinosaurs are unleashed and a sinister museum curator will stop at nothing to get his hands on them. 83 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95
about her country’s 115 minutes. E One.

**Blu-ray 379051X TUFF TURF.** Widescreen. For Morgan Hiller, it’s tough enough being the new kid in school. But when he tangles with a local gang, he becomes the lone target of their vengeance. The situation turns even more deadly when he meets and fails for the gang leader’s sexy girlfriend. Rated R. 112 minutes. Kino Lorber. **$11.95**

**Blu-ray 379124 WHAT A WAY TO GO!** Widescreen. All Louisa May Foster (Shirley MacLaine) wants is a man to love and grow old with. But she keeps picking wrong men and her desire to strike it rich and a habit of dying soon thereafter. Also stars Paul Newman, Robert Mitchum, Gene Kelly. Based on Martin DeVan Dyke and Herbert Morris’ novel. Rated R. 86 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.95 **$17.95**

**Blu-ray 292255X THE VAMPIRE.** Widescreen. When a small-town physician (John Beal) accidentally swallows experimental bat serum pills, he’s given life by a thirst for blood. Transformed into an undead fiend, the doctor finds himself sucked into a dark and sinister world where he saves patients by day—and feeds on them at night. Not Rated. In B&W. 75 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.97 **$7.95**

**Blu-ray 3764656 PHANTOM OF THE OPERA.** Fullscreen. Claude Rains stars as the masked phantom of the Paris Opera House. Following a tragic accident that leaves him disfigured, crazed composer Enque Claudin transforms into a masked phantom who haunts beautiful young soprano Christine Dubois the star of the opera and wreaks revenge on those who stole his music. English SDH. 89 minutes. Universal. **$3.95**

**Blu-ray 2988283 BIRDIEMIC.** Shocking and sexy lingerie model (Whitney Moore) and a software salesman (Alan Bagh) travel to a quaint California town for a weekend getaway, but when the entire region is attacked by a horde of adorable zombie girls, their picturesque paradise becomes a winged hell on earth. CBS Sunday morning’s best worst movie of all time. Rated R. **$9.95**

**Blu-ray 2950693 THE YOUNG POPE.** Widescreen. Created and directed by Academy Award winner Paolo Sorrentino and starring Jude Law and Diane Keaton, this HBO series tells the story Pontiff Pius XIII, Lenny Belardo, the first American Pope in history. Includes all ten episodes. Also stars Silvio Orlando and James Cromwell. Over nine hours of these Blu-rays. Kino Lorber. **$9.95**

**Blu-ray 3964151 SPRING BREAK SEX PARTY.** Girls Gone Wild. Spring break means beer bongs, beach parties and tons of hot, naked girls! Spring break has never been this wet and wild! Adults only. Mantra. Pub. at $19.98 **$7.95**

**Blu-ray 3736394 THE DARIO ARGENTO COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Three Giallo classics, The Cat O’Nine Tails, a simple robbery turns into a series of brutal murders, leading to a shattering climax of violence. In Deep Red, an ethnically-mixed group of kids witness the brutal hatchet murder and is quickly drawn into the savage crime. In Inferno a young woman stumbles upon a mysterious diary that unleashes a nightmare world. Not Rated. English SDH. Over five hours on 3 Blu-rays. Blue Underground. **$19.95**

**Blu-ray 2940256 THE OFFICIAL STORY.** Set in Buenos Aires during the final years of Argentina’s military dictatorship, it tells the story of Alicia, the wife of a wealthy businessman, who discovers that the party may be the progeny of a disappeared (a victim of forced disappearance). This revelation forces her to reveal the truth about her country’s legacy. In Spanish with English subtitles. **$9.95**

**Blu-ray 37511X TUFF TURF.** Widescreen. For Morgan Hiller, it’s tough enough being the new kid in school. But when he tangles with a local gang, he becomes the lone target of their vengeance. The situation turns even more deadly when he meets and fails for the gang leader’s sexy girlfriend. Rated R. 112 minutes. Kino Lorber. **$11.95**

**Blu-ray 379128 WHAT A WAY TO GO!** Widescreen. All Louisa May Foster (Shirley MacLaine) wants is a man to love and grow old with. But she keeps picking wrong men and her desire to strike it rich and a habit of dying soon thereafter. Also stars Paul Newman, Robert Mitchum, Gene Kelly. Based on Martin DeVan Dyke and Herbert Morris’ novel. Rated R. 86 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.95 **$17.95**

**Blu-ray 3790417 SOFT CharITY IN HEAT.** More than four decades after the sub-genre first shocked the world, the most deplorably deprived Nazi splatter sickie of them all must still be seen to be believed. Director Luigi Batzella combines footage from two earlier WWII action movies with a newish plot shot featuring a sadistic female Nazi officer and a perpetually aroused caged ogre. Not Rated. 82 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.95 **$5.95**

**Blu-ray 3780487 THE BEAST IN HEAT.** More than four decades after the sub-genre first shocked the world, the most deplorably deprived Nazi splatter sickie of them all must still be seen to be believed. Director Luigi Batzella combines footage from two earlier WWII action movies with a newish plot shot featuring a sadistic female Nazi officer and a perpetually aroused caged ogre. Not Rated. 82 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.95 **$5.95**

**Blu-ray 3790512 THE BOYS IN THE BAND.** Widescreen. Harold (Leonard Frey) is celebrating a birthday, and his friend Michael (Kenneth Nelson) has drafted some friends to help the event. As the evening progresses, the alcohol flows, the knives come out, and Michael’s demand that the group participate in a telephone game unleashes dormant and sometime, the murder is closer than she ever imagined. This 1976 thrillers stars Dorothy McGuire and Ethel Barmoire. In B&W. 83 minutes. Kino Lorber. **$13.95**

**Blu-ray 3790510 THE DARIO ARDENTO COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Three Giallo classics, The Cat O’Nine Tails, a simple robbery turns into a series of brutal murders, leading to a shattering climax of violence. In Deep Red, an ethnically-mixed group of kids witness the brutal hatchet murder and is quickly drawn into the savage crime. In Inferno a young woman stumbles upon a mysterious diary that unleashes a nightmare world. Not Rated. English SDH. Over five hours on 3 Blu-rays. Blue Underground. **$19.95**

**Blu-ray 2953262 ROBOCOP 3.** Widescreen. RoboCop lays down the law on the city’s worst. His final entry in the exploitive sci-fi/action trilogy. When the ruthless corporation that runs Detroit begins kicking families out of their homes to make space for a new reality show project, RoboCop joins with a renegade band of freedom fighters to save them. 105 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $34.93 **$9.95**

**Blu-ray 3793045 MASCARA.** Widescreen. Harnell (Lisa De Loew) lives a repressed existence, working as a secretary. After discovering that her boss is secretly a prostitute named Lucy (Lee Carroll), Harriet works up the courage to ask Lucy to help her overcome her inhibitions. Not Rated. English SDH. 83 minutes. Adults only. Vinega Syndrome. **$9.95**

**Blu-ray 377404X ALFRED HITCHCOCK COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Dial M for Murder stars Grace Kelly, Ray Milland and Robert Cummings as points of a romantic triangle and a new real estate project, RoboCop joins with a renegade band of freedom fighters to save them. 105 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $34.93 **$9.95**


**Blu-ray 379504X THE SPIRAL STAIRCASE.** Fullscreen. A murderer is targeting young women in a New England town, and Helen, a mute servant in a Gothic Different, is her next. But as Helen is packing her things she may be too late and the murderer is closer than she ever imagined. This 1946 thriller stars Dorothy McGuire and Ethel Barmoire. In B&W. 83 minutes. Kino Lorber. **$13.95**

**Blu-ray 3761368 LIFE.** Widescreen. An ascetic scientist/librarian being haunted by a team of scientists asborbs the International Space Station whose mission of discovery turns into one of primal fear when the ship rapidly evolves into a life-form that causes extinction on Mars, and now threatens the crew and all life on Earth. Stars Jake Gyllenhaal and Ryan Reynolds. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. Sony Pictures. **$9.95**

**Blu-ray 3964135 SEXTIEST ALL STARS: Girls Gone Wild.** Meet the Girls Gone Wild all-star team—the tightest, most spectacular bodies they’ve ever caught on tape! From sexy straight girl to girl action, these hot, young college girls are up for anything. Adults only. Mantra. Pub. at $29.98 **$7.95**

**Blu-ray 2901935 WINGED PLANET 3D.** Widescreen. This 3D film features some of the most breathtaking footage from ABC’s acclaimed Earthflight series. You can see what the birds see–snow geese, and terns, migrating across the Monument Valley, scarlet macaws racing through the rainforest, vultures soaring miles above the Earth and more. Hold on for the ride of your life! Also playable in 2D. **$8.95**

**Blu-ray 2960222 LES MISERABLES.** Widescreen. Still considered the greatest film adaptation of Victor Hugo’s masterpiece, this 1936 epic has now been fully restored and re-record. The story of Jean Valjean (Jean Gabin), a thief turned wealthy industrialist who risks everything to help a single mother and her child, is compelling. In French with English subtitles. 188 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 **$7.95**

**Blu-ray 3795039 DR. MABUSE: The Gambler.** Fullscreen. A truly legendary silent film. Director Fritz Lang crafted an epic drama revolving around one of the world’s diabolical hypnotists, master of disguise, and criminal genius: Dr Masube. Populated with heathen heroes, femme fatales, and shocking moral actions, this film had an unmistakable influence on all espionage thrillers that followed. German intertities with English subtitles. In B&W. Over 4 hours on 2 Blu-rays. Kino Lorber. **$11.95**
**Blu-ray**


- **Blu-ray 3784312 SCORPIO FILMS: The Dutch Sex Wave Collection.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. The Dutch Sex Wave aka the Golden Age of Dutch cinema combined artistic freedom, sexual liberation, and exploitation with commercial success. Presented here are four of the best films from this period including With Susan, Sandra, Olga & Julie; Blue Movie; Frank & Eva; and Obsessions. Not Rated. In Dutch with English subtitles. Six hours on 4 Blu-rays. Adults only. Cult Epics. Pub. at $69.95. $41.95.

- **Blu-ray 2910497 JOHN ADAMS: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. Based on the Pulitzer-Prize winning book from David McCullough. HBO’s seven-part miniseries is a sprawling epic that investigates one of America’s tumultuous beginnings with one of the most moving love stories in our nation’s history—that of John and Abigail Adams. Stars Paul Giamatti as John Adams and Adrienne Shelly Linney as Abigail. SDH. Over 8 hours on three Blu-rays. HBO. $14.95.

- **Blu-ray 3790525 EMANUELALE AND FRANCOISE.** When a cold-hearted stud (George Eastman) drives her sister to suicide, Emanuelle (Rosemary Lindt) plots a seduction that includes sodomy, torture, lesbianism, cannibalism, and suicide. Emanuelle (Rosemary Lindt) plots a seduction that includes sodomy, torture, lesbianism, cannibalism, and suicide. Also included are many special features such as interviews, episodes, and much more. English SDH. Over 36 hours on thirteen DVDs. Anchor Bay. Pub. at $219.99. $49.95.

- **Blu-ray 2897792 MAUSOLEUM.** Widescreen. The Nommed family has been the victims of an ancient curse in which the first born daughter of each generation has grown violently mad and then suspiciously dies. Now something is hiding in Susan’s body, coming out as a murderous savage, and it is coming too close to uncovering her terrifying secret. Newly scanned in 4K. English SDH. 97 minutes. Vinyl Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98. $21.95.

- **Blu-ray 3783471 THE DUKE MICHETT COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Duke Mitchell plays the ruthless son of a Mafia kingpin who boss his way through Hollywood on a bloody crime spree in Massacre Mafia Style. Rated R. In Gone with the Pope, Duke Mitchell is a paroled gangster with an unholy scheme: to kidnap a Catholic Church cardinal for a $2 million ransom. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions of each film. Over 2 hours on two Blu-rays. Grindhouse Releasing. $49.95.

- **Blu-ray 3698599 NOIR ARCHIVE, VOLUME 2: 9 Film Collection 1954-1966.** Stalwart noir directors and cast members from these hard-to-find films including: Ball; The Crooked Web; The Night Holds Terror; New Orleans Uncensored; Spin a Bait; The Crooked Web; The Night Holds Terror; New Orleans Uncensored; Spin a Bait; The Crooked Web; The Night Holds Terror; New Orleans Uncensored; Spin a Bait. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions of each film. Over 13 hours on three Blu-rays. Mill Creek. Pub. at $49.95. $29.95.

- **Blu-ray 376949X NEKROMANTIK 1 & 2.** Collected in one box set are both of this German classic. Nekromantik 2 is a story of body snatchers, proportions of the original negatives, plus a collection of more bonus features. Take it from us—these films ARE NOT FOR THE WEEK STOMACHS OR FAINT HEARTS. Three hours on 2 Blu-rays. Adults only. Cult Epics. Pub. at $62.45. $39.95.

- **Blu-ray 298863X THE X-FILES: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. For the first time on Blu-ray, The X-Files: The Event Series and the original 201 episodes. The elevating show are yours to own! Assigned the FBI’s most challenging cases, Fox Mulder and Dana Scully (David Duchovny and Gillian Anderson) face terrifying danger and bizarre phenomena as they struggle to unravel deadly conspiracies and solve paranormal mysteries. English SDH. Over 155 hours, including 25 hours of extras, on fifty-seven Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. $129.95.

- **Blu-ray 2984660 PLANET EARTH: Six-Disc Limited Collector’s Edition.** Widescreen. Six-Disc Limited Collector’s Edition. From the highest peaks to the deepest oceans, this Emmy Award-winning series illuminates the wonders of our astonishing world in breathtaking fashion. A spectacular collection of iconic images lovingly re-edited in the HD. It features performances of Back in Black; Thunderstruck; You Shook Me All Night Long; Highway to Hell and more. 120 minutes. Columbia. $3.95.

**Music Recordings**

- **CD 587890X THE KINGSTON TRIO LIVE.** Twenty tracks from the legendary trio. Tom Dooley; Greenback Dollar; The Tijuana Jail; Where Have All the Flowers Gone; Scotch and Soda; The Lion Sleeps Tonight. $9.95.

- **CD 5878756 FRANKIE LANE: Sings ‘I Believe’ and Other Great Hits.** Sounding alongside Sinatra and Crosby as one of America’s great vocalist, Franks performs 16 tracks. Mule Train; Jezebel; Jealousy; High Noon; I Believe; Moonlight Gambler; Love Is a Golden Ring; The Wayward Wind; Rawhide; Answer Me: There Must Be a Reason. Stranger Lady in Town. More. $9.95.

- **CD 6584918 PATSY CLINE: The Complete Releases 1955-62.** One of the most revered female artists in the history of country music is celebrated in this 75-track collection. It includes every record released between her debut on Corral, through her Four Star and Decca years until the end of 1962--just months before she dies. Includes Walkin’ After Midnight; I Fall to Pieces; Crazy; She’s Got You; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95.

- **CD 6621260 MARTY ROBBINS: The Complete Recordings 1952-1960.** From one of country’s leading crossover artists comes six complete recordings, plus his complete singles collection, from across eight prolific years. Includes the entirety Rock'n Rollin’ Robbins; The Song of Robbins; Song of the Islands; Marty Robbins; Gunfighter Ballads and Trail Songs; and More Gunfighter Ballads and Trail Songs. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95.


- **DVD 3803511 LEGENDS OF COUNTRY: Classic Hits of the ’50s, ’60s & ’70s.** Country’s greatest stars perform country’s greatest hits in this collection of the biggest hits of all-time, country’s greatest all-time best-selling artists. Includes live performances by Patti Page, Glen Campbell, B.J. Thomas and others; vintage performances of classics like You Are My Sunshine and Coal Miner’s Daughter; plus a hand of bonus recordings. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98. $5.95.

- **DVD 3785444 CROSBY-NASH: In Concert.** Widescreen. Filmed at the Pantages Theater in St. Paul, MN during their 2011 tour, this DVD release is a must-have for fans of these two music legends. The performance includes 26 songs, including Eight Miles High; I Used to Be King; Long Time Gone; In Your Name; Our House; Lay Me Down; and more. 90 minutes. Blue Castle Records. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95.

- **DVD 3800084 AC/DC–NO BULL: The Directors Cut.** Renowned director from the highest peaks to the deepest oceans, this Emmy Award-winning series illuminates the wonders of our astonishing world in breathtaking fashion. A spectacular collection of iconic images lovingly re-edited in the HD. It features performances of Back in Black; Thunderstruck; You Shook Me All Night Long; Highway to Hell and more. 120 minutes. Columbia. $3.95.
Music Recordings

**CD 3801004 BEST OF BAGPIES.** The epic sound of bagpipes breathes life into this two-CD set of traditional favorites. Bagpipe Classics includes 10 tracks including Amazing Grace and She Moved Through the Fair; while Piper’s Dance interprets tracks including Farewell to Ireland and Toss the Feathers. Somerset. $3.95

**DVD 3773124 GO-GO’S: Live in Central Park.** Join rock ‘n roll’s favorite girl group in their triumphant return to the stage in New York’s world-famous Central Park. The band’s highest HBO special was reworked and the material included here is what was thrown out, including ten tracks. Eradrum. Records. $5.95

**CD 584651X HANK WILLIAMS: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1947-55.** More than a country legend, Hank Williams was one of the most important figures of the American musical landscape in the post-war era. This massive 103-track set presents the A and B sides of all his releases, from his debut on the Sterling label, through his years with the MGM label and his posthumous minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95

**CD 374181H DOLLY PARTON: Those Were the Days.** The country darling celebrates 50 years of tracks in 1931: ‘Blown in the Wind; Where Have All the Flowers Gone; Twelfth of Never; Where Do the Children Play; Me and Bobby McGee; Cinnamon and Clover; The Night; and many more. Acabob. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

**DVD 3768511 THE COASTERS: 34 Massive Hits.** Two CDs captures the unique sound of this iconic group on 34 tracks, including: I Go to Pieces, On Broadway, Charlie Brown, Mustang Sally; Poison Ivy; Along Came Jones; Searching; Down in Mexico; Cool Jerk; Little Egypt; Young Blood; The In Crowd; Humdinger; Everyday; Crying; Addicted to Love; and many more. Acabob. Pub. at $11.95 $5.95

**CD 755361H THE MILLS BROTHERS COLLECTION, 1931-52.** The Mills Brothers were one of the most important and influential vocal groups in 20th-century music, bringing together gospel, doowop, jazz, and more. This 54-track set showcases their unmatched talent, ranging from their earliest recordings to their final Top 10 hit in 1952. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**CD 7553072 THELEONINE MONK WITH JOHN COLTRANE: The Complete 1957 Riverside Recordings.** For a brief, magical period in 1957, musical legends John Coltrane and Thelonious Monk worked together every night as part of a quartet at the now-legendary Five Spot Cafe. Between April and July of that year, they made the five most important albums of their respective careers in Coltrane’s recording studio. Two CDs. Riverside. Records. $5.95

**CD 658599X THUNDER DRUMS.** The music of Native American, African, Hispanic, Aboriginal, and South Pacific drumming traditions is unified by nine percussive tracks, set against a mesmerizing backdrop of a rolling thunderstorm. The result is nothing short of stunning. Global Journey. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**CD 292161H PETULA CLARK: Greatest Hits.** Clark’s career has spanned an amazing eight decades! This CD collects 13 wonderful tracks, including Sign of the Times; This Is My Song; I Know a Place; My Love; Downtown; I Couldn’t Live Without You; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3796574 GEORGE CARLIN: I Kinda Like It When a Lotta People Die.** This album was sourced from cassette tapes in Carlin’s personal archives and the live track audio from George’s early home recordings. Tracks 2-7 are from performances on 9/9/2001 and the balance of HBO specials were re-visited and the material included here is what was thrown out, including ten tracks. Eradrum. Records. $5.95

**CD 6992013 ALFRED HITCHCOCK: The Classic Soundtrack Collection.** With a total of over 50 full-length feature film titles to his name, Alfred Hitchcock remains one of the most influential and esteemed movie directors in cinema history. This four CD set includes 140 tracks, bringing together two albums for Hitchcock films, along with numerous themes for others of his classic creations. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 9614387 MOVIES GREATEST HITS: Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.** Enjoy forty-eight selections from some of the greatest movies performed by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Features: The Wizard of Oz; Blue Velvet; Funny Girl; The Godfather; Breakfast at Tiffany’s; The Deer Hunter; The Godfather; Gone With the Wind; and many more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

**CD 3801466 WAVES OF RELAXATION.** Let the soothing cadence of ocean waves spirit you away for a relaxing 82 minutes. Includes nearly 70 minutes of lush and mesmerizing nature sounds. Somerset. $3.95

**CD 2801221 DON MCLEAN: American Troubadour.** This collection features songs originally recorded for 11 different McLean albums between 1970 and 2010. Among the 30 tracks compiled here are: Everything I Know; Crying; Almost Like That; Black; American Pie; Vincent (Starry, Starry Night); and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

**CD 2841223 EAGLES: Unplugged.** Captured across two CDs, this deliriously intimate acoustic event will prove a must-have for Eagles fans everywhere. Songs include Peaceful Easy Feeling; Tequila Sunrise; Hotel California; Heartache Tonight; I Can’t Help It. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3084914 50 CLASSICS FOR RELAXATION.** Featuring 50 tracks on two CDs, these classic hits and instrumental sounds will continue to relax and soothe your mind and spirit. These gems that helped launch Newhart’s career, including Andy Williams, Bobby Darin, John Lennon, and many more. Time Life. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**CD 7615191 HANK SNOW: The Complete US Country Hits, 1949-62.** This 48-track set covers the most important era of Hank Snow’s hit-making career. This entertaining A and B side which made the country charts from his chart debut in 1949 through to 1962, including 39 of the top ten hits he had during his career. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 5579229 SAM COOKE: The Complete Solo Singles As & Bs, 1957-62.** Explore the solo output of a pioneer in soul music with nearly 60 tracks. My Generation & B sides of his singles on Specialty, RCA and SAR labels. Includes classics like You Send Me; Only Sixteen; Wonderful World; Chain Gang; Cryin’; and Twistin’ the Night Away. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 4552911 JOHNNY CASH: The Complete Sun Releases and Columbia Singles, 1958-62.** One of the greatest figures of American music, Johnny Cash gets a fitting tribute in this 82-track collection. An overview of his entire career, realizing all his tracks with the Sun label, plus the A and B sides of his singles for Columbia during the same period. Three CDs feature favorites from Folsom Prison Blues to I Can’t Help It. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**DVD 1871242 THE ROLLING STONES: SUMMER OF LOVE: SUN: Hyde Park Live.** Widescree. The greatest rock band in history performs live in a ‘can’t-miss’ summer extravaganza in 2013. Set includes a DVD of the concert, plus two audio CDs collecting unforgettable highlights from the show. Tracks include classics like Sympathy for the Devil; You Can’t Always Get What You Want; and more. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $34.98 $7.95

**CD 3797791 THE ESSENCE OF SWING.** This two-CD set features 47 great recordings by many legendary musicians, including Benny Goodman, Ella Fitzgerald, Glenn Miller, Duke Ellington, the Andrews Sisters, Artie Shaw, Jimmie Lunceford, Count Basie, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 5785729 GEORGE WASHINGTON SAVES THE COUNTRY: Albums 1960-62.** Compiles four complete comedy albums that helped launch Newhart’s career. Showcasing his brilliant and irreverent material, along with B sides of his singles on Specialty, RCA and SAR labels. Includes classics like You Send Me; Only Sixteen; Wonderful World; Chain Gang; Cryin’; and Twistin’ the Night Away. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2888505 THE WHO: Woodstock Festival 1969.** Relive again the sound of 1969 as this iconic performance makes a memorable appearance at Woodstock. Contains 23 tracks, including 19 tracks not available on CD, plus two audio CDs collecting unforgettable highlights from the show. Tracks include classics like Sympathy for the Devil; You Can’t Always Get What You Want; and more. Royal Milton, and many more. Delta Music. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 4579224 THE TOM LEHRER COLLECTION, 1953-60.** Celebrating one of the most distinctive musical satirists of the 20th century, this entertaining 70-track collection comprises the complete content of four of his definitive LPs: Songs by Tom Lehrer; An Evening with Tom Lehrer; Wasted with Tom Lehrer (Live); More of Tom Lehrer. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**CD 6760230 THE BAND: Syria Mosque 1970.** Hot on the heels of their 1970 album Stage Fright, The Band performed this rollicking live show in front of adoring fans in Tacoma, Washington. Eighteen tracks include takes on favorites from all three of their albums released until that point, plus a raucous rendition of Little Richard’s Slippin’ and Slidin’. City. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
**Music Recordings**

**CD 688973 CREAM: The Lost Broadcasts.** This collection of fifteen tracks features the complete broadcast, which is considered one of the most influential rock albums of all time. Tracks include “Sunshine of Your Love” and “White Winter.” $11.95

**CD 295976 CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL: Transmission Impossible.** This three-volume collection features live and studio recordings of the band’s entire career, including hits like “Fortunate Son” and “Who’ll Stop the Rain.” 4 CDs. $29.99

**CD 1862197 BENNY GOODMAN: Giants of the Big Band Era.** This 48-track collection provides a snapshot of Goodman’s career, including his famous recording of “Sing, Sing, Sing.” $9.95

**CD 2862492 EMMYLOU HARRIS: Transmission Impossible.** Probably the most consistent country artist of the past 40 years, Harris remains as popular and dynamic a performer today as she ever was. Twenty-three of her best tracks, including “It’s All Over But the Crying,” are included. $16.99

**CD 3692337 FLEETWOOD MAC: Greatest Hits.** These are the greatest hits of the version of Big Mac that produced hits with a Capital H! Sixteen tracks feature classic Fleetwood Mac, including “Landslide” and “Dreams.” $14.95

**CD 2936062 THE BEST EIGHTIES ALBUM: 100 Hits.** This collection features some of the biggest hits from the eighties, including hits like “Like A Virgin” and “Billie Jean.” $29.99

**CD 37834X GRATEFUL DEAD ROAD TRIPS, VOL. 3, NO. 3.** Three CDs and 31 tracks feature Dead feature Don’t Ease Me In, Casey Jones; Cosmic Charlie; Katie Mae; Hard to Handle; Dore Wolf; Good Lovin’; Turn on Your Lovelight and more! $25.99

**CD 3783251 SANTA’S TOP 10 FAVORITES.** Ten favorites by the Christmas legend, including hits like “Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer” and “Winter Wonderland.” $9.95

**CD 379444X CHARLES MINGUS: The Rare Albums Collection.** This collection of four albums features eight albums from one of the most original and innovative jazz musicians of the 20th century, including “Mingus at Antibes,” “Reinvention of a Lovebird,” and “Mingus at Monterey.” $19.99

**CD 2841290 THE HIGHWAYMAN: On the Road Again.** This collection of four albums features ten tracks that are considered some of the most beautiful and romantic island melodies—subtle undulating rhythms insinuating themselves into a soft breeze that soaks into the heart, and soul, of music lovers. $11.95

**CD 2953447 BLUE HAWAII: The Most Romantic & Popular Songs of the South Seas.** Enjoy some of the most beautiful and romantic island melodies including “Body of Water” and “Hula Lo.” $14.95

**CD 2786538 JOHNNY CASH: A Boy Named Sue.** Johnny Cash, one of the most influential country performers of all time, performs 25 of his best tracks, including “A Boy Named Sue.” $9.95

**CD 6908950 STEVIE NICKS: House of Blues.** A superb broadcast of her performance at the House of Blues in Hollywood in 1994. This set includes her raunchiest, most passionate songs, including “Landslide” and “Gypsy.” $19.99

**DVD 6938663 CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: Fillmore East 1970.** This collection features 25 of the greatest hits from the band’s iconic 1970 performance at the Fillmore East. $29.99

**DVD 2884424 GRATEFUL DEAD: Live at Fillmore West 1971.** This collection of four albums features 32 tracks that are considered some of the most beautiful and romantic island melodies—subtle undulating rhythms insinuating themselves into a soft breeze that soaks into the heart, and soul, of music lovers. $19.99

**DVD 3715108 THE PLATTERS: 26 Hits.** Features all the ones you know including “My Prayer,” “Only You,” “Pop Goes the Weasel,” and more! $14.99

**DVD 3770966 CROSBY, NASH & YOUNG: Fillmore East 1970.** This collection features 25 of the greatest hits from the band’s iconic 1970 performance at the Fillmore East. $29.99

**DVD 3755290 ROLLING STONES: The Best Sixties Broadcasts.** Illustrated sixteen-track Rainier classic holiday music from this beloved performer including “Good King Wenceslas,” “Silent Night,” “Holy, Holy,” and “Christmas in England.” $9.95

**CD 7383235 BING CROSBY: White Christmas.** This sixteen-track Rainier classic holiday music from this beloved performer including “Good King Wenceslas,” “Silent Night,” “Holy, Holy,” and “Christmas in England.” $10.95

**DVD 2903520 THE BEST SIXTIES ALBUM: 100 Hits.** This collection features 31 tracks that are considered some of the most beautiful and romantic island melodies—subtle undulating rhythms insinuating themselves into a soft breeze that soaks into the heart, and soul, of music lovers. $19.99

**CD 37834X GRATEFUL DEAD: The Complete Sun.** RCA & Monument Releases 1956-62. This 58-track set provides a comprehensive overview of the formative years of Orson’s career, including hits like “The War of the Worlds” and “I Am the Sea.” $29.99

**CD 3795059 JOAN BAEZ: The Debut Album Plus! Joan’s groundbreaking first album, featuring 13 folk-blues classics like “Silver Dagger,” “House of the Rising Sun,” “I’ve Been Working on the Highway,” “Mary Had a Little Lamb,” and more! $11.95

**CD 6948743 THE ANIMALS: Anthology.** This three-volume collection features the grittiest, gutsiest British Rhythm and Blues band of the 1960s, released in 1966. Along with the original titles, this CD includes bonus tracks and bonus stereo mixes. Twenty-five tracks include “I’m Crying,” “I’m Doin’ Fine,” “Gin House Blues,” and more! $12.95

**DVD 2019920 THE DOORS: Shot to Pieces.** On February 25th, 1969, the band members went into Sunset Sound Recorders Studio for a one night rehearsal session, which was recorded and is offered here for the first time. Twelve tracks include “Break on Through (To the Other Side),” “The End,” “Riders on the Storm,” and more! $14.99

**CD 37834X GRATEFUL DEAD: The Complete Sun.** RCA & Monument Releases 1956-62. This 58-track set provides a comprehensive overview of the formative years of Orson’s career, including hits like “The War of the Worlds” and “I Am the Sea.” $29.99

**CD 3715124 STRINGBEAN: Barn Yard Banjo Pickin’.** This two-CD, thirty-one-track collection has some of the best banjo pickin’ around including “Stringbean” and His Banjo; Herding Cattle; Wake Up Little Birdie; Polly, Birdie; John Henry; Hesitation Blues; Goodbye Sweet Thing; and more. $14.95

**CD 37834X GRATEFUL DEAD: The Complete Sun.** RCA & Monument Releases 1956-62. This 58-track set provides a comprehensive overview of the formative years of Orson’s career, including hits like “The War of the Worlds” and “I Am the Sea.” $29.99

**CD 3755290 ROLLING STONES: The Best Sixties Broadcasts.** Illustrated sixteen-track Rainier classic holiday music from this beloved performer including “Good King Wenceslas,” “Silent Night,” “Holy, Holy,” and “Christmas in England.” $9.95

**DVD 3783235 BING CROSBY: White Christmas.** This sixteen-track Rainier classic holiday music from this beloved performer including “Good King Wenceslas,” “Silent Night,” “Holy, Holy,” and “Christmas in England.” $10.95

**CD 2903520 THE BEST SIXTIES ALBUM: 100 Hits.** This five-CD collection features 50 tracks that are considered some of the most beautiful and romantic island melodies—subtle undulating rhythms insinuating themselves into a soft breeze that soaks into the heart, and soul, of music lovers. $19.99

**CD 37834X GRATEFUL DEAD: The Complete Sun.** RCA & Monument Releases 1956-62. This 58-track set provides a comprehensive overview of the formative years of Orson’s career, including hits like “The War of the Worlds” and “I Am the Sea.” $29.99

**CD 37834X GRATEFUL DEAD: The Complete Sun.** RCA & Monument Releases 1956-62. This 58-track set provides a comprehensive overview of the formative years of Orson’s career, including hits like “The War of the Worlds” and “I Am the Sea.” $29.99
## Music Recordings

### LINDA RONSTADT WITH NELSON RIDDLE: Lust Live.
- Conducting the New York Symphony, conductor: Arturo Toscanini
- From a TV broadcast recorded at The Arlington Theater, Santa Barbara, California in March 1964; the ten tracks included are from a live show in New York City.
- These tracks were recorded live from the concert and are presented as a tribute to the late Linda Ronstadt and her career.
- **CD 3784599** - Total Time: 1:03:26

### THE BEST OF CREIGHTON A. CLEARWATER REVISITED: 20th Century Masters.
- This collection features the best of Creighton A. Clearwater's career, spanning 20th century music with sensational versions of his hits.
- **CD 378549X** - Total Time: 1:01:15

### Z-OF-CONDUCTORS.
- By David Patmore
- Four CDs present selected recordings of conductors including: Arthur Tascinoni conducting the BBC Symphony Orchestra; Richard Strauss conducting the Berlin Staatskapelle; Leonard Bernstein conducting the New York Symphony Symphony and more.
- A guide with more than 300 biographies of conductors is included.
- **CD 3749362** - **CD 3749555** - **CD 3797813** - Total Price: $119.95

### ERIC CLAPTON: A Kind of Blues.
- Collected from a live broadcast recording, The Forum, Los Angeles, CA., November 1994; these 24 tracks include Mellow Child; Kidman Blues; County Jail; Third Degree; Born on a Train; Greenie and Greenie; Commotion; Who'll Stop the Rain; Hey Tonight; Long as I Can See the Light; Down on the Corner; Lookin' Out My Backdoor; and TontMombro Shoading: Universal Music.
- **CD 3794504** - Total Price: $19.95

### SINGIN' IN THE RAIN.
- The original soundtrack from the classic motion picture, starring Gene Kelly, Donald O'Connor, Dick Van Dyke, and Debbie Reynolds; eleven tracks, including Singin' in the Rain; You Are My Lucky Star; Fit as a Fiddle (And Ready for Love); Beautiful Girls and Where Are You?
- **CD 389724X** - Total Price: $14.95

### MUSIC RECORDINGS
- **CD 3788466** - **CD 3749362** - **CD 3797813** - **CD 3749555** - **CD 3797813** - **CD 3988977** - **CD 3758316** - **CD 3823317** - **CD 3988977** - **CD 3758316** - **CD 375949X** - **CD 379478X** - **CD 3794504** - **CD 3794504**

---
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his creative peak. Songs include Harley Was Runnin'; I Do Believe; Never Say Die; Wastin' Time; Jennings wrote, include release this finished product. Twelve tracks, eleven of which appear on the top 22 collection, Live FM broadcasts recorded at Hollywood Bowl 1972 with Johnny Winter; early-'70s shows: live albums capture the southern rockers at Heatwave; bring together the musician's first three albums on one CD, and Bossa Nova Samba. Sessions include A Knave; Rock Island; Catfish Rising; the seventies includes: Five CDs. EMI Records Limited. Pub. at $24.99


CD 5812690 JOHNNY MATHIS, 1957-82: The Complete US Singles As & Bs. Running from his 1957 debut through to 1962, this huge collection includes all of Johnny Mathis's career to date. Includes classic hits like Wonderful Wonderful; The Twelfth of Never; A Certain Smile; Someone, Changes; Are It's Not for Me; Say, and more. Over 50 tracks on 3 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 5908660 THE LITTLE BOX OF BOSSA NOVA. Two independently packaged collections make for one great collection of Bossa Nova sound. Includes the first ever recording of BOSSA NOVA. Includes performances by Carlinho, Gilberto, Sergio Mendes, Sylvia Telles, Luis Bonfa, Stan Getz, and other greats. Ninety tracks on 3 CDs. Enrollment. Pub. at $14.99

CD 2903733 NEIL YOUNG: Time Fades Away Tour. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The John F. Kennedy Center in 1973 come these sixteen tracks including On the Way Home; Here We Are in the Years; After the Goldrush; Waiting on the Weekend; Fading Away; Southern Man; Let's Have a Party; and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

CD 2932326 DVORAK AND AMERICA. This collection includes the full recording of Dvorak's St. Paul Symphony, performed at the Target Center in Minneapolis, MN. This two CD set features Dvorak's entire orchestral music. An op.98, by Anthony Dvorak. And Navajo War Dance No.2, Op.29, Mesa and Pian, Op.20, and Pawnee Horses Op.20, by Arthur Farwell. With the University of Texas Chamber Singers and the PostClassical Ensemble. Naxos. Pub. at $12.95

CD 369125X VOICES OF RUSSIAN OPERA. Featuring many composers whose names are synonymous with Russian opera, including Glinka, Borodin, Mussorgsky, Tchaikovsky, Shostakovich, and Prokofiev, this collection showcases the breadth and beauty of Russian opera at its best. This compilation features recordings by both Russian and non Russian vocalists. 5 CDs. EMI Records Limited. Pub. at $24.99

CD 3797775 DARYL HALL & JOHN OATES: Our Kind of Soul. Hall & Oates delivers rich, lilting Love Like Take Control; Standing in the Shadows of Love; I'll Be Around; Used to Be My Girl; Fading Away; After the Dance; Rock Me Baby; Can’t Get Enough of Your Love, Child; and more. U-Watch Records. Pub. at $14.95

CD 6941117 UNFORGETTABLE INSTRUMENTAL HITS: Essential Collection. Included in this 72 track collection are: Songs from Moulin Rouge by Percy Faith; Stardust by Artie Shaw; Rhapsody in Blue by Glenn Miller; September in the Rain by Arlen, Styne & Harburg. Includes some of the greats: Nat King Cole, Fred Astaire and legendary interpreters of his work, like Porter songs, some by artists who were celebrated in their own right, like Ella Fitzgerald, Frank Sinatra, Tony Bennett, Nat King Cole, Fred Astaire and Dinah Washington, along with others who simply dipped into Porter's rich catalog of landmark songs. This collection includes the Christmas Songs; Give Love on Christmas Day; The Little Drummer Boy; Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer; and Santa Claus Is Comin' to Town.

CD 3757323 BUCK OWENS: Live from Austin, TX. Recorded on October 23, 1988. Eleven songs from the country music legend, including Act Naturally; Tom Dooley; Greenbacks; Under Your Spell Again (with Dwight Yoakam); and more. New West Records. Pub. at $14.95

CD 6878202 THE CLASSIC SONGS OF COLE PORTER. Collects 50 Porter songs, some by artists who were celebrated in their own right, like Ella Fitzgerald, Frank Sinatra, Tony Bennett, Nat King Cole, Fred Astaire and Dinah Washington, along with others who simply dipped into Porter's rich catalog of landmark songs. This collection includes the Christmas Songs; Give Love on Christmas Day; The Little Drummer Boy; Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer; and Santa Claus Is Comin' to Town.

CD 3796582 SEVEN BRIDES for SEVEN BROTHERS. The original soundtrack from the classic motion picture starring Burt Lancaster and Howard Keel. Twelve tracks, including Wonderful, Wonderful; Day; Barn Dance; Spring, Spring, Spring; Bless Your Beautiful Hide; and more. Snapper Music. Pub. at $9.95

CD 3797926 BUDDY HOLLY: THE CRICKETS: The Complete US & UK Singles As & Bs 1956-62. This 66 track, two CD set features Blue Days Black Nights; Love Me; Modern Don Juan; Peggy Sue; Everyday; Love, Love, Love; That’ll Be the Day; I’m Lookin’ for Someone to Love; Raining in My Heart; Love’s Made a Fool of You; True Love Ways; Moondreams; Look at Me; Paradise Girl; Little Hollywood Girl; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 2972765 VAUGHN MONROE’S GREATEST HITS. Forty-eight tracks illuminate the career of this popular mid-century trumpeter, bandleader and hardliner. Four CDs. Roads & More. Pub. at $29.99

CD 3794644 LEE KONITZ: Verve Albums Collection. Features 61 tracks from eight of Konitz’s classic albums that include Take Five, In a Mood, Come dance with Me, JLCO! and other classic Konitz albums. Includes an interview with Konitz on Strings; Lee Konitz meets Jimmy Giuffre; You and Lee; and Motion. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

CD 5711959 ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: The Broadcast Archive. Three live albums capture the southern rockers at the height of their powers in three early ’70s shows: Back on the Road; Hollywood Bowl 1972 with Johnny Winter; and A&A Studios; New York 26th August 1971. Over 30 tracks in all, with multiple songs from Smoking Bee; Done Somebody Wrong; One Way Out; Stormy Monday; and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

CD 2906620 WILFRED MASON: The Complete Collection. A first ever recording of WILFRED MASON. Includes the complete classic albums by this legendary singer. Only his biggest hits could satisfy, and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $26.98

CD 2907882 GORDON LIGHTFOOT: The Complete Singles 1970-1980. Lightfoot’s decades as a recording artist are represented in this two CD, 34 track collection. Includes Rainy Day People; The Pony Man; If You Could Read My Mind; Poor Boy; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 6992137 JACKSON BROWNE: The Broadcast Archive. Featuring a trio of the finest live recordings available by Browne, this four CD set includes full broadcasts from the 70s, 80s, and 90s—the period during which this maverick troubadour was at his creative peak. Songs include Take It Easy; The Pretender; The Last Waltz; and more. San Juan Road Records. Pub. at $16.99

CD 6992137 JACKSON BROWNE: The Broadcast Archive. Featuring a trio of the finest live recordings available by Browne, this four CD set includes full broadcasts from the 70s, 80s, and 90s—the period during which this maverick troubadour was at his creative peak. Songs include Take It Easy; The Pretender; The Last Waltz; and more. San Juan Road Records. Pub. at $16.99
They Were Traveling Gossip. Pub. at $19.99

★ $37785724 ROCK JUKEBOX: 10 Essential Rock Classics. These five CD set comprises 100 of the essential rock hits featuring the original artists such as Journey, Boston, Survivor, Meat Loaf, Alice Cooper, Deep Purple, Tom Jones, and many more. Thirty tracks in all. $21.95


★ $37762730 FRANK WESS: The Classic Albums Collection, 1951-1958. Features nine original albums on this 4 CD set, including Lionel Hampton and His All Stars with Milton Mezz Mezzrow; Crazy Hump; The Lionel Hampton Quartet; Hump and Getz; Jam Session in Paris; Gene Krupa-Lionel Hampton-Teddy Wilson; Lionel Hampton and His Giants; Hampton’s Big Four; and Hallelujah Hamp. Forty-three tracks in all. $39.95

★ $12927502 BROTHERS COLLECTION, 1954-62. Includes Top 10 hits, such as Please Please Me; P.S. I Love You; Ask Me Before The Beginning; It’s The News, Yeah!; More Cane on the Brazos; This Wheels on Fire; I Shall Be Released; The Weight; and Lovin’ You Is Sweeter Than Ever. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

★ $37758702 LINK WRAY ROCKS. Perhaps one of the greatest guitarists, Link Wray’s music is presented on 34 tracks. Includes Raw Hide; Ballad Theme; Tijuana; Silly; Right Turn; I’m Branding’ Hand; Clapper; The Swag; Tijuana; Slinky; Right Turn; I Don’t Know Why That Lovin’ You Baby; Studio Blues; Hang On, Turquoise USA; The Black Widow; Pancho Villa; Radio; Mary Ann; The Outlaw; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99

★ $37758734 THE BAND: War by Broadcast from The Woodstock Festival, Saugerties, New York, 1969, these eleven tracks include Chest Fever, Don’t Do It; Tears of Rage, We Can’t Do It; Black Veil; Don’t Ya Tell Henry; Ain’t No More Cane on the Brazos; This Wheels on Fire; I Shall Be Released; The Weight; and Lovin’ You Is Sweeter Than Ever. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

★ $37758731 THE BAND: War by Broadcast from The Woodstock Festival, Saugerties, New York, 1969, these eleven tracks include Chest Fever, Don’t Do It; Tears of Rage, We Can’t Do It; Black Veil; Don’t Ya Tell Henry; Ain’t No More Cane on the Brazos; This Wheels on Fire; I Shall Be Released; The Weight; and Lovin’ You Is Sweeter Than Ever. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

★ $37758730 THE BAND: War by Broadcast from The Woodstock Festival, Saugerties, New York, 1969, these eleven tracks include Chest Fever, Don’t Do It; Tears of Rage, We Can’t Do It; Black Veil; Don’t Ya Tell Henry; Ain’t No More Cane on the Brazos; This Wheels on Fire; I Shall Be Released; The Weight; and Lovin’ You Is Sweeter Than Ever. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

★ $37758729 LINK WRAY ROCKS. Perhaps one of the greatest guitarists, Link Wray’s music is presented on 34 tracks. Includes Raw Hide; Ballad Theme; Tijuana; Silly; Right Turn; I’m Branding’ Hand; Clapper; The Swag; Tijuana; Slinky; Right Turn; I Don’t Know Why That Lovin’ You Baby; Studio Blues; Hang On, Turquoise USA; The Black Widow; Pancho Villa; Radio; Mary Ann; The Outlaw; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99

★ $37758728 LINK WRAY ROCKS. Perhaps one of the greatest guitarist, Link Wray’s music is presented on 34 tracks. Includes Raw Hide; Ballad Theme; Tijuana; Silly; Right Turn; I’m Branding’ Hand; Clapper; The Swag; Tijuana; Slinky; Right Turn; I Don’t Know Why That Lovin’ You Baby; Studio Blues; Hang On, Turquoise USA; The Black Widow; Pancho Villa; Radio; Mary Ann; The Outlaw; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99

★ $37758727 LINK WRAY ROCKS. Perhaps one of the greatest guitarist, Link Wray’s music is presented on 34 tracks. Includes Raw Hide; Ballad Theme; Tijuana; Silly; Right Turn; I’m Branding’ Hand; Clapper; The Swag; Tijuana; Slinky; Right Turn; I Don’t Know Why That Lovin’ You Baby; Studio Blues; Hang On, Turquoise USA; The Black Widow; Pancho Villa; Radio; Mary Ann; The Outlaw; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99

★ $37758726 LINK WRAY ROCKS. Perhaps one of the greatest guitarist, Link Wray’s music is presented on 34 tracks. Includes Raw Hide; Ballad Theme; Tijuana; Silly; Right Turn; I’m Branding’ Hand; Clapper; The Swag; Tijuana; Slinky; Right Turn; I Don’t Know Why That Lovin’ You Baby; Studio Blues; Hang On, Turquoise USA; The Black Widow; Pancho Villa; Radio; Mary Ann; The Outlaw; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99
Music Recordings

- **CD 378320** THE BEST SOUL ALBUM: 100 Hits. Collects 100 top soul hits by the following artists: The Drifters, Maze, The Supremes, and many more. Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99


- **CD 2903814** WHEN THE SAINTS GO MARCHING IN: Greatest Dixieland Jazz. This three CD set offers tracks from some of the greatest Dixieland Jazz artists: Basin Street Band, Turk Murphy, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99

- **CD 2985950** JACKSON BROWNE & DAVID LINDELLE: Palm Meadows Benefit 1979. This pair performed at the Township Auditorium in Columbia, South Carolina on April 28, 1979. The whole set was recorded for live FM broadcast and this two CD set includes a full set of eight tracks, including "Come All Ye Fair & Tender Ladies." Time Life. Pub. at $21.95

- **CD 377333** CHEF ATKINS: The Complete RCA Victor & Columbia Christmas Recordings. This set features more than 65 Christmas recordings, including "Silent Night," "Away in a Manger," and many more. Fifth Label Media. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 2984873** SPIKE JONES: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. This set includes 60 of his most memorable recordings, including "The Camp Meeting," "The Bat's Meeting," and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99

- **CD 2981213** DON MCLEAN: American Troubadour. This six CD set features Don McLean's extraordinary songwriting, including "Got to Get You Into My Life," "Sugarhill," and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $32.95

- **CD 379541** TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS CAROLS. This four CD set of classic Christmas carols feature music by artists such as Bing Crosby, Mahalia Jackson, Nat King Cole, Johnny Mathis, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 2949081** 101 TREASURED HYMNS: How Great Thou Art/Amazing Grace. This collection features tracks from some of the greatest hymn writers: George Handel, John's School Choir; and songs performed by artists such as Mahalia Jackson, Nat King Cole, and many more. Fifth Label Media. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 290381** WHEN THE SAINTS GO MARCHING IN: Greatest Dixieland Jazz. This CD set offers tracks from some of the greatest Dixieland Jazz artists: Basin Street Band, Turk Murphy, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 3796928** PAUL SIMON: The Ultimate Collection. Enjoy the complete music of Paul Simon, including "The Sound of Silence," "Still Crazy After All These Years," and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

- **CD 2985950** JACKSON BROWNE & DAVID LINDELLE: Palm Meadows Benefit 1979. This pair performed at the Township Auditorium in Columbia, South Carolina on April 28, 1979. The whole set was recorded for live FM broadcast and this two CD set includes a full set of eight tracks, including "Come All Ye Fair & Tender Ladies." Time Life. Pub. at $21.95

- **CD 2985950** JACKSON BROWNE & DAVID LINDELLE: Palm Meadows Benefit 1979. This pair performed at the Township Auditorium in Columbia, South Carolina on April 28, 1979. The whole set was recorded for live FM broadcast and this two CD set includes a full set of eight tracks, including "Come All Ye Fair & Tender Ladies." Time Life. Pub. at $21.95

- **CD 379541** TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS CAROLS. This four CD set of classic Christmas carols feature music by artists such as Bing Crosby, Mahalia Jackson, Nat King Cole, Johnny Mathis, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 2985950** JACKSON BROWNE & DAVID LINDELLE: Palm Meadows Benefit 1979. This pair performed at the Township Auditorium in Columbia, South Carolina on April 28, 1979. The whole set was recorded for live FM broadcast and this two CD set includes a full set of eight tracks, including "Come All Ye Fair & Tender Ladies." Time Life. Pub. at $21.95

- **CD 379541** TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS CAROLS. This four CD set of classic Christmas carols feature music by artists such as Bing Crosby, Mahalia Jackson, Nat King Cole, Johnny Mathis, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 2985950** JACKSON BROWNE & DAVID LINDELLE: Palm Meadows Benefit 1979. This pair performed at the Township Auditorium in Columbia, South Carolina on April 28, 1979. The whole set was recorded for live FM broadcast and this two CD set includes a full set of eight tracks, including "Come All Ye Fair & Tender Ladies." Time Life. Pub. at $21.95

- **CD 379541** TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS CAROLS. This four CD set of classic Christmas carols feature music by artists such as Bing Crosby, Mahalia Jackson, Nat King Cole, Johnny Mathis, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 2985950** JACKSON BROWNE & DAVID LINDELLE: Palm Meadows Benefit 1979. This pair performed at the Township Auditorium in Columbia, South Carolina on April 28, 1979. The whole set was recorded for live FM broadcast and this two CD set includes a full set of eight tracks, including "Come All Ye Fair & Tender Ladies." Time Life. Pub. at $21.95

- **CD 379541** TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS CAROLS. This four CD set of classic Christmas carols feature music by artists such as Bing Crosby, Mahalia Jackson, Nat King Cole, Johnny Mathis, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 2985950** JACKSON BROWNE & DAVID LINDELLE: Palm Meadows Benefit 1979. This pair performed at the Township Auditorium in Columbia, South Carolina on April 28, 1979. The whole set was recorded for live FM broadcast and this two CD set includes a full set of eight tracks, including "Come All Ye Fair & Tender Ladies." Time Life. Pub. at $21.95

- **CD 379541** TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS CAROLS. This four CD set of classic Christmas carols feature music by artists such as Bing Crosby, Mahalia Jackson, Nat King Cole, Johnny Mathis, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 2985950** JACKSON BROWNE & DAVID LINDELLE: Palm Meadows Benefit 1979. This pair performed at the Township Auditorium in Columbia, South Carolina on April 28, 1979. The whole set was recorded for live FM broadcast and this two CD set includes a full set of eight tracks, including "Come All Ye Fair & Tender Ladies." Time Life. Pub. at $21.95

- **CD 379541** TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS CAROLS. This four CD set of classic Christmas carols feature music by artists such as Bing Crosby, Mahalia Jackson, Nat King Cole, Johnny Mathis, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 2985950** JACKSON BROWNE & DAVID LINDELLE: Palm Meadows Benefit 1979. This pair performed at the Township Auditorium in Columbia, South Carolina on April 28, 1979. The whole set was recorded for live FM broadcast and this two CD set includes a full set of eight tracks, including "Come All Ye Fair & Tender Ladies." Time Life. Pub. at $21.95

- **CD 379541** TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS CAROLS. This four CD set of classic Christmas carols feature music by artists such as Bing Crosby, Mahalia Jackson, Nat King Cole, Johnny Mathis, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 2985950** JACKSON BROWNE & DAVID LINDELLE: Palm Meadows Benefit 1979. This pair performed at the Township Auditorium in Columbia, South Carolina on April 28, 1979. The whole set was recorded for live FM broadcast and this two CD set includes a full set of eight tracks, including "Come All Ye Fair & Tender Ladies." Time Life. Pub. at $21.95

- **CD 379541** TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS CAROLS. This four CD set of classic Christmas carols feature music by artists such as Bing Crosby, Mahalia Jackson, Nat King Cole, Johnny Mathis, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 2985950** JACKSON BROWNE & DAVID LINDELLE: Palm Meadows Benefit 1979. This pair performed at the Township Auditorium in Columbia, South Carolina on April 28, 1979. The whole set was recorded for live FM broadcast and this two CD set includes a full set of eight tracks, including "Come All Ye Fair & Tender Ladies." Time Life. Pub. at $21.95

- **CD 379541** TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS CAROLS. This four CD set of classic Christmas carols feature music by artists such as Bing Crosby, Mahalia Jackson, Nat King Cole, Johnny Mathis, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 2985950** JACKSON BROWNE & DAVID LINDELLE: Palm Meadows Benefit 1979. This pair performed at the Township Auditorium in Columbia, South Carolina on April 28, 1979. The whole set was recorded for live FM broadcast and this two CD set includes a full set of eight tracks, including "Come All Ye Fair & Tender Ladies." Time Life. Pub. at $21.95
Music Recordings

**CD 2995842** DICKY BETTS & GREAT SOUTHERN: Live at Rockpalast 1978 and 2008. ★ Features three CDs with 21 tracks, and two DVDs with 21 tracks, this boxed collection includes on CD One Way Out, Jessica; Having a Good Time; In Memory of The Kings of Oriental Bells; A Santa Christmas; and Julio Down by the Schoolyard; One-Trick Pony; Loves Me Like a Rock; Red Rubber Ball; American Tune; and more. Eat to the Beat. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99, $19.95.

**CD 3794212** LEGGY ANDERSON: The Complete Christmas Collection. Features two albums: A Christmas Festival and Christmas Carol’s with a total of 42 tracks of beautiful Christmas music on two CDs. Includes O, Little Town of Bethlehem; White Christmas; Here Comes Santa Claus; It’s the Most Wonderful Time of the Year; Are You Sleeping, Are You Not?; Joy to the World; Silent Night; Hark! The Herald Angels Sing; Oh, Come, Oh Come, Emmanuel; and more. Some songs have multiple versions. Real Gone Music, Pub. at $21.99.

**CD 3737098** MUSIC OF YOUR LIFE. A special collection of 150 timeless love songs from the ‘50s, ‘60s, and ‘70s. Step back in time with great musical memories by these hit-makers. Nat King Cole, Johnny Mathis, Patsy Cline, Andy Williams, the Platters, Dean Martin, Elvis Presley, Perry Como, Rosemary Clooney, Bobby Darin, Engelbert Humperdinck, and many more. Ten CDs. Time Life. Pub. at $119.99.

**CD 3765693** THE BEACH BOYS: The Hits. Presents a classic vinyl collection of this 14-track vinyl collector’s edition. Includes Time Is On My Side; Not Fade Away; I Wanna Be Your Man; If You Need Me; Around and Around; Can I Get a Witness; Route 66; Tell Me; Honest I; Surfin’ Safari; Fun Fun Fun; Catch a Wave; Surfin’ U.S.A.; Little Deuce Coupe; In My Room; When I Grow Up; Ten Little Indians; and Don’t Worry Baby. Stargrove Entertainment. 12"x12". Pub. at $7.95.

**CD 3765641** ELVIS: White Christmas. The King of Rock ’n’ Roll celebrates the holidays in this 11 track vinyl album. Includes Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; White Christmas; Here Comes Santa Claus; Oh Little Town of Bethlehem; Blue Christmas; Santa Bring My Baby Back: I’ll Be Home For Christmas; Silent Night; I Believe; Take My Precious Lord; and It’s No Secret. Stargrove Entertainment. 12"x12". Pub. at $7.95.

**CD 3765678** THE BEACH BOYS: Greatest Hits 1976-1986. Collects 13 songs from the music icon, Brian Wilson, including Good Vibrations; Surfin’ U.S.A.; Little Deuce Coupe; In My Room; When I Grow Up; Ten Little Indians; and Don’t Worry Baby. Stargrove Entertainment. 12"x12". Pub. at $7.95.

**CD 3765615** JOHNNY CASH: Greatest Hits. The Man in Black shares the very best in this 14 track vinyl collection. Includes I Walk the Line; Folsom Prison Blues; Understanding You; Man, God Bless You; Ride Me, Penny; Ring of Fire; Havent Met You Yet Baby; and more. Stargrove Entertainment. 12"x12". Pub. at $7.95.


**CD 3084891** THE BUNKS. Also includes a DVD of the performance (114 minutes). Stargrove Entertainment. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $17.95.

**CD 2925842** DICKY BETTS & GREAT SOUTHERN: Live at Rockpalast 1978 and 2008. ★ Features three CDs with 21 tracks, and two DVDs with 21 tracks, this boxed collection includes on CD One Way Out, Jessica; Having a Good Time; In Memory of The Kings of Oriental Bells; A Santa Christmas; and Julio Down by the Schoolyard; One-Trick Pony; Loves Me Like a Rock; Red Rubber Ball; American Tune; and more. Eat to the Beat. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99, $19.95.

**CD 3794240** RICHARD THOMPSON: Across a Crowded Room. This two CD collection of 21 tracks includes: Wall of Death; How I Wanted To; When the Spell Is Broken; The Wrong Heartbeat; Summer Rain and more, recorded live at the Roxy Theatre in Los Angeles, Canada in September 1994. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99, $12.95.

**CD 2903652** JOHNNY HODGES: The Best of the Verve Years. ★ Features eight of Hodges albums. Not So Dusky; Back to Back; Side by Side; Gerry Mulligan Meets Johnny Hodges; Blue Hodge; Johnny Hodges with Billy Strayhorn and the Andy’s; Stargrove Entertainment. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 2986055** SANTANA: Tanglewood 1970. Recorded at the Tanglewood Music Center in Lenox, Massachusetts on August 18, 1970. Songs include Batuka/Se a Cabo; Black Magic Woman/Gypsy Queen; Gumbo; Evil Ways; Treat, and more. Media. Pub. at $19.95.

**CD 2986046** SPIRIT: Live at Rockpalast 1976. ★ Spirit’s concert, a Rockpalast Eurovision broadcast in March 1976, turned out to be one of the highlights of the first Rockpalast series (1977 to 1982). This two CD collection includes 16 tracks, including Rockpalast Jam; Mr; Skin; It’s All the Same: Like a Rolling Stone; Wild Thing; and more. More includes a DVD of the performance (114 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99, $17.95.

**CD 6908826** SHE’S SELLING WHAT SHE USED TO GIVE AWAY. Collects 28 risque hillbilly songs from the ‘30s, including Frankie and Johnnie by Gene Autry; When Lulu’s Eyes Get Bigger by Bing Crosby; Red Nighgtown Blues by Jimmy Davis; Nobody’s Business by Riley Puckett; Feels Good by Hartman’s Heart Breakers, and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $28.99, $14.95.

**CD 2995657** ELTON JOHN: Greatest Hits 1976-1986. Collects 13 songs from the music icon, Sir Elton John, including I’m Gonna Love Me Again; Blue Skies by Bing Crosby, Just One of Those Things by Ginny Sim; We’re in the Money by Ginger Rogers; and much more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99, $21.95.

**CD 378686X** THE ROLLING STONES: Early Hits. Presents the Stones’ classic hits in this 11 track vinyl collector’s edition. Includes Time Is On My Side; Not Fade Away; I Wanna Be Your Man; If You Need Me; Around and Around; Can I Get a Witness; Route 66; Tell Me; Honest I; and Making the Dog. Stargrove Entertainment. 12"x12". Pub. at $7.95.

**CD 3765619** ELVIS: White Christmas. The King of Rock ’n’ Roll celebrates the holidays in this 11 track vinyl album. Includes Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; White Christmas; Here Comes Santa Claus; Oh Little Town of Bethlehem; Blue Christmas; Santa Bring My Baby Back: I’ll Be Home For Christmas; Silent Night; I Believe; Take My Precious Lord; and It’s No Secret. Stargrove Entertainment. 12"x12". Pub. at $7.95.

**CD 3765678** THE BEACH BOYS: Greatest Hits 1976-1986. Collects 13 songs from the music icon, Brian Wilson, including Good Vibrations; Surfin’ U.S.A.; Little Deuce Coupe; In My Room; When I Grow Up; Ten Little Indians; and Don’t Worry Baby. Stargrove Entertainment. 12"x12". Pub. at $7.95.

**CD 3765641** ELVIS: White Christmas. The King of Rock ’n’ Roll celebrates the holidays in this 11 track vinyl album. Includes Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; White Christmas; Here Comes Santa Claus; Oh Little Town of Bethlehem; Blue Christmas; Santa Bring My Baby Back: I’ll Be Home For Christmas; Silent Night; I Believe; Take My Precious Lord; and It’s No Secret. Stargrove Entertainment. 12"x12". Pub. at $7.95.

**CD 3765615** JOHNNY CASH: Greatest Hits. The Man in Black shares the very best in this 14 track vinyl collection. Includes I Walk the Line; Folsom Prison Blues; Understanding You; Man, God Bless You; Ride Me, Penny; Ring of Fire; Havent Met You Yet Baby; and more. Stargrove Entertainment. 12"x12". March 1978, turned out to be one of the highlights of the first Rockpalast series (1977 to 1982). This two CD collection of 21 tracks includes: Wall of Death; How I Wanted To; When the Spell Is Broken; The Wrong Heartbeat; Summer Rain and more, recorded live at the Roxy Theatre in Los Angeles, Canada in September 1994. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99, $12.95.

**CD 2903642** SPIRIT: Live at Rockpalast 1976. Spirit’s concert, a Rockpalast Eurovision broadcast in March 1976, turned out to be one of the highlights of the first Rockpalast series (1977 to 1982). This two CD collection includes 16 tracks, including Rockpalast Jam; Mr; Skin; It’s All the Same: Like a Rolling Stone; Wild Thing; and more. More includes a DVD of the performance (114 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99, $17.95.
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